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CHAP. I W. CONTINUED.

xxxiv. Hitherto have we declared the sense

of the Pagans in general, those also being in

cluded, who supposed God to be a being ele

vated above the world, that they agreed in

these two things: First, the breaking and crum

bling, as it were, of the simple Deity, and par

celling out of the same into many particular

notions and partial considerations, according to

the various manifestations of its power and pro

vidence in the world; by the personating and

deifying of which severally they made, as it were,

so many gods of one. The chief ground whereof

was this: because they considered not the Deity

according to its simple nature, and abstractly

only, but concretely also with the world, as he

displayeth himself therein, pervadeth all, and

diffuseth his virtues through all. For as the sun,

reflected by grosser vapours, is sometimes mul

tiplied, and the same object beheld through a

polyedrous glass, by reason of those many super

VOL. III, B *
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2 OF THOSE PAGAN THEOLOGERs who MADE

ficies, being represented in several places at once,

is thereby rendered manifold to the spectator;

so one and the same supreme God, considered

concretely with the world, as manifesting his

several powers and virtues in it, was multiplied

into several names, not without the appearance

of so many several gods. Whereas troAvºvvuov

with those ancient Pagans, was the same thing

with troXvěºvauov, that which hath many names, all

one with that which hath many powers: accord

ing to this of Callimachus" concerning Diana,

Aá; ºol tragóswiny aid viow, &ntra, ºvXárrºw,

Kai IIoxvoyuginy"

And this of Virgil concerning Alecto, b

Tibi nomina mille,

- Mille nocendi artes.

And accordingly the many Pagan gods are, in

Plato's Cratylus, interpreted as the many powers

of one God diffused through the world. And

the Pagan theologers seemed to conceive this to

be more suitable to the pomp, state and grandeur

of the supreme God, for him to be considered

diffusively, and called by many names, signifying

his many several virtues and powers (polyonymy

being by them accounted an honour) rather than

to be contracted and shrunk all up into one gene

ral notion of a perfect mind, the maker or creator

of the whole world. The second thing, in which

the Pagans agreed, is their personating and deify

ing also the parts of the world, and things of

nature themselves, and so making them so many

gods and goddesses too. Their meaning therein

being declared to be really no other than this;

* Hymn, in Dianam, ver, 5, 6. AEmeid. lib. vii. ver, 324.
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that God, who doth not only pervade all things,

but also was the cause of all things, and therefore

himself is in a manner all things, ought to be

worshipped in all the things of nature and parts

of the world: as also, that the force of every thing

was Divine, and that in all things, that were bene

ficial to mankind, the Divine goodness ought to

be acknowledged.

We shall now observe, how both those fore

mentioned principles, of God's pervading all

things, and his being all things, which were the

chief grounds of the seeming Polytheism of the

Pagans, were improved and carried on further by

those amongst them, who had no higher notion

of the supreme Deity, than as the soul of the

world. Which opinion, that it found entertain

ment amongst so many of them, probably might

be from hence, because it was so obvious for

those of them, that were religious, to conceive,

that as themselves consisted of body and soul,

so the body of the whole world was not without

its soul neither; and that their human souls were

as well derived from the life and soul of the

world, as the earth and water in their bodies was

from the earth and water of the world. Now

whereas the more refined Pagans, as was before

observed, suppose God to pervade and pass

through all things dutyºc, unmixedly—these con

cluded God to be (according to that definition of

him in Quinctilian, taken in a rigid sense) “Spi

ritum omnibus partibus immistum;” a spirit im

mingled with all the parts of the world—or else

in Manilius's language,

Infusumque Deum coelo, terrisque fretoque,

B 2
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Infused into the heaven, earth, and seas:—“Sa

croque meatu conspirare Deum,” and intimately

to conspire with his own work the world—as

being almost one with it. Upon which account

he was commonly called Nature also, that being

thus defined by some of the Stoics, “Deus mundo

permistus;” God mingled throughout with the

world ;-and “ Divina Ratio toti mundo insita,”

The Divine Reason inserted into the whole world.

—Which Nature, notwithstanding, in way of dis

tinction from the particular natures of things,

was called kown paic, and communis natura, the

common nature. And it was plainly declared by

them not to be a senseless nature; according to

that of Balbus in Cicero, “Natura est, quae con

tinet mundum omnem, eumgue tuetur; atoue ea

quidem non sine sensu, atque ratione:” It is na

ture, by which the whole world is contained and

upheld, but this such a nature, as is not without

sense and reason.—As it is elsewhere said to be

perfect and eternal Reason, the Divine Mind and

Wisdom, containing also under it all the X6)o.

otrºpuarikoi, the spermatic principles—by which

the things of nature (commonly so called) are

effected. Wherefore we see, that such naturalists

as these may well be allowed to be Theists (Moses

himself in Strabo being accounted one of them);

whereas those, that acknowledge no higher prin

ciple of the world, than a senseless nature (whe

ther fortuitous, or orderly and methodical), can

notbe accounted any other than absolute Atheists.

Moreover, this soul of the world was by such of

these Pagans as admitted no incorporeal sub

stance, itself concluded to be a body too, but

Aerrórarov kai rāxtorov, a most subtile and most
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swift body—as was before observed out of Plato

(though endued with perfect mind and under

standing, as well as with spermatic reasons),

which insinuating itself into all other bodies, did

permeate and pervade the whole universe, and

frame all things, inwardly mingling itself with

all; Heraclitus and Hippasus thinking this to be

fire, and Diogenes Apolloniates air; whom Sim

plicius, who had read some of his then extant

works, vindicates from that imputation of Athe

ism, which Hippo and Anaximander lie under.

Again, whereas the more sublimated, Simplicius

Pagans affirmed the supreme God to be describeth

all, so as that he was nevertheless some- gº;

thing above all too, he being above the ...

soul of the world; (and probably AEs- nia. In Epic
e • . tet. p. 234.

chylus, in that forecited passage of his,

is to be understood after this manner, Zeiſc rot ra

trávra kal ri rovë viréprepov, Jupiter is the ether,

Jupiter is the earth, Jupiter is the heaven; Jupiter

is all things, and yet something higher than all,

or above all:—) those Pagans, who acknow

ledged no higher Numen than the soul of the

world, made God to be all things in a grosser

sense, they supposing the whole corporeal world

animated to be also the supreme Deity. For

though God, to them, were principally and ori

ginally that eternal unmade soul and mind, which

diffuseth itself through all things; yet did they

conceive, that as the human soul and body, both

together, make up one whole rational animal, or

man; so this mundane soul, and its body the

world, did in like manner, both together, make

up one entire Divine animal, or God.

It is true, indeed, that as the human soul doth
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principally act in some one part of the body,

which therefore hath been called the hegemoni

con and principale, some taking this to be the

brain, others the heart, but Strato in Tertullian"

ridiculously, the place betwixt the eyebrows; so

the Stoics did suppose the great Soul or Mind of

the world, to act principally in some one part

thereof (which what it was notwithstanding they

did not all agree upon), as the hegemonicon or

principale; and this was sometimes called by

them emphatically God. But nevertheless they

all acknowledged this mundane soul, as the souls

of other animals, to pervade, animate, or enliven

and actuate, more or less, its whole body, the

world. This is plainly declared by Laertius in

the life of Zeno :" Tów 8:) Káanov 8touccioffat kard vouv

kai Toévolav, etc arav aurov uépoc 8tſikovroc row vow, ka04

trep tº juſov ric ilvync' dAA #öm & ºv učv uáA\ov, 8t'

Öv ºv ydp dic £ic Kexºpnkev, oc 8td rov dartov kai rov

vetotov' 8t' (ºv & dic vouc, ºc &id row iysuovucow' oiro èr)

kai rôv 6Aov kóquov čjov čvra kai £uluxov kai Aoyukov,

#xeiv iyºnovikov Hèv rów attºpa, * rov owpavöv, i) rov iiNuovº

Ö kal Totorov 0:30 Aéyovow atoſhrikóc dotrºp Ksxºpmkéval,

ëld rov čv dipt, kai &id riov Zºov dirávrov kai puriov, 8td

& ric ync auric ka0’?&v: The Stoics affirm, that the

world is governed by mind and providence, this

mind passing through all the parts of it, as the

soul doth in us: which yet doth not act in all

parts alike, but in some more, in some less; it

passing through some parts only as a habit (as

through the bones and nerves), but through others

as mind or understanding (as through that which

is called the hegemonicon or principale). So

* De Anima, cap. xv. p. 169.

° Lib. vii. segm. 138, 139, p. 452.

*
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the whole world being a living and rational ani

mal, hath its hegemonicon or principal part too,

which according to Antipater is the ether, to Pos

sidonius the air, to Cleanthes the sun, &c. And

they say also, that this first God is, as it were,

sensibly diffused through all animals and plants,

but through the earth itself only as a habit.—

Wherefore the whole world, being thus acted

and animated by one Divine Soul, is itself, accord

ing to these Stoics, also the supreme God. Thus

Didymus in Eusebius, 3Åov & rov kóguov P. Ev. 1.xv.

Tooga yopetovol 6sov, the Stoics call the ºiſ.

whole world God;—and Origen against P.*

Celsus, gaſpöc &n röv 6Xov kóguov Aéyovow tival Gedv,

Xrwikoi utv Tov trgºrov. The Greeks universally

affirm the world to be a god, but the Stoics, the

first and chief God.—And accordingly Manilius,"

Qua pateat mundum divino numine verti

Atque ipsum esse Deum:

Whereby it may appear the world to be governed

by a Divine Mind, and also itself to be God.—As

likewise Seneca, the philosopher, “Totum hoc,

quo continemur, et unum est, et Deus est;” this

whole world, within which we are contained, is

both one thing and God.—Which is not to be

understood of the mere matter of the world, as it

is nothing but a heap of atoms, or as endued with

a plastic and senseless nature only; but of it as

animated by such a soul, as besides sense was

originally endued with perfect understanding ;

and as deriving all its godship from thence. For

* Lib. i. ver, 484, 485.

* Epistol. xcii. p. 323. tom. ii. opera. Wide etiam Epist. xcv.

p. 355.
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c. p. 1 ºf thus Varro in St. Austin declares both

c. vi. his own and the Stoical sense concern

ing this point, “Dicit idem Varro, adhuc de

naturali theologia praeloquens, Deum se arbi

trari esse animam mundi (quem Graeci vocant

kóquov) et hunc ipsum mundum esse Deum. Sed

sicut hominem sapientem, cum sit ex corpore et

animo, tamen ab animo dici sapientem; ita mun

dum Deum dici ab animo, cum sit ex animo et

corpore.” The same Varro discoursing concern

ing natural theology, declareth, that, according

to his own sense, God is the soul of the world

(which the Greeks call Cosmos), and that this

world itself is also God. But that this is so to

be understood, that as a wise man, though con

sisting of soul and body, yet is denominated wise

only from his mind or soul; so the world is de

nominated God, from its mind or soul only, it

consisting both of mind and body.

Now if the whole animated world be the su

preme God, it plainly follows from thence, that

the several parts and members thereof must be

the parts and members of God; and this was

readily acknowledged by Seneca; * “Membra

sumus corporis magni;” We are all members of

one great body:-and * “Totum hoc Deus est,

socii ejus et membra sumus ;” this whole world

is God, and we are not only his members, but .

also his fellows or companions—as if our human

souls had a certain kind of fellowship also with

that great Soul of the universe. And accordingly,

the Soul of the world, and the whole mundane

animal, was frequently worshipped by the Pagans,

in these its several members; the chief parts of

* Epist. xcv. p. 355. * Epist. xcii. p. 323.
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the world, and the most important things of na

ture, as it were by piece-meal. Nevertheless it

doth not at all follow from thence, that these

were therefore to them really so many several

gods; for then not only every man, and every

contemptible animal, every plant and herb, and

pile of grass, every river and hill, and all things

else whatsoever, must be so many several gods.

And that the Pagans themselves did not take

them for such, Origen observes against that asser

tion of Celsus, “That if the whole were

God, then the several parts thereof must

needs be gods,” or divine too: oc tival 08ta ow uðvov

- w *

dv0p6trovc, dAAd kai rāvra ra ūAoya Coa, uépm bvra row

p. 234.

f w w p v \ P. 2 Qx / ~ *

Koopuov, Toog & Touroug Kau Ta pura 80. 8. Mé9m TOU Koopiou

kai of Torauoi, kai rā ãon, kai at 0á\agoat' ão àrd 6\oc

t w * 9 >f ºn V : w v t f p

O Koopuog fledg EOTuv, ijöm KOlu Ol trorapot KOLt. Clt 0á\agoat {}eot

slow' dAA’ ou?? touro pigovatv "EXXnvec rotic & Tiara

rouvrac (ei āpa 8aiuovac, # 0souc, dic keivot ovouážovot)
a- w p p * f f w w

Toranoic kal 0a)\dogate, rourovc àv \{yotev 0soug. Kai ro

kaffoxuköv KéAgov yiveral kai ka0 "EXXmac levéoc, 3rt

távri 6\ov † Geoc, Távroc ra uéon rotºrov tort 6eta' kard

rouro Ydg 0éia toral Coa, kal uvial, kal oxvipec, kal oxºn

Kec, Kai Tav ro róv &psov sièoc, d\\d kai rô róv opviov,
v \ - 9 !..... •l. 5 ºz t f v , ; w

kai to rov ty.00ov atrºp ow8 ot \{yovrec 98óv ćival row

kóquov, phoovow' From hence it would follow, that

not only men must be divine and gods, but also

all brute animals too (they being parts of the

world) and plants to boot. Nay, rivers, and

mountains, and seas, being parts of the world

likewise (if the whole world be God), must, ac

cording to Celsus, needs be gods also. Whereas

the Greeks themselves will not affirm this ; but

they would only call those spirits or demons,

which preside over these rivers and seas, gods.
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Wherefore this universal assertion of Celsus is

false, even according to the Greeks themselves;

that if the whole be God, then all the parts there

of must needs be divine, or gods. It following

from thence, that flies, and gnats, and worms,

and all kinds of serpents, and birds, and fishes,

are all divine animals, or gods: which they them

selves, who assert the world to be God, will not

affirm.—

Wherefore, though it be true, that the Pagans

did many times personate and deify the chief

parts of the world, and things of nature, as well

as they did the several powers and virtues of the

mundane soul, diffused through the whole world;

yet did not the intelligent amongst them therefore

look upon these, as so many true and proper

gods, but only worship them as parts and mem

bers of one great mundame animal; or rather,

worship the Soul of the whole world, their su

preme Deity, in them all, as its various manifesta

tions. This St. Austin intimates, when writing

against Faustus, the Manichean, he prefers even

the Pagan gods before the Manichean: * “Jam

vero coelum, et terra, et mare, et ačr, et sol, et

luna, et captera sydera omnia, haec manifesta ocu

lis apparent, atque ipsis sensibus praesto sunt.

Quae cum Pagani tanquam deos colunt, vel tan

quam PARTEs UNIUS MAGNI DEI (nam universum

mundum quidam eorum putant MAXIMUM DEUM)

ea colunt, quae sunt. Vos autem, cum ea colatis,

quae omnino non sunt, propinquiores essetis vera,

pietati, si saltem Pagani essetis, qui corpora co

lunt, etsi non colenda, tamen vera.” Now the

heaven, earth, sea, and air, sun, moon, and stars,

* Lib. xx. contra Faustum, cap. v. p. 238. tom. viii. oper.
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are things all manifest and really present to our

senses ; which, when the Pagans worship as gods,

or as PARTs of oNE GREAT GoD (for some of them

think the whole world to be the GREATEST GoD),

they worship things that are; so that you, wor

shipping things that are not, would be nearer to

true piety than you are, were you Pagans, and

worshipped bodies too; which though they ought

not to be worshipped, yet are they true and real

things.—But this is further insisted upon L. iv. e. xi.

by the same St. Austin, in his book 1***]

De C. D. where after that large enumeration

of the Pagan gods before set down, he thus con

vinces their folly in worshipping the several di

vided members, parts and powers, of the one

great God, after that manner personated: “ Hæc

omnia quæ dixi, et quæcunque non dixi (non enim

omnia dieenda arbitratus sum) hi omnes dii deæ

que sit unus Jupiter ; sive sint, ut quidam volunt,

omnia ista partes ejus, sive virtutes ejus, sicut eis

videtur, quibus eum placet esse mundi animum ;

quæ sententia velut magnorum, multorumque

doctorum est. Hæc, inquam, si ita sunt, quod

quale sit, nondum interim quæro, quid perderent,

si unum Deum colerent prudentiori compendio?

Quid enim ejus contemneretur, cum ipse colere

tur? Si autem metuendum sit, ne prætermissæ

sive neglectæ partes ejus irascerentur ; non ergo,

ut volunt, velut unius animantis hæc tota vita est,

quæ omnes simul continet deos, quasi suas vIR

TUTEs, vel MEMBRA, vel PARTEs: sed suam

quæque pars habet vitam a cæteris separatam,

si præter alteram irasci altera potest, et alia pla

cari, alia concitari. Si autem dicitur omnia simul,

id est, totum ipsum Jovem potuisse offendi, si
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PARTEs ejus non etiam singillatim minutatimdue

colerentur, stulte dicitur. Nulla quippe earum

praetermitteretur, cum ipse unus, qui haberet

omnia, coleretur,” All these things, which we

have now said, and many more, which we have

not said (for we did not think fit to mention all),

all these gods and goddesses, let them be one

and the same Jupiter: whether they will have

them to be his PARTs, or his Pow ERs, and v1R

TUEs, according to the sense of those, who think

God to be the soul or mind of the whole world;

which is the opinion of many and great doctors.

This, I say, if it be so, which, what it is, we

will not now examine; what would these Pagans

lose, if in a more prudent compendium, they

should worship one only God? For what of him

could be despised, when his whole self was wor

shipped P But if they fear, lest his parts preter

mitted, or neglected, should be angry, or take

offence; then it is not, as they pretend, the life

of one great animal, which at once contains all

the gods, as his virtues, or members, or parts,

but every part hath its own life by itself, separate

from the rest, since one of them may be angry,

when another is pleased, and the contrary. But

if it should be said, that altogether, that is, the

whole Jupiter might be offended, if his parts

were not worshipped all of them severally and

singly; this would be foolishly said, because

none of the parts can be pretermitted, when he,

that hath all, is worshipped.

Thus do the Pagans in Athanasius" also de

clare, that they did not worship the several parts

of the world, as really so many true and proper

* Orat. contra Graecos, p. 31. tom. i. oper.
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gods, but only as the parts, or members, of their

one supreme God, that great mundane animal (or

whole animated world) taken all together as one

thing ; dAA’ towc 8tapoſueva uèv, kai kaff tavrd \apſ3avó

Heva, Éirièsm aurd kai auroi avvopołoyouaw, duov & Trévra

ovvárrowrec, kal ºc v atroreAouvrec uéya goua, to 6\ov

Gedv ival phoovat' But the Pagans themselves will

acknowledge, that the divided parts of the world,

taken severally, are but indigent and imperfect

things; nevertheless do they contend, that as they

are by them joined all together into one great body

(enlivened by one soul), so is the whole of them

truly and properly God.-And now we think it

is sufficiently evident, that though these Pagans

verbally personated and deified, not only the se

veral powers and virtues of the one supreme God,

or mundane soul, diffused throughout the whole

world, but also the several parts of the world itself

and the natures of things; yet their meaning

herein was not to make these in themselves really

so many several true and proper gods (much less

independent ones), but to worship one supreme

God (which to them was the whole animated

world) in those his several parts and members, as

it were by piece-meal, or under so many inade

quate conceptions.

The Pagans therefore were plainly divided in

their natural theology, as to their opinions con

cerning the supreme God; some of them conceiv

ing him to be nothing higher than a mundane soul:

whereas others of them, to use Origen's language,

did Utrepòaivetv tradav rºv atoffmrºv ºwow, kai timbauov

airnc voulºsiv têpvoffat row 9sov, ava kal & virio Cont. Cels.

rd gºuara &nráv aurov, transcend all the sen- p. 260.

sible nature, and thinking God not at all to be
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seated there, looked for him above all corporeal

things.-Now the former of these Pagans wor

shipped the whole corporeal world, as the body

of God; but the latter of them, though they had

higher thoughts of God, than as a mundane soul,

yet supposing him to have been the cause of all

things, and so at first to have contained all things

within himself, as likewise that the world, after it

was made, was not cut off from him, nor sub

sisted alone by itself, as a dead thing, but was

closely united to him, and livingly dependent on

him : these, I say, though they did not take the

world to be God, or the body of God, yet did

they also look upon it as 0<ſov, as that which was

Divine and sacred ; and supposed, that God was

to be worshipped in all, or that the whole world

was to be worshipped as his image or temple.

Thus Plutarch, a though much disliking the deify

ing of inanimate things, doth himself nevertheless

approve of worshipping God in the whole corpo

real world, he affirming it to be ispov dywórarov Kal

0sorpettararov, a most holy, and most god-becoming

temple.—And the ancient Persians, or magi, who

by no means would allow of worshipping God in

any artificial temples made with men's hands, did

notwithstanding thus worship God, sub dio, and

upon the tops of mountains, in the whole corpo

real world, as his natural temple, as Cicero tes

De Leg. i.i. tifieth : “Nec sequor magos Persarum,
p. 335. quibus auctoribus Xerxes inflammasse

templa Graecia dicitur, quod parietibus include

rent deos, quibus omnia deberent esse patentia ac

libera, quorumque hic mundus omnis templum

esset et domicilium:” Neither do I adhere to the

• De Iside et Osirr, 382.
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Persian magi, by whose suggestion and persua

ision Xerxes is said to have burnt all the temples

of the Greeks, because they inclosed and shut up

their gods within walls, to whom all things ought

to be open and free, and whose temple and habi

tation this whole world is.-And, therefore, when

Diogenes Laertius" writeth thus of these magi, that

they did 0souc dropatveoffat Tºp kai ymv kai $809, tov &

Šodvov karaywºokav, make fire and earth and water

to be gods, but condemn all statues and images

—we conceive the meaning hereof to be no other

than this, that as they worshipped God in no tem

ple, save only that of the whole world, so neither

did they allow any other statues or images of him,

than the things of nature, and parts of the world,

such as fire, and earth, and water, called there

fore by them, in this sense and no other, gods.

For thus are they clearly represented by Clemens

Alexandrinus, and that according to the express

testimony of Dino; eWeiv čv virat099 touc Protrept, p.

tº:

trºp kai i809 vouſſovrac. Ouk direkovilăumv *]

ouès rêv roºrov ūyvolav. E. 'ydp kai rā uáAtara dropsiſ

ºystv olovra, rmc TAávnc., d\\' etc trépav Karoxtoffaivovatv

drárnv. 'AyāAuara ułv 0sov od śa kai Aibove viraxiaow,

&otsp "EXAnvec' ovč uèv "Iglóac kai 'Ixviduovac, kaffärep

Aiyêtriot' dAAd Tug re kai úðop dic pixógoſpot Dinon

affirmeth, that the Persian magi sacrificed under

the open heavens, they accounting fire and water

to be the only statues and images of the gods.

For I would not here conceal their ignorance nei

ther, who, thinking to avoid one error, fall into

another; whilst they allow not wood and stones

to be the images of the gods, as the Greeks do,

Máyovc & Alvøv Aéyst, 0sov dyá\uara uáva rö

* Proëm, oper. segm. 6. p. 5.
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nor Ichneumones and Ibides, as the Egyptians,

but only fire and water, as philosophers.--Which

difference betwixt the Pagan theologers, that some

of them looked upon the whole world as God, or

as the body of God, others only as the image, or

the temple of God, is thus taken notice of by Ma

crobius upon Scipio's dream, where the world

was called a temple. “Bene autem uni

versus mundus Dei templum vocatur,

propter illos, qui a stimant, nihil esse aliud Deum,

nisi coelum ipsum, et coelestia ista quae cernimus.

Ideo ut summi omnipotentiam Dei ostenderet

posse vix intelligi, nunquam posse videri, quic

Quid humano subjicitur aspectui templum ejus

vocavit; ut qui hac veneratur ut templa, cultum

tamen maximum debeat conditori; sciatgue quis

quis in usum templi hujus inducitur, ritu sibi vi

vendum sacerdotis.” The whole world is well

called here the temple of God, in way of op

position to those who think God to be nothing else

but the heaven itself, and those heavenly things

which we see (or the whole sensible world ani

mated): wherefore Cicero, that he might shew the

omnipotence of the first supreme God to be such

as could scarcely be understood, but not at all

perceived by sense, he calleth whatsoever falleth

under human sight, his temple; that so he, that

worshippeth these things as the temple of God,

might in the mean time remember, that the chief

worship is due to the maker and creator of them ;

as also that himself ought to live in the world

like a priest or mysta, holily and religiously.—

And thus we see, that the Pagans were universally

Cosmolatrae, or world-worshippers, in one sense

or other; not that they worshipped the world as

Lib. i. c. xiv.
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a dead and inanimate thing, but either as the

body of God, or at least as the temple or image

of him. Neither of which terminated their wor

ship in that, which was sensible and visible only,

but in that great Mind or Soul, which framed

and governeth the whole world understandingly:

though this was called also by them (not the na

ture of things, but) piquc kown, the common nature,

and pūow row Tavröc, or rôv 6Aov, the nature of the

universe, because it contained under it the sper

matic reasons, or plastic principles, of the whole

world. - ,

Furthermore, these Pagan Theists universally

acknowledging the whole world to be an animal,

and that mundane animal also to be a god ; those

of them, who supposed it not to be the first and

highest God, did consequently all conceive it,

as hath been already observed, to be either a se

cond, or at least a third god. And thus Origen,"

gap&c &n rôv 6\ov kóquov \{yovow éval esov, Xroikoi

pºv rôv TIgorov, oi & diró IIAarovoc rov Acúrepov, ruvèc

& aurºv rov Totrov. The Greeks do plainly affirm

the whole world to be a god ; some of them, as

the Stoics, the first God ; others, as the Plato

nists, (to whom may be added the Egyptians also)

the second god; though some of these Plato

mists call it the third god. Those of the Plato

mists, who called the mundane animal, or ani

mated world, the second god, looked upon that

whole Platonic trinity of Divine hypostases (Tai

yaôv, Noüc and Yuxii) all but as one first God:

but those others of them, who called it a third

god, supposed a great distinction betwixt those

three hypostases, and made so many several gods

a Contra Celsum, lib. i. p. 235.

VOL. III. C
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of them ; the first, a monad, or simple goodness ;

the second, mind or intellect ; the third, Psyche,

or the universal soul, which also without any

more ado they concluded to be the immediate

soul of this corporeal world, existing likewise

from eternity with it. Now this second god,

which was the whole animated world, as well to

the Egyptians as the Platonists, was by them

both said to be, not only the temple and image,

but also the Son of the first God. That the

p. 399,830, Egyptians called the animated world

331. the Son of God, hath been already

proved ; and that the other Pagans did the like

also, is evident from this of Celsus, where he

pretends, that the Christians called their Jesus

the Son of God, in imitation of those ancient

orig, contra Pagans, who had styled the world so:

*P.* 'Oiróðey & kal auro rooro tirn)0ev auroic, Osow

viðv kaAéiv, omuaivo" "Avēpsc traXatol, révès & rov kóguov,

oc & 0sov yevöuevov, tratèd TE avrov kai #0sov Toogeſtrov.

IIávv ydp ôuotocoöróc re kºkāvoc traic Geov. Whence

these Christians came to call their Jesus the Son

of God, I shall now declare; namely, because

our ancestors had called the world, as made by

God, the Son of God, and God. Now is there

not a goodly similitude (think you) betwixt these

two sons of God, theirs and ours?—Upon which

orig. contra words of his, Origen writeth thus: jī0m

*P. 208 & viðv €eoſ ºuac Aéysiv, trapatroliigavrac rā

trºpi tov Káanov, ºc #K 0800 'yevouévov, kai viov čvroc aurou

kai ('sovº Celsus supposed us Christians to have

borrowed this appellation of the Son of God from

the Pagans, they calling the world, as made by

God, the Son of God, and God.—Wherefore

these Pagans, who looked upon the whole ani
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mated world only as the second God, and Son of

God, did unquestionably also worship the first

God, in the world, and that probably by person

ating and deifying his several parts and members

too. Thus do we understand, what that was,

which gave occasion to this mistake of late wri

ters, that the Pagans worshipped the inanimate

parts of the world, as such, for true and proper

gods; viz. their not perceiving, that they wor

shipped these only, as the parts or living mem

bers of one great mundane animal, which was to

them, if not the first God, yet at least the second

God; the temple, image, and Son, of the first

God. -

And now have we, as we conceive, given a full

account of the seeming Polytheism of the Pagans,

not only in their poetical and fabulous, but also

their political or civil, theology; the former of

which was nothing but fancy and fiction, and the

conforming of Divine to human things; the latter

nothing but vulgar opinion and error, together

with the laws and institutes of statesmen and

politicians, designed principally to amuse the vul

gar, and keep them the better in obedience and

subjection to civil laws. Besides which, the in

telligent Pagans generally acknowledged another

theology, which was neither fiction, nor mere

opinion and law, but nature and philosophy, or

absolute truth and reality; according to which

natural and philosophic theology of theirs, there

was only one unmade self-originated Deity, and

many other created gods, as his inferior minis

ters. So that those many poetical and political

gods could not possibly be looked upon other

wise, than either as the created ministers of one

C 2
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supreme God, whether taken singly or collec

tively; or else as the polyonymy and various de

nomination of him, according to several notions

and partial conceptions of him ; and his several

powers and manifestations of the world perso

nated and deified. Which latter we have already

proved to have been the most generally-received

opinion of the Pagan theologers; according to

that of Euclides" the philosopher, Év Tâyatov troX

\oic ovéuao, KaNoſuévov, there is one supreme Good

(or highest Deity) called by many names:—and,

according to that of Antisthemes before cited,

That the many popular gods were but one and

the same natural God, viz. as Lactantius adds,

“Summa totius artifex,” The maker of

the whole world.

We shall conclude with repeating what hath

been already suggested, that though the intelli

gent Pagans did generally disclaim their fabu

lous theology; St. Austin telling us, that when

the absurdities thereof were urged against them,

they would commonly make such replies as these:

c. D. I.iv.c. “Absit, inquiunt, fabularum est ista

x. [p. 75.] garrulitas;” and again, “Rursus, inqui

unt, ad fabulas redis ;” Far be it from us (say

they) to think so or so, this is nothing but the

garrulity of idle fables; and, You would bring

us again to fables.—And though they owned

another theology besides their civil, which was

the natural and philosophical, as the only true;

yet did they notwithstanding acknowledge a kind

of necessity, that, in those times at least, there

should be, besides the natural and philosophical

theology, which the vulgar were not so capable

* Apud Diogen. Laert. lib. ii. segm. 106, p. 142.

L. i. c. v.
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of, another theology framed and held forth, that

might be more accommodate to their apprehen

sions. Thus that Roman pontifex, Scaevola, in

St. Austin, declareth,” “Expedire existimat falli

in religione civitates,” That it was expedient (as

he thought) that cities and commonwealths should

be deceived in their religion, or have something

false or fabulous intermingled with it; —he giving

this reason for the same, because the natural and

philosophic theology contained many things in it,

which, though true, yet would be hurtful for the

vulgar to know ; as, for example, “Quod verus

Deus nec sexum habeat, nec aetatem, nec definita

corporis membra;” That the true God hath nei

ther sex, nor age, nor bodily members ; and that

Hercules and Æsculapius, &c. were not gods,

but men, obnoxious to the same infirmities with

others—and the like. And the learned Varro,

in his book of religions," publicly maintained the

same doctrine : “Varro de religionibus loguens,

evidenter dicit, multa esse vera, quae vulgo scire

non sit utile; multaque, quae tametsi falsa sint,

aliter existimare populum expediat: et ideo Grae

cos teletas et mysteria taciturnitate parietibusque

clausisse,” &c. That there were many things true

in religion, which it was not convenient for the

vulgar to know ; as likewise many things false,

of which it was expedient they should think

otherwise: and that for this cause, the Greeks

inclosed their teletae or mysteries within walls,

and kept them under a seal of secrecy.—Upon

which of Varro St. Austin thus noteth : “Hic

certe totum consilium prodidit sapientium, per

* De Civit. Dei, lib. iv. cap. xxvii. p. 84, tom. vii. oper.

* Apud Augustin, ubi supra, p. 88,
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quos civitates et populi regerentur:” Varro here

plainly discovers and betrays the whole counsel

and secrecy of statesmen and politicians, by

whom cities and nations were governed, and their

very arcanum of government, namely this, That

people were to be deceived in their religion, for

their own good, and the good of their govern

ors.-The same father there adding, That evil

demons were much gratified with this doctrine,

and liked this fraud and imposture very well,

which gave them an advantage to rule and tyran

nize, as well over the deceivers as the deceived.—

Lastly, Strabo also,” though otherwise a grave

and sober writer, speaks freely and broadly to

the same purpose; ow ydo ūx\óv TE yvvaukov kai irav

róc xvöatov TXà0ovc trayāystv Aóyº 8vvardv ſpi\ogópp, kai

Tpooka)\éoaoffat trøðc evašstav kai oatármra kai triaruv'

dAAd Sei kai &id 8stotôatuoviac, Touro è oux àvew nv6orotiac

kai reparatacº. It is not possible, that women, and

others of the vulgar sort, should be conducted

and carried on towards piety, holiness, and faith,

merely by philosophic reason and truth; but this

must be done by superstition, and that not with

out the help of fables and prodigious or wonder

ful narrations.—From whence it is plain, that:

Strabo did not only allow a necessity of a civil

theology, besides the natural and philosophical,

but also of a fabulous and poetical one too. And

this is a thing the less to be wondered at in these

Pagans, because some Christians also seem to

acknowledge a kind of truth herein ; Synesius

himself writing after this manner:” rô & pºorov Ka

rayeMáocrat 68muoc &irat ydp repartiac.' That, which is

* Lib. i. p. 18.

" In Encomio Calvitici, p. 73. oper. cdit. Petavii.
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easy and ordinary, will be contemned by the vul

gar, or common people; and therefore there is

need of something strange and prodigious in

religion for them. Flavius Josephus c. Ar. I.ii.

making this free acknowledgment, con- º #.

cerning the wise men among the Greeks, edit. Haver
ravra tripi fleow ºpovčiv oi ooſpºrarot 8okova, camp.]

trapd roic"EXXmat, That they held the same things

concerning God which the Jews did—adds not

withstanding afterwards, etc trànboc 86%aic trpokare

Amuuévov, riv dxf,0slav row 86-yuaroc ééeveykéiv ouk tróA

pingav, that they were afraid to declare the truth

of this their doctrine to the vulgar, prepossessed

with other opinions.—And indeed they did not

think it safe to declare the natural and true the

ology promiscuously to all; Plato" himself inti

mating as much in these words: röv troumrijv kai ira

répa tovës row Tavröc, sic trávrac dóðvarov Aéyetv' That aS

it was hard to find out the maker of this universe,

so neither, being found out, could he be declared

to the vulgar.—Wherefore since God was so hard

to be understood, they conceived it necessary,

that the vulgar should be permitted to worship

him in his works, by parts and piece-meal, ac

cording to the various manifestations of himself;

that is, should have a civil theology at least, dis

tinct from the natural and philosophical, if not

another fabulous one too.

xxxv. We have now dispatched the first of

those three heads proposed to be insisted on, viz.

that the Pagans worshipped one and the same

supreme God, under many personal names, so

that much of their Polytheism was but seeming

and fantastical, and indeed nothing but the

* In Timaeo, cap. xiii. p. 236, edit. Fabricii.
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polyonymy of one supreme God, they making

many poetical and political gods of that one

natural God ; and thus worshipping God by

parts and piece-meal, according to that clear

acknowledgment of Maximus Madaurensis” be

fore cited: “ Unius summi Dei virtutes, per

mundanum opus diffusas, nos multis vocabulis

invocamus ; et dum ejus quasi quaedam membra

carptim variis supplicationibus prosequimur, to

tum colere videmur.” The virtues of the one

supreme God diffused throughout the whole

world, we (Pagans) invoke under many several

names; and so prosecuting, with our supplica

tions, his as it were divided members, must needs

be thought to worship him whole, we leaving out

nothing of him.—We shall proceed to the second

head proposed, that besides this polyonymy of

one supreme God in the poetical and civil theo

logy of the Pagans, which was their seeming and

fantastic Polytheism, they had another real

Polytheism also: they acknowledging in their

natural and philosophic theology likewise a mul

tiplicity of gods, that is, of substantial under

standing beings, superior to men, really existing

in the world. Which though they were called

by them gods, yet were they not therefore sup

posed to be dyévvmrot and avroyevsic, unmade and

self-existent, or independent beings—but all of

them (one only excepted) Yevviroi (sol, generated

gods—according to the larger notion of

that word before declared ; that is,

though not kard Xpóvov, yet at least, air airiac yevvm

rol, though not as made in time, yet as produced

from a superior cause.—Plutarch propounding

Vol. i. p. 500.

* Apud. Augustin. Epist. xvi. p. 15. tom. ii. oper.
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this for one amongst his Platonic questions, why

6 dwardro €edc, the highest and supreme God—

was called by Plato, both the father and maker

of all things, gives this reply to it in the words

before cited ; # Tov učv fleſov rov yewvnröv kal rôy

dv6pºrov Tarſip torw (ºc"Ounpoc £irovouáče), Toumric &

rtov dxóyov kai dilºxov, that perhaps he was said to

be the father of all the generated gods, and of

men (as he is also styled in Homer), but the

maker of all other irrational and inanimate

beings.--From which passage of Plutarch's it

plainly appears, that the 6 divorário 680c, the one

highest God—being every way dyávvmroc, unmade

and unproduced—was thought to be the maker or

father of all the other gods, therefore called yev

wnrot. Which is further plainly declared elsewhere

by the same Plutarch in these words: Sympos. 1.

TIXárovoc tratépa kai Tountiv route Kóguov Kal };j i. ſp.

rów dA\ov yevvmtſov, tov dyivvmtov kai diètov -

esov trovouáčovroc' Plato calleth the one unmade

and eternal God the father and maker of the

world, and of all other things generated.—And

though some of those many gods of Plato's were

by him also called dièio, or eternal—yet were they

likewise yevvmrol too, in another sense, that is,

produced and derived, by way of emanation,

from that one, who is every way dyivvmroc, unde

rived and independent upon any other cause.—

And thus Proclus universally pro- Theol.p.I.

nounces: Tó sivat 080i, travrec of 0so. 8d. iii. e.vii.ſp.

rov Totorov #xoval 0sév. All the gods OWe

their being gods to the first God—he adding,

that he is therefore called ºrnyn ric 0sórnroc, the

fountain of the Godhead.—

Wherefore the many gods of the intelligent
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Pagans were derived from one God, and but

Jiroupyo. 8váusic (as Plutarch somewhere calls

them), the subservient powers, or ministers of

the one supreme, unmade Deity.—Which (as

hath been before observed) was frequently called

by these Pagans esdc, God—kar tāoxiv, or in way

of eminency; as likewise were those other in

ferior, or generated gods, in way of distinction

from him, called 0sol, the gods.-And accordingly

L. i the sense of Celsus is thus represented
. iv. p. 200. . -

In Origen: Geočc &mutovoyotic tivat trávrov

coudrov, uávnc ilvync £pyov oğanç 0sov That the

gods were the makers of the bodies of all ani

mals, the souls of them only being the work of

God.—Moreover, these inferior gods are styled

by Ammianus Marcellinus, substan

tiales potestates, substantial powers—

probably in way of distinction from those other

Pagan gods, that were not substantial, but only

so many names and notions of the one supreme

God, or his powers severally personated and

deified, which substantial powers of Am. Mar

cellinus * (as divination and prophecy was, by

their means, imparted to men), were all said to

be subject to that one sovereign Deity called

Themis; “whom (saith he) the ancient theolo

gers seated in cubili et solio Jovis,” in the bed

chamber and throne of Jupiter—as indeed some

of the poets have made her to be the wife of

Jupiter, and others his sister. And Anaxarchus

vil. Ales. in Plutarch styles her Tápiègov row Aidc,

ſººn. Jupiter's assessor—though that philo

sopher abused the fable, and grossly

depraved the meaning of it, as if it signified trav

* Histor, lib. xxi. cap. i. p. 263.

L. xxii.
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rô Tpaxflºw und row Kparouvroc 0suirov tival kai 8tkalov,

that whatsoever is done by the sovereign Power,

-is therefore just and right—whereas the true

moral thereof was this, that justice or righteous

ness sits in council with God, and in his mind

and will prescribes laws to nature and the whole

world. Themis therefore was another name of

God, amongst the Pagans, according to his uni

versal consideration, besides those beforemen

tioned: and when Plato, in his book of Laws,”

would have men to swear by the names of those

three gods, Jupiter, Apollo, and Themis; De Deathe.

these were but so many several partial " " ".

notions of the one supreme Deity; the meaning

thereof being no other than this, as Pighius ob

serveth, “Timore divino, veritate ipsa, ac aequi

tate sanciri debere juramenta. In Jove enim

summi numinis potestatem, falsi ac perjurii vin

dicem; in Apolline veritatis lumen; in Themide,

jus, fas, atque licitum esse intelligitur. Est enim

Themis ipsa lex aeterna atque universalis, mundo

ac naturae praescripta;” or, according to Cicero,

“Ratio recta summi Jovis.” And Ficinus, in

his commentary as to the main agreeth herewith.

So that, when the Pagan theologers affirmed the

Numen of Themis to preside over the spirits of

the elements, and all those other substantial

powers, from whom divination was participated

to men; their meaning therein was clearly no

other than this ; that there was one supreme

Deity ruling over all the other gods, and that

the Divine Mind, which prescribeth laws to na

ture and the whole world, and contains all the

fatal decrees in it, according to the evolution of

* Lib. xii. p. 685. oper.
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which things come to pass in the world, was the

fountain, from whence all divination proceeded ;

as these secrets were more or less imparted from

thence to those inferior created spirits. The phi

losophy of the Pagan theology amongst the

Greeks was plainly no other than this; that there

is one unmade self-existent Deity, the original of

all, and that there are many other substantial

powers or spirits, created by it, as the ministers

of its providence in the world: but there was

much of poetry, or poetic fancy, intermingled

with this philosophy, as the flourish to it, to make

up their Pagan theology.

Thus, as hath been before declared, the Pagans

held both one God, and many gods, in different

senses; one unmade self-existent Deity, and

many generated or created gods; Onatus the

Pythagorean declaring, that they, who asserted

one only God, and not many, “understood not

what the dignity and majesty of the Divine tran

scendency consisted in, namely, in ruling over

gods;” and Plotinus conceiving, that the supreme

God was most of all glorified, not by being “con

tracted into one,” but “by having multitudes of

gods, derived from him, and dependent on him ;"

and that the honour done to them redounded

unto him. Where there are two things to be

distinguished; first, that, according to the Pagan

Theists, God was no solitary being; but that there

were multitudes of gods, or substantial powers,

and living understanding natures, superior to

men, which were neither self-existent, nor yet

generated out of matter, but all generated or

a Libro regi escº wai Otſov, apud Stoboeum in Eclog, physic, lib, i.

cap. i. p. 4.
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created from one supreme. Secondly, that for

asmuch as these were all supposed to have some

influence, more or less, upon the government of

the world, and the affairs of mankind, they were

therefore all of them conceived to be the due

objects of men's religious worship, adoration and

invocation ; and accordingly was the Pagan de

votion scattered amongst them all. Nor were

the gods of the oriental Pagans neither mere dead

statues and images, as some would conclude from

the Scripture, but living understanding beings,

superior to men (though worshipped in images)

according to that reply of the Chaldeans in Da

niel to Nebuchadnezzar, when he required them

to tell his dream: “There is none other, that can

shew this thing before the king, except those

gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh;” that is,

the immortal gods, or who are exalted above the

condition of human frailty. Though some con

ceive, that these words are to be understood of a

peculiar sort of gods; namely, that this was such

a thing, as could not be done by those demons

and lower ačrial gods, which frequently converse

with men, but was reserved to a higher rank of

gods, who are above human converse. Now, as

to the former of these two things, that God is no

solitary being, but that there are multitudes of

understanding beings superior to men, the crea

tures and ministers of one supreme God; the

Scriptures both of the Old and New Testament

fully agree with the Pagans herein. “Thousand

thousands ministered unto him, and ten Dan.vii.10.

thousand times ten thousand stood be- ***

fore him;” and “Ye are come to an innumerable

company of angels.” But the latter of them, that
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religious worship and invocation doth of right

belong to these created spirits, is constantly de

nied and condemned in these writings, that being

a thing peculiarly reserved to that one God, who

was the creator of heaven and earth. And thus

is that prophecy of Jeremy to be understood, ex

pressed in the Chaldee tongue, that so the Jews

might have it in readiness for those Chaldean

idolaters, when they came into Babylon: “ Thus

shall ye say unto them, The gods, that

have not made the heavens and the

earth, shall perish from the earth, and from under

these heavens.” That is, there shall come a time,

when none shall be religiously worshipped any

where upon the face of the whole earth, save only

that God, who made the heavens and the earth,

and he without images too. Which prophecy,

but in part yet fulfilled, shall then have its com

plete accomplishment, when “the king

doms of this world shall become the

kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ.” And

thus is the controversy rightly stated betwixt the

1.1 tº Pagans and the Christians by Lactan

:* tius: “Sed fortasse quaerat aliquis a

nobis, quod apud Ciceronem quaerit

Hortensius; Si Deus unus est, quae esse beata

solitudo queat? Tanquam nos, qui unum esse

dicinus, desertum ac solitarium esse dicamus.

Habet enim ministros, quos vocamus nuntios.

Etest istud verum, quod dixisse Senecam supra

retuli; genuisse regni sui ministros Deum. Ve

rum hi neque dii sunt, neque deos se vocari aut

coli volunt; quippe, qui nihil praeter jussum ac

voluntatem Dei faciant.” As if we who say,

there is but one God, therefore made a solitary

Jer. x. 11.

Rev. xi. 15.
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and deserted Deity. Whereas we acknowledge,

that God hath his ministers, whom we call an

gels: and we grant that to be true, which was

before cited out of Seneca, that God hath gene

rated or created ministers of his kingdom. But

these are neither gods, nor would they be called

gods, nor worshipped; forasmuch as they only

execute the will and command of God.—And

again afterward to the same purpose: “Si eos

multitudo delectat, non duodecim dicinus, nec

trecentos sexaginta quinque (ut Orpheus) sed in

numerabiles, et arguimus eorum errores in diver

sum, quitam paucos putant. Sciant tamen quo

nomine appellari debeant; ne Deum verum vio

lent, cujus nomen exponunt, dum pluribus tri

buunt,” &c. If multitude delight them, we say

not, that there are twelve, nor yet three hundred

sixty-five, as Orpheus, but innumerable. And

we tax their error, on the contrary, who think

them to be so few. Nevertheless, let them know,

by what name they ought to be called, lest they

violate the true God, whose name is profaned,

when it is given to many.—From which passages

of Lactantius it plainly appeareth, that the main

controversy between the Christians and the Pa

gans was then only this: Whether or no, the

created ministers of the supreme God might be

called gods, and religiously worshipped. But

this Pagan objection against the solitary Deity

of the Christians is by some ancient Christian

writers also otherwise answered ; namely, from

those three hypostases or persons of the Trinity;

they affirming, upon that account, that though

Christians did not acknowledge such a multitude

of gods as the Pagans, yet did they not therefore
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make God a solitary and sterile being, before the

creation neither, as the Jews did; but went in

a middle way betwixt Jews and Pagans, they

interpreting Moses's faciamus hominem, to this

SenSe.

xxxvi. We shall now shew particularly what

these many gods of the Pagans were. It hath

been often observed, that the Pagans were divided

in their philosophic or natural theology, as to their

opinions concerning the supreme God; some of

them thinking, to €etov &mpmuévov tival tric 6\mc pigeoc,

that the supreme Deity was an abstract being,

elevated above nature and the whole world—but

others, that he was nothing higher than an anima

mundi, or soul of the world,—Now the former of

these two were chiefly amongst the Greeks, the

Pythagoreans and the Platonists, who had ac

cordingly several distinctions amongst them con

cerning their gods, as between the wrºpkóquiot (so:

and the tykóquiol, the supermundane and the mun

dane gods—the 0so dělot and the yevvmtol, the eter

nal and the generated gods; that word latter

being now taken in a narrower and more confined

sense, for such as were made in time, or had a be

ginning of their existence : and, lastly, the vonrol

0sol and the atoffmrol, the intelligible and the sensi

ble gods. And the wirepkóguiol, dièlot and vontol 0sol,

supermundane, eternal, and intelligible gods, of

these Pythagoreans and Platonists, were first of

all, and principally, those rpsic doxºkai. Utográgstc,

(as Plotinus calls them) those three divine hypo

stases, that have the nature of principles in the

universe, viz. Tagathon or Hen, Nous and Psyche,

or Monad, Mind and Soul. That this trinity was

not first of all a mere invention of Plato's, but
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much ancienter than he, is plainly affirmed by

Plotinus in these words: Kal cival rouc A6- En. 5.1. i.

yovc rotoºs unkatvouc, un & vuv, d\\d träAat utv [p. 489.]

eipnoffat An avamstrauévoc, roºc & vuvAöyovc ënymrde #ket

twº).19 yeyovévai’ papruptotetriarwaauévoic rāc 86%ac raúrac tra

Aalac tival, roic arrow row ITAárovoc ypäuuagw' #Trrero pºv

oùv Kal IIappeviènc irpórepov rnc rotatºrmc 86&nc' That these

doctrines are not new, nor of yesterday, but have

been very anciently delivered, though obscurely

(the discourses now extant being but explica

tions of them), appears from Plato's own writings;

Parmenides before him having insisted on them.

Now it is well known, that Parmenides was ad

dicted to the Pythagoric sect, and therefore pro

bable, that this doctrine of a Divine triad was one

of the arcanums of that school also. Which is

further confirmed from hence, because Numenius

a famous Pythagorean entertained it as such.

And Moderatus (as Simplicius informeth us)

plainly affirmeth this trinity of principles to have

been a Pythagoric cabala: ouroc ydo Kard. In Ar. Phys.
rouc IIv0ayopetovc ro utv IIptorov čv wrip to Öv fol. 50.

kai tragav ouatav atroſpatveral' to 8. Astrºpov £v, &rep £art

rô &vroc ov kai vonrov, rd stēm Ønaiv tival' ro è? Totrov

&rep tor. ilvyakov, uéréxeiv row voc kal rov tièóv. This

(Moderatus) declareth, that, according to the Py

thagoreans, the first one or unity is above all es

sence; that the second one, which is that, which

truly is, and intelligible, according to them, is the

ideas; and that the third, which is psychical or

soul, partaketh both of the first unity and of the

ideas.-Lastly, we have Jamblichus's testimony

also in Proclus to the same purpose; rotic sivat

6solic rotºrovc kai Tapd roic IIv0ayopetouc wuvovuévouc' That

there were three gods also praised by the Pytha

VOL. III. D
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goreans.—Now we have before shewed, that Py

thagoras's philosophy was derived from the Or

phic cabala, which Proclus" in another place

Theol. Put thus fully testifieth ; ataga ydp m trap' "EX

1. i. c. v.
Anot GeoMoyla rnc "Oppikic tari Hvoraywyiac

[p. 13.] w -

skyovoc" Tpºrov pºv IIv0ayópov trapd 'AyAaopi

pov rá trºpi {}stov ëpyta 8èax0évroc' Aévrépov & ITAárovoc

wroëséauêvov riv travrºn trept rodrov êttoriumv, £k TE rtov

IIv6ayopetov kai "Oppikov Ypatiuártov: All the theolog

of the Greeks was derived from the Orphic Mys

tagogia; Pythagoras being first instructed by

Aglaophemus in the Orphic Orgia, or mysteries

concerning the gods; and Plato being the next,

who received a perfect knowledge of all these

Divine things, both out of the Pythagoric and the

Orphic writings.-And that a trinity was part

of that Orphic cabala, we have already proved

out of Amelius, he affirming (in Proclus) that

Plato's three kings were the same with Orpheus's

trinity, of Phanes, Uranus, and Cronus. More

over, since all these three, Orpheus, Pythagoras,

and Plato, travelling into Egypt, were there ini

tiated in that arcane theology of the Egyptians

(called Hermaical) it seemeth probable (as was

before observed) that this doctrine of a Divine triad

was also part of the arcane theology of the Egyp

tians. It hath been also noted, that there were

some footsteps of such a trinity in the Mithraic

mysteries amongst the Persians, derived from

Zoroaster; as likewise that it was expressly con

tained in the magic or Chalday oracles, of what

soever authority they may be. Moreover, it hath

been signified, that the Samothracians had very

anciently a certain trinity of gods, that were the

* Comment, in Timaeum Platon, lib. ii. p. 94, a
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highest of all their gods, and that called by a

Hebrew name too, Cabbirim, or the mighty gods:

and that from thence the Roman capitoline trinity

of gods was derived ; the second whereof was

Minerva, which among the Latins, as Athena

amongst the Greeks, was understood to signify

the Divine wisdom. Lastly, the ternary, or triad,

was not only accounted a sacred number amongst

the Pythagoreans, but also, as containing some

mystery in nature, was therefore made use of by

other Greeks and Pagans, in their religious rites:

as Aristotle informeth us: 810 trapd tric Decºlol.i.
f s {-c., ... P 2 p. w V., c. v. [cap. i.

quasa/c sixmpóreg worso voucuc skewmc, Kat Tø0c p. 616, ſom.

rac dytorefactov 0sov Xpºusſa tº apifluºroúrp' - "Perl

Wherefore from nature, and as it were observing

her laws, have we taken this number of three,

making use of the same in the sacrifices of the

gods, and other purifications.—

Now since it cannot well be conceived, how

such a trinity of Divine hypostases should be first

discovered merely by human wit and reason,

though there be nothing in it (if rightly understood)

that is repugnant to reason; and since there

are in the ancient writings of the Old Testament

certain significations of a plurality in the Deity,

or of more than one hypostasis, we may reasonably

conclude that, which Proclus asserteth of this tri

nity, as it was contained in the Chaldaic Oracles,

to be true, that it was at first 0sotapá8oroc (sokoyia,

a theology of Divine tradition or revelation—or a

Divine cabala, viz. amongst the Hebrews first, and

from them afterward communicated to the Egyp

tians and other nations. Neither ought it to be

thought any considerable objection to the con

trary, because the Platonists, Pythagoreans, and
D 2
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other Pagan theologers, did not express this their

trinity, in the very words of the Athanasian Creed,

nor according to the form of the Nicene council.

Forasmuch as this mystery was gradually imparted

to the world, and that first but sparingly to the

Hebrews themselves, either in their written or

oral cabala; but afterwards more fully under

Christianity, the whole frame whereof was built

thereupon. Nevertheless was it not so distinctly

and precisely determined, nor so punctually and

scrupulously stated among the Christians neither,

till after the rising up of heresies concerning it.

Nor when all was done, did the orthodox them

selves at first universally agree, in the signification

of the word 'Ouootatoc, coessential or consubstan

tial.—Nor, lastly, is it a thing at all to be won

dered at, that in such a difficult and mysterious

point as this, there should be some diversity of

apprehensions amongst the reputed orthodox

Christians themselves; and much less therefore

amongst Pagans and philosophers. However,

we freely acknowledge, that as this Divine cabala

was but little understood by many of those who

entertained it among the Pagans, so was it by

divers of them much depraved and adulterated

also. -

For first, the Pagans universally called this

their trinity of gods, rov TIptorov, rów Aérºpov, and

rów Totrow 0edw, the first, the second, and the third

god ;-as the more philosophical amongst them

called it also a trinity of causes, and a trinity of

principles, and sometimes a trinity of opificers.

In Time. Plat. Thus is this cabala of the trinity styled
p.93. in Proclus, m ròv Tptov 6sſov Tapáčooic, the

tradition of the three gods,-And accordingly is
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it said of Numenius by him, thatrptic dv- in Time, plºt.

vuviaac 0souc, he did rpayºv ka)\giv, Tártov, p.93.

#Kyovov, drážovov, having praised the three gods,

tragically or affectedly called them, the grand

father, the son, and the nephew ;-Numenius

thereby intimating, that as the second of these

gods was the offspring of the first god, so the third,

called the nephew of the first, was derived both

from him and from the second ; from the first as

the grandfather, and from the second as the fa

ther of him. Harpocration, likewise, Atticus, and

Amelius, are said by Proclus to have entertained

this same cabala or tradition of the three gods,

the latter of these styling them Baqixéac rpsic, and

rptrov 8mutovoyov, three kings, and three opificers,

or makers of the whole world. In like manner

Plotinus, speaking of the second of these Enn. 5. I. v.
three hypostases, (that is, vouc, the first c. iii.[p. 522.]

mind or intellect) calls him 8aſrepov esov, thesecond

god ; Kai Bedc airm n pilotc, kal 080c Aérºpoc, Tpoſpat

190919 tavrov, Tolv opºv #Kävov' 0 & Utrepká0mrat kai wirept

8pura £ir. ka)\ncotrocotov kpntrièoc, * & aurov ëriprurai’

#öst 'yūp exervov (3alvovra un &T' d!ºxov rwoc, tim 8 at tri

ilvync gü00c {3:3mkéval, d'AA' gival aurº ká\\oc duńxavov

Tpó avrov trgoióv' And this nature is God, I say

a second God, offering himself to view, before

that other Cod can be seen, who is seated above,

this being as it were the glorious throne of him.

Tor it is not fit, that he should be immediately

seated in any that is inanimate; nor in mere soul

neither; but that there should be such an immense

pulchritude and splendour shining before him, like

the pomp and procession before the great king.—

He also elsewhere mentions all these three gods

together, making this world to be an image of
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En.2.1.iii. e. them all: Eikóroc ouv \{yeral ouroc 6 kóguoc
xviii.[p. 148.] ..., \, , , , , r • p w - f

sikºv, del sikovićuevoc' formicórov učv rov trgº

Tov, kai 8èvrépov, row 8: rgirov, tarnkóroc pºv kai avrov,

d'AA' iv tº WX), kai kard ovuffs[3mkóc kivovuévov' Where

fore this world may well be called an image, it

depending upon that above (as an image in a

glass), which is threefold. Whereof the first and

second God always stand immoveably; the third

likewise is in itself stable too, but accidentally

moved, by reason of the mobility of matter and

things below it.—And that we may here give a

taste of the mystical theology and enthusiasm of

these Platonists too, Porphyrius in the life of Plo

tinus" affirmeth, that both Plotinus and himself

had sometimes experience of a kind of ecstatic

union with the first of these three gods, that which

is above mind and understanding: troXXákic váyovrt

tavrov etc rôv Tºtorov kai tirékelva fledv raic vuoiac, #dvm

trévoc o Hirs uopºv, aff ré riva têav #xov, wrip 8è vowv

kai trav ro vonrov tepultévoc' tº 8m kai yo IIoppípioc àtaš

Aéyo TAmoudaat kal vo0nval' Plotinus often endea

vouring to raise up his mind to the first and

highest God, that God sometimes appeared to

him, who hath neither form nor idea, but is placed

above intellect, and all that is intelligible; to

whom I Porphyrius affirm myself to have been

once united in the sixty-eighth year of my age.—

And again afterward, TáXoc aurº kai o Koſroc iv, ro

£vo0mvat kai trixáoat rig Ti tract fleº, Bruxe & Terpáxic irov

àre avviumv aurº row okotov rodrov" Plotinus's chief

aim and scope was, to be united to and conjoined

with the supreme God, who is above all; which

scope he attained unto four several times, whilst

myself was with him, by a certain ineffable energy.

* Cap. xxiii. p. 137. in Fabricii Biblioth. Graec. lib. iv. cap. xxvi.
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—That is Plotinus aimed at such a kind of rap

turous and ecstatic union with the T6 ºv, and T'

ayaffèv, the first of the three highest gods, (called

the one and the good) as by himself is described

towards the latter end of this last book," where

he calls it trapºv, and Tapovatav triariumc kpelrtova,

and r3 tavrov këvrpov rá, otov távrov këvrpºp ovváirrev,

a kind of tactual union, and a certain presence

better than knowledge, and the joining of our

own centre, as it were, with the centre of the uni

verse.—Thus we see, that the Platonic trinity

is a trinity of gods, of which three gods therefore,

the second and the third must of necessity be

inferior gods, because otherwise they would be

three independent gods; whereas the Pagan the

ology expressly disclaims a plurality of indepen

dent and self-originated deities.

But since, according to the principles of Christ

ianity, which was partly designed to oppose and

bear down the Pagan Polytheism, there is one

only God to be acknowledged ; the meaning

whereof notwithstanding seems to be chiefly di

rected against the deifying of created beings, or

giving religious worship to any, besides the un

created, and the creator of all : moreover, since

in the Scripture, which is the only true rule and

measure of this Divine cabala of the trinity,

though the X&Yoc or Word be said to have been

with God, (that is, God the Father) and also it

self to be God, (that is, not a creature) yet is it

no where called another, or second God. There

fore cannot we Christians entertain this Pagan

language of a trinity of Gods, but must call it

either a trinity of Divine hypostases, or subsist

* De Bono vel Uno, Ennead. vi. lib. ix. cap. x. p. 772.
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ences, or persons, or the like. Nevertheless it

is observable, that Philo," though, according to

his Jewish principles, he was a zealous opposer

of the Pagan Polytheism and idolatry, yet did he

not, for all that, scruple to call the eaſov Aóyov,

the divine Word, after the Platonic way, Astrºpov

Geov, a second God ; as not suspecting this to

clash with the principles of his religion, or that

second commandment of the decalogue, “Thou

shalt have no other gods before my face ;” possi

bly because he conceived, that this was to be

understood of creature-gods only : whereas his

second God, the divine X&Yoc or Word, is declared

by him to be dièioc, eternal, and therefore, ac

cording to the Jewish theology, uncreated. How

ever, this language of a second and third God is

not so excusable in a Jew, as it might be in a

Pagan ; because the Pagans, according to the

principles of their religion, were so far from

having any scrupulosity against a plurality of

gods, (so long as there was only one fountain of

the Godhead acknowledged) that they rather ac

counted it an honour to the supreme God, as hath

been already shewed, that he should have many

other, not only titular gods under him, but also

such as were religiously worshipped : wherefore,

besides this second and third God, they also did

luxuriate in their other many creature-gods. And

indeed St. Austin doth upon this account seem

somewhat to excuse the Pagans for this their

trinity of gods, and principles, in these words:

on 1,..., “Liberis enim verbis loquuntur philoso

23. phi, nec in rebus ad intelligendum diffi

cillimis offensionem religiosarum aurium perti.

a Vide Eusebium, Praepar. Evangel, lib, vii, cap. xiii. p. 323.
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mescunt. Nobis autem ad certam regulam loqui

fas est, ne verborum licentia, etiam in rebus, quae

in his significantur, impiam gignat opinionem.

Nos autem non dicinus duo vel tria principia,

cum de Deo loguinnur; sicut nec duos deos vel

tres, nobis licitum est dicere, quamvis de uno

quoque loquentes, vel de Filio, vel de Spiritu

Sancto, etiam singulum quemdue Deum esse fa

teamur.” The philosophers use free language;

nor in these things, which are extremely difficult

to be understood, did they at all fear the offend

ing of any religious and scrupulous ears. But

the case is otherwise with us Christians ; for

we are tied up to phrases, and ought to speak

according to a certain rule, lest the licentious

use of words should beget a wicked opinion in

any concerning those things, that are signified by

them.—That is, though this might be in a man

ner excusable in the Pagans, because each of

those three hypostases is God, therefore to call

them severally gods, and all of them a trinity of

gods and principles; they having no such rule

then given them to govern their language by as

this; “That though the Father be God, the Son

God, and the Holy Ghost God, yet are they not

three Gods, but one God:” yet is not this allow

able for us Christians, to speak of a second or

third God or principle, or to call the holy Trinity

a trinity of Gods, notwithstanding that when we

speak of the Father, or of the Son, or of the Holy

Ghost severally, we confess each of them to be

God. - - -

And indeed when the Pagans thus spake of a

first, second, and third god, and no more, though

having innumerable other gods besides, they did,
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by this language, plainly imply, that these three

gods of theirs, were of a very different kind from

all the rest of their gods; that is, not 0sol Yevvmrol,

but dòuot, not created, but eternal and uncreated

ones. And that many of them did really take

this whole trinity of gods for the rô Đalov in gene

ral, the Divine Numen, and sometimes call it the

first God too, in way of distinction from their

generated gods, will be shewed afterward. So

that the IIgºroc esoc, the first God, was used in

different senses by these Pagans, sometimes in a

larger sense, and in way of opposition to all the

yevviroi (koi, the generated or created gods, or the

gods, that were made in time, together with the

world; and sometimes again, more particularly,

in way of distinction from those two other Divine

hypostases eternal, called by them the second

and third god. Which first of the three gods is

also frequently by them called 980c, God, empha

tically and by way of excellency, they supposing

a gradual subordination in these principles.

INeither was this trinity of Divine subsistences

only thus ill-languaged by the Pagans generally,

when they called it a trinity of gods; but also

the cabala thereof was otherwise much depraved

and adulterated by several of the Platonists and

Pythagoreans. For first, the third of these three

hypostases, commonly called Psyche, is by some

of them made to be lux” tykóautoc, the immediate

soul of the corporeal world, informing, acting

and enlivening it, after the same manner as the

souls of other animals do their respective bodies;

insomuch that this corporeal world itself, as to

gether with its soul it makes up one complete

animal, was frequently called the third god.
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This Proclus" affirmeth of Numenius the Pytha

gorean, o ydp kóguoc kar’ aurov 0 rpiroc tort fleoc, That

the world, according to him, was the third god.—

And Plotinus, being a great reader of this Nu

menius, seems to have been somewhat infected

by him with this conceit also, though contrary to

his own principles, from those words before cited

out of him,” o kóguoc 0soc, datep ovvmóēc Aéyetv, 19troc,

the world, as is commonly said, is the third god.

Now, if the world be not a creature, then is

there no created being at all, but all is God. But

not only Timaeus Locrus, but also Plato himself,

calls it 0:lov yewvnröv, that is, a created god, the

word yewvnrów being here put for that, which, after

it once was not, is brought into being; which is

the proper notion of a creature. So that the ani

mated world is, by Plato, made to be only the

chief of all the yevvmro. 0sol, that is, the creature

gods. Wherefore it is plain, that in this trinity

of some Platonists and Pythagoreans, wherein

the world is made to be the third god, there is a

confused jumble of created and uncreated beings

together. For the first of those gods is the father

and fountain of all, or the original of the god

head. And the second, forasmuch as he is called

by them, both trouſtic, and 8mutovºyoc, the maker

and the opificer of the whole world, he therefore

can be no creature neither: whereas the third,

which is said to be the world, was by Numenius

himself also expressly called both rotmua and r3

&nuovoyoſuévov, the work, or thing made, that is

* Comment. in Timaeum Platon. lib. ii. p. 93.

b This is a mistake, for Dr. Cudworth had not cited these words

before, but they are to be found in Plotinus, Ennead. iii. lib. v. cap.

vi. p. 296. -
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plainly, the creature of both the former. Proclus

thus fully represents his sense; IIaripa utv kaxeſ

tov Totorov, troumriv 8 rov 8strºpov, Totmua & Tov rptrov"

dºors Ó kar’ adrów &mutovoydc &irröc, Öre Tptoroc kal 0 8sſ

repoc 0soc, rd & &mutovoyotusvow o rpiroc' Numenius

called the first of the three gods the father, the

second of them the maker, and the third the

work, or thing made; so that, according to Nu

menius, there were two opificers, or creators of

the world, the first and the second god; and the

world itself, (that is, the thing made and created

by them both) is said to be the third god.

And that this notion of the Trinity is an adul

terated one, may be also further concluded from

hence, because, according to this hypothesis, they

might have said, that there were three hundred

and more gods, as well as that there are three;

since all the other yewvnroi (sol, generated gods—

might have come into the number too, as well as

the world, they being parts thereof, and gods

that differ not in kind from it, but only in degree.

Wherefore these philosophers ought not to have

made a trinity of gods, distinguished from all the

rest, but rather first to have distributed their gods.

into 0so dièio, and Yevvmrol, that is, eternal or un

created, and created gods, and then to have sub

divided those created gods into the whole world,

and the parts thereof animated.

But because it may be here alleged in favour

of this spurious hypothesis of the Trinity, that

the world was accounted the third god, only by

accident, in respect of its soul, which is properly

that third god; though Numenius, with others,

plainly affirm the world itself, as trotmua and &m.

* Comment. in Timaeum Platon, lib. ii. p. 93.
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tuoupyojuevov, as the work and thing made, to be

the third ; we shall therefore reply to this, that

even the soul of the mundane animal itself, ac

cording to Timaeus, and Plato, and others, is

affirmed to be yevvuróc (soc, a generated god—that

is, such as was produced from non-existence into

being, and therefore truly and properly a crea

ture. Which Aristotle “observing, therefore took

occasion to tax Plato as contradicting himself, in

making the soul of the world a principle, that is,

the third god, and yet supposing it to be to repov

kai äua rig oupavig, not eternal, but made or created

together with the heaven—of which something

before. Wherefore we conclude, that this an–

cient cabala of the Trinity was depraved and

adulterated by those Platonists and Pythago

reans, who made either the world itself, or else

|vyºv tykóautov, an informing soul of the world—

to be the third hypostasis thereof, they mingling

created and uncreated beings together, in that

which themselves, notwithstanding, call a trinity -

of causes and of principles.

And we think it highly probable, that this was

the true reason, why Philo, though he admitted

the second hypostasis of the Platonic and Pytha

goric (if not Egyptian) Trinity, called by him

0āoc X&Yoc, the divine Word—and styled ěeſrepoc

0:06, the second god—and, as Eusebius" adds,

Serepov airtov, the second cause—yet he would not

Platonize or Pythagorize any further, so as to

take in that third god, or cause, supposed by

many of them to be the soul of the whole world,

* Wide Metaphys. lib. i. cap. vii. p. 278. tom. iv. oper. et Physic.

Auscultat. lib. viii. cap. i. p. 578. tom. i. oper. -

* Praeparat. Evang, lib. vii, cap. xiii.
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as an animal; because he must then have offered

violence to the principles of his own religion, in

making the whole created world a god ; which

practice is, by him, condemned in the Pagans.

It is true, that he somewhere sticks not to call

God also the soul of the world, as well as the

mind thereof, whether he meant thereby rov 196.

row \6)ov 0sov, that God, who is before the Word—

or else rather the Word itself, the second God

(according to him the immediate creator and go

vernor of the same); nevertheless, he does not

seem to understand thereby such a deeply im

mersed soul, as would make the world an animal,

and a god, but a more elevated one; that is, luxºv

wirepkócutov, a super-mundane soul.

To this first depravation of that 0sotapáēoroc

6soMoyla, that theology of Divine tradition—and

ancient cabala of the Trinity, by many of the

Platonists and Pythagoreans, may be added an

other, that some of them declaring the second

hypostasis of their Trinity to be the archetypal

world, or Töv k rov tºetov trayévra kóquov, as Philo

calls it, “ the world that is compounded and made

up of ideas—and containeth in it all those kinds

of things intelligibly, that are in this lower world

sensibly ; and further concluding, that all these

several ideas of this archetypal and intelligible

world, are really so many distinct substances, ani

mals and gods, have thereby made that second

hypostasis not to be one God, but a congeries

and heap of gods. These are those gods com

monly called by them vonroi (coi, intelligible gods

—not as before in way of distinction from the

P.357. alcºnrol, the sensible gods—(which is a

* De Opificio Mundi, p. 4.
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more general notion of the word), but from

those other gods of theirs (afterwards to be

insisted on also) called votpot (sol, intellectual

gods.-Proclus upon Plato's Politia" concludes,

that there is no idea of evil, for this reason, be

cause if there were, kal m ròv kakov (Čía 0ede tarai,

treitsp Taga têa 080c dic IIappeviènc cipmkev' that very

idea of evil also would itself be a god, because

every idea is a god, as Parmenides hath affirmed.

—Neither was Plotinus himself, though otherwise

more sober, altogether uninfected with this fan

tastic conceit of the ideas being all of them gods,

he writing thus concerning the second God, the

first Mind or Intellect: Yevéuevov & #8m Eny. i.i.e.
rá čvra adv avrº yevvmoat, trav Hèv ró roy " [p. 489.]

těstov KáA\oc, travrac & 0sodc vomrowc, that he being

begotten by the first God (that is, by way of

emanation, and from eternity), generated all en

tities together with himself, the pulchritude of

the ideas, which are all intelligible gods.

Apuleius " also (as hath been already noted)

grossly and fulsomely imputes the same to Plato,

in those words: “Quos deos Plato existimat,

veros, incorporales, animales, sine ullo neque

fine neque exordio, sed prorsus ac retro aeviter

nos, ingenio ad summam beatitudinem porrecto,”

&c.—And he with Julian and others reduce the

greater part of the Pagan gods to these ideas of

the intelligible, or archetypal world, as making

Apollo, for example, to be the intelligible sun,

the idea of the sensible; and Diana the intelligi

ble moon, and the like for the rest. Lastly, it

hath been observed also, that the Egyptian theo

logers pretended, in like manner, to worship these

* De Deo Socratis, p. 43. -
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intelligible gods, or eternal ideas, in their religious

animals, as symbols of them.

Philo indeed Platonized so far, as to suppose

God to have made an archetypal and intelligible

world, before he made this corporeal and sensible:

De Mun. Opif. BovXnffeic (6 €edc) tov oparov tourovi kóguov

p. 6. [p.3, 4.] 3mutovoymoat, Tºoséeriºrov tov vonrov, tva x96

puévoc downáry Kal fleostěeoráriº Tapačeiyuart, tov owpua

Tucov drºpyágural, Točaſłvrépov veðrºpov dirakóvigua, TOO

aura trepičovra atothird yévn, ôoats? £v tketvip vonrá.

rów §§ #K rów ièetov ovvearſora kócuov &v róitº Twi wrovosiv

dèſvarov' God intending to make a visible world,

first formed an intelligible one ; that so having

an incorporeal and most godlike pattern before

him, he might make the corporeal world agree

ably to the same, this younger an image of that

older, that should contain as many sensible kinds

in it, as the other did intelligible. But it is not

possible (saith he) to conceive this world of ideas

to exist in any place.—Nay, according to him,

Moses himself philosophized also after the same

manner in his Cosmopaeia, describing, in the first

five verses of Genesis, the making of an intelligi

P. 6. ble heaven and earth before the sensible:
Tporov OU19 trapa tov vomtov koopiou o troutov

£iroist owpavów dodºuarov kai ymv déparov, kai dipoc têtav

Kal kevoo, s:0' iſèaroc dowuárov ouotav kai Tveiſuaroc,

kai Tl traow §386 uov poroc, ô TáAw doguarov riv

kai vonrov iiNtov trapáðayua, &c. The Creator

first of all made an incorporeal heaven and

an invisible earth; the ideas of air and vacuum ;

incorporeal water and air; and last of all light,

which was also the incorporeal and intelli

gible paradigm of the sun and stars, and that

from whence their sensible light is derived.—
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But Philo does not plainly make these ideas of

the intelligible and archetypal world to be so

many distinct substances and animals, much less

gods; though he somewhere * takes notice of

those, who, admiring the pulchritude of both these

worlds, did not only deify the whole of them, but

also their several parts; that is, the several ideas

of the intelligible world also, as well as the greater

parts of the sensible, an intelligible heaven and

earth, sun and moon; they pretending to worship

those Divine ideas in all these sensible things.

Which high-flown Platonic notion, as it gave

sanctuary and protection to the grossest and

foulest of all the Pagan superstitions and idola

tries, when the Egyptians would worship brute .

animals, and other Pagans all the things of na

ture (inanimate substances, and mere accidents),

under a pretence of worshipping the Divine ideas

in them; so did it directly tend to absolute im

piety, irreligion, and Atheism; there being few

that could entertain any thoughts at all of those

eternal ideas, and scarcely any who could tho

roughly persuade themselves that these had so

much reality in them, as the sensible things of

nature; as the idea of a house in the mind of an

architect hath not so much reality in it as a ma

terial house made up of stones, mortar, and tim

ber; so that their devotion must needs sink down

wholly into those sensible things, and themselves

naturally at length fall into this atheistic persua

sion, That the good things of nature are the only

deities. -

Here therefore have we a multitude of Pagan

gods supermundane and eternal (though all de

* De Confusione Linguar. p. 345.

WOL. III, E
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pending upon one supreme), the gods by them

properly called vonrol, intelligible—or the Divine

ideas. And we cannot but account this for an

other depravation of the ancient Mosaic cabala

of the Trinity, that the second hypostasis thereof

is made to be the archetypal world, and all the

Divine ideas, as so many distinct substances, ani

mals, and gods; that is, not one god, but a whole

world of gods. - .

But over and besides all this, some of these

Platonists and Pythagoreans did further deprave

and adulterate the ancient Hebrew or Mosaic ca

bala of the Trinity (the certain rule whereof is

now only the Scriptures of the New Testament),

when they concluded, that as from the third hy

postasis of their Trinity, called ñ irpºrm lux), the

first soul—there were innumerable other particu

lar souls derived, namely, the souls of all inferior

animals, that are parts of the world; so in like

manner, that from their second hypostasis, called

& Toºroc voic, the first mind or intellect—there

were innumerable other useuko Nósc, particular

minds—or intellects substantial derived, superior

to the first soul; and not only so, but also, that

from that first and highest hypostasis of all, called

To ºv, and Tâyatov, the one, and the good—there

were derived likewise many particular Eváčec, and

‘Aya%rrec, unities and goodnesses substantial—

superior to the first intellect. Thus Proclus in

N. .i.[emp. his Theologic Institutions, Merd & ré ºw
xxi. p. 426.] #pa rô trøðrov, $váēec'. Kai Herd vouvrov Todirov,

witc. kai uérd rºv ilvyiv riv troºrny, ilvyatº Kal uerd rºw

&\nv4.0aw, pigetc. After the first One (and from it),

there are many particular henades or unities;

after the first Intellect and from it, many particu
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lar noes, minds, or intellects; after the first Soul,

many particular and derivative souls; and lastly,

after the universal Nature, many particular na

tures, and spermatic reasons.—Where it may be

obiter observed, that these Platonists supposed,

below the universal Psyche, or mundane soul, a

universal pſaic, or substantial nature also; but so

as that besides it there were other particular Aðyot

airspuarikoi, seminal reasons—or plastic principles

also. - - -

As for these noes, and that besides the first

universal Mind or Intellect, there are other par

ticular minds or intellects substantial, a rank of

beings not only immutably good and wise, but

also every way immoveable, and therefore above

the rank of all souls, that are self-moveable

beings; Proclus was not singular in this, but had

the concurrence of many other Platonists with

him; amongst whom Plotinus may seem to be

one, from this passage of his besides others, ār,

d0ávarot & at luxai, Kai vouc trac, čv d\\oic ēld trättövov

tipmrat' that souls are immortal, and every mind

or intellect, we have elsewhere largely proved.—

Upon which words Ficinus thus: Hic, i.e., p.
et supra et infra saepe, per verba Plotini head. viii.

notabis, plures esse mentium animarum- *** -

que substantias inter se distinctas, quamvis inter

eas unio sit mirabilis.” Here, and from many

other places, before and after, you may observe,

that, according to Plotinus, there are many sub

stantial minds distinct from souls, though there

be a wonderful union betwixt them.—Moreover,

that there was also above these noes, or im

moveable but multiform minds, not only one

perfect Monad, and first Good, but also a rank

E 2
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of many particular henades or monades, and

agathotetes ; was, besides Proclus and others,

In Epict asserted by Simplicius also: dº' tavrov
Ench. p. 9. ro dyabov Távra Tapáygı, Társ Tpſora, kai rā

Méca, kal rd toxara' dXXd rd pºv Toora kai tavrº trapáyet,

nia dyabórmc troXXdcdyabórnraç, kai uía indc m virép trácac,

troX\dc váðac. The highest good (saith he) pro

duceth all things from himself, in several ranks

and degrees; the first, the middle, and the last

or lowest of all. But the first and the next to

himself doth he produce like himself, one good

ness many goodnesses, and one unity or henade

many henades.—And that by these henades and

autoagathotetes he means substantial beings, that

are conscious of themselves, appears also from

r., these following words: ré tºvov ſpora
rtov Jiro row troºrov dyadovtrapayouévov, 8td TO

trøðc auró duéºvec, ouk tééarn row tival dyaba, drivnra övra

kai dueráðAmra, kal év tº avrò del uakaptórnr ièpvučva,

ouk #vèen row dyadov, &rt avroaya%rmréc stat' Those

beings, which are first produced from the first

good, by reason of their sameness of nature with

him, are immoveably and unchangeably good, al

ways fixed in the same happiness, and never indi

gent of good or falling from it, because they are

all essential goodnesses.—Where afterward he

adds something concerning the vösc also, that

though these were a rank of lower beings, and

not arodyata, not essentially goodnesses, but only

by participation; yet, being by their own nature

also immoveable, they can never degenerate, nor

fall from that participation of good. Notwith

standing which, we must confess, that some of

these Platonists seem to take the word henades

sometimes in another sense, and to understand
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nothing else thereby but the intelligible idea be

forementioned ; though the ancient Platonists

and Pythagoreans were not wont to call these

unities, but numbers.

And now have we discovered more of the

Pagans’ inferior gods, supermundane and eternal,

viz. besides those vonroi 0sol, those intelligible gods

—troops of henades and autoagathotetes, unities

and goodnesses; and also of noes, immoveable

minds or intellects; or, as they frequently call

them, 0so: eviato, and 0sol vospol, henadical (or II].O

madical) gods, and intellectual gods.

But since these noes, or votpo 0sol, are said to

be all of them in their own nature a rank of

beings above souls, and therefore superior to

that first Soul, which is the third hypostasis

of this Trinity: as all those henades or éviaiot

Ösol, those simple monadical gods, are likewise

yet a higher rank of beings above the noes, and

therefore superior to the second hypostasis also,

the first Mind; and yet all these henades and

nous, however supposed by these philosophers

to be eternal, forasmuch as they are particular

beings only, and not universal, cannot be placed

higher than in the rank of creatures; it follows

from hence unavoidably, that both the second

and third hypostases of this Trinity, as well the

first Mind as the first Soul, must be accounted

creatures also; because no created being can be

superior to any thing uncreated. Wherefore Pro

clus, and some others of those Platonists, plainly

understood this Trinity no otherwise, than as a

certain scale or ladder of beings in the universe;

or a gradual descent of things from the first or

highest, by steps downward, lower and lower, so
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far as to the souls of all animals. For which

cause, Proclus, to make up this scale complete,

adds to these three ranks and degrees, below that

third of souls, a fourth of natures also ; under

which there lies nothing but the passive part of

the universe, body and matter. So that their

whole scale of all that is above body was indeed

not a Trinity, but a quaternity, or four ranks and

degrees of beings, one below another; the first

of henades or unities, the second of noes, minds

or intellects, the third of souls, and the last of

natures; these being, as it were, so many orbs

and spheres, one within and below another. In

all which several ranks of being, they supposed

one first universal, and unparticipated, as the

head of each respective rank, and many particu

lar or participated ones: as one first universal

Henade, and many secondary particular henades;

one first universal Nous, Mind, or Intellect, and

many secondary and particular noes or minds;

one first universal Soul, and many particular

souls; and lastly, one universal Nature, and

many particular natures. In which scale of

beings, they deified, besides the first To ºv, and

Tâyatov, One, and good—not only the first Mind,

and the first Soul, but also those other particular

henades and noes universally; and all particular

souls above human: leaving out, besides them

and inferior souls, that fourth rank of natures,

because they conceived, that nothing was to be

accounted a god, but what was intellectual and

superior to men. Wherein, though they made

several degrees of gods, one below another, and

called some dièlovc and some yevvmtouc, some eter

mal, and some generated—or made in time; yet
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did they no where clearly distinguish betwixt the

Deity properly so called, and the creature, nor

shew how far in this scale the true Deity went,

and where the creature began. But as it were

melting the Deity by degrees, and bringing it

down lower and lower, they made the juncture

and commissure betwixt God and the creature so

smooth and close, that where they indeed parted

was altogether undiscernible; they rather imply

ing them to differ only in degrees, or that they

were not absolute but comparative terms, and

consisted but in more and less. All which was

doubtless a gross mistake of the ancient cabala

of the Trinity. " . . . - -

This is therefore that Platonic Trinity which

we oppose to the Christian, not as if Plato's own

Trinity, in the very essential constitution thereof,

were quite a different thing from the Christian ;

itself in all probability having been at first de

rived from a Divine or Mosaic cabala; but be

cause this cabala (as might well come to pass in

a thing so mysterious and difficult to be con

ceived) hath been by divers of these Platonists

and Pythagoreans misunderstood, depraved, and

adulterated, into such a Trinity, as confounds the

differences between God and the creature, and

removes all the bounds and land-marks betwixt

them; sinks the Deity lower and lower by de

grees (still multiplying of it, as it goes), till it have

at length brought it down to the whole corporeal

world; and when it hath done this, is not able to

stop there neither, but extends it further still to

the animated parts thereof, stars and demons;

the design or direct tendency thereof being no

thing else, but to lay a foundation for infinite
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Polytheism, cosmolatry (or world-idolatry), and

creature-worship. Where it is by the way ob

servable, that these Platonic Pagans were the

only public and professed champions against

Christianity; for though Celsus were suspected

by Origen to have been indeed an Epicurean, yet

did he at least personate a Platonist too. The

reason whereof might be, not only because the

Platonic and Pythagoric sect was the divinest of

all the Pagans, and that which approached near

est to Christianity and the truth (however it might

by accident therefore prove the worst, as the cor

ruption of the best thing), and by that means

could with greatest confidence hold up the buck

lers against Christianity and encounter it; but also

because the Platonic principles, as they might be

understood, would, of all other, serve most plausi

bly to defend the Pagan Polytheism and idolatry.

Concerning the Christian Trinity, we shall here

observe only three things; first, that it is not a

Trinity of mere names or words, nor a Trinity of

partial notions and inadequate conceptions of one

and the same thing. For such a kind of Trinity

as this might be conceived in that first Platonic

hypostasis itself, called ré v and rāyaſdy, the one

and the good—and perhaps also in that first

person of the Christian Trinity; namely, of good

ness, and understanding or wisdom, and will or

active power, three inadequate conceptions there

of. It is true, that Plotinus was so high-flown, as

to maintain, that the first and highest principle of

all, by reason of its perfect unity and simplicity,

is above the multiplicity of knowledge and under

standing, and therefore does not so much as votiv

tavrò, in a proper sense, understand itself: not
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withstanding which, this philosopher himself adds,

that it cannot therefore be said to be ignorantnor

unwise neither; these expressions belonging

only to such a being, as was by nature Envi.lvii. e.

intellectual, vouc utv Yap un votov, divónroc; 37. [p. 729..]

Intellectus, nisi intelligat, demens merito judica

tur.—And he seems to grant, that it hath a certain

simple clarity and brightness in it, superior to that

of knowledge; as the body of the sun has a cer

tain brightness superior to that secondary light,

which streameth from it; and that it may be said

to be vémouc aurii, knowledge itself—that does not

understand, as motion itself does not move. But

this can hardly be conceived by ordinary mortals,

that the highest and most perfect of all beings

should not fully comprehend itself, the extent of

its own fecundity and power, and be conscious of

all that proceedeth from it, though after the most

simple manner. And therefore this high-flown

conceit of Plotinus (and perhaps of Plato himself

too) has been rejected by latter Platonists, as

fantastical and unsafe: for thus Simplicius, d\\d

kai ºyvögw #xetv dvdykm riv dkporármv, où In Epict. p.

'yūp āv ri rov vir aurou trapayouévov dyvoſiastevº 235.

But it must needs have also the most perfect know

ledge, since it cannot be ignorant of any thing,

that is produced from itself—And St. Austin,” in

like manner, confutes that assertion of some

Christians, that the Adyoc, or eternal Word, was

that very wisdom and understanding, by which

the Father himself was wise; as making it nothing

but an inadequate conception of God. But this

opinion, that the Christian Trinity is but a Trinity

of words, or mere logical notions and inadequate
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conceptions of God, hath been plainly condemned

by the Christian church in Sabellius and others.

Wherefore we conclude it to be a Trinity of hypo

stases, or subsistences, or persons.

The second thing, that we observe concerning

the Christian Trinity, is this: that though the se

cond hypostasis, or person thereof, were begotten

from the first, and the third proceedeth both from

the first and second ; yet are neither this second,

nor third, creatures; and that for these following

reasons. First, because they were not made té

oux àvrov, as Arius maintained, that is, from an

antecedent non-existence brought forth into being,

nor can it be said of either of them, “Erat quando

non erant,” that once they were not, but theirgoing

forth was from eternity—and they were both coeve

and coeternal with the Father. Secondly, because

they were not only eternal emanations (if we may

so call them) but also necessary, and therefore are

they both also absolutely undestroyable and un

annihilable. Now, according to true philosophy

and theology, no creature could have existed from

eternity, nor be absolutely undestroyable; and

therefore that, which is both eternal and unde

stroyable, is ipso facto uncreated. Nevertheless,

because some philosophers have asserted (though

erroneously) both the whole world's eternity, and

its being a necessary emanation also from the

Deity, and consequently, that it is undestroyable;

we shall therefore further add, that these second

and third hypostases or persons of the holy Tri

inity are not only therefore uncreated, because

they were both eternal and necessary emanations,

and likewise are unannihilable; but also because

they are universal, each of them comprehending
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the whole world, and all created things under it:

which universality of theirs is the same thing with

infinity; whereas all other beings, besides this

holy Trinity, are particular and finite. Now we

say, that no intellectual being, which is not only

eternal, and necessarily existent, or undestroyable,

but also universal, or infinite, can be a creature.

Again, in the last place, we add, that these three

hypostases, or persons, are truly and really one

God. Not only because they have all essentially

one and the same will, according to that of Origen,

6pmake ſouev oùv rov Tarépa ric dAmbstac, kai rov C. Cels. p.

viðv rºv dxf,0slav, Švra èſo r; virográost Tpáy- 386. [.. viii)

wara, Év & rº, duovoia kai rº ovubovig kai rº raurörnri ric

BovXjasoc' We worship the Father of truth, and

the Son the truth itself, being two things as to hy

postasis; but one in agreement, consent, and

sameness of will:—but also because they are phy

sically (if we may so speak) one also ; and have a

mutual replyºpmatc, and virapéic, inexistence and

permeation of one another—according to that of

our Saviour Christ, “I am in the Father, and the

Father in me; and the Father that dwelleth in

me, he doeth the works.” We grant, indeed, that

there can be no instance of the like unity or one

ness found in any created beings; nevertheless,

we certainly know from our very selves, that it is

not impossible for two distinct substances, that are

of a very different kind from one another, the one

incorporeal, the other corporeal, to be so closely

united together, as to become one animal and per

son; much less therefore should it be thought

impossible for these three Divine hypostases to be

one God. - - . . . .

… We shall conclude here. with confidence, that
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the Christian Trinity, though there be very much

of mystery in it, yet is there nothing at all of plain

contradiction to the undoubted principles of hu

man reason, that is, of impossibility, to be found

therein, as the Atheists would pretend, who cry

down all for nonsense and absolute impossibility,

which their dull stupidity cannot reach to, or their

infatuated minds easily comprehend,and therefore

even the Deity itself. And it were to be wished,

that some religionists and Trinitarians did not

here symbolize too much with them, in affecting

to represent the mystery of the Christian Trinity

as a thing directly contradictious to all human

reason and understanding ; and that perhaps out

of design to make men surrender up themselves

and consciences, in a blind and implicit faith,

wholly to their guidance; as also to debauch their

understandings by this means, to the swallowing

down of other opinions of theirs, plainly repug

nant to human faculties. As who should say, he

that believes the Trinity (as we all must do, if we

will be Christians), should boggle at nothing in

religion never after, nor scrupulously chew or

examine any thing; as if there could be nothing

more contradictious, or impossible to human un

derstanding propounded, than this article of the

Christian faith.

But, for the present, we shall endeavour only to

shew, that the Christian Trinity (though a mys

tery, yet) is much more agreeable to reason, than

that Platonic, or Pseudo-Platonic Trinity before

described; and that in those three particulars then

mentioned. For, first, when those Platonists and

Pythagoreans interpret their third God, or last

hypostasis of their Trinity, to be either the world,
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or else a JvX*) £yköαμιoc, such an immediate soul

thereof, as, together with the world its body, make

up one animal god ; as there is plainly too great

a leap here betwixt their second and third hypo

stasis, so do they debase the Deity therein too

much, confound God and the creature together,

Iaying a foundation, not only for cosmolatry, or

world-idolatry in general, but also for the grossest

and most sottish of all idolatries, the worshipping

of the inanimate parts of the world themselves,

in pretence as parts and members of this great

mundame animal, and sensible god.

It is true, indeed, that Origem and some others

of the ancient Christiam writers have supposed,

that God may be said, in some sense, to be the

soul of the world. Thus in that book IIspl 'Apxóv,

** Sicut corpus mostrum unum ex multis -

membris aptatum est, et ab una anima

continetur,ita et universum mundum, velut animal

quoddam immane, opinandum puto ; quod quasi

ab una anima, virtute Dei ac ratione teneatur.

Quod etiam a sancta Scriptura indicari arbitror

per illud, quod dictum est per prophetam ; Nonne

coelum et terram ego repleo, dicit Dominus? et

coelum mihi sedes, terra autem scabellum pedum

meorum ; et quod Salvator, cum ait, non esse ju

randum neque per coelum, quia sedes Dei est,

meque per terram, quia scabellum pedum ejus.

Sed et illud quod ait Paulus, Quoniam in ipso

vivimus et movemur et sumus. Quomodo enim

in Deo vivimus, et movemur, et sumus, nisi quod

in virtute sua universum constringit et continet

mundum ?" As our own body is made up of many

members, and contained by one soul, so do I

conceive, that the whole world is to be looked

I. ii. e. 1.
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upon as one huge, great animal, which is con

tained, as it were, by one soul, the virtue and rea

son of God. And so much seems to be intimated

by the Scripture in sundry places; as in that of

the prophet, “Do not I fill heaven and earth?” And

again, “Heaven is my throne, and the earth my

footstool.” And in that of our Saviour, “Swear not

at all, neither by heaven, because it is the throne of

God, nor by the earth, because it is his footstool.”

And, lastly, in that of Paul to the Athenians, “For

in him we live, and move, and have our being.” For

how can we besaid to live, and move, and have our

being in God, unless because he, by his virtue and

power, does constringe and contain the whole

world? and how can heaven be the throne of God,

and the earth his footstool, unless his virtue and

power fill all things both in heaven and earth –

Nevertheless, God is here said by Origen to be but

quasi anima, as it were the soul of the world:—as

if he should have said, that all the perfection of a

soul is to be attributed to God, in respect of the

world; he quickening and enlivening all things, as

much as if he were the very soul of it, and all the

parts thereof were his living members. And per

haps the whole Deity ought not to be looked upon,

according to Aristotle's notion thereof, merely as

dkivmroc ovata, an immoveable essence;—for then it

is not conceivable, how it could either act upon

the world, or be sensible of any thing therein; or

to what purpose any devotional addresses should

be made by us to such an unaffectible, inflexible,

rocky, and adamantine Being. Wherefore all the

perfection of a mundane soul may perhaps be at

tributed to God, in some sense, and he called,

quasi anima mundi, as it were the soul thereof:—
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though St. Cyprian would have this properly to

belong to the third hypostasis or person of the

Christian Trinity, viz. the Holy Ghost. But there

is something of imperfection also plainly cleaving

and adhering to this notion of a mundane soul, be

sides something of Paganity likewise, necessarily

consequent thereupon, which cannot be admitted

by us. Wherefore God, or the third Divine hy

postasis, cannot be called the soul of the world

in this sense, as if it were so immersed thereinto,

and so passive from it, as our soul is immersed

into, and passive from its body ; nor as if the

world, and this soul together, made up one entire

animal, each part whereof were incomplete alone

by itself. And that God, or the third hypostasis

of the Christian Trinity, is not to be accounted,

in this sense, properly the soul of the world, ac

cording to Origen himself, we may learn from

these words of his ; “Solius Dei, id est, nº Azz,
Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, natu- 1. i. c. 6.

ra, id proprium est; ut sine materiali substantia,

et absºlue ulla corporeae adjectionis societate, in

telligatur subsistere.” It is proper to the nature

of God alone, that is, of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost, to subsist without

any material substance, or body, vitally united to

it.—Where Origen affirming, that all created souls

and spirits whatsoever, have always some body or

other vitally united to them; and that it is the

property only of the three persons of the holy

Trinity, not to be vitally united to any body,

as the soul thereof; whether this assertion of his

be true or no (which is a thing not here to be dis

cussed), he does plainly hereby declare, that God,

or the third hypostasis of the Trinity, is not to be
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accounted, in a true and proper sense, the soul of

the world.

And it is certain, that the more refined Plato

mists were themselves also of this persuasion; and

that their third God, or Divine hypostasis, was

neither the whole world (as supposed to be ani

mated) nor yet lux') tykóquioc, the immediate soul

of this mundane animal—but only livXm wirepkócutoc,

a supermundane soul;-that is, such a thing as

though it preside over the whole world, and take

cognizance of all things in it, yet it is not properly

an essential part of that mundane animal, but a

being elevated above the same. For thus Pro

In Time.p. clus plainly affirmeth, not only of Ame

93, 94. lius, but also of Porphyrius himself, who

likewise pretended to follow Plotinus therein;

Herd & row AuéAlov & IIopºptocotóuevoc tº IIAwrive

ovváčev, riv pºv ilvyiv riv wirepkóautov dirokaxe ôm

tuovoyöv, rów 8: vouv auric, T90c ðv dirčarparrat, ro au

roºjov, dic sival rô trapáēelyua row &mutovoyou kard rourov'

After Amelius, Porphyrius, thinking to agree

with Plotinus, calls the supermundane soul the

immediate opificer or maker of the world, and

that mind or intellect, to which it is converted,

not the opificer himself, but the paradigm thereof.

—And though Proclus there makes a question,

whether or no this was Plotinus's true meaning,

yet Porphyrius is most to be credited herein, he

having had such intimate acquaintance with him.

Wherefore, according to these three Platonists,

Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyrius, the third hy

postasis of the PlatonicTrinity is neither the world,

nor the immediate soul of the mundane animal ;

but a certain supermundane soul, which also was

3mutovoyoc, the opificer and creator of the world,—
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and therefore no creature. Now the corporeal

world being supposed, by these Platonists also,

to be an animal, they must therefore needs ac

knowledge a double soul, one luxºv tykóculov, the

immediate soul of this mundane animal, and ano

ther luxºv wirºpkóautov, a supermundane soul, which

was the third in their trinity of gods, or Divine

hypostases, the proper and immediate opificer of

the world. And the same, in all probability, was

Plato's opinion also; and therefore that soul,

which is the only Deity, that in his book of Laws

he undertakes to prove, was luxº wrºpkóquioc, a

supermundane soul, and not the same with that

|vyn tykóquioc, that mundane soul, whose genesis,

or generation, is described in his Timaeus; the

former of them being a principle and eternal; and

the latter made in time, together with the world,

though said to be older than it, because in order

of nature before it. And thus we see plainly,

that though some of these Platonists and Pytha

goreans either misunderstood, or depraved the

cabala of the trinity, so as to make the third hy

postasis thereof to be the animated world, which

themselves acknowledged to be rotmua and 8mutovo

yoſuevov, a creature and thing made; yet others, of

the refined of them, supposed this third hyposta

sis of their trinity to be not a mundane, but a su

permundane soul, and &mutovgyöv, not a creature,

but the Creator or opificer of the whole world.

And as for the second particular proposed, it

was a gross absurdity in those Platonists also, to

make the second, in their trinity of gods, and hy

postasis, not to be one God, or hypostasis, but a

multitude of gods and hypostasis; as also was that

a monstrous extravagancy of theirs, to suppose

WOL. III. F
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the ideas, all of them, to be so many distinct sub

stances and animals. Which, besides others, Ter

p.s.o. Riº. tullian in his book DeAnima thus imputes

- to Plato: “Vult Plato esse quasdam sub

stantias invisibiles, incorporeales, supermundiales,

divinas, et asternas, quas appellatideas, id est, for

mas et exempla, et causas naturalium istorum ma

nifestorum, et subjacentium corporalibus; etillas

quidem esseveritates, haec autem imagines earum.”

Plato conceiveth, that there are certain substances,

invisible, incorporeal, supermundial, divine, and

eternal ; which he calls ideas, that is, forms, ex

emplars, and causes of all these natural and sen

sible things; they being the truths, but the other

the images.—Neither can it be denied, but that

there are some odd expressions in Plato, sound

ing that way, who therefore may not be justified

in this, nor I think in some other conceits of his,

concerning these ideas: as when he contends,

that they are not only the objects of science, but

also the proper and physical causes of all things

here below; as, for example, that the ideas of

similitude and dissimilitude are the causes of the

likeness and unlikeness of all things to one ano

ther by their participation of them. Nevertheless,

it cannot be at all doubted, but that Plato him

self, and most of his followers, very well under

stood, that these ideas were, all of them, really

nothing else but the noëmata, or conceptions, of

that one perfect Intellect, which was their second

hypostasis ; and, therefore, they could not look

upon them in good earnest, as so many distinct

substances existing severally and apart by them

selves out of any mind, however they were guilty

of some extravagant expressions concerning them.
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Wherefore, when they called them ovatac, essences

or substances, (as they are called in Philo dway.

kaićrara, odotal, the most necessary essences,) their

true meaning herein was only this, to signify, that

they were not such accidental and evanid things,

as our conceptions are; they being the standing -

objects of all science, at least, if not the causes

also of existent things. Again, when they were

by them sometimes called animals also, they in

tended only to signify thereby, that they were

not mere dead forms, like pictures drawn upon

paper, or carved images and statues. And thus

Amelius," the philosopher, plainly under- so clem. Al:
S.-Cyril, S.;

stood that passage of St. John the Evan-º.

gelist, concerning the eternal X&Yoc, he "“”

pointing the words otherwise than our copies

now do, 6 yé yovev £v aurº Zoº ºv, that, which was

made, in him was life: this philosopher glossing

after this manner upon it, v š +3 yewöuevow ºv;

kai &oiv, kai Öv repvkéval, in whom whatsoever, was

made, was living, and life, and true being.—Lastly,

no wonder, if from animals these ideas forthwith

became gods too, to such men as took all occa

sions possible to multiply gods; in which there

was also something of that scholastic notion;

“Quicquid, est in Deo, est: Deus;” Whatsoever

is in God, is God.—But the main thing therein

was a piece of Paganic poetry; these Pagan the

ologers being generally possessed with that poe:

tie humour of personating things and deifying

them. Wherefore, though the ideas were so

many titular gods to many of the Platonic Pa;

gans, yet did Julian himself, for example, who

made the most of them, suppose them all ovumági
- -

-

-

º: . . ;

Apud Euseb: Præpar. Evangel, lib. ix. cap. xix. p. 540.” ‘’’

- F 2
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Xštv Kal évvirápxeiv, to co-exist with God and in-exist

in him—that is, in the first mind, or second hypos

tasis of their trinity.

Lastly,Whereas Proclus, and others of the Pla

tonists, intermingle many particular gods with

those three universal principles or hypostases,

of their Trinity, as noes, minds, or intellects, su

perior to the first soul; and henades and aga

thotetes, unities and goodnesses superior to the

first intellect too; thereby making those particu

lar beings, which must needs be creatures, supe

rior to those hypostases, that are universal and

infinite, and by consequence creaturizing of them:

this hypothesis of theirs, I say, is altogether ab

surd and irrational also ; there being no created

beings essentially good and wise, but all by par

ticipation, nor any immoveable natures amongst

them, whose ouala is their Évépysia, their essence,

their operation; but all mutable and changeable,

and probably, as Origen and others of the fathers

II pi A6xxv, add, lapsible and peccable. “ Nulla

ºil p. natura est, quae non recipiat bonum et
e malum, excepta Dei natura, quae bono

rum omnium fons est; et Christi sapientia, sapi

entiae enim fons est, et sapientia utique stultitiam

recipere non potest; et justitia est, quae nun

quam profecto injustitiam capiet; et verbum est

vel ratio, quae utique irrationalis efficinon potest;

sed et lux est, et lucem certum est, quod tenebrae

non comprehendent. Similiter et natura Spiritus

Sancti, quae sancta est, non recipit pollutionem;

naturaliter enim vel substantialiter sancta est.

Siqua autem alia natura sancta est, ex assump

tione hoc vel inspiratione Spiritus Sancti habet,

ut sanctificetur, non ex sua natura hoc possidens,
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sed ut accidens; propter quod et decidere po

test, quod accidit.” There is no nature, which is

not capable both of good and evil, excepting only

the nature of God, who is the fountain of all

good, and the wisdom of Christ; for he is the

fountain of wisdom, and wisdom itself never can

receive folly; he is also justice itself, which can

never admit of injustice; and the reason and

word itself, which can never become irrational ;

he is also the light itself, and it is certain, that

darkness cannot comprehend this light, nor insi

nuate itself with it. In like manner the nature

of the Holy Ghost is such, as can never receive

pollution, it being substantially and essentially

holy. But whatsoever other nature is holy, it is

only such in way of participation and by the in

spiration of this Holy Spirit; so that holiness is

not its very nature and essence, but only an acci

dent to it; and whatsoever is but accidental may

fail. All created beings therefore having but ac

cidental goodness and wisdom, may degenerate

and fall into evil and folly.—Which of Origen's

is all one, as if he should have said, there is no

such rank of beings as autoagathotetes, essential

goodnesses, there being only one Being essentially

good, or goodness itself. Nor no such particu

lar created beings existing in nature as the Pla

tonists call noes neither, that is, minds or intel

lects immoveable, perfectly and essentially wise,

or wisdom itself, whose ovala is their fivépysia, whose

essence is their operation, and who consequently

have no flux at all in them, nor successive action ;

(only the eternal word and wisdom of God being

such) who also are absolutely ununitable to any

bodies. It is true, that Origen did sometimes
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make mention of vösc, minds or intellects, but it

was in another sense, he calling all souls, as first

created by God, and before their lapse, by that

name; which was as much as if he should have

said, though some of the Platonists talk much of

their noes, yet is there nothing answerable to

that name, according to their notion of them; but

the only noes really existing in nature, are un

fallen, but peccable souls; he often concluding,

that the highest rank of created beings are in

deed no better than those, which the Platonists

commonly call livXal, or souls. By which souls

he understood first of all, beings in their own na

ture self-moveable and active; whereas the noes

of the Platonists are altogether immoveable and

above action. And then again, such beings, or

spirits incorporeal, as exist, not abstractly and

separately from all matter, as the noes of the

Platonists were supposed to do, but are vitally

unitable to bodies, so as, together with those bo

dies, to compound and make up one animal.

Thus, I say, Origen conceived even of the highest

angelical, and arch-angelical orders, that they

were all of them livXal, souls, united to bodies,

but such as were pure, subtle, and ethereal: how

ever, he supposed it not impossible for them to

sink down into bodies, more gross and feculent.

And it is certain, that many of the ancient Christ

ian writers concurred with Origen herein, that

the highest created spirits were no naked and

abstract minds, but souls clothed with some cor

poreal indument. Lastly, Origen's souls were

also supposed to be, all of them, endowed with

liberum arbitrium, or free will, and consequently

to be self-improvable and self-impairable; and
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no particular created spirits to be absolutely in

their own nature impeccable, but lapsible into

vicious habits: whereas the Platonic noes are

supposed to be such beings, as could never fall

nor degenerate. And the generality of the Christ

ian writers seemed to have consented, or con

spired with Origen in this also, they supposing

him, who is now the prince of devils, to have been

once an angel of the highest order. Thus does

St. Jerome" determine; “Solus Deus est, in quem

peccatum non cadit; caetera, cum sint liberi ar

bitri, possunt in utramgue partem suam flectere

voluntatem.” God is the only being, that is ab

solutely incapable of sin; but all other beings,

having free-will in them, may possibly turn their

will to either way;-that is, to evil as well as to

good. It is certain, that God, in a sense of per

fection, is the most free agent of all, neither is

contingent liberty universally denied to him; but

here it is made the only privilege of God, that is,

of the holy Trinity, to be devoid of liberum ar

bitrium, namely, as it implieth imperfection, that

is, peccability and lapsibility in it.

It is true, that some of the Platonic philoso

phers suppose, that even in that rank of beings,

called by them souls, though they be not essen

tially immutable, but all self-moveable and active,

yet there are some of them of so high a pitch and

elevation, as, that they can never degenerate, nor

sink down into vicious habits. Thus Simplicius

for one; d'AAd at utv Toora rov luxºv, aire in Epist. p.

irpooexºc Jiro avroayá0ov trapax0éloat, kāv 12, 13.

toxáv rt trºoc {Kelva wºeuévov, Šid to un tival dyabórmrec,

a\\d opéyeaflat row dyadov, TAñv ºc ovyyevsic irpèc aird,

* Epistol. cxli.
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ovuſvoc re aurov kai dvairooráorwc opéyovrai, kat riv

aipsaw Movost&oc Tpöc Exévo rerauávnv #xoval, ou?étrore

droxxivovaal trade ré xsipovº kai sitep n irpoaipegic divr'

ãA\ov rivác tarw aſpecic, ráxa ouk av sin trooaipeauc Exet

votg; st Afric auriiv Tpoaipeou, oc rd trotora dyaba aipov

Hévm, kakoſ' But the first and highest of souls,

which were immediately produced from what are

essentially good, although they have some abate

ment in them, they being not goodnesses essen

tially, but desirous of good, nevertheless are they

so near a-kin to that highest good of all, as that

they do naturally and indivulsively cleave to the

same, and have their volitions always uniformly

directed towards it, they never declining to the

worser. Insomuch that if proacresis be taken for

the chusing of one thing before another, perhaps

there is no such thing as proacresis to be imputed

to them, unless one should call the chusing of

the first goods proacresis-By these higher souls

Simplicius must needs understand, either the

souls of the sun, moon, and stars, or else those

of the superior orders of demoniac or angelic be

ings. Where though he make a question, whether

proaeresis or deliberation belong to them, yet

does he plainly imply, that they have none at all

of that lubricous liberum arbitrium or free-will

belonging to them, which would make them ca

pable of vice and immorality as well as virtue.

But whatever is to be said of this, there seems

to be no necessity at all for admitting that asser

tion of Origen's, that all rational souls whatso

ever, even those of men and those of the highest

angelical orders, are universally of one of the

same nature, and have no fundamental or essen

tial difference in their constitution; and conse
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quently that all the difference, that is now be

twixt them, did arise only from the difference of

their demeanor, or use of that power and liberty,

which they all alike once had. So that thrones,

and dominions, and principalities, and powers,

were all made such by their merits; and human

souls, though now sunk so low, yet are not ab

solutely incapable of commencing angels, or as

cending to those highest altitudes: as it is not

impossible, according to him, neither, but that

the highest angels also, the seraphim and cheru

bim might, in length of time, not only degenerate

into devils, but also sink down into human bo

dies; his reason for which monstrous paradox is

only this, that the Divine justice cannot other

wise well be salved, but God must needs be a rooo

wroMitrnc, an accepter of persons, should he have

arbitrarily made such vast differences amongst

intellectual beings. Which ground he also ex

tendeth so far, as to the human soul of our

Saviour Christ himself, as being not partially ap

pointed to that transcendent dignity of its hypos

tatic union, but by reason of its most faithful

adherence to the Divine word and wisdom, in a

pre-existent state, beyond all other souls; which

he endeavours thus to prove from the Scripture:

“Quod dilectionis perfectio, et affectus mºsº,

sinceritas, ei inseparabilem cum Deo fe- ****

cerit unitatem, ita ut non fortuita fuerit, aut cum

personae acceptione, anima ejus assumtio, sed

virtutum suarum sibi merito delata; audi ad eum

prophetam dicentem, Dilexisti justitiam et odisti

iniquitatem; propterea unxitte Deus, Deus tuus,

oleo laetitiae prae participibus tuis: dilectionis ergo

merito ungitur oleo lactitiae anima Christi, id est,
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cum verbo Dei unum efficitur. Ungi namdue oleo

latitiae, non aliud intelligitur quam Spiritu Sanc

to repleri. Prae participibus autem dixit; quia

non gratia spiritus sicut prophetis ei data est, sed

ipsius verbi Dei in ea substantialis inerat pleni

tudo.” That the perfection of love, and sincerity

of Divine affection, procured to this soul its in

separable union with the Godhead, so that the

assumption of it was neither fortuitous nor par

tial, or with prosopolepsy (the acception of per

sons) but bestowed upon it justly for the merit

of its virtues; hear (saith he) the prophet thus

declaring to him, “Thou hast loved righteousness

and hated iniquity: therefore hath God, even thy

God, anointed thee with the oil of gladness above

thy fellows.” The soul of Christ therefore was

anointed with the oil of gladness, or made one

with the word of God, for the merits of love and

faithful adherence to God, and no otherwise. For

to be anointed with the oil of gladness here pro

perly signifies nothing else, but to be replenished

with the Holy Ghost. But when it is said, that

he was thus anointed above his fellows, this in

timateth, that he had not the Holy Ghost be

stowed upon him, only as the prophets and other

holy men had, but that the substantial fulness

of the word of God dwelt in him.—But this

reason of Origen's seems to be very weak ; be

cause if there be a rank of souls below human,

specifically differing from the same, as Origen

himself must needs confess, (he not allowing the

souls of brutes to have been human souls lapsed,

as some Pythagoreans and Platonists conceited,

but renouncing and disclaiming that opinion, as

monstrously absurd and irrational) there can be
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no reason given, why there might not be as well

other ranks and orders of souls superior to those

of men, without the injustice of prosopolepsy; as,

besides Simplicius, Plotinus and the generality of

other Platonists conceived.

º. But least of all can we assent to Origen, when

from this principle, that souls, as such, are essen

tially endowed with liberum arbitrium, or free

will, and therefore never in their own nature im

peccable, he infers those endless circuits of souls

upwards and downwards, and so makes them to

be never at rest, denying them any fixed state of

holiness and happiness by Divine grace; such as

wherein they might be free from the fear and dan

ger of everlosing the same. Of whom St. Austin *

therefore thus: “Illum et propter alia nonnulla, et

maxime propter alternantes sine cessatione beati

tudines et miserias, et statutis seculorum inter

vallis ab istis ad illas, atque ab illis ad istas itas

acreditus interminabiles, non immerito reprobavit

ecclesia; quia et hoc quod misericors videbatur,

amisit, faciendo sanctis veras miserias, quibus poe

nas luerent, et falsas beatitudines, in quibus ve

rum ac securum, hoc est, sine timore certum sem

piternibonigaudium non haberent.” The church

hath deservedly rejected Origen, both for certain

other opinions of his, and especially for those his

alternate beatitudes and miseries, without end,

and for his infinite circuits, ascents and descents

of souls, from one to the other, in restless vicissi

tudes and after periods of time. Forasmuch as

hereby he hath quite lost that very title of pitiful,

or merciful, which otherwise he seemed to have

deserved, by making so many true miseries for

* De Civitate Dei, lib. xxi, cap. xvii. p. 481, tom viii. oper.
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the best of saints, in which they should succes

sively undergo punishment and smart; and none

but false happiness for them, such as wherein they

could never have any trueor secure joy, free from

the fear of losing that good which they possess.

—For this Origenical hypothesis seems directly

contrary to the whole tenor of the gospel, pro

mising eternal and everlasting life to those, who

believe in Christ, and perseveringly obey him;

(1 John ii.) “This is the promise, that he hath pro

mised us, even eternal life:” and Tit. i. 2. “In

hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie,

hath promised.” And, “God so loved the world,

that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whoso

ever believeth in him should not perish, but have

everlasting life:” and lest all this should be taken

for a periodical eternity only, (John iii. 26.) “He

that believeth in me, shall never die.” And pos

sibly this might be the meaning of St. Paul,

(2 Tim. i. 10.) when he affirmeth of our Saviour

Christ, that “he hath abolished death, and

brought life and immortality to light, through

the gospel;” not because he was the first, who had

discovered, and published to the world, the soul's

immortality, which was believed before, not only

by all the Pharisaic Jews, but also by the gene

rality of Pagans too; but because these, for the

most part, held their endless circuits and transmi

grations of souls: therefore was he the first, who

brought everlasting life to light, and gave the world

assurance, in the faith of the gospel, of a fixed and

permanent state of happiness, and a never-fading

crown of glory to be obtained; “Him that over

cometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my

God, and he shall go no more out.” Apoc. iii. 12.
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Now the reason, why we mentioned Origen

here, was because he was a person, not only tho

roughly skilled in all the Platonic learning, but

also one, who was sufficiently addicted to those

dogmata, he being commonly conceived to have

had too great a kindness for them; and, therefore,

had there been any solidity of reason for either

those particular henades or noes of theirs, cre

ated beings above the rank of souls, and conse

quently, according to the Platonic hypothesis,

superior to the universal Psyche also (which was

the third hypostasis in their trinity, and seems to

answer to the Holy Ghost in the Christian); Ori

gen was as likely to have been favourable there

unto as any other. But it is indeed manifestly

repugnant to reason, that there should be any

such particular, that is, created henades, and ad

roayabórntec, essential goodnesses—superior to the

Platonic first Mind; or any such noes, and avrogo

ºtai, essential wisdoms—superior to their univer

sal Psyche; it being all one, as if, in the Christian

Trinity, besides the first person, or the Father, one

should suppose a multitude of particular paterni

ties superior to the second ; and also, besides the

second person, the Son, or Word, a multitude of

particular sons, or words, all superior to the third

person, the Holy Ghost. For this is plainly to

make a breach upon the Deity, to confound the

Creator and creature together; and to suppose a

company of such creaturely gods, as imply a ma

nifest contradiction in the very notion of them.

'Wherefore, we shall here observe, that this was

not the Catholic doctrine of the Platonic school,

that there were such henades and noes, but only

a private opinion of some doctors amongst them,
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and that of the latter sort too. For, first, as for

those henades, as there are not the least footsteps

of them to be found any where in Plato's writings,

so may it be plainly gathered from them, that he

supposed no such thing. Forasmuch as, in his

second epistle, where he describes his trinity," he

doth not say of the first, repl rd. Tptorov rá rpóra,

about the first are the first—as he doth of the se

cond, &eiſrepov repl rd 8airspa, and of the third, retrov

Tspi ră rptra, about the second are the second, and

about the third the third—but of the first he saith;

Tepi röv távrov BagiXéa trávr' tari, kai ixtivoviveka travra,

kai čktivo airtov dirávrov rov Ka}\tov, about the king of

all things are all things, and for his sake are all

things; and he is the cause of all things, that are

good.—Wherefore here are no particular henades

and autoagathotetes, unities and goodnesses;

about the first To"Ev and Tayabov, One and Good;

but all good things are about him, he being both

the efficient and final cause of all. Moreover

Plotinus, throughout all his works, discovers not

the least suspicion neither of these henades and

agathotetes, this language being scarcely to be

found any where in the writings of any Platonists

senior to Proclus; who also, as if he were con

scious, that this assumentum to the Platonic theo

logy were not so defensible a thing, doth himself

sometime, as it were, tergiversate and decline it,

by equivocating in the word henades, taking

them for the ideas, or the intelligible gods before

mentioned. As perhaps Synesius also uses the

word, in his first hymn, when God is called by him

‘Evorárov švā; &yvä, - * - - - -

Moyá8wy wová; re ºrpärn,

-

s

a P. 707, oper. “
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the first Henad of Henades, and the first Monad

of Monades; that is, the first idea of good, and

cause of all the ideas.-And as for the particular

noes, minds or intellects, these indeed seem to

have crept up somewhat before Plotinus's time;

he, besides the passage before cited, elsewhere

giving some intimations of them, as Enn.

6. l. iv. C. iv. 'AAAd Tóc luxal troX\al kai voi

troAAoi ; but how can there be many souls, and

many minds, and not only one, but many entia

—From which, and other places of his, Ficinus

concluded Plotinus, himself really to have assert

ed, above the rank of souls, a multitude of other

substantial beings, called vásc or voi, minds or in

tellects. Nevertheless, Plotinus speaking of them

so uncertainly, and making such an union betwixt,

all these noes and their particular respective

souls, it may well be questioned, whether he really

took them for any thing else but the heads and

summities of those souls; he supposing, that all

souls have a mind in them, the participation of

the first Mind; as also unity too, the participation

of the first Unity; whereby they are capable of

being conjoined with both: 84 vouv čv juiv Enn. l. v. c.

tival, kai vov apxiv, kai airlav, kal 086V' &otsp to ."#.i.
f 3 x * • ? • ‘l- ? & * ty ..., 492.]

kevrpov ep &autou EOTuy EXst & KQū 8KOOTO1) T(019

P. 847, 848.

#v riff kūk\p onuslov čv avrò kal at Ypaunal to tetov trooo

pépoval T90c Touro' rº ydo rototrºp tov tv juiv insic spair

réusſia, kai. giveauty, Kal divnpriusſa ëvièpvueffa ë, ol āv

avvve ſwuev čks. There must needs be mind in us, as

also the principle and cause of mind, God. Not

as if he were divided, but because, though remain

ing in himself, yet he is also considered in many

as capable to receive him. As the centre, though

it remain in itself, yet is it also in every line drawn,
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from the circumference, each of them, by a certain

point of its own, touching it. And by some such

thing in us it is, that we are capable of touching

God, and of being united to him, when we direct

our intention towards him.—And in the next chap

ter he adds, exovrec rd rotaura oux duriNaugavéué0a,

dXX' døyovuev raic rotairac #v=pygiate rd troAAdº oi & ov8'

&Awc #v=pyovow: #Kéiva uèv £ariv Evraic tavrov #v=pyriac aiel,

vouc & kal to Ted vov čv tavrº, &c. That though We

havethese things in us, yet do wenotperceive them,

being for the most part idle and asleep, as to these

higher energies; as some never at all exercise

them. However, those do always act; mind,

and that which is before mind, unity; but every

thing, which is in our souls, is not perceived by

us, unless come to the whole, when we dispose

ourselves towards it, &c.—Where Plotinus seems

to make the noes, or minds, to be nothing else

but something in souls, whereby they partake of

the first Mind. And it is said of Porphyrius,

who was well acquainted with Plotinus's philo

sophy, that he quite discarded and rejected these

noes or intellects, as substances really distinct

from the first Mind, and separate from souls.

And it is certain, that such minds as these are no

where plainly mentioned by Plato, he speaking

only of minds in souls, but not of any abstract

and separate minds, save only one. And though

some might think him to have given an intimation

of them in his 8stºrspov trºpi ra ësirspa, (beforemen

tioned) his second about the second things, or se

cond things about the second—yet by these may

very well be understood the ideas; as by the third

things about the third, all created beings. Where

fore we may conclude, that this Platonic, or rather
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Pseudo-Platonic trinity, which confounds the dif- -

ferences betwixt God and the creature, and that \

probably in favour of the Pagan Polytheism and

idolatry, is nothing so agreeable to reason itself,

as that Christian Trinity before described, which

distinctly declares, how far the Deity goes, and

where the creature begins; namely, that the Deity

extends so far as to this whole Trinity of hypo

stases; and that all other things whatsoever, this

Trinity of persons only excepted, are truly and

properly their creatures, produced by the joint

concurrence and influence of them all, they being

really but one God.

But, it is already manifest, that all the foremen

tioned depravations and adulterations of that Di

vine cabala of the Trinity, and that spurious tri

nity, described, (which, because asserted by some

Platonists, was called Platonical, in way of dis

tinction from the Christian) cannot be justly

charged, neither upon Plato himself, nor yet upon

all his followers universally. But, on the con

trary, we shall now make it appear, that Plato

and some of the Platonists retained much of the

ancient genuine cabala, and made a very near ap

proach to the true Christian Trinity; forasmuch

as their three hypostases, distinguished from all

their other gods, seem to have been none of them

accounted creatures, but all other things whatso

ever the creatures of them. - -

First, therefore, we affirm, that Plato himself

does, in the beginning of his Timaeus, very care

fully distinguish betwixt God and the creature,

he determining the bounds between them after

this manner:* "Eartvojv ºn kar’ tuiv 86éav Tptorov 8tat

* Cap. xii. p. 235, edit. Fabricii.

VOL. III. G
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f f e w w ºn v » v * w * w e w f t

percov ráðs Tri TO Oly puév a El, yevsouv & OUK exov kau tº ro

, , v A v 2 w/ • – " ..." v , v \ w,

yuyvousvow puev, ov 3. ow8étrore to usv 8ñ, womoſet puera Xóyov

trºpºmºrrov, del kard ravird āv to 8 at 86&n tier' atobiostoc

* ~ * w f V 2 f ... , x/ V 2

d'A6 yov, Sočaorov, yiyvous vov Kott a troXXùuevov, on/roc §§ OU

8étrore Šv' trav 8* at rô Yuyvéuevov, ur' airlov rivec à

dváykncy!yveoffat. We being here to treat concern

ing the universe, judge it necessary to begin with

a distinction betwixt that, which always is, and

hath no ortus, or generation ; and that, which is

made, but never truly is. The former of which,

being always like itself and the same, is compre

hensible by intellection with reason, or is the ob

ject ofknowledge; the latter of them, that which

is made and perisheth, but never truly is, is not

properly knowable, but opinable only, or the ob

ject of opinion, together with irrational sense.

Now every thing, that is made, must of necessity

be made by some cause.—The reason, why Plato,

being to treat of the universe, begins here with

this distinction, was, as Proclus * well observes,

because êv raic Kowalc muſov £vvotaic dirókara, ro tival Tt

del Šv' it is either one of our common notions, or a

thing mathematically demonstrable, that there

must be something eternal, or which was never

made, but always was, and had no beginning —

And it is evident by sense and experience, that all

things are not such, but that some things are made

and perish again, or generated and corrupted.

Now the latter Platonists, being strongly pos

sessed with a prejudice of the world's eternity, or

that it had no beginning, have offered strange vio

lence to Plato's text in this place, and wrested

his words to quite a different sense from what he

intended ; as if by his rô yıyvöuevov, that which is

* Comment, in Timaeum Platon. lib. i. p. 10.
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made—he did not at all mean that, which had a

beginning, but only that, whose duration is flow

ing and successive, or temporary, which might

notwithstanding be without beginning; and as if

he supposed the whole corporeal world to be such,

which though it hath a successive and temporary

duration, yet was without any beginning. And

the current ran so strong this way, that even Boe

thius, that learned Christian philosopher, was him

self also carried away with the force thereof, he

taking it for granted, likewise, that Plato held the

eternity of the world in this sense, that is, its being

without beginning : “Non recte quidam consol. Phil.

(saith he) quicum audiunt visum Platoni """"

mundum hunc nec habuisse initium temporis, nec

habiturum esse defectum, hoc modo conditori

conditum mundum fieri coacternum putant. Aliud

est enim, per interminabilem duci vitam, quod

mundo Plato tribuit; aliud interminabilis vitae

totam pariter complexum esse praesentiam ; quod

divinae mentis proprium esse manifestum est. Ne

que Deus conditis rebus antiquior videri debet,

temporis quantitate, sed simplicis potius proprie

tate naturae.” Some, when they hear Plato to have

held, that the world had no beginning, nor shall

never have an end, do not rightly from thence in

fer, that Plato therefore made the world coeter

nal with God, because it is one thing always to

be, and another thing to possess an endless life

all at once, which is proper to the Divine mind.

Neither ought God to be thought older than the

world, in respect of time, but only in respect of

the simplicity of his nature.—To which purpose

he adds afterwards, “Itaque si digna rebus nomina

velimus imponere, Platonem sequentes, Deum

G 2
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quidem asternum, mundum vero dicemus esse per

petuum.” Therefore, if we would give proper

names to things agreeable to their natures, fol

lowing Plato, we should say, that God was eter

nal; but the world only perpetual.-But as this

doctrine of the latter Platonists quite frustrates

Plato's design in this place, which was to prove

or assert a God; because, if the world had no be

ginning, though its duration be never so much

successive, yet would it not follow from thence,

that therefore it must needs have been made by

some other cause ; so is it directly contrary to

that philosopher's own words, himself there de

claring, that by his to ytyväuevov, ortum, or that

which is made—he did not understand only that,

whose duration is successive, but also rò yevtosoc

doxºv #xov, that which had a beginning of its gene

ration—and to dir' doxic Tuvog došáuevov, that which

begun from a certain epocha of time—or that

which once was not, and therefore must needs be

brought into being by some other cause. So that

Plato there plainly supposed all temporary beings

once to have had a beginning of their duration,

as he declareth in that very Timaeus of his, that

Time itself was not eternal, or without beginning,

but made together with the heaven or world;—and

from thence does he infer, that there must of ne

cessity be another eternal Being, viz. such as hath

both a permanent duration, and was without be

ginning, and was the cause both of time and the

world: forasmuch as nothing can possibly be

made without a cause; that is, nothing, which

once was not, could of itself come into being, but

must be produced by some other thing; and so at

last we must needs come to something, which
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had no beginning. Wherefore Plato, thus taking

it for granted, that whatsoever hath a temporary

and flowing duration, was not without beginning;

as also that whatsoever was without beginning,

hath a permanent duration or standing eternity;

does thus state the difference betwixt uncreated

and created beings, or betwixt God and creature;

namely, that creature is that, whose duration being

temporary or successive, once had a beginning;

and this is his rô yºvčevow pºv, Öv & ovčátors, that

which is made, but never truly is, and that which

Jr.' airtov twoc à dváyknc yiyveral, must of necessity

be produced by some cause—but that whatsoever

is without beginning, and hath a permanent dura

tion, is uncreated or Divine ; which is his rô ov

uèv del, yéveau & oux #xov, that which always is, and

hath no generation, nor was ever made.—Accord

ingly as God is styled in the Septuagint translation

of the Mosaic writings, 6’Ov, he that truly is.

Now as for this dièloc ovata or pilotc, this eternal

nature—which always is, and was never made,

Plato speaks of it, not singularly only, as we

Christians now do, but often in the Paganic way

plurally also; as when, in this very Timaeus, he

calls the world Tov diètov 0sºv yeyovdc dya)\na, a

made or created image of the eternal gods.-By

which eternal gods he there meant doubtless that

ro Totorov, and to ësirepov, and rô Toirov, that first, and

second, and third, which, in his second epistle to

Dionysius, he makes to be the principles of all

things; that is, his trinity of Divine hypostases,

by whose concurrent efficiency, and according to

whose image and likeness, the whole world was

made; as Plotinus also plainly declareth in these

words of his before cited: ouroc utv 6 kóguoc tikºv did

-
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tikovićuevoc, tornkórov pºv Tow Todºrov kai row êevrépov, kai

row rptrov. This world is an image always iconized,

or pepetually renewed (as the image in a glass is)

of that first, second, and third principle, which

are always standing—that is, fixed in eternity,

and were never made. For thus Eusebius re

cords, that the ancient interpreters of Plato ex

pounded this first, second, and third of his in the

forementioned epistle, of a trinity of gods; taura

Pr. Ev. 1. xi. of rov IIAarova èlagaptiv trapºuevot, it rôv

*] roºrow 0:0, 4v4 #Tire to Aéreoow airioTpwrov 801) avayovatv, T T 9 Tuov,

Kal Tpirov riv row Káguov Yuxiv, Osov Tetrov kai auriiv

opiðuevo divar These things do the interpreters

of Plato refer to the first God, and to the second

cause; and to the third the soul of the world, they

calling this also the third god.—Wherefore we

think there is good reason to conclude, that those

eternal or uncreated gods of Plato in his Timaeus,

whose image or statue this whole generated or

created world is said by him to be, were no other

than his trinity of Divine hypostases, the makers

or creators thereof. And it was before (as we

conceive) rightly guessed, that Cicero also was to

be understood of the same eternal gods, as Pla

tonizing, when he affirmed, “A diis omnia a prin

cipio facta,” that all things were at first made by

the gods—and “a providentia deorum mundum et

omnes mundi partes constitutas esse ;” that the

world and all its parts were constituted by the

providence of the gods." -

But that the second hypostasis in Plato's tri

nity, viz. mind or intellect, though said to have

been generated, or to have proceeded by way of

emanation from the first called Tagathon, the

* Plat. Timae. p. 529, oper.
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Good, was notwithstanding unquestionably ac

knowledged to have been eternal, or without be

ginning, might be proved by many express testi

monies of the most genuine Platonists: but we

shall here content ourselves only with two, one

of Plotinus writing thus concerning it, Enn. 5.

l. i. C. vi. £kiročov & nuiv forw yévêque n £v X9óvº, rov

Aóyov trºpi rtov del Švrov trotovuévoic, &c. Let all tem

poral generation here be quite banished from our

thoughts, whilst we treat of things eternal, or

such as always are, we attributing generation to

them only in respect of causality and order, but

not of time.—And though Plotinus there speak

particularly of the second hypostasis or nous,

yet does he afterwards extend the same also to

the third hypostasis of that trinity, called Psyche,

or the mundane soul; which is there said by

him likewise to be the word of the second, as

that second was the word of the first ; Kai ré yew

wºuevov atro kpcirrovoc Now, Nouv tival, kai Kpsirrov diráv

rov Novc, ºr r &AAa uer aurov, olov kai i. ilvyn Aóyoc

vov, kai #vipyad Tic, dotep aúróc #Kelvou". That which

is generated from what is better than mind, can

be no other than mind, because mind is the

best of all things, and every thing else is after it,

and junior to it, as Psyche or soul, which is in

like manner the word of mind, and a certain

energy thereof, as mind is the word and energy

of the first Good.—The other testimony is of Por

phyrius, cited by St. Cyril out of the fourth book

of his philosophic history, where he sets down

the doctrine of Plato after this manner: s. Cyril. C.

sitóvroc IIAárovoc Tepi row 'Ayatov oùrwc' diró !!! 1. i. p.

& roºrov rpétrov twd dvdpºirotc dvertvánrov vouv -

• • * w * > * Q \ f

yevioffat re ÖAov kai kaff tavrov jºcorora, iv i & rà èvrac
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3/ v « - » r ~ ºf . A Ny w f t

ovra, Kat m traoa ovoia Twy ovtovº o & KCtt trotorwg ka)\ov
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yewsouv Tmv routov m Teóoëoc yeyovév, d'AAd TOUTOU trapeX-.

0óvroc auroyövoc £k 0sov, traps)0óvroc 8è ouk dir' doxic

Tuvog Xpovukic, oùiro ydp x9óvoc iv. dA\d ow8? X9óvov

yevouévov T90c avrov tort two X9óvoc, ūxpovoc yde del kai

uóvoc aidſvoc o vouc Plato thus declareth concern

ing the first Good, that from it was generated a

certain mind incomprehensible to mortals; in

which subsisting by itself, are contained the things

that truly are, and the essences of all beings.

This is the first fair, and pulchritude itself, which

proceeded or sprung out of God from all eternity

as its cause, but notwithstanding after a peculiar

manner, as self-begotten, and as its own parent.

For it was not begotten from that, as any way

moved towards its generation; but it proceeded

from God as it were self-begottenly. And that

not from any temporal beginning, there being as

yet no such thing as time : nor when time was

afterward made, did it any way affect him; for

mind is always timeless, and alone eternal.--Here,

besides the eternity of mind or intellect, the se

cond Divine hypostasis in the Platonic trinity,

there are other strange and unusual expressions

concerning it; for though it be acknowledged to

have been generated from the first original Deity,

yet it is called aurordtop and auroyévmroc, its own

parent, and its own offspring, and said to have

sprung out auroyóvoc, self-begottenly.

Now because this is so great a riddle or mys

tery, it is worth the while to consider its true

meaning and the ground thereof; which is thus
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declared by Porphyrius. Mind, though it sprung

from the first Good or supreme Deity from eter

nity, yet it is said to be self-begotten, because it

did not spring from that, as any ways moved to

wards its generation, but as always standing still

or quiescent. Which doctrine was before deli

vered by Plotinus after this manner: oº en.s. i.i.e.

kwnflávroc paréov yiyveaflat, st yde kwn0évroc vi.[p. 487.]

avrov Tū Yiyvoiro, retrov air' ékelvov ro ywóuevov Herd tiv

kivmaw āv yiyvoiro, kai ou êeirepov'. 8s. oùv dkivſirov ëvroc,

strº ësirepov Her auró, où Tpooveſoavroc, odèë 3ovXm

6évroc, ovë ôAwc kivm0évroc, Jiroormvat avró. That,

which was immediately generated from the first,

did not proceed from it as any ways moved to

wards its generation, because then it would not

have been the second, but the third after that mo

tion. Wherefore, if there be any second after that

first Good, it must needs proceed from that first,

as remaining immoveable, and not so much as ac

tively consenting thereto, nor willing it, which

would be motion.—Now this in Porphyrius's

language is paraphrased to be, a being produced

from the first Good or original Deity, auroyávoc,

self-begottenly—or in a way of self-generation.

But the plain meaning thereof seems to be no

other than this: that though this second Divine

hypostasis did indeed proceed from the first God,

yet was it not produced thence after a creaturely,

or in a creating way, by the arbitrary will and

command thereof, or by a particular fiat of the

supreme Deity, but by way of natural and neces

sary emanation. Neither was Porphyrius singu

lar in this language, we finding the very same

expression, of auroirárop and airó)0voc, self-parent

and self-begotten, in Jamblichus's Mysteries;
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where it is likewise by him applied not to the

first Principle of all, but to a second Divine hy

postasis,” diró & roo ëvoc Tourov, o aúrápknc 0:0C tavrov

&\aule, Šid kai aurotrárop kai airóyovoc. From this

one, the self-sufficient God made himself to shine

forth into light; and therefore is he called Sui

Pater, and Seipso-genitus, his own father, and

self-begotten.—But of this God or Divine hypos

tasis in Jamblichus more afterward. We cannot

justify such kind of language as this in the Christ

ian Trinity, because we have no warrant for it

from the Scripture; though we are not ignorant

that some late divines have ventured to call the

Christian Logos after the same manner airó0sov,

and ea: seipso Deum, God from himself.

Dionysius Petavius having rightly declared the

doctrine of Arius, after this manner, that the

Father was the only eternal God, and that the

Son, or Word, was a creature made by him in

time, and out of nothing; that is, after he had

not been produced into being; subjoins these

DeTrin. l. i words: “In ea vero professione, quod

... ii. 3. supra memoravi, planissime constat, ger

|..." manum Platonicum Arium exstitisse.”

jº From the profession of this doctrine, it

is most undeniably manifest (what was

before affirmed) that Arius was a german or

genuine disciple of Plato's.--But from what we

have now cited out of Plato himself, and others

of his most genuine followers, it is certain, that

Petavius (though otherwise learned and indus

trious)was herein grossly mistaken, and that Arius

was no Platonist at all. And, indeed, for either

Plato or Plotinus to have denied the eternity of

*Jamblich. de Mysteriis AEgyptior, sect, viii, cap. ii. p. 158.
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that second hypostasis of his, called Nous, or

Logos, and the son of the first, would have been

all one as if they should have denied the eternity

of wisdom and understanding itself; because, ac

cording to them, this second hypostasis is essen

tially nothing but aurooopia, original wisdom it

self—and, consequently, that very wisdom, by

which God himself is wise. Which how far, or

in what sense it is true, we do not here dispute.

Nevertheless, Athanasius seems to have been fully

of the same opinion with them herein, from this

passage of his : Kai gopia kai d\iffsid to riv Desent.Dion.

o Kiploc, kai ovk forw &A\mc oopiac 8stºrspoc, tom. i. p. 567.

dXXd uðvoc ouroc & ot, rā travra retroinkev 0 trarip, &c.

Our Lord is both wisdom and truth, neither is

he second from any other wisdom; but it is he

alone, by whom the Father made all things. And

again, oire ydp Aóyoc tariv 6 row Aóyov trarie, for the

Father of the Word is not properly himself the

Word. And oux ºv Aóyoc d rov Aóyov Tpoéuevoc, fiv

yap o Aóyoc T90c rov Osóv. Xopia yeyévvmtat 6 Kūptoc' ouk

iv obv oopia o rºv ooplav avsic’ £ya, ydp #um, $ndiv, §

troogéxalgev. That was not Word, which produced

the Word, for the Word was with God. The

Lord is Wisdom; therefore that was not Wisdom,

which produced Wisdom, that speaks thus of

herself, “His delight was with me.”—But those

latter words he citeth with approbation out of

Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria. And the same

Athanasius affirmeth Arius, on the contrary, to

have maintained, that there was another Word

and Wisdom senior to that Word and Wisdom in

our Saviour Christ. To conclude, no Platonist

in the world ever denied the eternity of that nous,

or universal mind, which is the second hypos
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tasis of their trinity; but, on the contrary, as hath

been already observed, some of them seemed

rather to attribute too much to it, in calling it

aurotrárop and auró)ovoc, its own parent and its

own offspring, as that which was self-begotten,

though this but in a certain mystical sense ;

they otherwise not denying it to have proceeded

also from the first Good, and to be the offspring

P. 119. thereof. Wherefore Plato, who sup

[tom. i. posed the world not to have been eter
oper. In - -

disput cum nal, asserting the eternity of that second

Ario.] hypostasis of his trinity, thereby plainly

made it to be no creature, according to Athana

sius's own doctrine: it dêléc garuv d vidc, our ºv

Krioua, st & Kriopia Tvyxºvii, oùk jv dièloc. If the Son be

eternal, he was no creature; and, on the con

trary, if he be a creature, he was not eternal.--

Neither is there any force at all in that testi

mony of Macrobius,” which Petavius urgeth to

the contrary ; wherein the first Cause is said de

se mentem creasse, to have created Mind from

itself;-and again this Mind, animam se creasse,

to have created from itself soul;-because it is

certain, that these ancient Pagans did not then

so strictly confine that word creare, (as we Christ

ians now do) to that narrow sense and notion, of

the production of things in time; but used it

generally for all manner of production or efficacy.

But the chief ground of Petavius's mistake here

in, besides his prejudice against Platonism in

general, was his not distinguishing betwixt that

spurious trinity of some Platonists, wherein the

third hypostasis was the whole animated world,

(which gave him occasion to write thus: “Tertius

* In Somn. Scipion, lib, i, cap. xiv. p. 73.
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vero Deus manifeste creatus ab iisdem Platonicis

putatur, quem et Trotmua nominant;”) and that

other doctrine of those, who made it not to be

the world itself, that is a creature, but the Opi

ficer or creator thereof.

But we grant, that there may be some more

reason to make a question, whether Plato him

self held the eternity of the mundane soul (com

monly said to be the third hypostasis of his tri

nity) or no; because in his Timaeus, though he

acknowledged it to be senior to the world, yet

does he seem to attribute a temporary generation,

or nativity to it. Nevertheless, it is no way pro

bable, that Plato's third principle of all things,

in his epistle to Dionysius, and that Psyche, or

soul of his, which is the only God, and in his

tenth De Legibus he goes about to prove against

the Atheists, should ever not have been ; and

therefore it is most reasonable to compound this

business, thus, by supposing, with Plotinus and

others, that Plato held a double Psyche, or soul,

one tykégulov, or mundane—which is, as it were,

the concrete form of this corporeal world ; where

by this world is properly made an animal, and a

second, or created god ; another wireplcóautov, su

pramundane, or separate; and which is not so

much the form, as the artificer of the world.

The first of which two Plotinus, calling it the

heavenly Venus, thus describeth : rºw & En. s. 1. v.

oùgavíav As youévnv, k K9óvov vow &vroc Refvov, c. ii. ſp. 293.]

&váykm luxāv &etordruv cival, ciºc & airtoiſ àkáparov arm

párov, usivagav čva, Óc un & eig Tà tês i\0&iv, uſire $sXft

oaaav, uſire évvauévnv, &rt ºv pågsøc ui, karū rā kāra púgav

{3atvetv. Xoparºv oiaav ruvâ inróaraatu, kai duéroxov š)\nc
* * • ?? 5 * , * / ~ 5 / •: •N *

ovatav' &0ev airtºv toàrº ſyſtrovro, tº duńropa £ival, ºv 8:
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kai 0sov čv tic Straſwc, où 8atuova eitrot, Čuktov otoau, ka?

kašapāv q' favrijc, &c. &ev ové àv čkiréoot, vow *śnormuévn

troXè uāA\ov, i, j)\toc àv #xot à airrow, Čaov airov trºpi

Aáutra pºc, sic airów avvmpriluévov' petrouévn & Tº Kg6 wº,

# ei (300Xet tº Tarpi roi, Kg6, ou Ougavº, äuäpymaf Te Tooc

airov kai (JKetū0m, kai pagºsia a poora èyèvvmas. This hea

venly Venus, which they affirm to have been be-,

gotten from Saturn, that is, from a perfect mind

or intellect, must needs be that most divine

soul (the third archical hypostasis) which being

immediately begotten, pure from that which is

pure, always remains above, so that it neither

can, nor will, ever descend down to these low

er things, so as to be immersed in them ; it

being of such a nature, as is not inclinable to sink,

or lapse downward. A certain separate sub

stance, which doth not at all partake of matter,

as the fable intimated, when it called it mother

less; and therefore may it well be styled by us,

not a demon, but a god. Whence it comes to

pass, that this soul can never fall, it being much

more closely united and connected with that im

moveable Mind or Intellect, than that light, which

is circumfused about the sun, is connected with

the sun. This Venus therefore following Chro

nus, or rather the father of Chronus, Uranus, act

ing towards it, and being enamoured with it, be

gat love, Xaptativ & Ketvm rºw luxºv \{yovréc, rºv

Tpérac {\\áutovaav tº oupavºj, xoptorov kai Tôv Épora

roirov &ngéusſia. Moreover, as we call this soul

itself separate, so is this love of it, or begotten by

it, a separate love—After which, he speaks of

another soul of the world, which is not separate

from it, but closely conjoined therewith, he call

ing it a lower Venus and Love; namely, that
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other Venus, which in the fable is said to have

been begotten from Jupiter himself (the superior

soul of the world) and Dione, a watery nymph.

We conclude, therefore, that though this lower

mundane soul, might, according to Plato, have a

temporary production together with the world,

or before it; yet that other superior and most di

vine soul, which Plotinus calls the heavenly Venus

and Love, the son of Chronus without a mother,

and which was truly the third hypostasis of Plato's

trinity, was eternal, and without beginning. And

thus, according to the forementioned principle of

Athanasius, none of these three hypostases of

Plato's trinity were creatures, but all of them di

vine and uncreated.

Which, to make yet more evident, we shall fur

ther observe, first, that Plato himself, in that se

cond epistle of his to Dionysius, after he had men

tioned his first, second, and third ; that is his tri

nity of Divine hypostases, immediately subjoins

these words: ‘H oiv avôpottvm luxh trºpi rā airá úpé

yeral uaffsiv Troi' arra Śarī, (3)\étrovoa sic tà airic ovyyevil, Öv

où'ěv iravöc ºxer row 8% (3agiXéwc Tépt kai Öv ćitrov, où8év

for rotoiro. The mind of man (as parturient) has

always a great desire to know what these things

are, and to that end does it look upon things cog

nate to it, which are all insufficient, imperfect and

heterogeneous. But in that King of all things,

and in the other, second and third, which I spake

of, there is nothing of this kind; that is, nothing

like to these created things.

Secondly,The three hypostases of Plato's trinity

are not only all eternal, but also necessarily exist

ent, and absolutely undestroyable. For the first

of them can no more exist without the second, nor
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the first and second without the third, than original.

light can exist without its splendour, corusca

tion, or effulgency. And Plotinus, writing against

some Gnostics in his time, who would make more

of these Divine hypostases, or principles, than

three, concludes, that there can be neither more

of them, nor fewer, in this manner; oi roſvvy 881 tº

En. 2. l. ix. c. érépaçāpxãciéval,&\\a rowro Tpoormoſauévouc, tira

i [P. 1991 votiv učT'airo Kai vootiv Tpéra c, čira luxliv usrå

voúv airn Yap rāšic karū pàow, uſire TAeto rí0so 0at Év tº

vonrº, uſire {\&rro' tire Yap \árro, in luxºv kai vowy Tavrò

píoovatv, fi vow kai to Tpºrov, a MA &r £repa ax\{\ov

£8ety.0m ToMAaxii. Xoltov & Takélaoğal v Tº trapóvri, ei

TAeto rotºrov, &c. Wherefore we ought not to en

tertain any other principles; but having placed first

the simple good, to set Mind, or the supreme In

tellect next after it, and then the universal Soul in

the third place. For this is the right order, ac

cording to nature, neither to make more intelli

gibles, (or universal principles) nor yet fewer than

these three. For he, that will contract the num

ber, and make fewer of them, must of necessity

either suppose Soul and Mind to be the same, or

else Mind and the first Good. But that all these

three are diverse from one another, hath been

often demonstrated by us. It remains now, to

consider, that if there be more than these three

principles, what natures they should be, &c.—

Thirdly, As all these three Platonic hypostases

are eternal and necessarily existent, so are they

plainly supposed by them, not to be particular,

but universal beings; that is, such as do reptéxtiv

rööXov, contain and comprehend the whole world

under them—and preside over all things; which

is all one as to say, that they are each of them in
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finite and omnipotent. For which reason are

they also called, by Platonic writers, doxal and

airia, and &nuovoyol, principles, and causes, and

opificers of the whole world. First, as for Noºc,

Mind, or understanding; whereas the old philo

sophers before Plato, as Anaxagoras, Archelaus,

&c. and Aristotle after him, supposed Mind and

Understanding to be the very first and highest

principle of all; which also the magic or Chaldee

oracles take notice of, as the most common opinion

of mankind.

“oy ºrgârcy wºníčirat #69sa &yègºv,

That Mind is generally by all men looked upon,

as the first and highest God—Plato considering,

that unity was, in order of nature, before number

and multiplicity; and that there must be Nonrov

before Nooc, an Intelligible before Intellect—so

that knowledge could not be the first; and, lastly,

that there is a good transcending that of know

ledge; made one most simple Good, the fountain

and original of all things, and the first Divine hy

postasis; and mind or intellect only the second

next to it, but inseparable from it, and most nearly

cognate with it. For which cause, in his Phile

bus, " though he agrees thus far with those other

ancient philosophers, dic del row travròc Novc doxºi,

that Mind always rules over the whole universe—

yet does he add afterward, 3rt Noüc tari

yevowarmc row travrov airtov, that Mind is

(not absolutely the first principle, but) cognate

with the cause of all things; and that therefore it

rules over all things, with, and in a kind of subor

dination to that first principle, which is Tagathon,

P. 30.

• Oper. p. 80. edit. Ficini.

VOL. III. H
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or the highest Good: where, when Plato affirms,

that Mind, or his second Divine hypostasis, is

yevodarmc with the first, it is all one as if he should

have said, that it is ovyyevic, and duostěřic, and duo

yevic, with it; all which words are used by Atha

nasius, as synonymous with duooiſotoc, coessential,

or consubstantial. So that Plato here plainly

and expressly agrees, or symbolizes, not with the

doctrine of Arius, but with that of the Nicene

council, and Athanasius; that the second hypo

stasis of the Trinity, whether called Mind, or

Word, or Son, is not trºpoiſotoc, but yevodorne Ol'

duooſatoc, coessential or consubstantial with the

first; and therefore not a creature. -

And then, as for the third hypostasis, called

Psyche, or the superior mundane soul, Plato in

his Cratylus, bestowing the name of Zeus, that is,

of the supreme God upon it, and etymologizing

the same from Čºv, adds these words concerning it;

où Yáp artv juïv kai toic àA\ote traouv, Šaric ēariv airwoc

HäX\ov toū āv, fi 6 apxov re kai Baaixòc töv távrov.

There is nothing, which is more the cause of life

to us and other animals, than this prince and king

of all things; and that therefore God was called

by the Greeks Zeus, because it is by him that all

animals live.—And yet that all this was properly

meant by him of the third hypostasis of his trinity,

called Psyche, is manifest from those words of

his that follow; where he expounds the poetic

mythology beforementioned, making Zeus to be

the son of Chronos ; tºo yov ë, Heydºnc rivöc 8tavoiac

#xyovov siva röv Ala, it is agreeable to reason, that

Zeus should be the progeny or offspring of a cer

tain great mind.—Now £ryovoc and yevodorne al‘e

equivalent terms also; and therefore Plato here
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makes the third hypostasis of his trinity likewise

to be duooſotoc, coessential with the second ; as he

elsewhere made the second coessential with the

first.

It is true, that by the 8mutovoyoc, or opificer in

Plato, is commonly meant nous or intellect, his

second hypostasis; (Plotinus affirming as much,

&mutovoydc 6 vouc IIAérovi, The demiurgus En. v. l. i.

to Plato is intellect.) Nevertheless, both ſea!...ii.
Amelius, and Plotinus, and other Pla- p. Hö9.

tonists, called his third hypostasis also êmutovoyov,

the artificer or opificer of the whole world; some

of them making him to be the second from Mind

or Intellect; others the third from the first Good,

the supreme cause of all things; who was by At

ticus and Amelius styled Demiurgus also. Where

fore, as was before suggested, according to the

genuine and ancient Platonic doctrine, all these

three hypostases were the joint-creators of the

whole world, and of all things besides themselves;

as Ficinus more than once declares the tenor

thereof, “Hi Tres uno quodam consensu In Plot. En.

omnia producunt,” These three with one """

common consent produce all things—and before

him Proclus,” rāvra dviprural row voc &id vow uèv Kal

lvXic, all things depend upon the first One, by

Mind and Soul—and accordingly we shall con

clude in the words of Porphyrius, that the true

and real Deity, according to Plato, extends to

three Divine hypostases, the last whereof is Psyche

or Soul.

From all which it appears, that Arius did not

so much Platonize, as the Nicene fathers and

Athanasius; who, notwithstanding, made not

* Comment, in Timaeum Platon, lib. i. p. 66.

H 2
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Plato, but the Scripture, together with reason

deducing natural consequences therefrom, their

foundation. And that the Platonic trinity was a

certain middle thing also betwixt the doctrine of

Sabellius and that of Arius, it being neither a tri

nity of words only, or logical notions, or mere

modes, but a trinity of hypostases; nor yet a

jumbled confusion of God and creature (things

heterousious) together; neither the second nor

third of them being creatures, or made in time,

but all eternal, infinite, and creators.

But that it may yet more fully appear, how far

the most refined Platonic and Parmenidian, or

Pythagoric trinity, doth either agree or disagree

with the Scripture doctrine, and that of the Christ

ian church in several ages; we shall here further

observe two things concerning it. The first

whereof is this, that though the genuine Platonists

and Pythagoreans supposed none of their three

archical hypostases to be indeed creatures, but all

of them eternal, necessarily existent and univer

sal or infinite, and consequently creators of the

whole world; yet did they nevertheless assert an

essential dependence of the second hypostasis

upon the first, as also of the third both upon the

first and second ; together with a gradual subor

dination in them. Thus Plotinus, writing of the

generation of the eternal Intellect, which is the se

cond in the Platonic trinity, and answers to the

pan. ... i. i. Son or Word in the Christian: Tó & del

c. *[P.”] réAstov, a kal &#8tov Yevvá, Kai EAATTON &

favroſ yewvá. Tº obv xpi repl row re) storárov \{yetv ; uměv

&T'airo5 yewvāv, fi tā uéytara ust' airóvº Méytarov & uer’

airov Noüç kai Aeffrepov. Kai Yap 695 6 Noüc ēkéïvov, kai
- 3. - a • 2....” 8: a 5 N, v M a

8èiral avrov plovov 8ket vog of Tourov ovcev. Kai to Yevvople
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vov atto Kpetrovoc vow, voiv ćival' Kai kpeſtrov atrávrov 6

Noüc, črt T' &A\a uer' airóv. Oſov kai ſi luxh Aóyoc vow

kai fi évépystá ric. That which is always perfect, ge

nerates what is eternal, and that which it gene

rates, is always less than itself. What shall we

therefore say of the most absolutely perfect Being

of all? Does that produce nothing from itself?

or rather does it not produce the greatest of all

things after it? Now the greatest of all things

after the most absolutely perfect Being, is mind

or intellect; and this is second to it. For mind

beholdeth this as its father, and standeth in need

of nothing else besides it: whereas that first Prin

ciple standeth in need of no mind or intellect.

What is generated from that, which is better than

mind, must needs be mind or intellect; because

mind is better than all other things, they being all

in order of nature after it and junior to it; as

Psyche itself, or the first Soul; for this is also the

word or energy of mind, as that is the word and

energy of the first Good.—Again, the same is more

particularly declared by him, concerning the third

hypostasis called Psyche, that as it essentially

dependeth upon the second, so is it gradually

subordinate, or some way inferior to it. Yvyºv

yap yewvá Noüc, vowe dov réAetoc. Kai yüp ré
Aetov Švra, Yevvāv čeet, kai un öðvapuv oioav roa- P. 489.

aúrny dyovov cival' Kpsirrov 88 oux oióvre iv čival, où8 iv

raúðaro Yevvénévov, &AA'EAATTON ov, tºokov čival airroiſ

Perfect Intellect generates soul; and it being per

fect, must needs generate, for so great a power

could not remain sterile. But that, which is here

begotten also, cannot be greater than its begetter;

but must needs be inferior to it, as being the image

thereof—Elsewhere the same philosopher, calling
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fººt, the first hypostasis of this trinity Ura

it. Viñ. nus, the second Chronos, and the third

**] Zeus (as Plato had done before) and

handsomely allegorizing that fable, concludes in

this manner concerning Chronos, or the second of

these ; uerašū ºv Tarpóc reducivovoc, Kai firrovoc vićwc,

That he is in a middle state or degree betwixt his

father, who is greater, and his son, who is less and

inferior.—Again, the same thing is by that philo

P. 513. sopher thus asserted in general, Év roic

ſº yevvouévoic, ouk art T90c to dvo, d\\d Tpóc

xvi.] to kāra, Xoptiv" In the things generated

from eternity, or produced by way of natural ema

nation, there is no progress upwards, but all down

wards, and still a gradual descent into greater

multiplicity.—We shall cite but only one passage

more out of this philosopher, which containeth

something of argumentation in it also: ou rajrov rô

En.v. i.iii.e. Éékelvov čktivº, it ouv um raúrów, ow8éyé Bârlov’

****) That which is generated, or emanateth,

immediately from the first and highest Being, is

not the very same thing with it, as if it were no

thing but that repeated again and ingeminated;

and as it is not the same, so neither can it be bet

ter than it.—From whence it follows, that it must

needs be gradually subordinate and inferior to it.

Which gradual subordination and essential de

pendence of the second and third hypostasis upon

the first is by these Platonics illustrated several

ways. Ficinus resembles it to the circulations of

water, when some heavy body falling into it, its

superficies is depressed, and from thence every

way circularly wrinkled. “Alius (saith he) sic

ferme profluit ex alio, sicut in aqua circulus de

pendet a circulo; one of these Divine hypostases
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doth in a manner so depend upon another, as one

circulation of water depends upon another.—

Where it is observable also, that the wider the

circulating wave grows, still hath it the more sub

sidence and detumescence, together with an abate

ment of celerity, till at last all becomes plain and

smooth again. But, by the Pagan, Platonists

themselves, each following hypostasis is many

times said to be tyvoc kai rātroc, a print, stamp or

impression, made by the former, like the signa

ture of a seal upon wax. Again, it is often called

by them sikºv, and #80Xov, and uſunua, an image,

and representation, and imitation; which if con

sidered in audibles, then will the second hypos

tasis be looked upon as the echo of an original

voice; and the third as the repeated echo, or echo

of that echo: as if both the second and third hy

postases were but certain replications of the first

original Deity with abatement; which though not

accidental or evanid ones, but substantial, yet

have a like dependence one upon another, and a

gradual subordination. Or if it be considered

in visibles, then will the second hypostasis be re

sembled to the image of a face in a glass, and the

third to the image of that image reflected in ano

ther glass, which depend upon the original face,

and have a gradual abatement of the vigour there

of. Or else the second and third may be con

ceived as two parhelii, or as a second and third

sun. For thus does" Plotinus call the universal

Psyche, or third hypostasis, sixóva vow oºzovodv rº

ºc {Kelvov, the image of mind (which is the second)

retaining much of the splendour thereof—Which

similitude of theirs, notwithstanding, they would

* Innead. v. lib. i. cap. vi. p. 487,
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not have to be squeezed or pressed hard ; be

cause they acknowledge, that there is something

of dissimilitude in them also, which then would be

forced out of them. Their meaning amounts to

no more than this, that as an image in a glass is

said trºpov gival, essentially to belong to something

else, and to depend upon it; so each following

hypostasis doth essentially depend upon the for

mer or first, and hath a subordination to it. But

we meet with no expression in any of these Pagan

Platonists so unhandsome and offensive, as that

of Philo's, in his second book of allegories,” oria

& 6sou o Aóyoc avrov forw, (5 kaffairsp opyávº Tooo Yom

oduevoc {Koguorols, The word is the shadow of God,

which he made use of, as an instrument, in the

making of the world.—Notwithstanding which,

the same writer doth call him elsewhere, more

honourably, a second god, and the son of the

first God. As in the same place he doth also de

clare, that this shadow and image of God is itself

the archetype of other things, airn & gºta, kai

Ögavči ätrelkóvioua, répov čotiv apxérvitov, thatreg ö Šēc

trapáðslyua Tãc tikóvoc, fi aktav vuvi Kék\mka, oùroc i tiköv

âA\o ytveral trapáðelyua This shadow, and as it were

image (of the first God) is itself the archetype

and pattern of other things below it. As God is

the pattern of this image, (which we call his

shadow ;) so is this image itself another pattern

or paradigm also.-But this dependance and sub

ordination of the Divine hypostasis is most fre

quently illustrated in Platonic writings, by the

k\aulic or dirajyagua, the effulgency or out-shining

of light and splendour from the sun, and other

luminous bodies; the nous, or second hypostasis

* P. 79. Oper.
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being resembled to that radious effulgency, which

immediately encompassing them, is beheld toge

ther with them, and, as the astronomers tell us,

augments their apparent diameter, and makes

it bigger than the true, when they are beheld

through telescopes, cutting off those luxuriant

and circumambient rays. And the third hypos

tasis is resembled to the remoter and more dis

tant splendour, which circling still gradually de

creaseth. Thus Plotinus, Tóc ov* ºf p. 457. Ten.

ësi voical trepi čktivo uévov, trepòapºpty & abroń nead. v. lib.
pºv, Š airoß & uévovroc, otov \tov to tripi airo " " vi.]

Xautroov, thatrep trºpiščov, ÉÉ abrow &ei Yevvápswov učvovroc.

How should we consider this second hypostasis,

otherwise than as the circumfused splendour,

which encompasseth the body of the sun ; and

from that always remaining is perpetually gene

rated anew.

But this essential dependence, and gradual sub

ordination of hypostasis, in the Platonic trinity,

will yet more fully appear from those particular

distinctive characters, which are given to each of

them. For the first of these is often said to be

*Ev trgo Távrov, one before all things—a simple

unity, which virtually containeth all things. And

as Plotinus writes, oùroc sixs rávra * * r * [En

8takekouéva, rd & v čevré99 8tekékpiro tº A6).p' head. v. lib,

This so containeth all things, as not being "“”

yet secrete and distinct; whereas in the second

they are discerned and distinguished by reason—

that is, they are actually distinguished in their

ideas; whereas the first is the simple and fecund

power of all things. Wherefore the second was

called by Parmenides "Ev távra, one actually all

things—that is, in their distinct ideas. And the
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third, according to the same philosopher, as Plo

tinus" tells us, was"Ev kal Trávra, one and all things;

—as having still more multiplicity and alterity in

it. One effectively all things. That which doth

actively display, and produce into being, what

was virtually or potentially contained in the first ;

and ideally or exemplarily in the second. Ac

cordingly, the first of these is sometimes said to

be IIávra virioc, all things unitively:-the second

IIávra votpóc, all things intellectually;-and the

third, TIávra luxurioc, all things animally ;-that is,

self-moveably, actively and productively. Again,

the first of these is commonly styled Tâyatºv, the

Good, or Goodness itself, above mind and under

standing—and also utrºpoſatov, above essence—in

effable and incomprehensible. And sometimes

also pöc dirAouv, a simple light—the second Novc,

Aóyoc, Xopia, Unity and Goodness—only by partici

pation, or 'Ayaffoetóñc, Boniform—but essentially and

formally; mind, or understanding, reason and wis

dom, all-comprehending, or infinite knowledge.

The third, Pvxi), self-moveable soul—goodness and

wisdom by participation, but essentially and for

mally, infinite self-activity, or effectiveness; infi

nite, active, perceptive, and animadversive power.

Sometimes it is styled also 'Appoèirm and "Epoc,

Venus and Love; but differently from that of the

First Good, which is Love too ; but a love of re

dundancy, or overflowing fulness and fecundity:

Plot.494.[En- Öv ydp ratov, r Amév Čnréiv, un & #xeiv, uń

nead. v. lib. ii. 8& 8stoffat, otov wirepºppin, kai to integränpec

cap. i.] airov retroimke Távra, That which being ab

solutely perfect, and seeking, or wanting nothing,

as it were, overflowed ; and by its exuberant re

* Ennead. v. lib. i. cap. viii. p. 490, oper.
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dundancy produced all things.--Whereas this

latter is a love of infinite activity. Of the first,

it is said, by Plotinus, that it is dvayépymroc, above

all manner of action—for which cause, the making

of the world is not properly ascribed to him,

though he be the original fountain of all : accord

ing to that of Numenius, Kai Yap oºre ºn- Eus. Pr. Ev.

tuovøyetv ãort Xpedv tov Tptorov, kai row &m- lºsi, ºxyiii.

pºtovºyouvroc Geov (row viov) xon tival, kai [p. 537.]

vout.coffat Tarápa rów Totorov 0&w Neither is it fit to

attribute the architecture of the world to the first

God, but rather to account him the father of that

god, who is the artificer.—Who again speaks

further to the same purpose thus: rov učv Trotorov

Geov dpyöv tival épyov Švuirávrov Kal {3agiXéa' It is to

be acknowledged, that the first God is void of all

manner of work or action, he being the King of all

things.-Of the second, to whom the energy of

intellection is attributed, it is said, notwithstand

ing, that his ouata in his évépysia, his essence, his

operation; and that he is drivnroc ovala, though a

multiform, yet an immoveable nature. He there

fore is properly called the demiurgus, as the con

triving architect, or artificer, in whom the arche

typal world is contained, and the first paradigm,

or pattern of the whole universe. But the third is

a kind of moveable deity, ro Tepi vouv Kivoſusvow (as

Plotinus speaks) kai vow pºc, Kai ixvoc témpriluévov čket

vov That, which moveth about mind, or intellect,

the light or effulgency thereof, and its print or sig

nature, which always dependeth upon it, and act

eth according to it.—This is that, which reduces

both the fecundity of the first simple good, and also

the immoveable wisdom and architectonic contriv

ance of the second into act or energy. This is the
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immediate, and, as it were, manuary opificer of the

whole world, and ro iysuovouv row travroc, that which

actually governs, rules, and presideth over all.—

Amelius, in that passage of his before cited out

of Proclus, calling these three Divine hypostases

three minds, and three kings, styles the first of

them Töv čvra, Him that is—the second Töv Yovra,

Him that hath—and the third Töv opóvra, Him

that beholds.-In which expressions, though pe

culiar to himself, he denotes an essential depen

dance, and gradual subordination in them.

Now that which is most liable to exception, in

this Platonic scale or gradation of the Deity,

seems to be the difference betwixt the first and

the second. For whereas the essential character

of the second is made to be understanding, reason,

and wisdom, it seems to follow from hence, that

either the first and the second are really nothing

else but two different names, or inadequate con

ceptions of one and the same thing ; or else, if

they be distinct hypostases, or persons, that the

first of them must needs be ävovc and āAoyoc, de

void of mind, reason, and wisdom—which would

be very absurd. To which all the reply we can

make, is as follows: First, that this is indeed one

peculiar arcanum of the Platonic and Pythagoric

theology, (which yet seems to have been first de

rived from Orpheus and the Egyptians, or rather

from the Hebrews themselves) that whereas the

Pagan theologers generally concluded, vojv táv

T001) trooyevčararov, that Mind and Understanding,

properly so called, was the oldest of all things—

the highest principle and first original of the

world; those others placed something above it,

and consequently made it to be not the first, but
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the second ; which they did chiefly upon these

three following grounds. First, because under

standing, reason, knowledge, and wisdom, cannot

be conceived, by us mortals, otherwise than so

as to contain something of multiplicity in them ;

whereas it seems most reasonable to make the

first principle of all, not to be number or multi

tude, but a perfect monad, or unity. Thus Plo

tinus, déptorov pºv vónaic ūatrºp &lic, opičouévn P. 518.

& Urd row vomrow- 80 kal tion rat £k tric dopiarov - ſº Y.

&ºor railroad, a tº raioi ionotºroiro ""

Yde 6 vouc. 8to oux dirAoûc, d\\d troXXd,&c. Intellection,

as well as vision, is in its own nature an indefinite

thing, and is determined by the intelligible: there

fore it is said, that ideas, as numbers, are begotten

from infinite duality and unity; and such is in

tellect, which consequently is not simple, but

many, it contemplating many ideas; and being

compounded of two, that which is understood,

and that which understands.--And again else
where, rô trød row kóquov vonrov, oùrs vouc §vre P. 514.

kéguoc vonróc, dTAoûo repov Šá' ow ydp £k troXXojſº v.

ToM), dAAd rd troXi, touro £3 ou troXXov, &c. 1D. 111. C. xvi.

The principle of every thing is more simple than

the thing itself. Wherefore the sensible world

was made from Intellect, or the Intelligible; and

before this, must there needs be something more

simple still. For many did not proceed from

many; but this multiform thing, Intellect, pro

ceeded from that, which is not multiform, but sim

ple, as number from unity.—To this purpose does

he also argue in these words: it rô voojv r r. ss.

TAmboc, 88 ºv rø pin TAñ0s to votiv un diva' ºv ſº
8è touro ro Totorov' £v toic varipoic dpa avrov Tó lº, WI. C. iii.]

votiv, kal vouc Čarat. If that which understands be
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many, or contain multitude in it, then that which

contains no multitude, does not properly under

stand; and this is the first thing: but intellection

and knowledge properly so called are to be placed

among things, which follow after it, and are se

cond.—And he often concludes, iv tº èvrépq ºast

tival rô yuſakav That knowledge (properly so

called, by reason of its multiplicity) belongs to

the second rank of being, and not the first.—Ano

ther ground or reason is, because, in order of na

ture, there must be Nonrov before Novc, something

Intelligible before Intellect; and from hence does

P. 536. Plotinus conclude, to votiv ow Totorov, oirs

rø tival, oire rip tiunov tival' d'AAd ësirepov, kai

'yevöuevov, tiretëi) wiréorm ró dyabóv. kai yevöuevov #Kivnas

rode avrò, &c. That to understand is not the first,

neither in essence, nor in dignity, but the second;

a thing in order of nature, after the first Good,

and springing up from thence, as that which is

moved with desire towards it.—Their third and

last ground or reason is, because intellection and

knowledge are not the highest Good, that there

fore there is some substantial thing, in order of

nature superior to intellect. Which consideration

Plato much insisteth upon, in his sixth book De

Republica. Now upon these several accounts do

Plot. p. 512. the Platonists confidently conclude, §rt

[Ennead. v. 9adc Kpsirrov Aóyovkai vow kai atoffiosoc, trapa

lib. iii. c. xiv. oxºv raora ouk auroc (ºv taura' that the su

preme Deity is more excellent and better than the

A6)oc (Reason, or the Word) Intellect and Sense,

he affording these things, but not being these him

P. 514.[cap. self—And to yevéuevov £é aurow Aóyoc Toxic

xvi.] kai trac' To & iv &mXovórt ow Aóyoc' Tóc oùv té

o'k Aóyov Aóyoc' kai tróc to dyadostèc £é dyadov' that,
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which was generated from the first principle, was

Logos (Word or Reason) manifold; but the first

principle itself was not Word: if you demand,

therefore, how Word, or Reason, should proceed

from that which is not Word or Reason? we an

swer, as that, which is boniform, from goodness it

self—With which Platonic and Pythagoric doc

trine exactly agreeth Philo the Jew also,” & Tod row

Aóyov, Osóc Kpelagov tariv iſ traga \oyuki fºotc, rº, & Utrip

Tøv trávrov £v tº [3<\riory kai Tunyu &alpéry ka0sorort ièq,

ovëv 0éuic iv Yêvrov čouota,0m at that God, which

is before the Word or Reason, is better and more

excellent than all the rational nature; neither is

it fit, that any thing, which is generated, should

be perfectly like to that, which is originally from

itself and above all.—And, indeed, we should not

have so much insisted upon this, had it not been

by reason of a devout veneration, that we have

for all the Scripture-mysteries; which Scripture

seems to give no small countenance to this doc

trine, when it makes in like manner an eternal

Word and Wisdom to be the second hypostasis

of the Divine Triad, and the first-begotten Son,

or offspring of God the Father. And Athanasius,

as was before observed, very much complieth

here also with the Platonic notion, when he de

nies, that there was any Aóyoc or gopia, any Rea

son or Wisdom—before that Word and Son of

God, which is the second hypostasis of the holy

Trinity. What then? shall we say, that the first

hypostasis or person in the Platonic trinity (if

not the Christian also) is avovc and d\oyoc, sense

less and irrational—and altogether devoid of

mind and understanding? Or would not this be to

* Apud Fuseb. Praepar. Evang, lib. vii, cap. xiii. p. 323.
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introduce a certain kind of mysterious Atheism ;

and, under pretence of magnifying and advancing

the supreme Deity, monstrously to degrade the

same P For why might not senseless matter as

well be supposed to be the first original of all

things, as a senseless, incorporeal being P Ploti

nus, therefore, who rigidly and superstitiously ad

heres to Plato's text here, which makes the first

and highest principle of all to be such a being, as,

by reason of its absolute and transcendent per

fection, is not only above understanding, know

ledge, and reason, but also above essence itself

(which therefore he can find no other names for,

but only Unity and Goodness substantial); and,

consequently, knowledge and wisdom to be but

a second, or postnate thing, though eternal; but,

notwithstanding, does seem to labour under this

metaphysical profundity ; he sometimes endea

vours to solve the difficulty thereof after this man

ner, by distinguishing of a double light; the one

simple and uniform, the other multiform, or mani

fold ; and attributing the former of these to the

supreme Deity only, (whose simple original light

he resembles to the luminous body of the sun it

self;) the latter of them to the second hypostasis,

as being the ék\aulic or draûyagua, the circumam

bient fulgor, or outshining splendour of that sun.

Thus Enn. v. l. vi. c. 4. " to trapéxov touro to pºc, pºc

torn arXouv, that from which this multiform light

of Nouc, or Intellect (the second hypostasis,) is de

rived, is poc dirAouv, another most simple light.—

As he elsewhere accordingly writeth of the first

Principle, or supreme Deity, that it is a vojos, ºré

poc i kard riv wou vēnow, in knowledge or under

a P. 536.
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standing, but of a different kind from that under

standing of the second hypostasis, called Intellect.

—Sometimes again, this philosopher subtilly dis

tinguisheth betwixt vómatc aurii, intelligence itself,

and to voouv, or rô #xov rºv vömow’ that which doth

understand, or which hath intelligence in it;

making the first principle to be the former of these

two, and the second hypostasis of their trinity to

be the latter: ow8 iſ vómaic voti, d\\d to #xov P. 537

riv vönow. Sºo obv TräAw at Év tº voouvrt yi- - --- - -

veral rouro à ow8aum 800' Intelligence itself doth

not understand, but that which hath intelligence:

for in that, which doth understand, there is a

kind of duplicity. But the first principle of all

hath no duplicity in it.—Now that duplicity,

which he fancies to be in that, which hath intelli

gence, is either the duplicity of him, that hath this

intelligence, and of the intelligence itself, as being

not the same ; or else of him, and the ro vonrov, the

intelligible, or object of his intellection—intellect

supposing an intelligible in order of nature before

it. And from this subtilty would he infer, that

there is a certain kind of imperfection and indi

gence in that which doth understand, or hath in

telligence, ºvčeec to voodv, datep to optov, That which

understandeth is indigent as that which seeth.--

But perhaps this difficulty might be more easily

solved, and that according to the tenor of the

Platonic hypothesis too, by supposing the abate

ment of their second hypostasis to consist only in

this, that it is not essentially r dyadov, goodness

itself, but only dyaſostôme, boniform, or good by

participation—it being essentially no higher than

Novc, Aóyoc and Xopia, Mind, Reason, and Wisdom

—for which cause it is called by those names, as

VOL. III. I
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the proper characteristic thereof. Not as if the

first were devoid of wisdom, under pretence of

being above it; but because this second is not

essentially any thing higher. As, in like manner,

the third hypostasis is not essentially wisdom it

self, standing or quiescent, and without motion or

action ; but wisdom as in motion, or wisdom

moving and acting. *

The chief ground of this Platonic doctrine

of an essential dependance, and therefore gra

dual subordination, in their trinity of Divine

hypostases, is from that fundamental principle of

their theology, that there is but one Original of all

things, and uta Tnym Tric 0-6tmroc, only one Fountain

of the Godhead; from whence all other things

whatsoever, whether temporal or eternal, created

or uncreated, were altogether derived. And

therefore this second hypostasis of their trinity,

since it must accordingly derive its whole being

from the first, as the draûyagua from the pºc, the

splendour from the original light—must of neces

sity have also an essential dependance upon the

same; and, consequently, a gradual subordination

to it.

For though they commonly affirm their second

hypostasis to have been begotten from their first,

and their third from their second; yet do they by

no means understand thereby any such generation

as that of men ; where the father, son, and grand

son, when adult; at least, have no essential depend

ance one upon another, nor gradual subordina

tion in their nature, but are all perfectly coequal,

and alike absolute. Because this is but an im

perfect generation, where that, which is begotten,

doth not receive its whole being originally from
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that which did beget, but from God and nature;

the begetter being but either a channel or an in

strument, and having been himself before begotten

or produced by some other. Whereas the first

Divine hypostasis is altogether unbegotten from

any other, he being the sole principle and original

of all things, and therefore must the second needs

derive its whole essence from him, and be gene

rated after another manner, namely, in a way of

natural emanation, as light is from the sun; and,

consequently, though coeternal, have an essential

dependance on him, and gradual subordination to

him.

Moreover, the Platonists would recommend

this their gradation in the Deity, or trinity of hy

postases subordinate, from hence; because by

this means there will not be so vast a chasm and

hiatus betwixt God and the highest creatures, or

so great a leap and jump in the creation, as other

wise there must needs be: nor will the whole

Deity be screwed up to such a disproportionate

height and elevation, as would render it altogether

incapable of having any intercourse or commerce

with the lower world ; it being, according to this

hypothesis of theirs, brought down by certain

steps and degrees nearer and nearer to us. For

if the whole Deity were nothing but one simple

monad, devoid of all manner of multiplicity, as

God is frequently represented to be, then could

it not well be conceived by us mortals, how it

should contain the distinct ideas of all things

within itself, and that multiform platform and pa

radigm of the created universe, commonly called

the archetypal world. Again, were the Deity

only an immoveable mind; as Aristotle's god is

I 2
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drivnroc ovala, an absolutely immoveable substance

—whose essence and operation are one and the

same ; and, as other theologers affirm, that what

soever is in God, is God ; it would be likewise

utterly inconceivable, not only, how there should

be any liberty of will at all in God (whereas the

same theologers, contradicting themselves, zea

lously contend notwithstanding, that all the ac

tions of the Deity are not necessary, and but few

of them such), but also, how the Deity should

have any commerce or intercourse with the lower

world; how it should quicken and actuate the

whole, be sensible of all the motions in it, and act

pro re nata accordingly ; all which the instincts

and common notions of mankind urge upon them.

Neither can they be denied, without raising the

very foundations of all religion, since it would be

to no more purpose, for men to make their devo

tional addresses to such an immoveable, inflexible,

and unaffectible Deity, than to a senseless ada

mantine rock. But these difficulties (as the Pla

tonists pretend) are all removed by that third hy

postasis in their trinity; which is a kind of move

able deity. And thus are all the phenomena of

the Deity, or the different common notions in the

minds of men concerning it, though seemingly re

pugnant and clashing with one another, yet, in

their opinion, fairly reconciled and solved by this

trinity of Divine hypostases subordinate.

Lastly, They pretend also, that according to

this hypothesis of theirs, there may be some rea

sonable satisfaction given to the mind of man,

both why there are so many Divine hypostases,

and why there could be no more: whereas, ac

cording to other ways, it would seem to have
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been a mere arbitrary business; and that there

might have been either but one solitary Divine

hypostasis, or but a duality of them; or else they

might have been beyond a trinity, numberless.

The second thing, which we shall observe con

cerning the most genuine Platonical and Parme

nidian trinity, is this; that though these philoso

phers sometimes called their three Divine hypo

stases, not only rptic ºasic, three natures, and three

principles, and three causes, and three opificers,

but also three gods, and a first, and second, and

third god ; yet did they often, for all that, suppose

all these three to be really one eaſov, one Divinity,

or Numen. It hath been already proved from

Origen and others, that the Platonists most com

monly called the animated world the second god,

though some of them, as for example Numenius,

styled it the third god. Now those of them, who

called the world the second god, attributed in

deed (not more, but) less divinity to it, than those,

who would have it to be the third god. Because

these latter supposed, that soul of the world to be

the third hypostasis of their trinity; but the other

taking all these three Divine hypostases together,

for one supreme and first God, called the world

the second god; they supposing the soul thereof

to be another soul inferior to that first Psyche,

which was properly their third hypostases. Where

fore this was really all one, as if they should have

called the animated world the fourth god; only

by that other way of reckoning, when they called

it a second god, they intimated, that though those

three Divine hypostases were frequently called

three gods, yet were they, notwithstanding, really

all but one (alov, Divinity or Numen; or, as Plo
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tinus speaks, r3 by rº ravr, 0.ſov, the Divinity which

is in the whole world.——Thus when God is so oft

en spoken of in Plato singularly, the word is not

always to be understood of the first hypostasis

only, or the Tagathon, but many times plainly of

the Tptorov, and 8stºrspov, and retrov, the first, and se

cond, and third all together; or that whole Divi

nity, which consisteth or is made up of these three

hypostases. And this will further appear from

hence, because when the whole world is said in

Plato to be the image of the eternal gods, as also

by Plotinus, of the first, second, and third, by

whom it is always produced anew, as the image

in a glass is ; this is not to be understood, as if

the world being tripartite, each third part thereof

was severally produced or created by one of those

three; nor yet can it be conceived, how there

could be three really distinct creations of one and

the same thing. Wherefore the world having but

one creation, and being created by those three

Divine hypostases; it follows, that they are all

three really but one Creator and one God. Thus

when, both in Plato and Plotinus, the lives and

souls of all animals, (as stars, demons and men)

are attributed to the third hypostasis, the first

and great Psyche, as their fountain and cause

after a special manner; accordingly as in our

Creed, the Holy Ghost is styled “the Lord and

giver of life;” this is not so to be understood, as if

therefore the first and second hypostases were to

be excluded from having any causality therein.

For the first is styled by Plato also, atriov dirávrov

røv kaAdv' the cause of all good things—and

therefore doubtless chiefly of souls; and the se

cond is called by him and others too, atriov and
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Bhutoupyūc, the cause and artificer of the whole

world.—We conclude, therefore, that souls being

created by the joint concurrence and influence of

these three hypostases subordinate, they are all

really but one and the same God. And thus it

is expressly affirmed by Porphyrius in St. Cyril,"

axpt Tptov wroardosov riv 0elow Tpot\0áv ovatav' &ival &

Tov pièv dvordro 0sov ro dyadov, uer arov 8. kai 8&repov,

tov &mutovgyóv' Tpirm & kai riv row kóguov ilvyºv' ãxpt

yūg ilvync tiv 0sárnra Teoex0ávº that the essence of

the Divinity proceeds or propagates itself (by way

of descent downwards) unto three hypostases or

subsistences. The highest God is the Tagathon,

or supreme Good; the second next after him is

the Demiurgus so called, the architect or artificer

of the world; and the soul of the world, that is

the third : for the Divinity extendeth so far as to

this soul.—Here we plainly see, that though Por

phyrius calls the three Divine hypostases three

gods; yet does he at the very same time declare,

that n 0slow ovala and 0&rmc, the essence of the God

head and the Divinity extends itself to all these

three hypostases, including the third and last also

(which they call the mundane soul) within the

compass of it. And, therefore, that even accord

ing to the Porphyrian theology itself, (which could

not be suspected to affect any compliance with

Christianity) the three hypostases in the Platonic

trinity are duooſotot, coessential, both as being each

of them God, and as being all one God. St. Cyril

himself also acknowledging as much ; where he

writeth thus of the Platonists:" rptic doxºcac ºro

oráosic wrotiffusvot kai airol, kai uéxpt rpiſov wroardosov

rºv ovoiav row esov Toogiiketv toxvgtoduevor That sup

* Contra Julian, lib. viii. p. 271. * Ibid. p. 270.
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posing three hypostases, which have the nature

of principles (in the universe), they extend the

essence of God to all these three hypostases.

Indeed, many conceive, that the Platonists

making the three hypostases of their trinity to be

thus gradually subordinate one to another, could

not, for that very reason, acknowledge them to

be one Divinity: but the Platonists themselves do,

upon this very account, and no other, declare all

these three to be one Divinity, because they have

an essential dependance and gradual subordina

tion in them ; the second being but the image of

the first, and the third the image both of the first

and second. Whereas, were these three supposed

to be perfectly coequal, and to have no essential

dependance one upon another, they could not by

these Platonists be concluded to be any other

than three co-ordinate gods, having only a gene

rical or specifical identity; and so no more one,

than three men are one man : a thing, which the

Platonic theology is utterly abhorrent from, as

that which is inconsistent with the perfect monar

chy of the universe, and highly derogatory from

the honour of the supreme God and first Cause.

For example, should three suns appear in the

heaven all at once, with coequal splendour, and

not only so, but also be concluded, that though

at first derived (or lighted and kindled) from one,

yet they were now all alike absolute and inde

pendent; these three could not so well be thought

to be one sun, as three that should appear gra

dually differing in their splendour, two of them

being but the parhelii of the other, and essen

tially depending on it; forasmuch as the second

would be but the reflected image of the first, and
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the third but the second refracted. At least

those three coequal suns could not so well be

thought to be one thing, as the sun, and its first

and secondary splendour, (which can neither be

beheld without the sun, nor the sun without them)

might be accounted one and the same thing.

The Platonists, therefore, first of all suppose

such a close and near conjunction betwixt the

three hypostases of their trinity, as is no where

else to be found in the whole world. To this pur

posePlotinus: opſ. & avrov, ow Xoptoſaic, dXX' Eu. v. l. i. c.

ôrt us' aurov kal peračo ovéév' &c ove? ilvync vi. [p. 488.]

kai vov- troffel & trav To 'yevvna'av kai touro dyaſtá, kai uá

Atara örav Óat uévot, rô yevvmoav kai royeyevvmuévov' &rav

& kai To ãptorov : ro yevvmaav, §§ dváyknc gºvegrw airº,

oc tº repôrnri uévov key optoffat' Intellect is said to

behold the first Good ; not as if it were separated

from it, but only because it is after it, but so as

that there is nothing between them; as neither is

there betwixt intellect and soul. Every thing,

which is begotten, desires and loves that which

begat it; especially when these two (that which

begat, and that which is begotten) are alone, and

nothing besides them. Moreover, when that

which begot, is absolutely the best thing, that,

which is immediately begotten from it, must needs

cohere intimately with it and so as to be separated

from it only by alterity.—Which is all one as if

he should have said, that these three Divine hy

postases are so intimately conjoined together, and

united with one another, as that they are tantum

non, only not—the very self-same. Again, the

Platonists further declare, that these three hypo

stases of their trinity are detaipérou, absolutely in

divisible and inseparable, as the draûyagua is délaï
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perov from the ºc, the splendour indivisibly con

joined with the light or sun.—Which similitude

also Athanasius often makes use of to the same

purpose. Thirdly, these Platonists seem likewise

to attribute to their three Divine hypostases just

such an 'Eutrépixºſomatc, circuminsession, or mutual

in-being, as Christians do. For as their second

and third hypostases must needs be in the first,

they being therein virtually contained ; so must

the first likewise be in the second and third ; they

being as it were but two other editions thereof;

or itself gradually displayed and expanded. But

to speak particularly, the first must needs be in

the second, the Tagathon in the Nous, and so

both of them really one and the same God; be

cause the common notions of all mankind attri

bute understanding and wisdom to the Deity;

but according to the principles of Plato, Plotinus,

and others, the Deity does not properly under

stand any where but in the second hypostasis,

which is the mind and wisdom of it. And the

emperichoresis of the second or third hypostases

was thus intimated by Plato also ; >opia unv kai

Philob. p. 30. Nouc dvev livXncoºk iv tors 'yevolathry. Oukouv

[p. 80.] #v Hèv rº row Atóc #ptic $tact, Baqi)\ticiiv pèv

bvXiv, {3agiXucóv 8è vowv #yytyveoffat. Where having

spoken of that T)ivine wisdom and mind, which

ordersall things in the world, he adds: “But wis

dom and mind can never be without soul (that is,

cannot act without it): wherefore, in the nature of

Jupiter, is at once contained both a kingly mind

and a kingly soul.” Here he makes Jupiter to

be both the second and third hopostases of his

trinity, Nous and Psyche; and, consequently,

those two to be but one God. Which Nous is
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also said to be both the yevodoric, i. e of the same

kind, and coessential with the first Cause of all

things. To conclude: as that first Platonic hy

postasis, which is itself said to be above mind

and wisdom, is properly wise and understanding

in the second ; so do both the first and the second

move and act in the third. Lastly, all these

three hypostases, Tagathon, Nous, and Psyche,

are said by the Platonists to be one eelov, or Di

vinity; just in the same manner as the centre, im

moveable distance, and moveable circumference

of a sphere, or globe, are all essentially one sphere.

Thus Plotinus expressly, writing of the third hy

postasis, or Psyche: giuvov Yip ri kai i r loo. [Enn.

ilvy in rotatºrm, otov kūk\oc Tpogapuárrow kév- iv. lib. iv.;
T99, ejóðc Herd kévrpov aúčn%ic, 8táornua dèlá- cap. xvi.]

orarov' owto yā; Éxit fragra, d T'ayabów ric kal rô kèvrpov

rášete, rov wouv kard kök\ov drivnrov, ilvynv 8è kard kū

K\ov kvoluewov čv ráčete For this Psyche, or third

hypostasis, is a venerable and adorable thing also:

it being the circle fitted to the centre, an indistant

distance (forasmuch as it is no corporeal thing).

For these things are just so, as if one should

make the Tagathon, or first Good, to be the centre

of the universe; in the next place, Mind or In

tellect to be the immoveable circle, or distance;

and, lastly, Soul to be that, which turns round,

or the whole moveable circumference, acted by

love, or desire.-These three Platonic hypostases,

therefore, seem to be really nothing else but infi

nite goodness, infinite wisdom, and infinite active

love and power, not as mere qualities or accidents,

but as substantial things, that have some kind of

subordination one to another; all concurring to

gether to make up one 0<ſov, or Divinity, just as
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the centre, immoveable distance, and moveable

circumference, concurrently make up one sphere.

We have now given a full account of the true

and genuine Platonic and Parmenidian or Pytha

goric trinity; from which it may clearly appear,

how far it either agreeth or disagreeth with the

Christian. First, therefore, though some of the

latter Platonists have partly misunderstood, and

partly adulterated that ancient cabala of the Tri

mity, as was before declared, confounding therein

the differences between God and the creature,

and thereby laying a foundation for infinite Poly

theism; yet did Plato himself, and some of his

genuine followers (though living before Christ

ianity) approach so near to the doctrine thereof,

as in some manner to correspond therewith, in

those three fundamentals beforementioned. First,

in not making a mere trinity of names and words,

or of logical notions and inadequate conceptions

of one and the same thing; but a trinity of hypo

stases, or subsistences, or persons. Secondly, in

making none of their three hypostases to be crea

tures, but all eternal, necessarily existent and uni

versal; infinite, omnipotent, and creators of the

whole world, which is all one, in the sense of the

ancients, as if they should have affirmed them

to be homoousian. Lastly, in supposing these

three Divine hypostases, however sometimes pa

ganically called three gods, to be essentially one

Divinity. From whence it may be concluded,

that as Arianism is commonly supposed to ap

proach nearer to the truth of Christianity than

Photinianism, so is Platonism undoubtedly more

agreeable thereunto than Arianism ; it being a

certain middle thing betwixt that and Sabel
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lianism, which in general was that mark, that the

Nicene council also aimed at.

Notwithstanding which, there is a manifest dis

agreement also betwixt the Platonic trinity, as

declared, and the now received doctrine in the

Christian church; consisting in a different expli

cation of the two latter points mentioned. First,

because the Platonists dreamed of no such thing

at all, as one and the same numerical essence, or

substance of the three Divine hypostases. And,

secondly, because, though they acknowledged

none of those hypostases to be creatures, but all

God ; yet did they assert an essential dependance

of the second and third upon the first, together

with a certain gradual subordination; and there

fore no absolute coequality. And this is the

true reason, why so many late writers have affirm

ed Platonism to symbolize with Arianism, and

the latter to have been indeed nothing else but

the spawn of the former; merely because the Pla

tonists did not acknowledge one and the same

numerical essence, or substance of all their three

hypostases, and asserted a gradual subordination

of them ; but chiefly for this latter ground. Upon

which account some of the ancients also have

done the like, as particularly St. Cyril (contra

Jul. lib. i.); he writing thus concerning Plato:

Tefleºpmke pºv oùv oux iyuoc dodirav, GAA; roc P. 34.

ra. 'Apetov Teºpovnkóow, £v top 8taipei, Kal vº

tornow, virokaſsuévac re d\\{\aic rac Úrográasic eloqêper

Plato did not thoroughly perceive the whole

truth of the Trinity, but, in like manner with those

who follow Arius, divided the Deity, or made a

gradation in it, and introduced subordinate hy

postases:--as elsewhere the same pious father
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also taxes the Platonists, for not declaring the

three hypostases of their trinity to be, in his sense,

homoousian, that is, absolutely coequal. But

though we have already proved, that Platonism

can by no means be confounded with Arianism,

because it directly confronted the same in its main

essentials, which were, Erat quando non erat, or

the second hypostasis being made tº oux àvrov, to

gether with its being mutable and lapsable; since,

according to Platonism, the Nous is essentially

both eternal and immutable: yet that the most re

fined Platonism differed from the now-received

doctrine of the Christian church, in respect of its

gradual subordination, is a thing so unquestion

ably evident, as that it can by no means be dis

sembled, palliated, or excused.

Over and besides which, it cannot be denied,

but the best of Plato's followers were sometimes

also further extravagant in their doctrine of the

Trinity, and spake at random concerning it, and

inconsistently with their own principles; especi

ally where they make such a vast and dispropor

tionate distance betwixt the second and third hy

postases thereof; they not descending gradually

and orderly, but as it were tumbling down from

the former of them to the latter. Thus Plotinus

himself, when having spoken magnificently of that

soul of the world, which is his third hypostasis,

Enn. v. i. i. he subjoins immediately, duostěřic & kai

c. ii. ſp. 483.] ñuerépa, kai &rav čva rov Toogºtávrov okotºc,

Maſºv Keka0appévnv, siphosic To avro Tiutov 6 fiv ilvy'i'

That this soul of ours is also uniform (or of the

same species) with that mundane soul; for if any

one (saith he) will consider it as in itself pure and

naked, or stripped from all things adventitious to
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it, he shall find it to be in like manner venerable.

—Agreeably whereunto doth this same philoso

pher elsewhere call that mundane soul troecºurtpav

Kal děeXpºv, that is, but the elder sister of our hu

man souls.--Which, as it rankly savours of phi

losophic pride and arrogancy, thus to think so

magnificently of themselves, and to equalize in a

manner their own souls with that mundane soul ;

so was it a monstrous degradation of that third

hypostasis of their trinity, and little other than an

absolute creaturizing of the same. For if our hu

man soul be duoetênc, of the same kind or species

with the third hypostasis of the trinity; then is it

not only ouëriuoc, of like honour and dignity, but

also, in the language of the Christian church,

duooſotoc, coessential with our human souls (as

our Saviour Christ, according to the Arians in

Athanasius, is said to be duoodooc iuſºv Tom, i.p. 537.

röv dyſpºrov, coessential with us men).!.

From whence it will follow, that either Pºnyºl

that must be a creature, or else our human souls

Divine. Wherefore, unless these Platonists would

confine the Deity wholly to their first hypostasis,

which would be monstrously absurd for them, to

suppose that first eternal Mind and Wisdom, by

which the world was made, to be a creature; they

must of necessity make a vast leap or jump be

twixt the second and third of their hypostases;

the former of them being that perfect Wisdom,

which was the Architect or Demiurgus of the

world, whilst the latter is only the elder sister of

all human souls. Moreover these. Platonists, by

their thus bringing down the third hypostasis of

their trinity so low, and immersing it so deeply

into the corporeal world, as if it were the inform
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ing Soul thereof, and making it to be but the elder

sister of our created souls, did doubtless therein

designedly lay a foundation for their Polytheism

and creature-worship (now vulgarly called idol

atry) that is, for their cosmolatry, astrolatry, and

demonolatry. For thus much is plainly intimated

P. 483. in this following passage of Plotinus; 3d

#". raúrmy o kóguoc 68s (köc' art & Kai i\toc (soc

ôrt êu'luxoc, Kai Tá úA\a ãorga' This whole

corporeal world is made a god by the soul thereof.

And the sun is also a god, because animated ; as

likewise are all the stars therefore gods.--Where

he afterwards adds, Túv 8& 0soic airtav row 0soic tival,

dvdykn Totaſºvrépav 0sov aurov givat' That which is to

these gods, or goddesses, the cause of their being

gods, must needs itself be the elder god or goddess.

—So that this third hypostasis of the Platonic tri

nity, called the mundane soul, is but a kind of sister

goddess with the souls of the sun, moon, and stars,

though elder indeed than they ; they being all made

goddesses by her. Where there is a confused jum

ble of things contradictious together; that Soul of

the world being at once supposed to be a sister to

other souls, and yet, notwithstanding, to deify

them ; whereas this sisterly relation and consan

guinity betwixt them would, of the two, rather de

grade and creaturize that mundane soul, which is

their third god, or Divine hypostasis, than advance

and deify those particular created souls. Here

therefore we see the inconvenience of these Pla

tonic Baffuoi, stories, stairs and gradations in the

Deity, that it is a thing liable to be much abused

to creature-worship and idolatry, when the dis

tances are made so wide, and the lowest of the

Deity is supposed to differ but gradually only
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from the highest of created beings. And because

Porphyrius trod in Plotinus's footsteps here, as

elsewhere, this was, in all probability, the true

reason, why the Arians (as Socrates recordeth")

were by Constantine called Porphyrianists; not

because their trinities were exactly the same, but

because Arius and Porphyrius did both of them

alike (though upon different grounds) make their

trinity a foundation for creature-worship and idol

atry. But, nevertheless, all this (as many other

things) was but heedlessly and inadvertently

written by Plotinus; he, as it were, drowsily

nodding all the while, as it was also but supinely

taken up by Porphyrius after him: it being plainly

inconsistent with the genuine tenor of both their

hypotheses, thus to level the third hypostasis of

the trinity with particular created souls, and

thereby to make so disproportionate a distance,

and so vast a chasm, betwixt it and the second.

For Plotinus himself, when in a more sober mood,

declares, that third hypostasis not to be the im–

mediate, informing soul of the corporeal world,

but a higher separate soul, or superior Venus,

which also was the Demiurgus, the maker, both

of other souls and of the whole world. As Plato

had before expressly affirmed him to be the In

spirer of all life, and Creator of souls, or the Lord

and Giver of life: and likewise declared, that

amongst all those things, which are dvdportvnc

lvync avyyevn, congenerous and cognate with our

human souls—there is ovºv rotouro, nothing any

where to be found at all like unto it.—So that

Plato, though he were also a star-worshipper and

idolater, upon other grounds, yet in all probabi

* Wide lib. i. cap. ix. p. 32.

VOL. III. K
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lity would he not at all have approved of Ploti

nus's duosièic & kai jueripa, our souls being of the

same species with that third hypostasis of the

Divine triad; but rather have said, in the language

of the Psalmist, “It is he that hath made us, and

not we ourselves; we are his people, and the sheep

of his pasture.”

Notwithstanding all which, a Christian Plato

mist, or Platonic Christian, would, in all probabi

lity, apologize for Plato himself, and the ancient

and most genuine Platonists and Pythagoreans,

after this manner. First, that since they had no

Scriptures, councils, nor creeds, to direct their

steps in the darkness of this mystery, and to con

fine their language to a regular uniformity; but

theologized all freely and boldly, and without

any scrupulosity, every one according to his own

private apprehensions; it is no wonder at all, if

they did not only speak, many times unadvisedly,

and inconsistently with their own principles, but

also plainly wander out of the right path. And

that it ought much rather to be wondered at, that

living so long before Christianity, as some of them

did, they should in so abstruse a point, and dark

a mystery, make so near an approach to the Christ

ian truth afterward revealed, than that they

should any where fumble or fall short of the ac

curacy thereof: they not only extending the true

and real Deity to three hypostases, but also call

ing the second of them, Xóyov, reason or word too,

(as well as vojv, mind or intellect) and likewise

the Son of the first hypostasis, the Father; and

affirming him to be the &nuoupyde and atriov, the ar

tificer and cause of the whole world; and, lastly,

describing him, as the Scripture doth, to be the
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image, the figure and character, and the splen

dour or brightness of the first. This, I say, our

Christian Platonist supposes to be much more

wonderful, that this so great and abstruse a mys

tery, of three eternal hypostases in the Deity,

should thus by Pagan philosophers, so long be

fore Christianity, have been asserted, as the prin

cipal and original of the whole world; it being

more indeed than was acknowledged by the Ni

cene fathers themselves; they then not so much

as determining, that the Holy Ghost was an hy

postasis, much less that he was God.

But particularly as to their gradual subordina

tion of the second hypostasis to the first, and of

the third to the first and second ; our Platonic

Christian, doubtless, would therefore plead them

the more excusable, because the generality of

Christian doctors, for the first three hundred years

after the apostles' times, plainly asserted the same;

as Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Tatianus, Ire

naus, the author of the Recognitions, Tertullian,

Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, Gregorius Thau

maturgus, Dionysius of Alexandria, Lactantius,

and many others. All whose testimonies, because

it would be too tedious to set down here, we shall

content ourselves only with one of the last men

tioned: “Et Pater et Filius Deus est; Instit.1, i.e.

sed ille quasi exuberans fons, hic tan- ****

quam defluens exeo rivus: Ille tanquam sol, hic

tanquam radius a sole porrectus.” Both the Fa

ther and the Son is God; but he as it were an

exuberant fountain, this as a stream derived from

him: he like to the sun, this like to a ray extended

from the sun.—And though it be true that Atha

K 2
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nasius," writing against the Arians, does appeal

to the tradition of the ancientchurch, and amongst

others cites Origen's testimony too; yet was this

only for the eternity and divinity of the Son of

God, but not at all for such an absolute coequality

of him with the Father, as would exclude all de

pendance, subordination, and inferiority; those

ancients so unanimously agreeing therein, that

they are by Petavius" therefore taxed for Plato

mism, and having by that means corrupted the pu

rity of the Christian faith, in this article of the

Trinity. Which how it can be reconciled with

those other opinions of ecclesiastic tradition being

a rule of faith, and the impossibility of the visible

church's erring in any fundamental point, cannot

easily be understood. However, this general

tradition or consent of the Christian church, for

three hundred years together after the apostles' .

times, though it cannot justify the Platonists, in

any thing discrepant from the Scripture, yet may

it in some measure doubtless plead their excuse,

who had no Scripture-revelation at all, to guide

them herein; and so at least make their error

more tolerable or pardonable.

Moreover, the Platonic Christian would further

apologize for these Pagan Platonists after this

manner: That their intention in thus subordinat

ing the hypostases of their trinity was plainly no

other, than to exclude thereby a plurality of co

ordinate and independent gods, which they sup

* Wide Epistol. de Synodi Nicaenae contra Haeresin Arian. Decretis,

tom. i. oper. p. 277. -

* Wide lib. i. de Trinitate, cap. iii. p. 20, et cap, iv. p. 24, tom, ii.

Dogmat. Theolog.
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posed an absolute coequality of them would in

fer. And that they made only so much subordi

nation of them, as was both necessary to this pur

pose, and unavoidable; the juncture of them

being in their opinion so close, that there was

plmöv usraé), nothing intermedious—or that could

possibly be thrust in between them. But now

again, on the other hand, whereas the only ground

of the coequality of the persons in the holy Tri

nity is, because it cannot well be conceived, how

they should otherwise all be God; since the es

sence of the Godhead, being absolute perfection,

can admit of no degrees; these Platonists do on

the contrary contend, that notwithstanding that

dependance and subordination, which they com

monly suppose in these hypostases, there is none

of them, for all that, to be accounted creatures,

but that the general essence of the Godhead, or

the uncreated nature, truly and properly belong

eth to them all : according to that of Porphyrius

before cited, ūxpt rpiſov Jirográaewv riv 0elow TpoeX0tv

oğatav, the essence of the Godhead proceedeth to

three hypostases.—Now these Platonists con

ceive, that the essence of the Godhead, as com

mon to all the three hypostases of their trinity,

consisteth (besides perfect intellectuality) in these

following things: First, in being eternal, which,

as we have already shewed, was Plato's distinc

tive character betwixt God and the creature.

That whatsoever was eternal, is therefore un

created; and whatsoever was not eternal, is a

creature: he by etermity meaning, the having

not only no beginning, but also a permanent du

ration. Again, in having not a contingent but ne

cessary existence, and therefore being absolutely
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undestroyable; which perhaps is included also in

the former. Lastly, in being not particular, but

universal v kal ºrdvra, one and all things, or that

which comprehends the whole; which is all one

as to say, in being infinite and omnipotent, and

the creator of the whole world. Now, say these

Platonists, if any thing more were to be added to

the general essence of the Godhead besides this,

then must it be self-existence, or to be underived

from any other, and the first original, principle,

and cause of all : but if this be made so essential

to the Godhead, or uncreated nature, as that what

soever is not thus originally of itself, is therefore

ipso facto to be detruded and thrust down into

the rank of creatures ; then must both the second

and third hypostases, as well in the Christian as

the Platonic Trinity, upon this supposition, needs

be creatures, and not God; the second deriving

its whole being and godship from the first; and

the third, both from the first and second ; and so

neither first nor second being the cause of all

things. But it is unquestionable to these Plato

mists, that whatsoever is eternal, necessarily exist

ent, infinite, and omnipotent, and the creator of all

things, ought therefore to be religiously worship

ped and adored as God, by all created beings.

Wherefore this essence of the Godhead, that be

longeth alike to all the three hypostases, being,

as all other essences, perfectly indivisible, it might

be well affirmed, according to Platonic grounds,

that all the three Divine hypostases (though hav

ing some subordination in them) yet in this sense

are coequal, they being all truly and alike God

or uncreated. And the Platonists thus distin

guishing betwixt ovoia and viróaragic, the essence
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of the Godhead, and the distinct hypostases or

personalities thereof, and making the first of them

to be common, general, and universal, are not

without the consent and approbation of the ortho

dox fathers herein; they determining, likewise,

that in the Deity, essence or substance differs

from hypostasis, as to kowov from rò kaff kaorov,

that which is common and general, differs from

that which is singular and individual.—Thus, be

sides many others, St. Cyril,” v Éxa 8tapopºv rô yé

190g, * sièoc, Utrip rô ūrouov, raúrmy m oùata T90c riv Jiró

graaw #xet. The essence or substance of the Deity

differs from the hypostasis, after the same manner

as a genus or species differs from an individuum.

—So that, as well according to these fathers as

the Platonists, that essence or substance of the

Godhead, which all the three persons agree in,

is not singular, but generical or universal; they

both supposing each of the persons also to have

their own numerical essence. Wherefore, accord

ing to this distinction, betwixt the essence or sub

stance of the Godhead, and the particular hypo

stases, (approved by the orthodox fathers) neither

Plato, nor any intelligent Platonist, would scruple

to subscribe that form of the Nicene council, that

the Son or Word, is duooſotoc, coessential, con

substantial, and coequal with the Father. And

we think it will be proved afterwards, that this

was the very meaning of the Nicene council itself,

that the Son was therefore coessential or consub

stantial with the Father, merely because he was

God, and not a creature. -

* This seems to be a mistake for Theodoret, in whom we find these

very words: Dialog. i. advers. Haeres, tom. ii. oper. p. 297. Though

the same thing is said in other words in St. Cyril: Dialog. i. de Trini

tate, p. 408. tom. v. oper, ed. Auberti.
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Besides which, the genuine Platonists would

doubtless acknowledge also all the three hypo

stases of their trinity to be homoousian, coessen

tial or consubstantial, yet in a further sense than

this; namely, as being all of them one eaſov or Di

vinity. For thus, besides that passage of Porphy

rius before cited, may these words of St. Cyril

be understood concerning them ;" uéxpt rptov wro

oráosov riv ouglav row 0sov Tpooniketv toxvoićovrat' That,

according to them, the essence of God extendeth

to three hypostases, or comprehendeth three hy

postases in it:—that is, not only so as that each

of these three is God; but also, that they are not

so many separate and divided gods, but all of

them together one God or Divinity. For though

the Platonists, as Pagans, being not so scrupu

lous in their language, as we Christians are, do

often call them three gods, and a first, second,

and third god; yet, notwithstanding, as philoso

phers, did they declare them to be one 0:lov or

Divinity; and that, as it seems, upon these se

veral accounts following: First, because they are

indivisibly conjoined together, as the splendour

is indivisible from the sun. And then, because

they are mutually inexistent in each other, the

first being in the second, and both first and second

in the third. And, lastly, because the entireness

of the whole Divinity is made up of all these three

together, which have all utav čvépyslav, one and the

same energy or action ad eatra. And therefore

as the centre, radious distance, and moveable cir

cumference, may be all said to be coessential to

a sphere; and the root, stock, and boughs, or

branches, coessential to an entire tree: so, but in

* Contra Julian. lib. viii. p. 270,
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much a more perfect sense, are the Platonic Ta

gathon, Nous, and Psyche, coessential to that

iv rô Tavri 0dov, that Divinity in the whole universe.

Neither was Athanasius a stranger to this notion

of the word duooºowoc also, he affirming rà Desent.

k\ſiuara duootou kai dëtaipéra tival tric dutré- *:::::::::.

Aov, that the branches are coessential *]

with, and indivisible from, the vine;—and illus

trating the Trinity by that similitude. Neither

must it be thought, that the whole Trinity is one,

after the very same manner that each single per

son thereof is in itself one, for then should there

be a Trinity also in each person. Nor that it is

so called undivided, as if three were not three in

it; (which were to make the mystery contempti

ble:) but because all the three hypostases, or

persons, are indivisibly and inseparably united to

each other, as the sun and the splendour, and

really but one God. Wherefore, though there be

some subordination of hypostases, or persons, in

Plato's trinity, (as it is commonly represented)

yet this is only ad intra within the Deity itself, in

their relation to one another, and as compared

amongst themselves; but, ad eartra, outwardly,

and to us, are they all one and, the same God,

concurring in all the same actions; and, in that

respect, without any inequality, because in iden

tity there can be no inequality.

Furthermore, the Platonic Christian would, in

favour of these Platonists, urge also, that, accord

ing to the principles of Christianity itself, there

must of necessity be some dependance and subor

dination of the persons of the Trinity, in their re

lation to one another; a priority and posteriority,

not only rāšioc, but also détºuaroc, of dignity as
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well as order, amongst them. First, because that

which is originally of itself, and underived from

any other, must needs have some superiority and

pre-eminence over that, which derives its whole

being and godship from it, as the second doth

from the first alone, and the third from the first

with the second. Again, though all those three

hypostases, or persons, be alike omnipotent, ad

evtra, or outwards, ad intra, inwards, or within

the Deity itself, are they not so; the Son being

not able to beget the Father, nor the Holy Ghost

to produce either Father or Son ; and therefore

neither of these two latter is absolutely the cause

of all things, but only the first. And upon this

account was that first of these three hypostases

(who is the original fountain of all) by Macrobius"

styled, omnipotentissimus Deus, the most omnipo

tent God; he therein implying the second and third

hypostases, Nous and Psyche, to be omnipotent

too, but not in a perfect equality with him, as

within the Deity they are compared together;

however, ad extra, or outwardly, and to us, they

being all one, are equally omnipotent. And Plo

P. 517. [Enn. tiºus writeth also to the same purpose: it

v.lib. iv. réAsióv čart rô Tgorov, Kai čºvauc iſ Toºrn, 8er

cap. i.] Távrov rôv čvrov čvvarðrarov tival, &c. If

the first be absolutely perfect, and the first Power,

then must it needs be the most powerful of all

beings; other powers only imitating and partak

ing thereof—And accordingly hereunto would

the Platonic Christian further pretend, that there

are sundry places in the Scripture, which do not a

little favour some subordination and priority, both

of order and dignity, in the persons of the holy

* In Somnium Scipion. lib. i. cap. xvii. p. 87.
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Trinity; of which none is more obvious than

that of our Saviour Christ, “My Father is greater

than I:” which, to understand of his humanity

only, seemeth to be less reasonable, because this

was no news at all, that the eternal God, the crea

tor of the whole world, should be greater than a

mortal man, born of a woman. And thus do

divers of the orthodox fathers, as Athanasius

himself, St. Basil, St. Gregory Nazianzen and St.

Chrysostom, with several others of the Latins,

interpret the same to have been spoken, not of

the humanity, but the Divinity of our Saviour

Christ. Insomuch that Petavius himself, ex

pounding the Athanasian Creed, writeth in this

manner: “Pater major Filio, rite et ca- De Tin.

tholice pronuntiatus est a plerisque ve- * *

terum ; et origine prior sine reprehensione dici

solet.” The Father is, in a right catholic manner,

affirmed, by most of the ancients, to be greater

than the Son; and he is commonly said also,

without reprehension, to be before him in respect

of original.—Whereupon he concludeth the true

meaning of that Creed to be this, that no person

in the Trinity is greater or less than other, in re

spect of the essence of the Godhead common to

them all: “Quia vera Deitas in nullo esse aut minor

aut major potest;” because the true Godhead can

be no where greater or less:–but that, notwith

standing, there may be some inequality in them,

aS they are hic Deus, and hac persona; this God,

and that person.—It is true, indeed, that many of

those ancient fathers do restrain and limit this in

equality only to the relation of the persons one to

another, as the Father's begetting, and the Son's

being begotten by the Father, and the Holy
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Ghost proceeding from both ; they seeming to

affirm, that there is otherwise a perfect equality

amongst them. Nevertheless several of them do

extend this difference further also; as, for example,

St. Hilary, a zealous opposer of the Arians, he in

his book of Synods writing thus:” “Siquis unum

dicens Deum, Christum autem Deum, ante se

cula Filium Dei, obsecutum Patri in creatione

omnium, non confitetur, anathema sit.” And

again, “Non exacquamus vel conformamus Filium

Patri, sed subjectum intelligimus.” And Atha

nasius himself, who is commonly accounted the

very rule of orthodoxality in this point, when he

doth so often resemble the Father to the #Atoc, or

to the pºc, the sun, or the original light, and the

Son to the draûyagua, the splendour or brightness

of it, (as likewise doth the Nicene council and

the Scripture itself;) he seems hereby to imply

some dependance of the second upon the first,

and subordination to it; especially when he de

clareth, that the three persons of the Trinity are

not to be looked upon as three principles, nor to

be resembled to three suns, but to the sun, and its

cºl. A. or splendour, and its derivative light: ow?:

iv. p. 467. ydp rpsic doxic stodyonev, first Amé Tptſov m\tov

{tom. i. oper.] : p ** > * 2N \ ^ ef> A > *

wireſ)éuc0a riv sikóva, d\\d #Movka, atavyagua,

kai v rá čá úAtov čv rø diſavydouart $ºc' oùro utav dpxiv

otéauevº For it appears from the similitude used

by us, that we do not introduce three principles

(as the Marcionists and Manicheans did) we not

comparing the Trinity to three suns, but only to

the sun and its splendour; so that we acknowledge

only one principle.—As also where he approves

of this of Dionysius of Alexandria, 3 &t ye eedc

* P. 1178 and 1182. oper. ed. Benedict.
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* r * 3. * y > * > / of * M - 2 r

aidjvuov eart poc, oùre apéduevov, OUT8 Ančáv P. 565. [lib.

Tore oukouv atºvtov Todoks v f ?-, de Sententia

p tral kai ouvéorw avrº Di

v f 3/ w = w p ionys, con

to atravyagua, āvapxov kai aeryevic Tpoſpawoue- tra Arian.
p ºf - e - tom. i.]

vov aurov God is an eternal light, which

never began, and shall never cease to be; where

fore there is an eternal splendour also coexistent

with him, which had no beginning neither, but

was always generated by him, shining out before

him.—For if the Son of God be as the splendour

of the sun delyevic, always generated—then must

he needs have an essential dependance upon the

Father, and subordination to him. And this same

thing further appears from those other resem

blances, which the same Dionysius maketh of

the Father and the Son, approved in like manner

also by Athanasius; viz. to the fountain and

the river; to the root and the branch ; to the

water and the vapour; for so it ought to be read,

$8aroc, and not rvejuaroc, as appeareth from his

book of the Nicene synod, where he affirmeth the

Son to have been begotten of the essence or sub

stance of the Father: oc row poróc diraú- P. 275. [tom.

yagua, oc iſèaroc druic, as the splendour of i, oper.]

the light, and as the vapour of the water;-add

ing: oùre 'ydp to diraiyagua, oùre n druic, auro to $8wo

toriv, fi auróc diºioc' otºrs dAAórpov, dXXd dirópola rnc

row Tarpoc ovalac For neither the splendour nor the

vapour is the very sun and the very water; nor

yet is it alien from it, or a stranger to its nature;

but they are both effluxes from the essence or

substance of them; as the Son is an efflux from

the substance of the Father, yet so as he is no

way diminished or lessened thereby. Now all

these similitudes, of the fountain and the river,
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the root and the branch, the water and the va

pour, (as well as that of the sun and the splendour)

seem plainly to imply some dependance and sub

ordination. And Dionysius doubtless intended

them to that purpose, he asserting, as Photius in

formeth us, an inferiority of power and glory in

the second, as likewise did Origen before him;

both whose testimonies, notwithstanding, Atha

nasius maketh use of, without any censure or re

prehension of them. Wherefore, when Athana

sius, and the other orthodox fathers, writing

against Arius, do so frequently assert the equality

of all the three persons, this is to be understood

in way of opposition to Arius only, who made

the Son to be unequal to the Father, as repoojatov,

of a different essence from him—one being God

and the other a creature; they affirming, on the

contrary, that he was equal to the Father, as

duooſotoc, of the same essence with him;-that is,

as God, and not a creature. Notwithstanding

which equality, there might be some subordina

tion in them, as hic Deus and hac persona (to use

Petavius's language), this God and that person.

And thus does there seem not to be so great a

difference betwixt the more genuine Platonists

and the ancient orthodox fathers, in their doctrine

concerning the Trinity, as is by many conceived.

However, our Platonic Christian would further

add, that there is no necessity at all from the

principles of Platonism itself, why the Platonists

should make any other or more subordination in

their Trinity, than the most severely-orthodox

fathers themselves. For, according to the com

mon hypothesis of the Platonists, when the cha
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racter of the first hypostasis is supposed by them

to be infinite goodness; of the second, infinite

wisdom ; and of the third, infinite active love and

power, (these not as accidents and qualities, but

as all substantial) it is more easy to conceive, that

all these are really but one and the same God,

than how there should be any considerable infe

riority in them. But, besides this, there is another

Platonic hypothesis (which St. Austin hinteth

from Porphyrius, though he professeth, Civ. D

he did not well understand it) where the ...i.

third hypostasis is made to be a certain ...,

middle betwixt the first and second.º

And this does Proclus also sometimes

follow, calling the third in like manner učany ºva

puv, a middle power, and oxéow dupoiv, the relation

of both the first and second to one another.—

Which agreeth exactly with that apprehension of

some Christians, that the third hypostasis is as it

were the nexus betwixt the first and second, and

that love, whereby the Father and Son love each

other. Now, according to this latter Platonic

hypothesis, there would seem to be not so much

a gradation or descent, as a kind of circulation in

the Trinity. Upon all which considerations, the

Platonic Christian will conclude, that though

some junior Platonists have adulterated the no

tion of the Trinity, yet either there is no such

great difference betwixt the genuine Platonic Tri

nity, rightly understood, and the Christian ; or

else, that as the same might be modelled and rec

tified, there need not to be.

But though the genuine Platonists do thus sup

pose the three hypostases of their Trinity to be all

of them, not only God, but also one God, or uta
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0.61mc, one entire Divinity;-upon which latter

account, the whole may be said also by them, to

have one singular or numerical essence: yet not

withstanding must it be acknowledged, that they

no where suppose each of these three hypostases

to be numerically the very same, or to have no

distinct singular essences of their own ; this being,

in their apprehensions, directly contradictious to

their very hypothesis itself, and all one as if they

should affirm them, indeed not to be three bypo

stases, but only one. Nevertheless, the Christian

Platonist would here also apologize for them after

this manner; that the ancient orthodox fathers

of the Christian church were generally of no other

persuasion than this, that that essence or sub

stance of the Godhead, which all the three per

sons or hypostases agree in, as each of them is

God, was not one singular and individual, but

only one common and universal essence or sub

stance; that word substance being used by them

as synonymous with essence, and applied to uni

versals likewise, as it is by the Peripatetics, when

they call a man, or animal in general, substantiam

secundam, a second substance.--—Now this is evi

dent from hence, because these orthodox fathers

did commonly distinguish in this controversy of

the Trinity, betwixt Ouata and Yiróaraguc, the es

sence or substance of the Godhead—and the hy

postases or persons themselves, after this manner;

namely, that the hypostasis or person was singu

lar and individual, but the essence or substance

common and universal. Thus does Theodoret

pººl... pronounce of these fathers in general,

Haer. [tom. ii. Karáye riv rov Tarépov 8tèaoka)\tav, iv Éxit
oper, p. 297.] 8 w w * * * w #8 *\ \ y * \

waqºofdv TO KOL1901) vireº to towov, m to yevoc vireo
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rô alôoc à ré àrouov, raûrmy Éxit ‘H O'YXI’A trøðc TH"N

'YIIO'>TAXIN. According to the doctrine of the

fathers, as that which is common differs from that

which is proper, and the genus from the species

or individuum, so doth essence or substance, dif

fer from hypostases; that is to say, that essence

or substance of the Godhead, which is common

to all the three hypostases, or whereby each of

them is God, was concluded by the fathers, not

to be one singular or individual, but one general

or universal essence and substance: ; Theodoret,

notwithstanding, there acknowledging, that no

such distinction was observed by other Greek

writers betwixt those two words ouala and Jiróara

oic, essence or substance and hypostasis, as that

the former of them should be restrained to uni

versals only, generical or specifical essences or

substances; but that this was peculiar to the

Christian fathers, in their doctrine concerning the

Trinity. They in the mean time not denying,

but that each hypostasis, prosopon, or person, in

the Trinity, might be said in another sense, and in

way of opposition to Sabellius, to have its own

singular, individual, or existent essence also; and

that there are thus, rotic ovatat, three sin- Greg. Nyssen.

gular existent essences in the Deity, as *"...i.

well as rotic wroorágstc, three hypostases; " ": "Pººl

an hypostasis being nothing else to them but an

existent essence: however, for distinction's sake,

they here thought fit thus to limit and appropriate

the signification of these two words, that a singu

lar and existent essence should not be called es

sence, but hypostasis; and by ouala, essence or

substance, should be meant that general or uni

versal nature of the Godhead only, which is com

VOL. III. L
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mon to all those three singular hypostases or per

sons, or in which they all agree. We might here

heap up many more testimonies for a further con

pºsgotre firmation of this; as that of St. Basil: ºv
cc.cxlix. tom.

ii. oper. p. * > / w * - / 7 -

*:::::::) w ovata trooc rmv vrograaw. What common

- is to proper, the same is essence or sub

stance (in the Trinity) to the hypostases.—But

we shall content ourselves only with this full

prºli, acknowledgment of D. Petavius: “In

º, hes. uno Graecorum presertim omnium

ii. Dogmat, judicia concordant, ovalav, id est, essen

Theolog] tiam sive substantiam, aut naturam

(quam ſaw vocant) generale esse aliquid et com

mune, ac minime definitum ; Urðaraon, vero pro

prium, singulare, et circumscriptum, quod...ex

illo communi et peculiaribus quibusdam notis

ac proprietatibus veluti componitur.” In this

one thing do the judgments and opinions of all

the Greeks especially agree, that Usia, essence or

substance, and nature, which they call Physis (in

the Trinity), is something general, common and

undetermined ; but hypostasis is that, which is

proper, singular, and circumscribed, and which

is, as it were, compounded and made up of that

common essence or substance, and certain pecu

liar notes and properties, or individuating cir

Culm StallCeS. - -

But, besides this, it is further certain, that not

a few of those ancient fathers, who were there

fore reputed orthodox, because they zealously

opposed Arianism, did entertain this opinion also,

that the three hypostases or persons of the Trinity,

had not only one general and universal essence of

the Godhead, belonging to them all, they being

>/ f w w w v wo. - >/

*Xet Aóyov TO KOuy01/ Tºog TO têtov, TouTony exei
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all God; but were also three individuals, under

one and the same ultimate species, or specific es

sence and substance of the Godhead; just as

three individual men (Thomas, Peter, and John),

under that ultimate species of man; or that spe

cific essence of humanity, which have only a nu

merical difference from one another. Wherefore

an hypostasis, or person (in the Trinity) was ac

cordingly thus defined by some of these fathers

(viz. Anastasius and Cyril ") to be “Essentia cum

suis quibusdam proprietatibus ab iis, quae sunt

ejusdem speciei, numero differens;” an essence or

substance, with its certain properties (or indivi

duating circumstances), differing only numerically

from those of the same species with it.—This doc

trine was plainly asserted and industriously pur

sued (besides several others both of the Greeks.

and Latins), especially by Gregory Nyssen, Cyril

of Alexandria, Maximus the Martyr, and Da

mascen; whose words, because Petavius” hath

set them down at large, we shall not here insert.

Now these were they, who principally insisted

upon the absolute coequality and independent

coordination of the three hypostases or persons

in the Trinity, as compared with one another.

Because, as three men, though one of them were

a father, another a son, and the third a nephew,

yet have no essential dependance one upon another,

but are naturally coequal and unsubordinate,

there being only a numerical difference betwixt

them; so did they in like manner conclude, that

the three hypostases, or persons of the Deity

a vide Exposition. Compendiar. Fidei Orthodox. in Bibliothec.

Patrum, p. 677. tom. xv. edit. Paris, 1645.

° Lib. iv. de Trinit, cap. ix. $. iv. tom. ii. Dogmat. Theolog.

L 2
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(the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost), being like

wise but three individuals, under the same ulti

mate species or specific essence of the Godhead,

and differing only numerically from one another,

were absolutely coequal, unsubordinate, and in

dependent: and this was that, which was com

monly called by them their duoovatórmc, their co

essentiality or consubstantiality. Wherefore it

is observable, that St. Cyril, one of these theolo

gers, finds no other fault at all with the Platonic

trimity, but only this, that such an homoousiotes,

such a coessentiality or consubstantiality as this,

cont. Jul.1, was not acknowledged therein: {\g\ottrel
viii. p. 270. * A w ae > * jë. * \ . . . .

(119 Tpoc routo autouc ovočv, el Tov tug ouoov

otórnroc Aóyov #apuárren #0EXov Utográasol raic rpioiv,

tva kai nia vooro rmg 086 ruroc ºpioic, to rotxièsc oùk Éxovoa

v < * , w w a v ºn ~ * f y f

T90c erspornra quouciv, kai rô ye 8 &n, d\\ij}\ov v usioon,
t r* e - p e

dpāoffat Jirográcsic. There would have been nothing

at all wanting to the Platonic trinity for an abso

lute agreement of it with the Christian, had they

but accommodated the right notion of coessen

tiality or consubstantiality to their three hypo

stases; so that there might have been but one

specific nature or essence of the Godhead, not

further distinguishable by any natural diver

sity, but numerically only, and so no one hypo

stasis any way inferior or subordinate to another.

—That is, had these Platonists complied with

that hypothesis of St. Cyril and others, that the

three persons of the Trinity were but three inde

pendent and co-ordinate individuals, under the

same ultimate species or specific essence of the

Godhead, as Peter, Paul, and John, under that

species or, common nature of humanity, and so

taken in this coessentiality or consubstantiality

T
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of theirs, then had they been completely orthodox.

Though we have already shewed, that this Pla

tonic trinity was, in another sense, homoousian ;

and perhaps it will appear afterwards, that it

was so also in the very sense of the Nicene fathers

and of Athanasius. Again, these theologers sup

posed the three persons of their trinity to have

really no other than a specific unity or indentity;

and because it seems plainly to follow from hence,

that therefore they must needs be as much three

gods as three men are three men; these learned

fathers endeavoured with their logic to prove,

that three men are but abusively and improperly

so called three, they being really and truly but

one, because there is but one and the same spe.

cific essence or substance of human nature in

them all; and seriously persuaded men to lay

aside that kind of language. By which same lo

gic of theirs, they might as well prove also, that

all the men in the world are but one man, and

that all Epicurus's gods were but one god neither.

But not to urge here, that, according to this hy

pothesis, there cannot possibly be any reason

given, why there should be so many as three such

individuals in the species of God, which differ

only numerically from one another, they being

but the very same thing thrice repeated; and yet

that there should be no more than three such nei

ther, and not three hundred, or three thousand,

or as many as there are individuals in the species

of man; we say, not to urge this, it seems plain,

that this trinity is no other than a kind of tri

theism, and that of gods independent and co

ordinate too. And therefore some would think,

that the ancient and genuine Platonic trinity,
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taken with all its faults, is to be preferred before

this trinity of St. Cyril and St. Gregory Nyssen,

and several other reputed orthodox fathers; and

more agreeable to the principles both of Christ

ianity and of reason. However, it is evident from

hence, that these reputed orthodox fathers, who

were not a few, were far from thinking the three

hypostases of the Trinity to have the same singu

lar existent essence, they supposing them to have

no otherwise one and the same essence of the

Godhead in them, nor to be one god, than three

individual men have one common specifical es

sence of manhood in them, and are all one man.

But as this trinity came afterwards to be decreed

for tritheistic; so in the room thereof started

there up that other trinity of persons numerically

the same, or having all one and the same singular

existent essence; a doctrine, which seemeth not

to have been owned by any public authority in

the Christian church, save that of the Lateran

council" only. -

And that no such thing was ever entertained

by the Nicene fathers and those first opposers of

Arianism, might be rendered probable in the first

place from the free confession and acknowledg

ment of D. Petavius (a person well acquainted

with ecclesiastic antiquity); and for this reason

especially, because many are much led by such

p.Th.L. iv. new names and authorities: “In eo

º;ſº praecipuam vim collocasse patres, ut

ii. p.m. aequalem patri natura excellentiaque

*] filium esse defenderent, citra expressam

sINGULARITATIs mentionem, licet exeo conjicere.

• The fourth general Lateran council held in 1215, under Pope

Innocent III,
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Etenim Nicaeni isti praesules, quibus memo melius

Arianae secta arcana cognovit, nemo, quare op

primenda maxime foret, acrius dijudicare potuit,

nihil in professionis suae formula spectarunt aliud,

nisi ut aequalitatem illam essentiae, dignitatis, ae

termitatis astruerent. Testatur hoc duoovatov vox

ipsa, quae arx quaedam fuit catholici dogmatis.

Haec enim acqualitatem potius essentiae, quam

SINGULARITATEM significat, ut capite quinto do

cui. Deinde castera ejusdemmodi sunt in illo

decreto, ut, &c. The chief force, which the an

cient fathers opposed against the Arian heretics,

was in asserting only the equality of the Son with

the Father, as to nature or essence, without any

express mention of the sINGULARITY of the same.

For those Nicene bishops themselves, who did

understand best of any the secrets of the Arian

faction, and which way it should especially be

oppugned, aimed at liothing else, in their confes

sion of faith, but only to establish that equality of

Essence, dignity, and eternity, between them. This

does the word homoousios itself declare, it sig

nifying rather equality, than siNGULARITY, of es

sence, as we have before shewed. And the like

do those other passages in the same decree; as,

That there was no time when the Son was not;

and, That he was not made of nothing, nor of a

different hypostasis, or essence.—Thus does Pe

tavius clearly confess, that this same singularity

of numerical essence was not asserted by the

Nicene council, nor the most ancient fathers, but

only an equality or sameness of generical essence;

or else that the Father and Son agreed only in

one common essence or substance of the Godhead,

that is, the eternal and uncreated nature.
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But the truth of this will more fully appear

from these following particulars: First, because

these orthodox anti-arian fathers did all of them

zealously condemn Sabellianism, the doctrine

whereof is no other than this, that there was but

one hypostasis, or singular individual essence, of

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; and, conse

quently, that they were indeed but three several

names, or notions, or modes, of one and the self

same thing. From whence such absurdities as

these would follow, that the Father's begetting

the Son was nothing but one name, notion, or

mode of the Deity's begetting another; or else

the same Deity, under one notion, begetting itself

under another notion. And when again the Son,

or Word, and not the Father, is said to have been

incarnated, and to have suffered death for us upon

the cross, that it was nothing but a mere logical

notion or mode of the Deity, that was incarnate

and suffered, or else the whole Deity under one

particular notion or mode only. But should it be

averred notwithstanding, that this trinity, which

we now speak of, was not a trinity of mere names

and notions, as that of the Sabellians, but of dis

tinct hypostases or persons; then must it needs

follow (since every singular essence is an hypo

stasis according to the sense of the ancient fathers)

that there was not a trinity only, but a quaternity

of hypostases, in the Deity. Which is a thing,

that none of those fathers ever dreamed of.

Again, the word homoousios, as was before in

timated by Petavius, was never used by Greek

writers otherwise than to signify the agreement of

things, numerically differing from one another in

some common nature or universal essence, or
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their having a generical unity or identity, of which

sundry instances might be given. Nor indeed is

it likely, that the Greek tongue should have any

name for that, which neither is a thing in nature,

nor falls under human conception, viz. several

things having one and the same singular essence.

And, accordingly, St. Basil interprets the force

of this word thus: avaipei tºv Tavrörnra ric In Epist.

[Epist. ccc. '

- p. 1070. toin.

dAA’ trºpov triggſ' That it plainly takes ii. oper.]

away the sameness of hypostasis, that is, of sin

gular numerical essence (this being that, which

the ancient fathers meant by the word hypostasis):

for the same thing is not homoousios, coessential

or consubstantial with itself, but always one thing

with another.—Wherefore as rô duoovatov and avy

yéveta are used by Plotinus as synonymous, in

these words concerning the soul, 0slov En. iv.i.vii.

peari, 8td ovyyávstav Kai ré duoowotov, that it ** [p. 464.]

is full of Divine things, by reason of its being

cognate or congenerous, and homoousius with

them ; so doth Athanasius in like manner use

them, when he affirmeth rd k\inara fival pºla.s.l.
ouoovowa kat ovyyevn Tuc duriNow, that theº:

branches are homoousios (coessential

or consubstantial) and congenerous with the vine,

or with the root thereof—Besides which, the

same father uses duo'yevic, and duoetēic, and duo punc,

indifferently for duooſotoc, in sundry places; none

of which words can be thought to signify an iden

tity of singular essence, but only of generical or

specifical. And thus was the word homoousios

plainly used by the council of Chalcedon," they

affirming, that our Saviour Christ was duoodstoc rº

º f y w • * r * t * t p

vTootao'é00g, ov yap avrº Tu EOTU19 Gavrºp optoovatov,

* Wide tom. ii. Concilior. p. 456. cdit. Harduini.
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tarpi kard tºv 0sórmra, kai duoototoc nuiv kard rºv div696 -

Törnra, coessential or consubstantial with the Fa

ther, as to his Divinity; but coessential or con

substantial with us men, as to his humanity.—

Where it cannot reasonably be suspected, that

one and the same word should be taken in two

different senses in the same sentence, so as, in the

first place, to signify a numerical identity, but, in

the second, a generical or specifical only. But,

lastly, which is yet more, Athanasius himself

speaketh in like manner of our Saviour Christ's

Tom.in.gº.g. being homoousios with us men: áušv

ſº oùv duoodoºc forw nuiv vioc, kal Tºv aurºv nuiv

Éxit Yévéow, Čaro kard rouro 6 vide dAAórpioc

kar' ovatav row Tarpoc, dotep Kal n dutreWoc roo 'yewpyou".

If the Son be coessential or consubstantial (or of

the same essence or substance) with us men, he

having the very same nature with us, then let him

be in this respect a stranger to the essence or

substance of the Father, even as the vine is to

the essence of the husbandman.-And again,

a little after, in the same epistle, \ \{yov u dva,

tov Aóyov tèrov, tnc row Tarpoc ovoiac, tºpóva routov

duooſatov muſov ćival rôv div09&Tov" Or did Dionysius,

"..." think you, when he affirmed the Word

detoscºpion, not to be proper to the essence of the

:::::::::: Father, suppose him therefore to be co

*, essential or consubstantial with us men?
Exºs, ãº,000- N • • , e. e

:*. —From all which it is unquestionably
AñA0V" e • e •

men being evident, that Athanasius did not, by the
alike, and hav

... word homoousios, understand that which

...” hath the same singular and numericalare consub- e

stantial with essence with another, but the same com
one another.

Andjo. mon generical or specifical only; and,

... consequently, that he conceived the Sonyour &y tº, Aé
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to be coessential or consubstantial with *, **
ôpwooſa toy roi,

the Father after that manner. clºtºv, xat
e ºr z

Furthermore, the true meaning of the.

Nicene fathers may more fully and .. .
w w

Tagay rig gi

thoroughly be perceived, by considering . .”
- e e - vićv Šp,00%rtov

what that doctrine of Arius was, which 32, Žia.

they opposed and condemned. Now ...

Arius maintained the Son or Word to ****).
that a house

be krigua, a creature, made in time, and is coessential
- - or consubstan

mutable or defectible; and, for that rea- liaiwith the
• ~* builder,

son, as Athanasius tells us, trºpoſatov ...".

and dAAorptootov, of a different essence.
ut it is pro

or substance from the Father, (that per to say,
that every

which is created being supposed to dif. . .

fer essentially or substantially from that ...

which is uncreated.)—Wherefore the ſºlº

Nicene fathers, in way of opposition to

this doctrine of Arius, determined, that the Son

or Word was not thus trºpoiſotoc, In Or d'AAorpioiſotoc,

but duootatoc rig IIarpi, coessential or consubstan

tial with the Father:-that is, not a creature, but

God; or agreeing with the Father in that com

mon nature or essence of the Godhead. So that

this is that ovala, essence or substance of the an

cient fathers, which is said to be the same in all

the three hypostases of the Trinity, as they are

called God; not a singular existent essence, but

the common, general, or universal essence of the

Godhead, or of the uncreated nature, called by St.

Hilary, “Natura una, non unitate per- De synodis,

sonae, sed generis;” one nature, not by bºſſ.

unity of person, but of kind.—Which łº,‘...]

unity of the common or general essence

of the Godhead is the same thing also with that

equality, which some of the ancient fathers so
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much insist upon against Arius; namely, an

equality of nature, as the Son and Father are

both of them alike God, that essence of the God

head (which is common to all the three persons)

being, as all other essences, supposed to be indivi

sible. From which equality itself also does it

appear, that they acknowledged no identity of

singular essence, it being absurd to say, that one

and the self-same thing is equal to itself. And

with this equality of essence did some of these

orthodox fathers themselves imply, that a certain

inequality of the hypostases or persons also, in

their mutual relation to one another, might be

consistent. As for example, St. Austin writing

çont. Serm... thus against the Arians: “Patris, ergo

º et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, etiamsi dis

**] parem cogitant potestatem, naturam sal

tem confiteantur aequalem :” Though they con

ceive the power of the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost, to be unequal, yet let them, for all that,

confess their nature at least to be equal.—And

a cont. El- St. Basil likewise: “Though the Son

... ſº.* be in order second to the Father, be

º cause produced by him, and in dignity

also, (forasmuch as the Father is the

cause and principle of his being) yet is he not,

for all that, second in nature, because there is one

Divinity in them both.”—And that this was in

deed the meaning, both of the Nicene fathers, and

of Athanasius, in their Homoousiotes, their coes

sentiality or consubstantiality, and coequality of

the Son with the Father; namely, their having

both the same common essence of the Godhead;

or that the Son was no creature, as Arius con

tended, but truly God or uncreated likewise, will
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appear undeniably from many passages in Atha

nasius, of which we shall here mention only some

few. In his epistle concerning the Nicene coun

cil, he tells us how the Eusebian faction sub

scribed the form of that council, though afterward

they recanted it: távrov re titoyoalávrov P. 251

wiréypalav Kal of trºpi Edoğtov rowrote roic pit- e

plaquu oic airwovrat vuvoirot' Aéyo & rø £k ric ouaiac, kai

tº duoovatº, kai &rt uñrs Kricua i. troinua, uńre rtov yevnrów

to riv 0 row 9sov vióc' dAXd yévvmua kai tnc tov Tarpoc ow

oiac o X&Yoc. All the rest subscribing, the Euse

bianists themselves subscribed also to these very

words, which they now find fault with ; I mean,

of the essence or substance, and coessential, or

consubstantial, and that the Son is no creature or

facture, or any of the things made, but the ge

nuine offspring of the essence or substance of the

Father.—Afterwards he declareth, how the Ni

cene council at first intended to have made use

only of Scripture words and phrases against the

Arians : ric ovvóēov ſłovXouévmc rác nev tov P. 267

"Apslavov rnc dasſºciac Xésic dvdAtivº rac & rºv

'ypaſpov duokoyovuévac $ovdc Ypſilat, ëri re vićc tarw oux

#3 oux àvrov, dAA’ ºr row Geov, kai Aóyoc for kai oopia,

d'AA' ou krigua ouë rotmua' tetov 8 tº row Tarpocytvvmua'

As that Christ was the Son of God, and not from

nothing, but from God, the word and wisdom of

God, and consequently, no creature or thing made.

But when they perceived, that the Eusebian fac

tion would evade all those expressions by equivo

cation, tivaykāaffna'av Aourov \sukórºpov titréiv ró #K row

Geov. kai Ypſilat tk ricouaiac row 0éow dival row viov, witép

row tun ró £k roo €eov Koivov kai toov, tov Te viou Kal tov

yevnrów vout.coffat' They conceived themselves ne

cessitated, more plainly to declare, what they
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meant by being from God, or out of him; and

therefore added, that the Son was out of the sub

stance of God, thereby to distinguish him from

all created beings.-Again, a little after, in the

same epistle, he adds: i, advočoc touro voovaa, Kaxtoc

duoodotov Éypalev, iva rivre tov algerikov kakoſºstav dva

orpé loot' kai 8stéogu áAAov ćival rov yevnrov Tov Aóyov'

kai ydp touro ypálavrac suffic itriyayov' rode & Aéyovrac

#3 owk Švrov rov viov row 0sov, i) krioróv' * Toetróv' # troin

ua ñ & tripac ouatac, roºrovc dvaſsuarićet m dyia kai kaflo

Xuci, 'Ekk\mata. The synod perceiving this, rightly

declared, that the Son was homoousios with the

Father; both to cut off the subterfuges of here

tics, and to shew him to be different from the

creatures. For after they had decreed this, they

added immediately, They who say, that the Son

of God was from things that are not, or made, or

mutable, or a creature, or of another substance

or essence, all such does the holy and catholic

church anathematize. Whereby they made it

evident, that these words, Of the Father, and co

essential or consubstantial with the Father, were

opposed to the impiety of those expressions of

the Arians, that the Son was a creature, or thing

made, and mutable, and that he was not before

he was made ; which he that affirmeth, contra

dicteth the synod, but whosoever dissents from

Arius, must needs consent to these forms of the

synod.—In this same epistle, to cite but one pas

c., sage, more out of it, XaXkóc, or NBov sº

Xovooc, &c. dAA' firepopum kai trºpoiſota &\\ſi

\ov' ti uèv oùv Kal vidcotroc to riv, £oro Krioua dotrºp kai

music, Kal un duooſotoc, st & vićc tort Aóyoc, copia, tikºv row

Tarpoc, diraiyagua, tiköroc onooúatoc àv sin' Brass and

gold, silver and tin, are alike in their shining and
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colour; nevertheless in their essence and nature

are they very different from one another. If there

fore the Son be such, then let him be a creature

as we are, and not coessential (or consubstantial);

but if he be a Son, the word, wisdom, image of

the Father, and his splendour, then of

right should he be accounted coessen

tial and consubstantial.—Thus, in his epistle

concerning Dionysius, we have va röv yewmrºv

P. 561.

éival rów viov, and un duoodotov rø Tarpt: the Son's

being one of the creatures, and his not being co

essential or consubstantial with the Father—put

for synonymous expressions, which signify one

and the same thing. -

Wherefore it seemeth to be unquestionably evi

dent, that when the ancient orthodox fathers of

the Christian church maintained, against Arius,

the Son to be homoousion, coessential or consub

stantial with the Father, though that word be thus

interpreted, Of the same essence or substance,

yet they universally understood thereby, not a

sameness of singular and numerical, but of com

mon or universal, essence only ; that is, the gene

rical or specifical essence of the Godhead; that

the Son was no creature, but truly and properly

God. But if it were needful, there might be yet

more testimonies cited out of Athanasius to this

purpose. As from his epistle De Synodis Ari

mini et Seleuciae, where he writeth thus, concern

ing the difference betwixt those two words;

'Ouologowov, of like substance—and 'Ouooſatov, of

the same substance"—Oſęare yap kai wusic
ºf * ef y > * * 3. * 2 * > * P. 929.

totu TO ouotov ouk Etru Twu ovoitov, a\\ tºrt oxn

f w * f f > * w - y * >

uartov Kal TrouotmTwy \{yeral ôuotov' 87TL Yap T(019 OUOI(919 ovX

* P. 928, tom, i. oper.
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"Ouotórnç, d\\d ravròrmc àv Xex0sln' àv0ptotroc 'youv div

0patrº ðuotoc Aéyeral ow kard riv ouglav—rſ, ydp ovoi,

'Ouoſºvčic star Kai TáAv čv0pwrockvvi ovk Avēnoloc Aiye.

ral dAX' 'Erepoquic' O'v Kouv to "Ouoqvic kai Ouoodotov, to

& 'Erepoquickai trºpoiſotov- For even yourselves know,

that similitude is not predicated of essences, or

substances, but of figures and qualities only. But

of essences or substances, identity or sameness is

affirmed, and not similitude. For a man is not

said to be like to a man, in respect of the essence

or substance of humanity, but only as to figure or

form ; they being said, as to their essence, to be

congenerous, of the same nature or kind with one

another. Noris a man properly said to be unlike

to a dog, but of a different nature or kind from him.

Wherefore that, which is congenerous, of the

same nature, kind, or species, is also homoou

sion, coessential or consubstantial (of the same

essence or substance), and that, which is of a dif

ferent nature, kind or species, is heterousion, (of

a different essence or substance.)—Again, Atha

nasius, in that fragment of his against the hypo

crisy of Meletius, &c. concerning consubstan

tiality, writeth in this manner:* 'O rolvvy avaiptov rô

tival rov viðv duoodotov rig tarpi, \{yov & 6potov, dvaipú.

to diva, Geóv' doaroc & kai 3 &nyoſuévoc to Ouootatov,

oc duotov tº ovoig, tripav riv otolav Atya, esp & Guoto

uávnv' ou rolvvv ovº to tº Tmc ovatac, čivat Tpetróvroc \{yst

ful $90wſov duootatov, oc ăv0pwiroc tº tric div6pºſtov ouaiac'

et & un dºc āv000Toc & dv0pdºrov kard oualav, tr. 9sow &

viðc, d\\' dic v duouſuart ka0árep dvěpidc dv0patrºp' oc

ăv0patroc €eº, &nxóc tortv 6 rotouroc duooiſotov učv Aéyov,

duoodotov & ov ºfovávº OW yde kard rºvoviviðstav {3oßeral -

to 'Ouootatov dkoúcoffat, ôtrip tariv, treet niac kai Trc aurnc

* Tom. i. oper, p. 572.
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ovatac d'AAd trapd rºv avviðaav, kal iva 8taſ?4)\g raúrmv,

"EXXnvikºv pnow signkéval rô duoodotov pnua row #v"EXXmotv

#0ovc àr' ow8svi tripp Ketusvov i &iri riv auriiv piſaw Tapa

ornaat, &c. He that denies the Son to be homoou

sion, consubstantial with the Father, affirming

him only to be like to him, denies him to be God.

In like manner, he, who retaining the word homo

ousion or consubstantial, interprets it notwith

standing only of similitude or likeness in sub

stance, affirmeth the Son to be of another different

substance from the Father, and therefore not God;

but like to God only. Neither doth such a one

rightly understand those words, “Of the sub

stance of the Father,” he not thinking the Son to

be so consubstantial, or of the essence and sub

stance of the Father, as one man is consubstantial,

or of the essence or substance of another who be

gat him. For he who affirmeth, that the Son is

not so of God, as a man is of a man, according

to essence or substance; but that he is like him

only as a statue is like a man, or as a man may

be like to God, it is manifest, that such a one,

though he use the word homoousios, yet he doth

not really mean it. For he will not understand

it, according to the customary signification there

of, for that, which hath one and the same essence

or substance; this word being used by Greeks

and Pagans in no other sense, than to signify that,

which hath the same nature; as we ought to be

lieve concerning the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

—Where we see plainly, that though the word

homoousios be interpreted, That which hath one

and the same essence or substance, yet is this un

derstood of the same common nature, and as one

man is of the same essence or substance with an

VOL. III. M
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other. We might here also add to this the con

current testimonies of the other orthodox fathers;

but, to avoid tediousness, we shall omit them,

and only insert some passages out of St. Austin

to the same purpose. For he, in his first book,

contra Maxim. (chap. xv.") writeth thus: “Duo

veri homines, etsi nullus eorum filius sit alterius,

unius tamen et ejusdem sunt substantiae. Homo

autem alterius hominis verus filius nullo modo

potest nisi ejusdem cum patre esse substantia,

etiamsi non sit per omnia similis patri. Quocirca

verus Dei filius, et unius cum patre substantiae

est, quia verus filius est; et per omnia est patri

similis, quia est Dei filius.” Two true men,

though neither of them be son to the other, yet

are they both of one and the same substance.

But a man, who is the true son of another man,

can by no means be of a different substance from

his father, although he be not in all respects like

unto him. Wherefore the true Son of God is

both of one substance with the Father, because

he is a true Son, and he is also in all respects like

to him, because he is the Son of God. Where

Christ, or the Son of God, is said to be no other

wise of one substance with God the Father, than

here amongst men the son is of the same substance

with his father, or any one man with another.

Again, the same St. Austin, in his Respons. ad

Sermonem Arianorum," expresseth himself thus:

To the same “Arianinos vocitant homoousianos, quia

*"..." contra eorum errorem, Graeco vocabuloin his second

*... duoodoov defendimus, Patrem, Filium, et
iversa qui

dem substantia Spiritum Sanctum; idest, unius ejusdem

• Cap. xvi. Ş. ii. p. 503. tom. viii. oper. ed. Benedict.

b Cap. xxxvi. p. 458. tom. viii. oper.
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que substantiae, vel, ut expressius dica- est Deus Pa
- e > / l ter, et Homo

mus, essentiae (quae ovala Graece appella- i.

tur) quod planius dicitur unius ejusdem-º...".substantia est

que naturae. Ettamen siquis istorum, qui Reus ºr et
Deus Filius :

nos homoousianos vocant, filium suum sicut monest
diversa sub

non cujus ipse esset, sed diversae diceret ...no

esse naturae, exhaeredari ab ipso mallet ...”mo Filius.

filius, quam hoc putari. Quanta igitur

impietate isticacantur, qui cum confiteantur uni

cum Dei filium, nolunt ejusdem naturae cujus pa

terest confiteri, sed diversae atque imparis, et mul

tis modis rebusque dissimilis, tanquam non de Deo

natus, sed abillo de nihilo sit creatus; gratia filius,

non natura.” The Arians call us homoousians, be

cause, in opposition to their error, we defend the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, to be in the language

of the Greeks homoousios, that is, of one and the

same substance; or, to speak more clearly, essence,

this being in Greek called ousia, which is yet

more plainly thus expressed, of one and the same

nature. And yet there is none of their own sons,

who thus call us homoousians, who would not as

willingly be disinherited, as be accounted of a

different nature from his father. How great im

piety therefore are they blinded with, who, though

they acknowledge, that there is one only Son of

God, yet will not confess him to be of the same

nature with his Father, but different and unequal,

and many ways unlike him, as if he were not born

of God, but created out of nothing by him, him

self being a creature, and so a son, not by nature,

but grace only.—Lastly (to name no more places)

in his first book TXe Trinitate,” he hath these

words: “Si filius creatura non est, ejusdem cum

* Cap. vi. p. 534,535. tom. viii, oper. -

M 2
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patre substantiae est. Omnis enim substantia, quae

Deus non est, creatura est; et quae creatura non

est, Deus est. Et si non est filius ejusdem sub

stantiae, cujus est pater, ergo facta substantia

est.” If the Son be not a creature, then is he

of the same substance with the Father; for what

ever substance is not God, is creature; and what

ever is not creature, is God. And therefore, if the

Son be not of the same substance with the Father,

he must needs be a made and created substance,

and not truly God.

Lastly, That the ancient orthodox fathers, who

used the word homoousios against Arius, in

tended not therein to assert the Son to have one

and the same singular or individual essence with

the Father, appeareth plainly from their disclaim

ing and disowning those two words, Taurooſatov and

Movoodolov. Concerning the former of which, Epi

Her 76. N.7 phanius thus: Kat ot \{youev Tavroodotov, tva
Haeres. Ano- t * >

ſºj. um n'Aéic trapá riot \eyouévn, Xage). Atq attelkar

tom. i. op.] 05: Tavrovë. Aéyouév tº 0sórnri, kai Tú ovoig, kai

rº, 8vváuet. We affirm not the Son to be tautoousion,

(one and the same substance with the Father) lest

this should be taken in way of compliance with

Sabellius; nevertheless do we assert him to be the

same in Godhead, and in essence, and in power.—

Where it is plain, that when Epiphanius affirmed

the Son to be the same with the Father in God

head and essence, he understood this only of a

generical or specifical, and not of a singular or in

dividual sameness; namely, that the Son is no

creature, but God also, as the Father is: and this

he intimates to be the true and genuine sense of

the word homoousios; he therefore rejecting that

other word tautoousios, because it would be lia
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ble to misinterpretation, and to be taken, in the

Sabellian sense, for that, which hath one and the

same singular and individual essence, which the

word homoousios could not be obnoxious to.

And as concerning that other word monoousios,

Athanasius himself, in his Exposition of Faith,

thus expressly condemns it: otre yap viotarépa $90

vownev, &c of >aſłęA\to Movoodotov kai oux 'Ouoodotov'

We do not think the Son to be really one and

the same with the Father, as the Sabellians do,

and to be monoousios, and not homoousios;

they thereby destroying the very being of the

Son.—Where ousia, essence or substance, in

that fictitious word monoousios, is taken for sin

gular or existent essence, the whole Deity being

thus said, by Sabellius, to have only one sin

gular essence or hypostasis in it: whereas in

the word homoousios is understood a common

or universal, generical or specifical essence; the

Son being thus said to agree with the Father in

the common essence of the Godhead, as not being

a creature. Wherefore Athanasius here disclaim

eth a monoousian trinity, as Epiphanius did be

fore a tautoousian ; both of them a trinity of mere

names and notions, or inadequate conceptions

of one and the same singular essence or hypostasis;

they alike distinguishing them from the homoou

sian trinity, as a trinity of real hypostases or per

sons, that have severally their own singular es

sence, but agree in one common and universal

essence of the Godhead, they being none of them

creatures, but all uncreated, or creators. From

whence it is plain that the ancient orthodox

fathers asserted no such thing as one and the same

singular or numerical essence, of the several per
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sons of the Trinity; this, according to them, being

not a real trinity, but a trinity of mere names, no

tions, and inadequate conceptions only, which is

thus disclaimed and declared against by Athana

sius ;" Tpidc 8á čarty oux £oc ovéuaroc uðvov, Kai pavra

ota Aécoc, d\\d d\móstº kai witépéet Totác" The Trinity

is not a trinity of mere names and words only, but

of hypostases, truly and really existing.—But the

homoousian Trinity of the orthodox went exactly

in the middle, betwixt that monoousian trinity of

Sabellius, which was a trinity of different notions

or conceptions only of one and the self-same thing,

and that other heteroousian trinity of Arius, which

was a trinity of separate and heterogeneous sub

stances (one of which only was God, and the

other creatures); this being a trinity of hypostases

or persons numerically differing from one another,

but all of them agreeing in one common or general

essence of the Godhead or the uncreated nature,

which is eternal and infinite. Which was also thus

particularly declared by Athanasius; otre {\arrów ri

Aa scrap, ºpovči i ka00Xuch "EKKAngia, iva un tic rooc vov

Ep. p. 202. Kard Katápav 'Iověatovc, kai tic >agéA\tov trept

Tréon" oire TXslov twoët, tva un etc rºv 'EX\mucºv troAv0só

rmra karakvXtaff. The catholic church doth neither

believe less than this homoousian Trinity, lest it

should comply with Judaism, or sink into Sabel

lianism ; nor yet more than this, lest, on the other

hand, it should tumble down into Arianism,

which is the same with Pagan Polytheism and

idolatry;-it introducing in like manner the wor

shipping of creatures together with the Creator.

And now, upon all these considerations, our

Platonic Christian would conclude, that the ortho

* Epistol. ad Serapion. tom, i. oper. p. 202.
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dox Trinity of the ancient Christian church did

herein agree with the genuinely Platonic trinity,

that it was not monoousian, one sole singular

essence, under three notions, conceptions, or

modes only, but three hypostases or persons. As,

likewise, the right Platonic trinity does agree with

the Trinity of the ancient orthodox Christians

in this, that it is not heteroousian, but homoou

sian, coessential, or consubstantial; none of their

three hypostases being creatures, or particular

beings, made in time; but all of them uncreated,

eternal, and infinite.

Notwithstanding all which, it must be granted,

that though this homoousiotes, or coessentiality

of the threepersons in the Trinity, does imply them

to be all God, yet does it not follow from thence

of necessity that they are therefore one God. What

then P shall we conclude, that Athanasius himself

also entertained that opinion before mentioned and

exploded, of the three persons in the Trinity being

but three individuals under the same species (as

Peter, Paul, and Timothy), and having no other

natural unity or identity than specifical only 2 In

deed, some have confidently fastened this upon

Athanasius, because, in those Dialogues of the

Trinity," published amongst his works, and there

entitled to him, the same is grossly owned, and in

defence thereof this absurd paradox maintained,

that Peter, Paul, and Timothy, though they be

three hypostases, yet are not to be accounted

three men, but only then when they dissent from

one another, or disagree in will or opinion. But

it is certain, from several passages in those dia

logues themselves, that they could not be written

by Athanasius; and there hath been also another

“Dialog. I. p. 160. tom. ii. oper.
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father found for them, to wit, Maximus the mar

tyr. Notwithstanding which, thus much must

not be denied by us, that Athanasius, in those

others his reputedly-genuine writings, does some

time approach so near hereunto, that he lays no

small stress upon this homoousiotes, this coessen

tiality and common nature of the Godhead, to all

the three persons, in order to their being one God.

For thus, in that book entitled, Concerning the

common Essence of the Three Persons, and the

chapter inscribed, "Ori owk eigh rptic 0sol, That there

are not three gods—doth Athanasius lay his foun

dation here. When to that question proposed,

How it can be said, that the Father is God, the

Son God, and the Holy Ghost God, and yet that

there are not three gods? the first reply which

he makes is this: 6trov kowd td ric pigeoc, kowow kai

ovoua tric déac' otov o 0:02 Ta tic TAión &mpmuéva dirò uac

púastoc, vi Övöuart kaxeſ kai Örs opyićeral roic div6pºſtoic,

tov távra ăv0potov th opy: intokeiuevov, va ăv0patrov

kaxeſ kai Ör 8ta\\dogeral rig käouq, dc vi äv0ptſty &ta\

Aággerat Where there is a communion of nature,

there is also one common name of dignity bestowed.

And thus doth God himself call things, divided

into multitudes from one common nature, by one

singular name. For both when he is angry with

men, doth he call all those, who are the objects of

his anger, by the name of one man ; and when

he is reconciled to the world, is he reconciled

thereto as to one man.—The first instances, which

he gives hereof, are in Gen. the sixth, 3d and

7th verses; “My Spirit shall not always strive

with man, and I will destroy man whom I

have created.”—Upon which, Athanasius makes

this reflection ; Katrol ovk iv etc, d\\d uvoiſiècc âtreſpot:
3. w * > p *- r v r >/ ef • w

dAAd tip ováuart rmg jugstoc, Tov travra övőowtrov čva kd
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Xegev ăv0pwrov Šid to kowow Tic ovalaç Though there

was not then only one man, but infinite myriads

of men, nevertheless by the name of one nature,

doth the Scripture call all those men one man,

by reason of their community of essence or sub

stance.—Again, he commenteth in like

manner upon that other Scripture pas

sage, Exodus xv. 1. “The horse and his rider

hath he thrown into the sea;" "Ore àmà0s Pagad, kard
* f f w f e f y * y w

Tmy fláXaaaav, truttwy ustapivowv apuatov Ely Tſ) 0a)\doon, KOlú.

P. 213, 214.

iigav troX\ol ăv0ptotrot ot Bu6taffèvrec per' £keivov, kai trirot

ToMAoi' o & Mwang eiðdc, §rt Távrov tov {3v0.00ávrov

tita to riv m %gic, kai trept tov introv kai trºpi tov dvěpán,

Aéyet, tittrov Kal dvaſ?armv £ptilev sic 0á\aggav' rú TXijón

rów dvěptov tráAcosv čva ăv6potov, kai rā TAñ0m Tov

introv čkáAegev introv êva, 8td riv kowovíav tnc pigeoc'

When Pharaoh went out to the Red Sea, and fell,

with infinite chariots in the same ; and there were

many men, that were drowned together with him,

and many horses; yet Moses knowing, that there

was but one common nature of all those, that

were drowned, speaketh thus both of the men and

horses; The Lord hath thrown both the horse

and the rider into the sea: he calling such a mul

titude of men but one singular man, and such a

multitude of horses but one horse.—Whereupon

Athanasius thus concludeth ; et ov čv roic

dv096 touc, ôtrov ovykéxural rd rnc púasoc' 6trov

&dºopa rd tnc uoºpic kai 8vváusoc kai |3ovXnc' ow yáp

torw ours yväum tom, oùrs uoppij, oùre toxic' kai 8tápopot

y\torral, 8to kai äv0ptotrot Hépotrec Aéyovrat' a}\\d 8td ro

Koivov tric pigeoc traga i oikovuévm tic ăv0patroc {k\ſión'

ôtrov & duéptoroc m déla, uta 3agiXéta, uta &vaulc, kai

3ov\m, kai évépysia, ièuážovga rºv rotáða diró tnc Kriostoc,

"Eva Aéyo €eóv. If therefore amongst men, where

P. 214.
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-

the things of nature are confounded, and where

there are differences of form, power and will (all

men, not having the same disposition of mind, nor

form, nor strength), as also different languages

(from whence men are called by the poets Mero

pes), nevertheless, by reason of the community of

nature, the whole world is called one man; might

not that Trinity of persons, where there is an un

divided dignity, one kingdom, one power, one

will, and one energy, be much rather called one

God?—But though it be true, that Athanasius in

this place (if at least this were a genuine foetus of

Athanasius) may justly be thought to attribute

too much to this kowov rºc ‘piſostoc kai ouglac, a com

mon nature, essence, or substance—of all the

three persons, as to the making of them to be

truly and properly one God; and that those Scrip

ture passages are but weakly urged to this pur

pose: yet it is plain, that he did not acquiesce in

this only, but addeth other things to it also, as

their having not only one will, but also one energy

or action, of which more afterwards. Moreover,

Athanasius elsewhere plainly implieth,

that this common essence or nature of

the Godhead is not sufficient alone to make all

the three hypostases one God. As in his fourth

oration against the Arians, where he tells us, that

his Trinity of Divine hypostases cannot therefore

be accounted three gods, nor three principles,

because they are not resembled by him to three

original suns, but only to the sun, and its splen

dour, and the light from both. Now, three suns,

according to the language of Athanasius, have

Koivov ric pigeoc kai ouaiac, a common nature, es

sence, and substance—and therefore are coessen

P. 467.
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tial or consubstantial ; and since they cannot be

accounted one sun, it is manifest, that, according

to Athanasius, this specific identity or unity, is

not sufficient to make the three Divine hypostases

one God. Again, the same Athanasius, in his

Exposition of Faith," writeth thus; oùre rotic viroo

ráostc' tisuspto.uévac ka0 tavrác, &otrep awuaroquoc T'

dvdpºrov tari Aoylaaaffa, tva pin troAvôstav ºc rà éðvn

‘ppovigouev. Neither do we acknowledge three hy

postases, divided or separate by themselves (as is

to be seen corporeally in men) that we may

not comply with the Pagan Polytheism.—From

whence it is evident, that neither three separate

men, though coessential to Athanasius, were ac

counted by him to be one man, nor yet the com

munity of the specific nature and essence of the

Godhead can alone, by itself, exclude Polytheism

from the Trinity. Wherefore, the true reason,

why Athanasius laid so great a stress upon this

homoousiotes, or coessentiality of the Trinity, in

order to the unity of the Godhead in them, was

not because this alone was sufficient to make

them one God, but because they could not be so

without it. This Athanasius often urges against

the Arians, as in his fourth oration, where he tells

them, troXXolic àv stadyotev [0sodc] 8td to reposièc aurov,

that they must needs introduce a plurality of

gods, because of the heterogeneity of their tri

nity.—And again afterwards determining, that

there is v ćièoc rºc 0-6tmroc, one species of the God

head in Father, Son, and Spirit, he adds;" otiro

kai Éva èud rmc rptáčoc duo Moyovuev elva röv 0sév kai troXJ

max\ov evasſ}éo repov AéYouev tmc troXvetēovc rov algerikov

0.6rmroc, &rt riv uíav čv rpláði bedrºra ºpovovuevº et ydp

. . *Tom, i. oper. p. 241. b P. 468.
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tº otroc {xel, d\A § oux évrov trotmua kai krioua to riv 3.

Aóyoc—dváykm \{yev arouc 8wo 6eoûc, čva uèv Krto

riv, row & £repov kruaróv' And thus do we acknow

ledge one only God in the Trinity; and main

tain it more religiously, than those heretics

do, who introduce a multiform deity, consist

ing of divers species; we supposing only one

universal Godhead in the whole. For if it be not

thus, but the Son be a creature, made out of

nothing, however called god by these Arians,

then must he and his Father of necessity be two

gods; one of them a creator, the other a creature.

—In like manner, in his book of the Nicene

council, he affirmeth, concerning the

Arians, 19éic 0800c T96trov twd knpūrrovow tic

Tpsic Utográasic Śēvac, dA\{\tov Tavrátraat Kexºptoſuévac,

êtapouvréc riv dytav uováēa, that they make in a man

ner three gods, dividing the holy monad into

three heterogeneous substances, separate from

one another.—Whereas the right orthodox Trinity,

on the contrary, is elsewhere thus described by

Ep. ad serp. him; Toidc Toivvv dyta kai rexela toriv, a tra.
p. 202.

P. 275.

rol, kai vig, kai rº dyip Tveiſuart 08oNoyovuévn,

ouëv dAAórptov ii £offev &Tuyväuevov #xovoa, ow8: K &m

utovºyow kai 'yevvmrov ouvearauávn, d\\ 6\m roo Krížew kai

ënuovoyev oùga: The holy and perfect Trinity theo

logised in the Father, Son, and Spirit, hath no

thing alien, foreign, or extraneous intermingled

with it; nor is it compounded of heterogeneous

things, the creator and creature joined together.

—And whereas the Arians interpreted that of our

Saviour Christ, “I and my Father are one,” only

in respect of consent or agreement of will, Atha

nasiusshewing the insufficiency hereof, concludeth

thus, dváykm Aourov kard riv ouglav votiv kai riv viou kai
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Tarpoc vörnra, wherefore, besides this consent of

will, there must of necessity be another unity of

essence or substance also, acknowledged in the

Father and the Son.—Where by unity of essence

or substance, that Athanasius did not mean a

unity of singular and individual, but of general or

universal essence only, appears plainly from these

following words : Ta uèv ydp yevnrd kāv Ep. de Sw

ovuſptovíav #x0 T90c rów Tetouncóra, dAA vº

kiwiasi kai usrovata raúrmy #xel, &gtip o Hi ºv- p. 923.

Adéac ékſ}{3\mrat rów oupavtov, 6 8. vide ék ric ovgiac Öv

yévvmua, ovata kai év čarw airóc kai o yevvigaç Tarip'

for those things, which are made or created,

though they may have an agreement of will with

their Creator, yet have they this by participation

only, and in a way of motion; as he, who retain

ing not the same, was cast out of heaven. But

the Son, being begotten from the essence or sub

stance of the Father, is essentially or substan

tially one with him.—So that the opposition here

is betwixt unity of consent with God in created

beings, which are mutable, and unity of essence

in that, which is uncreated, and immutably of the

same will with the Father. There are also many

other places in Athanasius, which though some

may understand of the unity of singular essence,

yet were they not so by him intended, but either

of generic or specific essence only, or else in such

other sense as shall be afterwards declared. As,

for example, in his fourth oration, rivulav

ºv 19táēl 0s&rmra $povovuev, we acknowledge

only one Godhead in the Trinity;-where the

following words plainly imply this to be under

stood, in part at least, of one common or general

essence of the Godhead, et ydo ui otºrwe Éxa, dAA' tº

P. 468.
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ovk &vrov toimua Kai krigua tariv 6 A&Yoc, &c. Because

if it be not so, but the Word be a creature, made

out of nothing, he is either not truly God, or if he

be called by that name, then must they be two

gods, one a creator, the other a creature.—Again,

P. 456. when in the same book it is said, v stalvo

vide kai 6 Tarip tº têtórmri kai oikeiôrnt rnc 44

o'E0g, kai Tn Tavráriºri rnc uiac 0eornroc'That the Son and

the Father are one thing in the propriety of nature,

and in the sameness of one Godhead;—it is evident

from the context, that this is not to be understood

of a sameness of singular essence, but partly of

a common and generical one, and partly of such

another sameness or unity, as will be hereafter

expressed. Lastly, when the three hypostases

are somewhere" said by him to be uta ouata, one

essence or substance—this is not to be under

stood neither in that place, as if they had all three

the same singular essence, but in some of those

other senses beforementioned.

But though Athanasius no where declare the

three hypostases of the Trinity to have only one

and the same singular essence, but, on the con

trary, denies them to be monoousian ; and though

he lay a great stress upon their stºuci, twórnc, their

specific or generic unity, and coessentiality, in

order to their being one God, forasmuch as with

out this they could not be God at all ; yet doth he

not rely wholly upon this, as alone sufficient to

that purpose, but addeth certain other considera

tions thereunto, to make it out, in manner as fol

loweth. First, that this Trinity is not a trinity of

principles, but that there is only one principle or

fountain of the Godhead in it, from which the

* Wide Quaestion. vi. p. 442, tom. ii. oper. Athanas.
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other are derived. Thus doth he write in his fifth

oration," ula doxi, kai kard rooro tic 0soc, there is but

one principle, and accordingly but one God.—

Again, in his book against the Sabellianists, ovk

stal 8wo 0sol, &rt Amè 8wo Taripec, umě trºpoiſotoc P. 656

row 'yevvigavroc n yeyevnuévoc" ô uèv ydp do- • vel»ve

Yác stodyov 8wo, 8vo knpörrst Geoûc, airm Mapkitovoc i

Šuqa;3eta. There are not two gods, both because

there are not two fathers, and because that, which

is begotten, is not of a different essence from that

which begat. For he that introduceth two prin

ciples, preacheth two gods; which was the im

piety of Marcion.—Accordingly, the same Atha

nasius declareth, riv ouatav row Tarpoc dº- E syn. Arim.
xiv kai púav kai wnyiv éival row viou, that De Sel. p.920.

the essence or substance of the Father is the

principle, and root, and fountain of the Son.—

And in like manner doth he approve of this doc

trine of Dionysius, &rt tnym rov dyabov dirávrov čariv

o fleoc, Torauðc & wir' avrov trooxiduevoc 6 vićc' That

God (the Father) is the first fountain of all good

things, but the Son a river poured out from him.

—To the same purpose is it also, when he com

pareth the Father and the Son to the water and

the vapour arising from it; to the light and the

splendour; to the prototype and the image. And

he concludeth the unity of the Godhead from

hence, in this manner: rmv 0slav routºa tic Desyn. Nic.

£va &otsp cic kopupiv riva, row 0-0v rôv 6\ov * 275.

rov Tavrokpáropa Aéyw, ovykepakatovo0a kai ovváyeoffat

rāga dváykm. The Divine Trinity must needs be col

lected and gathered up together, under that om

nipotent God of the whole world, as under one

head.—But the chief force of this consideration

a P. 509.
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ºl

is only to exclude the doctrine of the Marcionists,

who made more independent and self-existent

principles and gods. Notwithstanding which, it

might still be objected, that the Christian Trinity

is a trinity of distinct subordinate gods; in op

position whereunto, this argument seems only to

prepare the way to what follows; namely, of the

close conjunction of these three hypostases into

one God: forasmuch, as were they three inde

pendent principles, there could not be any coales

cence of them into one.

In the next place, therefore, Athanasius further

addeth, that these three Divine hypostases are

In Ot ususpto.uéval and Kexoptoſuéval, separate and dis

joined beings, but dèlalptrol, indivisibly united to

one another. Thus in his fifth oration ; * tarépa

Kai viov čv ôvrac tº 0&rmri, kai rº #3 avrov, duéptorov, Kal

detaiparov kai dxºplarov tival tov Aóyov diro row Targóc'

The Father and the Son are both one thing in

the Godhead, and in that the Word, being begot

ten from him, is indivisibly and inseparably con

joined with him.—Where, when he affirmeth the

Father and the Son to be one in the Godhead, it

is plain, that he doth not mean them to have one

and the same singular essence, but only generical

and universal; because in the following words he

supposes them to be two, but indivisibly and in

separably united together. Again, in his book

De Sent. Dionys. torw dèlatperoc row Tarpoco vioc, de

£art rô draûyagua T90c ro poc, the Son is indivisible

from the Father, as the splendour is from the

light.—And afterwards, in the same book, he

insisteth further upon this point, according to

the sense of Dionysius, after this manner;" J &

* P. 529. b P. 566.
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78tov kal dèaſperov Tng Too Tarpoc oustac row viov čva è

8áaka, oc forw 0 Aóyoc T90c rów vouv kai Torauðc Todc riv

tnyiv' st pièv oùv 8taptiv kai diročevouv tov Aóyov kai rów

vouv ric êºvarai, * tov Torapov kai riv tnymy Hepiaat Kal

retxioat êtêeiv, iſ ro draiſyagua âua&\tiv diró row poroc,

&c. Dionysius teacheth, that the Son is cognate

with the Father, and indivisible from him, as rea

son is from the mind, and the river from the foun

tain. Who is there, therefore, that would go

about to alienate reason from the mind, and to

separate the river from the fountain, making up a

wall between them P or to cut off the splendour

from the light?—Thus also in his epistle to Sera

pion, that the Holy Ghost is not a creature, iſ 8te

Airway roºrov airo roº dramauaro, ro wºc, P. 194. -

m riv oropiav row ooſpov, m um eitrarwaav, Tog - -

tari rajra Let these men first divide the splendour.

from the light, or wisdom from him that is wise ; :

or else let them wonder no more how these things

can be.--—Elsewhere Athanasius calls the whole

Trinity rotáða dèlatperov kai ivouévnv T90c tavrºv, 3.

Trinity undivided and united to itself—Which

Athanasian indivisibility of the Trinity is not so

to be understood, as if three were not three in it;

but, first of all, that neither of these could be

without the other, as the original light or sun

could not be without the splendour, nor the splen

dour without the original light, and neither one

nor the other of them without a diffused deriva

tive light. Wherefore God the Father being an

eternal sun, must needs have also an eternal

splendour, and an eternal light. And, secondly,

that these are so nearly and intimately conjoined

together, that there is a kind of avvéxsia, conti

nuity, betwixt them; which yet is not to be un

VOL. III. - N ^
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derstood in the way of corporeal things, but so as

is agreeable to the nature of things incorporeal.

Thirdly, Athanasius ascendeth yet higher, af

firming the hypostases of the Trinity not only to

be indivisibly conjoined with one another, but

also to have a mutual inexistence in each other,

which later Greek fathers" have called ºutsplxºpm

ow, their circuminsession. To this purpose does.

P. 665.[tom, he cite the words of Dionysius, atóppola.

i. oper. Libro

de Sentent.

Dionys Pºkéoxers!eral, £repoc yevöuevoc row év Kapòig Aó

- r w > w f

yap 190 U. Aóyoc, kai atro Kapòiac 8td oroplarog,

you. kai oiroc to riv tkárepoc tv traripº, *repoc Öv 0arëpov,

kai v tíow ëvrec 8wo oiro Kai o Tarip kal 6 Aóyoc ev, kai,

£v d\\{\otc *Aéx0mgav givat' for reason is the efflux

of the mind, which in men is derived from the

heart into the tongue, where it is become another.

reason or word, differing from that in the heart;

and yet do these both mutually exist in each.

other, they belonging to one another; and so

though being two, are one thing. Thus are the

Father and the Son one thing, they being said to

exist in each other.——And Athanasius further il.

lustrates this also by certain similitudes ; as that,

again of the original light, and the splendour, he

affirming pºc diva èvrº diſavydouari, kai draûyagua v.

rº, Atº, that the original light is in the splendour,

and again, the splendour in the sun;–and also

that of the prototype and the image, or the king

and his picture; which he thus insisteth upon:

oral. iv. p. iv. rā, śiköv row, BagiXéac rô dièoc kai n poppi.

457. ãort, kal v rá, 3agiNet ré Év rà sixévi čičác forw:

In the picture is contained the form and figure of

the king, and in the king the form and figure of:

* See Petav. lib. iv. de Trinitate, cap. xvi. p. 263. tom. ii. Dogmat. .

theolog. - - -
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the picture. And therefore if any one, when he

had seen the picture, should afterward desire to

see the king, the picture would by a prosopopaeia

bespeak him after this manner: yò kal orat. iv. p.

o {3agiXéjc Év £ouev, £yd) yde £v #Keivy ciul, käket

voc ºv £uot: kal 6 optic #v £uoi, rooro èv £ketvq? {3\étretc, Kal

§ tºpakac £v čkstvº, rouro 3\étretc v šuot: o ydo Tpookvvov

tºv sikóva, tv aurſ, troockvvci töv BagiXéa'. I and the

king am one, for I am in him, and he is in me;

and what you take notice of in me, the same may

you observe in him also ; and what you see in him,

you may see likewise in me : he, therefore, that

worshippeth the image, therein worshippeth the

king, the image being nothing but the form of the

king.—Elsewhere, in the fourth oration, he thus

insisteth upon this particular 3. tary.jpg P. 456.

vide év to Tarpi, days votiv čeativ, Tetên aiſu
V ºf * e rº * * A. > * 2/N / y -

trav to euvat row vuov, Touto rmg Tarpoc Ovouac tölöv gotuły,

* -- 9 v. 2 f v. 2 * \ f : * *

(og ák poroc atravyagua, Kat ek trnync Torauoc, (jars rov

dpºvra rów viov opºv to row Tarpoc tölov. "Eart & Kai 6

Tarno év tá, viº, retën to k row Tarpoc têlov, rouro d vios

rvyxáva Öv, oc ev rº dravyāquart 6 #Atoc, Kai v tºp \óyº

6 vouc, Kai čv rø trorauð n Tnyń. The Son is in the

Father, as may be conceived from hence; be

cause the whole being of the Son is proper to the

essence of the Father, he being derived from

it, as the splendour from the light, and the river

from the fountain : so that he, who sees the Son,

sees that which is the Father's own and proper.

Again, the Father is in the Son, because that

which is the Father's own and proper, that is the

Son; accordingly as the sun is also in the splen

dour, the mind in reason, and the fountain in the

river.—What cavils the Arians had against this

doctrine, Athanasius also informs us: ipêavro Šia

N 2
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orst. iv. ſp. a ſpew rô wird rov Kuptov \eyóuevov, "Eydºv riff

453.] Tarpi, kai 6 Tarip ev šuot: Aéyovrec, trioc &va

Tau ouroc #v #Keivy, Kákávoc £v toūry Xoffiv; ? tróc ôAwc

8üvarat o Tarnº usičov tºv, £v tº viº {Adrrovi ôvrt xopčiv'

Katrol rt 0avuaordy st 6 vioc £v tº tarpi, 6trovye kai trºpi

muſov yiypatra, 'Ev aurº Yap ºutv Kai Kwoºniſła kaita

pév. Here the Arians begin to quarrel with that

of our Lord, “I am in the Father, and the Father

in me;” objecting, How is it possible, that both

the former should be in the latter, and the latter

in the former ? or how can the Father, being

greater, be received in the Son, who is lesser?

And yet what wonder is it if the Son should be

in the Father; since it is written of us men also,

that “in him we live, and move, and have our be

ing P”—In way of reply whereunto, Athanasius

first observes, that the ground of this Arian cavil

lation was the grossness of their apprehensions,

and that they did td doguara gouarukoc tRAapſ3ávely,

conceive of incorporeal things after a corporeal

manner.—And then does he add, ou yūp dc {Kävot

vouſ&ovatv, avreuſ%3ačáuevo sic ax\{\ove stov, (borsp iv

&yºystouc kevoic té àAAñXøv TAmpovuévoic, bore rôv učv viðv

tr}\mpow to koſ\ov roi, Tarpoc, rov & trarépa TAmpoïv rô koi

Xov row viou, kai čkárepov airóv um sivat TAfipm kai réAetov"

For the Father and Son are not, as they suppose,

transvasated and poured out one into another, as

into an empty vessel; as if the Son filled up the

concavity of the Father, and again, the Father

that of the Son; and neither of them were full or

perfect in themselves. For all this is proper to

bodies: wherefore though the Father be, in some

sense, greater than the Son; yet notwithstanding

may he be in him after an incorporeal manner.—

And he replieth to their last cavil thus: “That
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the Son is not so in the Father, as we ourselves

are said to live and move, and be in God ;” auroc

'yap dic k tryic toi trarpóc tort Zoil, év (, ré Trávra Zoo yovći

tat kai ovvéarnkev, où Yàp iſ ºw) āv Č69 &j, &c. For he

himself, from the fountain of the Father, is that

life, in whom all things are quickened and con

sist ; neither does he, who is the life, live in ano

ther life, which were to suppose him not to be the

life itself—“Nor (saith he) must it be conceived,

that the Father is no otherwise in the Son, than

he is in holy men corroborating of them ; for the

Son himself is the power and wisdom of God, and

all created beings are sanctified by a participation

of him in the Spirit.” Wherefore this perichoresis,

or mutual in-being of the Father and the Son, is

to be understood after a peculiar manner, so as

that they are really thereby one ; and what the

Son and Holy Ghost doth, the Father doth in

them, according to that of Athanasius,” n row vio,

0s&rmc too Tarpoc 0sormc tort kal oùroc £v rip vić, riv tov

trávrov trøðvotav troterrat. The Godhead of the Son is

the Godhead of the Father ; and so the Father

exercises a providence over all things in the Son.

Lastly, The same Athanasius, in sundry places,

still further supposes those three Divine hypos

tases to make up one entire Divinity, after the

same manner as the fountain and the stream make

up one entire river; or the root, and the stock,

and the branches, one entire tree. And in this

sense, also, is the whole Trinity said by him to be

nia 0sérmc, and uía bioic, and uia ouata, and tic 0800, one

Divinity, and one nature, and one essence, and

one God.—And accordingly the word homoou

sios seems here to be taken by Athanasius in a

* Pag. 457.
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further sense, besides that before mentioned; not

only for things agreeing in one common and gene

ral essence, as three individual men are coessen

tial with one another; but also for such as con

currently together make up one entire thing, and

are therefore jointly essential thereunto. For

when he affirmeth, To ºvrov tival púnc duoquic, and rd

k\ſuara duooſota Tnc dutréAov, that the tree is conge

nerous or homogeneal with the root, and the

branches coessential with the vine;--his meaning

is, that the root, stock, and branches, are not

only of one kind, but also all together make up the

entire essence of one plant or tree. In like man

ner, those three hypostases, the Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, are not only congenerous and coes

sential, as having all the essence of the Godhead

alike in them, but also as concurrently making

up one entire Divinity. Accordingly whereunto,

Athanasius further concludes, that these three,

Divine hypostases have not a consent of will only,

but essentially one and the self-same will, and that

they do also jointly produce ad eatra, utav čvépyaav,

one and the self-same energy, operation, or action;

nothing being peculiar to the Son, as such, but

only the economy of the incarnation : "Ouota tavrº.

Ep. ad Serap. Kai detaipéróc tort tº pſoa º Tptác" kai uta, raû
p. 202. Tng n évépyaa’ o Yap IIarno 8ta row Aóyov, £v -

Tø IIveſſuart to dyip rā Távra trotti kai oiroc i vármc.

tmc dyiac Tpúðoc odºra! kai oiroc sic €80c v th #KKAn

otg knpürrera 6 tiri Távrov, Kai 8td. Távrov, Kai. £v Taaw'.

tri Trávrov tºv oſc Tarip, dic dpxi kai trnyi &id tâvrov &

ëld row Aóyov' £v. traat 88, à, tº Tveiſuart rø dyip' The

Trinity is like itself, and by nature indivisible, and

there is one energy or action of it; for the Father

by the Word, in the Holy Ghost, doth all things.
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And thus is the unity of the holy Trinity con

served, and one God preached in the church :

namely, such as is above all, and by or through

all, and in all. Above all, as the Father, the prin

ciple and fountain ; though all, by the Word ;

and in all, by the Holy Spirit.—And elsewhere

he writeth often to the same purpose. Thus have

we given a true and full account, how, accord

ing to Athanasius, the three Divine hypostases,

though not monoousios, but homoousios only,

are really but one God or Divinity. In all which

doctrine of his there is nothing but what a true

and genuine Platonist would readily subscribe to.

From whence it may be concluded, that the

right Platonic trinity differs not so much froth

the doctrine of the ancient church, as some late

writers have supposed.

Hitherto hath the Platonic Christian endea

voured partly to rectify and reform the true

and genuine Platonic trinity, and partly to re

concile it with the doctrine of the ancient

church. Nevertheless, to prevent all mistakes,

we shall here declare, that wheresoever this most

genuine Platonic trinity may be found to differ,

not only from the Scripture itself (which yet not

withstanding is the sole rule of faith) but also

from the form of the Nicene and Constantinopo

litan councils; and further from the doctrine of

Athanasius too, in his genuine writing, (whether it

be in their inequality, or in any thing else) it is

there utterly disclaimed and rejected by us. For

as for that Creed, commonly called Athanasian,

which was written a long time after by some other

hand ; since at first it derived all its authority,

either from the name of Athanasius, to whom it
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was entitled, or else because it was supposed to

be an epitome and abridgment of his doctrine;

this (as we conceive) is therefore to be interpreted

according to the tenor of that doctrine, contained

in the genuine writings of Athanasius. Of whom

we can think no otherwise, than as a person highly

instrumental and serviceable to Divine Providence,

for the preserving of the Christian church from

lapsing, by Arianism, into a kind of paganic

and idolatrous Christianity; in religiously wor

shipping of those, which themselves concluded to

be creatures ; and by means of whom especially,

the doctrine of the Trinity, (which before fluc

tuated in some loose uncertainty) came to be more

punctually stated and settled. - -

Now the reason why we introduced the Pla

tonic Christian here thus apologizing was, first,

because we conceived it not to be the interest

of Christianity, that the ancient Platonic tri

nity should be made more discrepant from the

Christian, than indeed it is. And, secondly, be-,

cause, as we have already proved, the ancient

and genuine Platonic trinity was doubtless anti

Arian, or else the Arian trinity anti-Platonic;

the second and third hypostases, in the Platonic

trinity, being both eternal, infinite, and immutable.

And as for those Platonic Baſuoi, or gradations,

so much spoken of these (by St. Cyril's" leave)

were of a different kind from the Arian, there

being not the inequality of creatures in them to

the Creator. Wherefore Socrates, the ecclesiastic

historian, not without cause wonders, how those:

two presbyters, Georgius and Timotheus, should

adhere to the Arian faction, since they were ac

*Advers. Julian. lib. viii. p. 270. et lib. i. p. 34.
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counted such great readers of Plato and L. vii.e. vi.

Origen ; 0avudgal oùv plot Étretc., trioc ouro ot [p. 343.]

ãvěpec, rº 'Aºstavºv 0pmokela tragéuetvav, Öv 6 uév IIAdrava

del Herd Xéipac sixév, 0 & tov "Qpiyévnv dvärvstv’ ow8: yāp

TIAdrov to Aérºpov kai to Tpirov airtov, ºc auroc ovouá

Zeiv stoffev, dºxºv virápéeoc, sixmpéval ‘pmotº kai "Qpiyêvnc.

ovvačtov travraxov duoxoys róv viov tº Tarot. It seems

to me wonderful, how those two persons should

persist in the Arian persuasion; one ofthem having

always Plato in his hands, and the other con

tinually breathing Origen. Since Plato no where

affirmeth his first and second cause (as he was

wont to call them) to have had any beginning of

their existence; and Origen every where confess

eth the Son to be coeternal with the Father.

Besides which, another reason for this apology

of the Christian Platonist was, because as the Pla

tonic Pagans after Christianity did approve of the

Christian doctrine concerning the Logos, as that

which was exactly agreeable with their own; so

did the generality of the Christian fathers, be

fore and after the Nicene council, represent the

genuine Platonic trinity as really the same thing

with the Christian, or as approaching so near to

it, that they differed chiefly in circumstances, or

the manner of expression. The former of these is

evident from that famous passage of Amelius con

temporary with Plotinus, recorded by Eusebius,

St. Cyril, and Theodoret; Kal ouroc dea Pr. Ev. l. xi.

iv 0 Aóyoc, ka0 ov aid Övra, rd ywóueva tyi- c. ix. [cap.

vero, ºc àv kai 6 'Hpák\ciroc détégae, kal vi) At xix. p. 540.]

ôv 6 Bácſ}apoc d'étoi £v th tnc doxic ráčet re kai déiq kaffeo

rnkóra, Tødc rov esov tival, kaleedy sivat 8 o’ſ träv6 at

Aóc yeyevnaðar £v º ro 'yevöuevov &ov kai ãonv kai Öv re

v > w = r • * - w f x r

pukéval' kat 8tc ta owpwara truTrav kau oapka £vèvo duevov, .
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pavráčeoffat ăv690ſov, herd kai row rmvikaura Seikvěew ric

púatac roueyaMeſov duéAst kai dvaxv0évra tráAw droflsovo

Bai, kal Gedv čival, otoc iv Too row tic rootoua, kai rov ăvěpw

Tov karax0myat And this was the Logos or Word,

by whom existing from eternity, according to He

raclitus, all things were made, and whom that

barbarian also placeth in the rank and dignity of a

principle, affirming him to have been with God,

and to be God ; and that all things were made by

him, and that whatsoever was made, was life and

being in him. As also, that he descended into a

body, and, being clothed in flesh, appeared as a

man, though not without demonstration of the

Divinity of his nature. But that afterwards being

loosed or separated from the same, he was deified,

and became God again, such as he was before he

came down into a mortal body.—In which words,

Amelius speaks favourably also of the incarnation

of that eternal Logos. The same is further mani

fest from what St. Austin writeth concerning a

pe civ. Dei. Platonist in his time: “Initium sancti

Éj. evangelii, cuinomen est secundum Johan

**P*] nem, quidam Platonicus, sicut a sancto

sene Simpliciano, qui postea Mediolanensi eccle

siae praesedit episcopus, solebamus audire, aureis

literis conscribendum, et per omnes ecclesias in

locis eminentissimis proponendum esse dicebat.”

We have often heard from that holy man Simpli

cianus, afterward bishop of Milan, that a certain

Platonist affirmed, the beginning of St John's

Gospel deserved to be writin letters of gold, and

to be set up in all the most eminent places through

out the Christian churches.—And the latter will

sufficiently appear from these following testimo

nies: Justin Martyr, in his apology affirmeth of
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Plato, ösuripav Xºpav tº trapd esov Adyw8t- Pig. 9s.
8wat' tºv 88 rpirmv rº Asxflévrt #Tupépéobal rº [Apol. ii.]

ièart rvsöuart, &c. That he gave the second place to

the Word of God; and the third to that Spirit,

which is said to have moved upon the waters.

Clemens Alexandrinus, speaking of that passage

in Plato's second epistle to Dionysius, concerning

the first, second, and third, writeth thus: our

#AAwc #yorye #éakoto, i. riv dylav rpidéa Anvil- Strom. l. v.

saffa, Tpirov učv ydo tival to ăytov Tvewaa' rov#%.

viov & 8strºpov, ël’ow travra £yévero kard Boſ- “..]

Xnow row Tarpác' I understand this no otherwise,

than that the holy Trinity is signified thereby,

the third being the Holy Ghost, and the second

the Son, by whom all things were made, ac

cording to the will of the Father.—Origen also

affirmeth the Son of God to have been plainly

spoken of by Plato, in his epistle to Hermias and

Coriscus, 0 révr' tirayyūAéuevoc sióēvat Kë- L. vi. e. cels,

ooc kai troAAd røv PIXárovoc traparifféuevoc, [p. 280.]

*kºv, oiual, quotá têv. Tepi viov 0sov, Aóyov, rov trapd TIXá

Tovu Aeyóuevov čv tº T90c Epustav Kai Koptokov rioroMº'

Celsus, who pretendeth to know all things, and

who citeth so many other passages out of Plato,

doth purposely (as I suppose) dissemble and con

ceal that, which he wrote concerning the Son of

God, in his epistle to Hermias and Coriscus;

*where he calls him the God of the whole uni

verse, and the prince of all things, both present

and future; afterwards speaking of the Rather of

this prince and cause.-And again, elsewhere in

that book, he writeth to the same pur- cont. cºl. 1.

pose: áYN' ow8 #3ov\{0m rò trapd IIAarov. čv." P.30%

* The following are not Origen's, words, but Dr. Cudworth's, who,

thus explains the passage of Plato cited by Origen.
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raic triaro'Xaic XEAeyuévov, où v roſe dvoripo suvia0musv,

Tepi roo 8taxoguñoavroc róðe ro trav, de ëvroe vtov, 9sov,

tragafféoffat' tva un kal auroc wird row ITAdrovoc, Öv roMAá

Klg tašuvvvev, dvaykaotº tragaščaaffat, &r o uèv &mutovgyöc

row8s row travröc, vićc tort row 0800, o 8. Tooroc kai tri

traat 0soc tario to riv auro5. Neither would Celsus

(here speaking of Christians making Christ the

Son of God) take any notice of that passage in

Plato's epistle beforementioned, concerning the

framer and governor of the whole world, as being

the Son of God; lest he should be compelled by

the authority of Plato, whom he so often magni

fieth, to agree with this doctrine of ours, that the

Demiurgus of the whole world is the Son of God;

but the first and supreme Deity, his Father.—

Moreover, St. Cyprian, or whoever were the au

thor of the book inscribed De Spiritu Sancto, af.

firmeth the Platonists first and universal Psyche,

to be the same with the Holy Ghost in the Christ

ian theology, in these words: “ Hujus sempiterna

virtus et divinitas, cum in propria natura, ab in

quisitoribus mundi antiquis philosophis proprie

investigari non posset; subtilissimis tamen intuiti

conjecturis compositionem mundi, et distinctis

elementorum affectibus, praesentem omnibus ani

mam adfuisse dixerunt; quibus, secundum genus

et ordinem singulorum, vitam praeberet et motum,

et intransgressibiles figeret metas, et stabilitatem

assignaret; et universam hanc vitam, hunc mo

tum, hanc rerum essentiam, animam mundi voca

verunt.” In the next place, Eusebius Caesariensis

gives a full and clear testimony of the
Pr. Ev. I. xi.

... fr. " concordance and agreement of the Plato

541.] nic, at least as to the main, with the

Christian Trinity, which he will have to have been
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the cabala of the ancient Hebrews, thus: röv trap'

"Eppalovc Aoytov učrd row trip Tarpoc kai Yuov Adyov, Év

rpirm ráče, rö "Aytov IIvsupa karaXeyóvrov. kai riv ye dyiav

Kai uakaptav Totáða tourov wrotiffspévov rov rpátov, wic

&v rmc rpirac 8vváutoc Tao'av Utrepòsſłmkviac yevnrºv piſow:

oùgav Toºrny pºv rôvöld row Y tow avoragiov voeptov ovoitov,

rpirmy & dird row Toºrov Airlov' 664 &twc kai o TIAárov

rotavrá twa iwišaro èld ric Tpóc Aioviſatov Štrigroxnc. &c.

The oracles of the Hebrews, placing the Holy

Ghost after the Father, and the Son in the third

rank, and acknowledging a holy and blessed Tri

nity after this manner, so as that this third power

does also transcend all created nature, and is the

first of those intellectual substances, which pro

ceed from the Son, and the third from the first

cause: see how Plato enigmatically declareth

the same things in his epistle to Dionysius, in

these words, &c. These things the interpreters of

Plato refer to a first god, and to a second cause,

and to a third the soul of the world, which they

call also the third god. And the Divine Scrip

tures in like manner rank the holy Trinity of

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in the place or de

gree of a principle.—But it is most observable

what Athanasius affirmeth of the Platonists ; that

though they derived the second hypostasis of their

trinity from the first, and the third from the se

cond, yet they supposed both their second and

third hypostases to be uncreated; and therefore

does he send the Arians to school thither, who,

because there is but one ‘Ayévvmroc, one self-origi

nated Being--would unskilfully conclude, that

the Word or Son of God must therefore needs be

a creature. Thus in his book concerning the de

crees of the Nicene council : éxpiaavro Pag. 278.
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trap' "EXXfivov Mottrövtåv \éa toû Aiyevvirow' ºva trgopágst

kai Toffrou roi Övöuaroc, čv roic yewmroic irdAw kai roic krſo

past avvapt01.jat row row 0800 A6)ov 8 of aird rā yewmrå

Yºover ei utvotiv dyvootivtsc töövoua otroc &vatoxvvroögtv,

#8st uaffsīv airroèg trapá têv airroic 8stokórov airó, úri kai čv

Aéyovatv čk row’Ayaffou Noüv, kai rov čk roń Now livXív Katro

Yuvéakov rec to Čá án, sign, our poſłášmoav Šuwc kai airá

timeſv’Ayāvmta' siè6rec Śri Kai Toiro \{yovrec obk \arroiot rô

Tpárov ć of kai Taira Trépwke kai fi kai airoëc oito Xéyetv, fi

tim&\oc \{yev Tepi tºv oux to agw: The Arians borrow

ing the word Agennetos from the Pagans, (who ac

knowledge only one such) make that a pretence

to rank the Word or Son of God, who is the crea

tor of all, amongst creatures or things made.

Whereas they ought to have learned the right

signification of that word Agennetos from those

very Platonists, who gave it them: who, though

acknowledging their second hypostasis of Nous

or Intellect, to be derived from the first called

Tagathon, and their third hypostasis or Psyche

from the second ; nevertheless doubt not to affirm

them both to be ageneta or uncreated, knowing

well, that hereby they detract nothing from the

majesty of the first, from whom these two are de

rived. Wherefore, the Arians either ought so to

speak as the Platonists do, or else to say nothing.

at all concerning these things, which they are:

ignorant of. In which words of Athanasius, there

is a plain distinction made betwixt dyawnroc and

dytvmroc, that is, unbegotten and uncreated; and

the second person of the Trinity, the Son or Word

of God, though acknowledged by him not to be

'Ayívvuroc, unbegotten, (he being begotten of the

Father, who is the only Agennetos) yet is he

here said to be 'Ayivuroc, uncreated; he declaring
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the Platonists thus to have affirmed the second

and third hypostases of their trinity, not to be

creatures, but uncreated. Which signal testi

mony of Athanasius, concerning the Platonic

trinity, is a great vindication of the same. We

might here further add St. Austin's con- p.e., p.

fession also, that God the Father, and fib.º. cap."

God the Son, were by the Platonists *"

acknowledged in like manner, as by the Christ

ians; though, concerning the Holy Ghost, he ob
serves some difference betwixt Plotinus and Por

phyrius, in that the former did postponere ani

mae naturam paterno intellectui; the latter, in

terponere: Plotinus did postpone his Psyche,

or soul, after the paternal Intellect; but Porphy

rius interponed it betwixt the Father and the

Son, as a middle between both.--It was before

observed, that St. Cyril of Alexandria affirmeth

nothing to be wanting to the Platonic trinity, but

only that homoousiotes of his and some other fa

thers in that age, that they should not only all be

God, or uncreated, but also three coequal indivi

duals, under the same ultimate species, as three

individual men; he conceiving that gradual sub

ordination, that is in the Platonic trinity, to be a

certain tang of Arianism. Nevertheless, he thus

concludeth,” TAºv ovk myvámkev oAorpétroc to dAnóēc,

that Plato notwithstanding was not altogether ig

norant of the truth, but that he had the know

ledge of the only-begotten Son of God, as like

wise of the Holy Ghost, called by him Psyche;

and that he would have every way expressed

himself rightly, had he not been afraid of Anitus

and Melitus, and that poison, which Socrates:

*Advers, Julian, lib. i. p. 34,
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drunk. Now, whether this were a fault or no in

the Platonists, that they did not suppose their hy

postases to be three individuals under the same

ultimate species, we leave to others to judge.

We might here add the testimony of Chalcidius,

because he is unquestionably concluded to have

been a Christian; though his language indeed be

too much paganical, when he calls the three Di

vine hypostases, a chief, a second, and a third

P. 277.ſcap. god : “Istius rei dispositio talis mente

jºr concipienda est; originem quidem rerum

****] esse summum et ineffabilem Deum ; post

providentiam ejus secundum Deum, latorem legis

utriusque vitae tam aeternae quam temporariae :

tertium esse porro substantiam, quae secunda

mens intellectusque dicitur, quasi quaedam custos

legis aeternae. His subjectas esse rationabiles.

animas, legi obsequentes, ministras vero potes

tates, &c. Ergo summus Deus jubet, secundus

ordinat, tertius intimat. Animae vero legem

agunt.” This thing is to be conceived after this:

manner; that the first Original of things is the

supreme and ineffable God; after his providence,

a second god, the establisher of the law of life

both eternal and temporary; and the third (which

is also a substance, and called a second mind or

intellect) is a certain keeper of this eternal law. .

Under these three are rational souls, subject to

that law, together with the ministerial powers,

&c. So that the sovereign or supreme God com

mands, the second orders, and the third executes.

But souls are subject to the law.—Where Chal

cidius, though seeming indeed rather more a

Platonist than a Christian, yet acknowledgeth no

such beings as henades and noes; but only three
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Divine hypostases, and under them rational souls.

But we shall conclude with the testimony of The

odoret in his book De Principio ;" riv IIXárovoc 8

dvotavavarrúagovreco TIXorivoc kai o Novuffvioc, Tpta ºach.

avrov tipmkéval wripxpova kal děla, t' dyabov, kai vouv, kai

row travròc riv luxiv. Öv učv music IIaripa kaAovuev rºd

Yaffov ovouáčovrec, Nouvè Öv music A6 yov trgogayopsiſouev,

riv 83 rd travra ilºxovoav kai Zootrotovoav čvauw, Yvyºv

ka)\ouvra, fiv IIvsºua âytov of 0slot irporayopsûovoi A6 you'

kai raora è? (K ric 'Eſpatov pºoooºpiac kai 0so}\oyiac Ore

cºmrat. Plotinus and Numenius, explaining Plato's

sense, declare him to have asserted three super

temporals or eternals, Good, Mind or Intellect,

and the Soul of the universe; he calling that

Tagathon which to us is Father; that Mind or

Intellect, which to us is the Son or Word ; and

that Psyche, or a power animating and enlivening

all things, which our Scriptures call the Holy

Ghost. And these things (saith he) were by Plato

purloined from the philosophy and theology of

the Hebrews. -

Wherefore, we cannot but take notice here of a

wonderful providence of Almighty God, that this

doctrine of a trinity of Divine hypostases should

find such admittance and entertainment in the

Pagan world, and be received by the wisest of all

their philosophers, before the time of Christian

ity; thereby to prepare a more easy way for the

reception of Christianity among the learned Pa

gans: which that it proved successful accord

ingly, is undeniably evident from the monuments

of antiquity. And the junior Platonists, who

were most opposite and adverse to Christianity,

became at length so sensible hereof, that besides

* Tom. ii. oper. p. 496.

VOL. III. O
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their other adulterations of the Trinity before

mentioned, for the countenancing of their poly

theism and idolatry, they did, in all probability

for this very reason, quite innovate, change, and

pervert, the whole cabala, and no longer acknow

ledge a trinity, but either a quaternity, or a quina

ry, or moreof Divine hypostases; they firstofall con

tending, that before the Trinity, there was another

supreme and highest hypostasis, not to be reckon

ed with the others, but standing alone by himself.

And we conceive the first innovator in this kind

to have beenJamblichus, who, in his Egyptian Mys

teries," where he seems to make the Egyptian the

ology to agree with his own hypotheses, writeth in

this manner: T90 tov Švroc ëvrov kal rôv 6\ov doxºv,

£art 680c etc trotoroc kai row Toºrov 0:00 Kai Bagºtoc dri

vmroç Év novörnrt rnc tavrov čvörnroc Mévov' oùre ydo vonrov

air; tırit\{kerat, oùre dAA6 rº trapdºstyua & tºpura row.

aurotéropoc avroyövov kai uovotáropoc 0800 row ëvroc

dyadov učičovyāp re kai T90tov Kai trnym rov távrov, kal

truffuſiv rów voovuévov Tpºrov têetov ëvrov. atro & tov evoc

rotºrov, 0 avrápknc 0:0C, tavrov ćAaule, 8to kai avrotárop

kai avrápkmc' dpxi Yáp oùroc kai 0soc 0sov' uovdc tº row

ivoc, Tpooiſotoc kai apxi ric ovalac. Before those things,

which truly are, and the principles of all, there is

one God superior to the first God and king, im

moveable, and always remaining in the solitude

of his own unity; there being nothing intelligible,

nor any thing else mingled with him; but he being

the paradigm of that God truly good, which is self

begotten and his own parent. For this is greater,

and before him, and the fountain of all things,

the foundation of all the first intelligible ideas.

Wherefore, from this one did that self-sufficient

* Sect. viii. cap. ii. p. 158.
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God, who is autopator, or his own parent, cause

himself to shine forth; for this is also a princi

ple, and the God of gods, a monad from the first

one, before all essence.—Where, so far as we can

understand, Jamblichus's meaning is, that there is a

simple unity in order of nature, before that Taga

thon, or monad, which is the first of the three Di

vine hypostases. And this doctrine was Intima.lib.

afterwards taken up by Proclus, he de- ii. p. 93.

claring it in this manner; Tavraxov 6 TIAárov aird rou

TAñflowc tº rac Čváèac dvarpéxeiv sto0sv' ua)\ov & kai

Ted too TIAérovoc kard riv røv Tpayuárov ráčºv T90 Toš

TAñ0ovcev del £ort, kai traga 0eta rāšic diró nováčoc āpxe

rat 8:1 uèv yāp #K Tptáčoc Tpoiéval tov dpifluov row 0slov,

dA\d T90 tnc Tptáčoc m uovác' taro pºv oùv kal ot 8mut

oupyikoi rotic dAAd rico T90 tov rpiðv etc, ovésuta ydp rów

0slov ráčeov #K TAñ0ovc doxºrat' ouk dpa atro Tptáčoc āpxed

6at 8:1 row ënuoupyikov dpifluov, dXX' diró uováčoc' Plato

every where ascends from multitude to unity, from

whence also the order of the many proceeds; but

before Plato, and according to the natural order

of things, one is before multitude, and every Di

vine order begins from a monad. Wherefore,

though the Divine number proceed in a trinity, yet

before this trinity must there be a monad. Let

there be three demiurgical hypostases ; neverthe

less, before these must there be one, because none

of the Divine orders begins from multitude. We

conclude, that the demiurgical number does not

begin from a trinity, but from a monad, standing

alone by itself before that trinity.—Here Proclus,

though endeavouring to gain some countenance

for this doctrine out of Plato, yet, as fearing lest

that should fail him, does he fly to the order of

nature, and from thence would infer, that before

O 2
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the trinity of demiurgic hypostases, there must

be a single monad or henad, standing alone by it

self, as the head thereof. And St. Cyril of Alex

andria, who was junior to Jamblichus, but senior

to Proclus, seems to take notice of this innova

tion in the Platonic theology, as a thing then new

c. Jul.1. viii. Iy crept up, and after the time of Por
p. 271. phyry : dAA’ ot ye Toosipmuévot kai T96c Touro

duriNiyovoi, ©dakovrecum &tiv TATAGO'N ovvagiðutiv roic

air aurov' tépnoffat yāp diro Téanc kowtoviac 8td to sivat

dirAouv Távrm kai â€ekrov twoc ovuſ do soc' 'Atro & row

NOY, (dpx; ydp oùroc) rºv Tptáða ntav ow0myat' But

those beforementioned contradict this doctrine (of

Porphyrius and the ancient Platonists), affirming

that theTagathon ought not to be connumerated or

reckoned together with those which proceed from

it, but to be exempted from all communion, be

cause it is altogether simple, and incapable of

any commixture or consociation with any other.

Wherefore these begin their trinity with Nous or

Intellect, making that the first.—The only differ

ence here is, that Jamblichus seems to make the

first hypostasis of the trinity after a monad to be

Tagathon, but St. Cyril, Nous. However, they

both meant the same thing, as also did Proclus

after them. Wherefore, it is evident, that when,

from the time of the Nicene council and Athana

sius, the Christian doctrine of the Trinity came

to be punctually stated and settled, and much to

be insisted upon by Christians, Jamblichus, and

other Platonists, who were great antagonists of

the same, perceiving what advantage the Christ

ians had from the Platonic trinity, then first of

all innovated this doctrine, introducing a quater

nity of Divine hypostases, instead of a trinity, the
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first of them being not co-ordinate with the other

three, nor consociated or reckoned with them ;

but all of them, though subordinate, yet univer

sal, and such as comprehend the whole; that is,

infinite and omnipotent; and therefore none of

them creatures. For it is certain, that before this

time, or the age that Jamblichus lived in, there

was no such thing at all dreamed of by any Pla

tonist, as an unity before and above the Trinity,

and so a quaternity of Divinehypostases; Plotinus

positively determining, that there could neither

be more nor fewer than three ; and Proclus him

self acknowledging the ancient tradition, or ca

bala, to have run only of three gods; and Nume

nius, who was senior to them both, Euseb. P. E

writing thus of Socrates, Tošic (souc rifle- ... ."
névov >wkpárovc, that he also (before Plato) [p. 728.]

asserted three gods;–that is, three Divine hypos

tases, and no more, as principles; therein follow

ing the Pythagoreans.

Moreover, the same Proclus, besides his he

nades and noes beforementioned, added certain

other fantastic trinities of his own also ; as this,

for example, of the first essence, the first life, and

the first intellect (to omit others); whereby that

ancient cabala and 0sotrapáēoroc fleoMoyla, theology

of Divine tradition—of three archical hypostases,

and no more, was disguised, perverted, and adul

terated.

But, besides this advantage from the ancient

Pagan Platonists and Pythagoreans admitting a

trinity into their theology, in like manner as

Christianity doth (whereby Christianity was the

more recommended to the philosophic Pagans),

there is another advantage of the same extending
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even to this present time, probably not unintended

also by Divine Providence; that whereas bold

and conceited wits, precipitately condemning the

doctrine of the Trinity for nonsense, absolute re

pugnancy to human faculties, and impossibility,

have thereupon some of them quite shaken off

Christianity, and all revealed religion, profess

ing only Theism; others have frustrated the design

thereof, by paganizing it into creature-worship or

idolatry; this ignorant or conceited confidence of

both may be returned, and confuted from hence,

because the most ingenious and acute of all the

Pagan philosophers, the Platonists and Pythago

reans, who had no bias at all upon them, nor any

Scripture revelation, that might seem to impose

upon their faculties, but followed the free senti

ments and dictates of their own minds, did not

withstanding not only entertain this trinity of Di

vine hypostases eternal and uncreated, but were

also fond of the hypothesis, and made it a main

fundamental of their theology.

It now appears from what we have declared,

that as to the ancient and genuine Platonists and

Pythagoreans, none of their trinity of gods, or Di

vine hypostases, were independent, so neither were

they yeweroi 0sol, creature-gods,--but uncreated;

they being all of them not only eternal, and ne

cessarily existent and immutable, but also uni

versal, that is infinite and omnipotent; causes,

principles, and creators of the whole world. From

whence it follows, that these Platonists could not

justly be taxed for idolatry, in giving religious

worship to each hypostasis of this their trinity.

And we have the rather insisted so long upon this

Platonic trinity, because we shall make use of this
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doctrine afterwards, in our defence of Christiani

ty, where we are to shew, that one grand design

of Christianity being to abolish the Pagan idola

try, or creature-worship, itself cannot justly be

charged with the same from that religious worship

given to our Saviour Christ, and the Trinity (the

Son and Holy Ghost), they being none of them,

according to the true and orthodox Christianity,

creatures; however the Arian hypothesis made

them such. And this was indeed the grand rea

son, why the ancient fathers so zealously opposed

Arianism, because that Christianity, which was

intended by God Almighty for a means to extir

pate Pagan idolatry, was thereby itself paganized

and idolatrized, and made highly guilty of that

very thing, which it so much condemned in the

Pagans, that is, creature-worship. This might be

proved by sundry testimonies of Athanasius, Ba

sil, Gregory Nyssen, Gregory Nazianzen, Epi

phanius, Chrysostom, Hilary, Ambrose, Austin,

Faustinius, and Cyril of Alexandria; all of them

charging the Arians as guilty of the very same

idolatry with the Gentiles or Pagans, in giving re

ligious worship even to the Word and Son of God

himself (and consequently to our Saviour Christ),

as he was supposed by them to be but a creature.

But we shall content ourselves here only to cite

one remarkable passage out of Athana

sius, in his fourth oration against the

Arians: Sid riotiv ot 'Apetouaviral rotaura Xoyºusyot
w * y * t w V - - - p

kai voouvrec, ou ovvapifluovow tavrouc uérd rov EXAñvov,

P. 468, 469.

kai ydp käkävot dºorso ourou th Kriost Aarpévoval trapd rov

f P > f t \ f

kriaavra rātrāvra €sév st & ot uév"EXXmyºc vi dyevirº
- - p * w - w

kai troX\oic yewmroic Aarpedovow, otrot 8è vi yevnrº, ka?
- •º •

dyevirº, ou?' otºro 8tapipovow d\\ſi\ov' & ré ydp trap
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avrov \eyóuevoc sic yevnröc {k trox)\ov ori, kai of troXAoi

& réAw rov EAA#vov riv auriiv tº tvi roërp quov #xovoi,

Kai oiroc Yap Kákéivot Kriouard stow' ã0\tot kai TXéov àgov

#3A43moav kard Xplorov ‘ppovouvréc' éétréoov ydp rnc d\m

0<iac kai riv učv 'Iověatov Tpoèoglav Utrepòmgav dpvočuevot

tov Xploróv' roic 8: "EXXmat ovykvXtovrat, Kriouaqi kaićta

pópotc 0soic Aarpedovrec ot 0soorvytic' Why therefore do

not these Arians, holding this, reckon themselves

amongst the Pagans or Gentiles, since they do in

like manner worship the creature, besides the

Creator P For though the Pagans worship one un

created and many created gods, but these Arians

only one uncreated and one created, to wit, the

Son or Word of God ; yet will not this make any

real difference betwixt them; because the Arians'

one created is one of those many Pagan gods;

and those many gods of the Pagans or Gentiles

have the same nature with this one, they being

alike creatures. Wherefore these wretched Ari

ans are apostates from the truth of Christianity,

they betraying Christ more than the Jews did, and

wallowing or tumbling in the filth of Pagan idol

atry; worshipping creatures, and different kinds

of gods:—where, by the way, we may take notice

that when Athanasius affirmeth of the Arians,

what St. Paul doth of the Pagans, that they did

th Krigst Aarpetstv Tapd tov Krioavra, his meaning could

not well be, that they worshipped the creature

more than the Creator; forasmuch as the Arians

constantly declared, that they gave less worship

to Christ the Son or Word of God, he being by

them accounted but a creature, than they did to

the Father the Creator; but either that they wor

shipped the creature besides the Creator, or the

creature instead of the Creator, or in the room of
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him, who was alone of right to be religiously wor

shipped. Again, when the same Athanasius de

clareth, that the Greeks, Gentiles, or Pagans, did

universally worship tvi dyevnrº, only one uncre

ated,—he seems to imply, that the Platonic trinity

of hypostases, affirmed by him to be all uncre

ated, were by them looked upon only as one en

tire Divinity.

But the principal things, which we shall ob

serve from this passage of Athanasius, and those

many other places of the fathers, where they pa

rallel the Arians with the Pagans, making the

former guilty of the very same idolatry with the

latter, even then, when they worshipped our Sa

viour Christ himself, or the Word and Son of God,

as he was by them supposed to be nothing but a

creature, are these following; first, that it is here

plainly declared by them, that the generality of

the Pagans did not worship a multitude of inde

pendent gods, but that only one of their gods was

uncreated or self-existent, and all their other many

gods looked upon by them as his creatures.

This, as it is expressly affirmed by Athanasius

here, that the Greeks or Pagans did vi dyevºrg ka?

troXXoic yewmroic Aarpetstv, worship only one uncre

ated, and many created gods;–so is it plainly

implied by all those other forementioned fathers,

who charge the Arians with the guilt of Pagan

idolatry: because, had the Pagans worshipped

many uncreated and independent gods, it would

not therefore follow, that the Arians were idola

ters, if the Pagans were. But that this was in

deed the sense of the fathers, both before and af.

ter the Nicene council, concerning the Pagan po

lytheism and idolatry, that it consisted not in wor
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shipping many uncreated and independent gods,

but only one uncreated and many created, hath

been already otherwise manifested ; and it might

be further confirmed by sundry testimonies of

them ; as this of St. Gregory Nazianzen in his

37th oration ; T &al oux, kai trap' "EXXmat ‘patev dºw Mia

€sérmc, dic of rd TeXsºrspa trap' *Revolc bºoooºoovrec;

What then, would some say, is there not one Divi

nity also amongst the Pagans, as they, who philo

sophize more fully and perfectly amongst them,

do declare 2–And that full and remarkable one of

Irenaeus, where he plainly affirmeth of the Gen

L. i.e. ix. ſp. tiles; “Ita creaturae potius quam Creatori

i. serviebant, et his quinon sunt dii, ut pri

*] mum deitatis locum attribuerent uni ali

cui et summofabricatori hujus universitatis Deo:”

that they so served the creature, and those who

are not gods, rather than the Creator; that not

withstanding they attributed the first place of the

Deity to one certain supreme God, the maker of

this universe.—The second thing is, that Athana

sius, and all those other orthodox fathers, who

charged the Arians with Pagan idolatry, did

thereby plainly imply, those not to be incapable

ofidolatry, who worship one sovereign Numen, or

acknowledge one supreme Deity, the maker of

the whole world; since not only the Arians un

questionably did so, but also, according to theseſa

thers the very Pagans themselves. The third thing

is, that, in the judgment of Athanasius, and all the

orthodox anti-Arian fathers, to give religious

worship to any created being whatsoever, though

inferior to that worship which is given to the su

preme God, and therefore, according to the mo

* Pag. 601, tom. i. oper.
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dern distinction, not Aarpeta, but 8ovXeta, is abso

lutely idolatry. Because it is certain, that the

Arians gave much an inferior worship to Christ,

the Son, or Word of God, whom they contended

to be a mere creature, made in time, mutable and

defectible, than they did to that eternal God, who

was the Creator of him. As those fathers imply,

the Pagans themselves to have given much an in

ferior worship to their troXXol yevnrol 0sol, their many

gods,--whom themselves looked upon as crea

tures, than they did vi dyevirp, to that one un

created God.

Now if the Arians, who zealously contended

for the unity of the Godhead, were nevertheless,

by the fathers, condemned as guilty of idolatry,

for bestowing but an inferior kind of religious

worship upon Christ, the Son or Word of God

himself, as he was supposed by them to be a crea

ture; then certainly cannot they be excused from

that guilt, who bestow religious worship upon

these other creatures, angels and souls of men,

though inferior to what they give to the supreme

omnipotent God, the creator of all. Because the

Son or Word of God, however conceived by these

Arians to be a creature, yet was looked upon by

them as the first, the most glorious, and most ex

cellent of all creatures, and that by which, as an

instrument, all other creatures, as angels and

souls, were made; and therefore, if it were idol

atry in them, to give an inferior kind of religious

worship to this Son and Word of God himself,

according to their hypothesis, then can it not pos

sibly be accounted less, to bestow the same upon

those other creatures, made by him, as angels and

men deceased. Besides which, the Word and
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Son of God, however supposed by these Arians

to be a creature, yet was not really such ; and is in

Scripture unquestionably declared to be a true

object of religious worship (“Worship him, all ye

gods”); so that the Arians, though formally idol

aters, according to their own false hypothesis,

yet were not materially and really so : whereas

these religious angel and saint-worshippers must

be as well materially as formally such. And here

it is observable, that these ancient fathers made

no such distinction of religious worship, into La

tria, as peculiar to the supreme God, it being that

whereby he is adored as self-existent and omni

potent, or the Creator of all; and Doulia, such

an inferior religious worship, as is communicable

to creatures: but concluded of religious worship,

universally, and without distinction, that the due

object of it all was the Creator only, and not any

creature. Thus Athanasius plainly in his third

oration:” st ydp oc tº 86&n wrºpéxov Tºogekuveiro, #8st

kai *Kaarov rtov Jirofleſłmkórov, rów itégéxovra troookvučiv"

d'AA' our tariv obroc, Kriouart ydo Krioua ow ſpookvviſ,

dXXd krigua 0sév. If the Son or Word of God were

to be worshipped (though a creature) because

transcending us in glory and dignity, then ought

every inferior being to worship what is superior

to it: whereas the case is otherwise; for a crea

ture doth not religiously worship a creature, but

only God the Creator.—Now they, who distin

guish religious worship into Latria and Doulia,

must needs suppose the object of it in general to

be that, which is superior to us, and not the Cre

ator only ; which is here contradicted by Atha

nasius. But because it was objected against

* Pag. 394, tom. i. oper.
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these orthodox fathers by the Arians, that the hu

manity of our Saviour Christ, which is unques

tionably a creature, did share in their religious

worship also ; it is worth the while to see what

account Athanasius gives of this: ow Ad Adelph. p.

Krioua trpookvvownev, un yévoiro’ ‘Eſhwuctov Yap 137. [Tom, i.
Kal 'Apslavov m totaúrm TAdvn, d\\d rov Kiptov oper.]

rnc Kriostoc gapka,0évra Tov row 0sov Aóyov Tpookvvownev'

st ydp kai m odpé avri) kaff tavrºv uépoc ãort rów Kriguárov,

dAAd 0sov yéyove adua kai otºre to rotovrov adua, kaff

tavro 8taipouvrec atro roo Aóyov, Tpookvvownev, oùre tov

Aóyov Teookvvnoat 0{\ovrec, uakpāvouev aurov atro rnc

capkóc' d'AA' stºrec, rô, 0 Aóyoc adpé tyévero, tourov kai čv

capki yevöuevov £irtytvºokouev Ósév. We give I1O religi

ous worship to any creature, far be it from us ; for

this is the error of the Pagans and of the Arians;

but we worship the Word of God, the Lord of the

creation incarnated. . For though the flesh of

Christ, considered alone by itself, were but a part

of the creatures, nevertheless was it made the

body of God. And we neither worship this

body by itself alone, divided from the Word, nor

yet, intending to worship the Word, do we remove

it at a great distance from this flesh ; but knowing

that of the Scripture, “the Word was made flesh,”

we look upon this Word even in the flesh as God.

—And again to thesame purpose, Kai * P. 160.

vookérwaav Órt rov Kºptov čv gapki troookvvouv

Teg, ow Kriouart T900kvvovuev, dA\d tov kriormv, £vèvodue

vov rô Kriorov adua. Let these Arians know at

length, that we, who worship the Lord in flesh,

worship no creature, but only the Creator clothed

with a creaturely body.—And for the same cause

was it, that Nestorius afterwards, dividing the

Word from the flesh, the Divinity of Christ from
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the humanity, and not acknowledging such an

hypostatic union betwixt them as he ought, but,

nevertheless, religiously worshipping our Saviour.

Christ, was therefore branded by the Christian

church with the name of 'Av0pwroxdronc, a man

worshipper, or idolater.— To conclude, they who

excuse themselves from being idolaters no other

wise than because they do not give that very

same religious worship to saints and angels, which

is peculiar to God Almighty, and consists in ho

nouring him as self-existent, and the Creator of

all things, but acknowledge those others to be

creatures; suppose that to be necessary to idol

atry, which is absolutely impossible, viz. to ac

knowledge more omnipotents, as creators of all,

than one, or to account creatures as such crea

tors; as they imply all those to be incapable of

idolatry, who acknowledge one supreme God the

creator of the whole world ; which is directly

contradictious to the ancient church.

Hitherto, in way of answer to an atheistic ob

jection against the naturality of the idea of a God,

as including oneliness in it, from the Pagan Poly

theism, have we largely proved, that at least the

civilized and intelligent Pagans generally ac

knowledged one sovereign Numen; and that their

polytheism was partly but fantastical, nothing

but the polyonymy of one supreme God, or the

worshipping him under different names and no

tions, according to his several virtues and mani

festations; and that though, besides this, they

had another natural and real polytheism also;

yet this was only of many inferior or created gods,

subordinate to one supreme 'Aytv.roc, or uncre

ated.
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Which, notwithstanding, is not so to be under

stood, as if we did confidently affirm, that the opi

nion of many independent deities never to have

so much as entered into the mind of any mortal.

For since human nature is so mutable and de

pravable, as that, notwithstanding the connate

idea and prolepsis of God in the minds of men,

some unquestionably do degenerate and lapse in

to Atheism; there can be no reason, why it should

be thought absolutely impossible, for any ever to

entertain that false conceit of more independent

deities. But as for independent gods invisible,

we cannot trace the footsteps of such a polythe

ism as this any where, nor find any more than a

Ditheism,of a good and evil principle: only Philo

and others seem to have conceived, that amongst

the ancient Pagans, some were so grossly sottish,

as to suppose a plurality of independent gods vi

sible, and to take the sun, and moon, and all the

stars, for such. However, if there were any such,

and these writers were not mistaken, as it fre

quently happened, it is certain, that they were but

very few ; because, amongst the most barbarian

Pagans at this day, there is hardly any nation to

be found, without an acknowledgment of a sove

reign Deity, as appears from all those discoveries

which have been made of them, since the improve

ment of navigation. -

Wherefore, what hath been hitherto declared

by us, might well be thought a sufficient answer

to the forementioned atheistic objection against

the idea of God. Notwithstanding which, when

we wrote the contents of this chapter, we intended

a farther account of the natural and real Polythe

ism of the Pagans, and their multifarious idolatry,
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chiefly in order to the vindication of the truth of

Christianity against Atheists; forasmuch as one

grand design hereof was unquestionably to de

stroy the Pagan Polytheism and idolatry, which

consisted in worshipping the creature besides the

Creator.

But we are very sensible, that we have been

surprised in the length of this chapter, which is

already swelled into a disproportionate bigness;

by means whereof we cannot comprehend, within

the compass of this volume, all that belongs to

the remaining contents, together with such a full

and copious confutation of the atheistic grounds,

as was intended. Wherefore we shall here divide

the chapter, and reserve those remaining contents,

together with a further confutation of Atheism, if

need be, for another volume, which, God afford

ing life, health, and leisure, we intend shall follow.

Only subjoining, in the mean time, a short and

compendious confutation of all the atheistic ar

guments proposed.

The reader will observe that the foregoing paragraph refers to the

4to. edit. of 1743, as published by Dr. Cudworth.
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C O N F UT AT I O N

ATHEIsM.

CHAP. V.

HAviNg in the second chapter revealed all the

dark mysteries of Atheism, and produced the ut

most strength of that cause; and in the third

made an introduction to the confutation of those

Atheistic grounds, by representing all the several

forms and schemes of Atheism, and shewing both

their disagreements amongst themselves, and

wherein they all agree together against Theists ;

we have been hitherto prevented of that full and

copious confutation of them, intended by us, by

reason of that large account given of the Pagan Po

lytheism: which yet was no impertinent digression

meither, it removing the grand objection against

the naturality of the idea of God, as including one

liness in it; as also preparing a way for that de

fence of Christianity, designed by us against

Atheists. Wherefore, that we may not here be

quite excluded of what was principally intended,

we shall subjoin a contracted and compendious

confutation of all the premised Atheistic princi

ples. The first whereof was this, that either men

have no idea of God at all, or else none but such

as is compounded and made up of impossible and

contradictious notions: from whence these Athe

VOL. III. P
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ists would infer him to be an inconceivable no

thing. In answer whereunto, there hath been

something done already, it being declared in the

beginning of the fourth chapter, what the idea of

God is, viz. a perfect understanding nature, neces

sarily self-existent, and the cause of all other

things. And as there is nothing either unconceiv

able or contradictious in this idea, so have we

shewed, that these confounded Atheists do not

only, at the same time when they verbally deny

an idea of God, implicitly acknowledge and con

fess it, forasmuch as otherwise, denying his ex

istence, they should deny the existence of nothing;

but also that they agree with Theists in this very

idea; it being the only thing that Atheists contend

for, that the first original and head of all things

is no perfect understanding nature, but that all

sprung from Tohu and Bohu, or dark and sense

less matter fortuitously moved. Moreover, we

have not only thus declared the idea of God, but

also largely proved, and made it clearly evident,

that the generality of mankind in all ages have

had a prolepsis or anticipation in their minds,

concerning the real and actual existence of such

a being; the Pagans themselves, besides their

other many gods (which were understanding be

ings superior to men), acknowledging one chief

and sovereign Numen, the maker of them all, and

of the whole world. From whence it plainly ap

pears, that those few Atheists, that formerly have

been, and still are, here and there up and down

in the world, are no other than the monsters and

anomalies of human kind. And this alone might

be sufficient to repel the first Atheistic assault,

made against the idea of God.
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Nevertheless, that we may not seem to dissem

ble any of the Atheists’ strength, we shall here

particularly declare all their most colourable

pretences against the idea of God, and then shew

the folly and invalidity of them. Which pretences

are as follow : first, That we have no idea nor

thought of any thing not subject to corporeal

sense ; nor the least evidence of the existence of

any thing, but from the same. Secondly, That

Theists themselves acknowledging God to be in

comprehensible, he may be from thence inferred

to be a nonentity. Thirdly, That the Theists’

idea of God, including infinity in it, is therefore

absolutely inconceivable and impossible. Fourth

ly, That theology is an arbitrarious compilement

of inconsistent and contradictious motions. And,

lastly, That the idea and existence of God owes

all its being, either to the confounded nonsense of

astonished minds, or else to the fiction and im

posture of politicians.

We begin with the first: That we can have no

idea, conception, or thought, of any thing, not

subject to sense; nor the least evidence of the

existence of any thing, but from the same. Thus

a modern Atheistic writer ; “Whatsoever we can

conceive, hath been perceived first by sense, ei

ther at once or in parts ; and a man can have no

thought representing any thing not subject to

sense.” From whence it follows, that whatsoever

is not sensible and imaginable, is utterly uncon

ceivable, and to us nothing. Moreover, the same

writer adds, that “the only evidence, which we

have of the existence of any thing, is from sense;”

the consequence whereof is this, that there being

* Hobbes's Leviathan, part i, cap. i.

P 2
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no corporeal sense of a Deity, there can be no

evidence at all of his existence. Wherefore, ac

cording to the tenor of the Atheistic philosophy,

all is resolved into sense, as the only criterion of

truth, accordingly as Protagoras in Plato's The

aetetus" concludes knowledge to be sense; and a

late writer of our own, determines sense to be ori

ginal knowledge. Here have we a wide ocean

before us, but we must contract our sails. Were

sense knowledge and understanding, then he,

who sees lights and colours, and feels heat and

cold, would understand light and colours, heat

and cold, and the like of all other sensible things:

neither would there be any philosophy at all con

cerning them. Whereas the mind of man remain

eth altogether unsatisfied concerning the nature

of these corporeal things, even after the strongest

sensations of them, and is but thereby awakened

to a further philosophic inquiry and search about

them, what this light and colours, this heat and

cold, &c. really should be; and whether they be

indeed qualities in the objects without us, or only

phantasms and sensations in ourselves. Now it

is certain, that there could be no suspicion of any

such thing as this, were sense the highest faculty

in us; neither can sense itself ever decide this

controversy ; since one sense cannot judge of an

other, or correct the error in it; all sense as such

(that is, as fancy and apparition) being alike true.

And had not these Atheists been notorious dunces

in that atomic philosophy which they so much

pretend to, they would clearly have learned from

thence, that sense is not knowledge and under- |

standing, nor the criterion of truth as to sensible

a P, 118,
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things themselves; it reaching not to the essence

or absolute nature of them, but only taking notice

of their outside, and perceiving its own passions

from them, rather than the things themselves; and

that there is a higher faculty in the soul, of reason

and understanding, which judges of sense; de

tects the fantastry and imposture of it; disco

vers to us that there is nothing in the objects

themselves, like to those forementioned sensible

ideas; and resolves all sensible things into intel

ligible principles; the ideas whereof are not fo

reign and adventitious, and mere passive impres

sions upon the soul from without, but native and

domestic to it, or actively exerted from the soul

itself; no passion being able to make a judgment

either of itself, or other things. This is a thing

so evident, that Democritus himself could not but

take notice of it, and acknowledge it, though he

made not a right use thereof; he in all probabi

lity continuing notwithstanding a confounded

and besotted Atheist ; Sextus Empiricus having

recorded this of him :" "Ev roſc kavóat 8wo ºnaiv ćivat

yvºosic, rºv uèv ëld rov atoſhigeov, riv 8. 8ta tnc 8tavotac"

tºv rºv nev 8td tnc 8tavoiac yvájaw Karáya, Tpoonapruptov

avrì ro Tuorov sic dAmósiac kptow, riv §§ 8ta rajv atoffflasov

gkorinv 6vouáče, apapoſuévoc avrmc ro trooc 8tdyvoow tov

dAmbouc dirAavéc' Aéyet 8è kard Aééiv, Tvøunc & 8to claiv

têéat' m pºv 'yvngin' m 8: gkorin' kai akoring uév, ráče aſu

travra, &lic, dkom , 68wn, yevoic, levoic' měš yungin dirokekpun

pêvn & raûrmcº Democritus in his Canons affirmeth,

that there are two kinds of knowledges; one of the

senses, and another by the mind. Of which that

by the mind is only accounted knowledge, hebear

ing witness to the faithfulness and firmness thereof

• Lib. vii. advers. Mathemat. § 138, 139, p. 400.

w
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for the judgment of truth. The other by the

senses he calleth dark, denying it to be a rule and

measure of truth. His own words are these :

There are two species of knowledge, the one ge

nuine, the other dark and obscure. The dark

and obscure knowledge is seeing, hearing, smell

ing, tasting, touching. But the genuine know

ledge is another more hidden and recondit.—To

which purpose there is another fragment also of

this Democritus preserved by the same Sextus;

Nöup y\vkö, kai vöup Turpov, vöup 0-pudv, vöuº lux

póv' vöup Xpotſi' atria 8: droua kai kevöv' ôtrep vouíčeral

uèv ćival kai 80èdźeral rd aloffmrd, oux art & kar’ d’Alòstav

Taura Bitter and sweet, hot and cold, are only

in opinion or fancy. Colour is only in opi

nion : atoms and vacuum alone in truth and real

ity. That which is thought to be are sensibles;

but these are not according to truth, but atoms

and vacuum only. Now the chief ground of this

rational discovery of the ancient Atomists, that

sensible things, as heat and cold, bitter and sweet,

red and green, are no real qualities in the objects

without, but only our own fancies, was because

in body there are no such things intelligible, but

only magnitude, figure, site, motion, and rest. Of

which we have not only sensible ideas, passively

impressed upon us from without, but also intelli

gible notions, actively exerted from the mind it

self. Which latter, notwithstanding, because they

are not unaccompanied with sensible phantasms,

and by many unskilfully confounded with them.

But, besides these, we have other intelligible no

tions, or ideas, also which have no genuine phan

tasms at all belonging to them. Of which who

a Id ibid. §. 135. p. 399.
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soever doubts, may easily be satisfied and con

vinced, by reading but a sentence or two that he

understands in any book almost that shall come

next to his hand; and reflexively examining him

self, whether he have a phantasm, or sensible idea,

belonging to every word or no. For whoever is

modest and ingenuous will quickly be forced to

confess, that he meets with many words, which

though they have a sense or intelligible notion,

yet have no genuine phantasm belonging to them.

And we have known some, who were confidently

engaged in the other opinion, being put to read

the beginning of Tully's Offices, presently non

plussed and confounded in that first word quan

quam; they being neither able to deny, but that

there was a sense belonging to it, nor yet to affirm,

that they had any phantasm thereof, saveonly of the

sound or letters. But to prove that there are co

gitations not subject to corporeal sense, we need

go no further than this very idea or description of

God; a substance absolutely perfect, infinitely

good, wise, and powerful, necessarily self-exist

ent, and the cause of all other things. Where

there is not one word unintelligible to him, that

hath any understanding in him, and yet no con

siderative and ingenuous person can pretend, that

he hath a genuine phantasm, or sensible idea, an

swering to any one of those words, either to sub

stance, or to absolutely perfect, or to infinitely, or

to good, or to wise, or to powerful, or to neces

sity, or to self-existence, or to cause ; or indeed

to all, or other, or things. Wherefore it is nothing

but want of meditation, together with a fond and

sottish dotage upon corporeal sense, which hath

so far imposed upon some, as to make them be
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lieve, that they have not the least cogitation of

any thing not subject to corporeal sense; or that

there is nothing in human understanding, or con

ception, which was not first in bodily sense; a

doctrine highly favourable to Atheism. But since

it is certain, on the contrary, that we have many

thoughts not subject to sense, it is manifest, that

whatsoever falls not under external sense, is not

therefore unconceivable, and nothing. Which

whosoever asserts, must needs affirm life and co

gitation itself, knowledge or understanding, rea

son and memory, volition and appetite, things of

the greatest moment and reality, to be nothing

but mere words without any signification. Nay,

fancy and sense itself, upon this hypothesis, could

hardly escape from becoming nonentities too, foras

much as neither fancy nor sense falls under sense,

but only the objects of them; we neither seeing

vision, nor feeling taction, nor hearing audition,

much less hearing sight, or seeing taste, or the

like. Wherefore, though God should be never so

much corporeal, as some Theists have conceived

him to be ; yet since the chief of his essence, and

as it were his inside, must by these be acknow

ledged to consist in mind, wisdom and understand

ing, he could not possibly, as to this, fall under

corporeal sense (sight or touch) any more than

thought can. But that there is substance incor

poreal also, and therefore in itself altogether in

sensible, and that the Deity is such, is demon

strated elsewhere. !

We grant, indeed, that the evidence of particu

lar bodies, existing hic et nunc, without us, doth

necessarily depend upon the information of sense;

but yet, nevertheless, the certainty of this very evi
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dence is not from sense alone, but from a compli

cation of reason and understanding together with

it. Were sense the only evidence of things, there

could be no absolute truth and falsehood, nor cer

tainty at all of any thing; sense, as such, being

only relative to particular persons, seeming and

fantastical, and obnoxious to much delusion.

For if our nerves and brain beinwardly so moved,

and affected, as they would be by such an object

present, when indeed it is absent, and no other

motion or sensation in the mean time prevail

against it and obliterate it; then must that object

of necessity seem to us present. Moreover, those

imaginations, that spring and bubble from the soul

itself, are commonly taken for sensations by us

when asleep, and sometimes in melancholic and

fanciful persons also when awake. That Atheistic

principle, that there is no evidence at all of any

thing as existing, but only from corporeal sense,

is plainly contradicted by the atomic Atheists

themselves, when they assert atoms and vacuum

to be the principles of all things, and the exuvi

ous images of bodies to be the causes both of

sight and cogitation : for single atoms, and those

exuvious images, were never seen nor felt ; and

vacuum, or empty space, is so far from being sen

sible, that these Atheists themselves allow it to

be the one only incorporeal. Wherefore they

must here go beyond the ken of sense, and ap

peal to reason only for the existence of these prin

ciples: as Protagoras, one of them in Plato, pro

fessedly doth ; â0pet trºpiakotriov itſ ric rôv Theat p.155.

duviirov tirakoún' stol & otrot, ot ověv čA\o Steph.

otóuevo dival, how av čvovrat atrolé raiv Xfpoiv \apéoffat,
aw * > / 3. • f r x. > p "f •

Tay TO aoparov Ovk droëexóuévot, (0g &ny OUOtag uspel Have
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a care that none of the profane and uninitiated in

mysteries overhear you. By the profane I mean

(saith he) those, who think nothing to exist but

what they can feel with their fingers, and exclude

all that is invisible out of the rank of being.—

Were existence to be allowed to nothing, that

doth not fall under corporeal sense, then must we

deny the existence of soul and mind in ourselves

and others, because we can neither feel nor see

any such thing. Whereas we are certain of the

existence of our own souls, partly from an inward

consciousness of our own cogitations, and partly

from that principle of reason, that nothing cannot

act. And the existence of other individual souls

is manifest to us, from their effects upon their re

spective bodies, their motions, actions, and dis

course. Wherefore, since the Atheists cannot

deny the existence of soul or mind in men, though

no such thing fall under external sense, they have

as little reason to deny the existence of a perfect

mind, presiding over the universe, without which

it cannot be conceived, whence our imperfect ones

should be derived. The existence of that God,

whom no eye hath seen nor can see, is plainly

proved by reason from his effects, in the visible

phenomena of the universe, and from what we

are conscious of within ourselves.

The second pretence of Atheists against theidea

of God, and consequently his existence, is, because

Theists themselves acknowledging God to be in

comprehensible, it may be from thence inferred,

that he is a nonentity. Which argumentation of the

Atheists supposes these two things: first, that

what is incomprehensible is altogether uncon

ceivable; and then, that what is unconceivable is
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nothing. The latter of which two, perhaps, may

be granted to them, that what is so utterly incon

ceivable is nothing, as that no man can frame

any manner of idea or conception of it, is there

fore either in itself, or at least to us, nothing. Be

cause though that of Protagoras be not true, in

his sense, travrov X9muárov uérpov čv0pwrov Plato Theet.

tival, röv učv čvrov dic tort, rov & un övrov, [p. 118.]

oc oux tarw' That man is the measure of all things,

either as existing or not existing—he meaning in

deed nothing else thereby, but that there was no

absolute truth or falsehood of any thing, but all

was relative to particular persons, and fantastical

or seeming only. And though it must not be

granted, that whatsoever any man's shallow un

derstanding cannot easily and fully comprehend,

is therefore presently to be expunged out of the

catalogue of beings; which is the reason, or ra

ther infidelity of the anti-trinitarians; yet is there

notwithstanding some truth in that of Aristotle,

that luxº tróc rāvra, the rational soul or mind is in

a manner all things;–it being able to frame some

idea and conception or other of whatsoever is in

the nature of things, and hath either an actual or

possible existence, from the very highest to the

lowest. Mind and understanding is, as it were,

a diaphanous and crystalline globe, or a kind of

notional world, which hath some reflex image, and

correspondent ray, or representation in it, to what

soever is in the true and real world of being. And

upon this account may it be said, that whatsoever

is in its own nature absolutely inconceivable, is

indeed a nonentity.

But the former is absolutely denied by us, that

whatsoever is incomprehensible is inconceivable;
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and therefore when we affirm, that God is incom

prehensible, our meaning is only this, that our im

perfect minds cannot have such a conception of

his nature, as doth perfectly master, conquer, and

subdue, that vast object under it ; or at least is so

fully adequate and commensurate to the same, as

that it doth every way match and equalize it.

Now it doth not at all follow from hence, because

God is thus incomprehensible to our finite and

narrow understandings, that he is utterly incon

ceivable by them, so that they cannot frame any

idea at all of him, and he may therefore be con

cluded to be a nonentity. For, it is certain, that

we cannot fully comprehend ourselves, and that

we have not such an adequate and comprehen

sive knowledge of the essence of any substantial

thing, as that we can perfectly master and con

quer it. It was a truth, though abused by the

Sceptics, that there is draráAmirröv ru, something in

comprehensible—in the essence of the lowest sub

stances. For even body itself, which the Athe

ists think themselves so well acquainted with, be

cause they can feel it with their fingers, and which

is the only substance, that they acknowledge ei

ther in themselves or the universe, hath such puz

zling difficulties and entanglements in the specu

lation of it, that they can never be able to extricate

themselves from. We might instance also in some

accidental things, as time and motion. Truth is

bigger than our minds, and we are not the same

with it, but have a lower participation only of the

intellectual nature, and are rather apprehenders

than comprehenders thereof. This is indeed one

badge of our creaturely state, that we have not a

perfectly comprehensive knowledge, or such as is
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adequate and commensurate to the essences of

things; from whence we ought to be led to this.

acknowledgment, that there is another perfect

Mind or understanding Being above us in the

universe, from which our imperfect minds were

derived, and upon which they do depend. Where

fore if we can have no idea or conception of any

thing, whereof we have not a full and perfect com

prehension, then can we not have an idea or con

ception of the nature of any substance. But

though we do not comprehend all truth, as if our

mind were above it, or master of it, and cannot

penetrate into, and look quite through the nature

of every thing, yet may rational souls frame cer

tain ideas and conceptions, of whatsoever is in

the orb of being proportionate to their own nature,

and sufficient for their purpose. And though we

cannot fully comprehend the Deity, nor exhaust

the infiniteness of its perfection, yet may we have

an idea or conception of a being absolutely per

fect; such a one as is nostro modulo conformis,

agreeable and proportionate to our measure and

scantling—as we may approach near to a moun

tain, and touch it with our hands, though we can

not encompass it all round, and enclasp it within

our arms. Whatsoever is in its own nature abso

lutely inconceivable, is nothing; but not whatso

ever is not fully comprehensible by our imperfect

understandings.

It is true, indeed, that the Deity is more incom

prehensible to us than any thing else whatsoever,

which proceeds from the fulness of its being and

perfection, and from the transcendency of its

brightness; but for the very same reason may it

be said also, in some sense, that it is more know
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able and conceivable than any thing. As the sun,

though by reason of its excessive splendour, it

dazzle our weak sight, yet it is notwithstanding

far more visible also, than any of the nebulosae

stellae, the small misty stars. Where there is more

of light, there is more of visibility; so where thereis

more of entity, reality, and perfection, there is there

more of conceptibility and cognoscibility; such

an object filling up the mind more, and acting

more strongly upon it. Nevertheless, because

our weak and imperfect minds are lost in the vast

immensity and redundancy of the Deity, and over

come with its transcendant light and dazzling

brightness, therefore hath it to us an appearance

of darkness and incomprehensibility ; as the un

bounded expansion of light, in the clear trans

parent ether, hath to us the apparition of an azure

obscurity ; which yet is not an absolute thing in

itself, but only relative to our sense, and a mere

fancy in us.

The incomprehensibility of the Deity is so far

from being an argument against the reality of its

existence, as that it is most certain, on the con

trary, that were there nothing incomprehensible

to us, who are but contemptible pieces, and small

atoms of the universe; were there no other being

in the world, but what our finite and imperfect

understandings could span or fathom, and en

compass round about, look through and through,

have a commanding view of, and perfectly con

quer and subdue under them ; then could there

be nothing absolutely and infinitely perfect, that

is, no God. For though that of Empedocles be

not true in a literal sense, as it seems to have been
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taken by Aristotle," yatº utv yap yaav, &c. that by

earth we see earth, by water water, and by fire

fire ; and understand every thing by something of

the same within ourselves: yet is it certain, that

every thing is apprehended by some internal con

gruity in that which apprehends, which perhaps

was the sense intended by that noble philosophic

poet. Wherefore it cannot possibly otherwise be,

but that the finiteness, scantness, and imperfec

tion, of our narrow understandings must make

them asymmetral, or incommensurate, to that

which is absolutely and infinitely perfect.

And nature itself plainly intimates to us, that

there is some such absolutely perfect Being, which

though not inconceivable, yet is incomprehensible

to our finite understandings, by certain passions,

which it hath implanted in us, that otherwise

would want an object to display themselves upon;

namely those of devout veneration, adoration, and

admiration, together with a kind of ecstasy and

pleasing horror; which, in the silent language of

nature, seems to speak thus much to us, that there

is some object in the world, so much bigger and

waster than our mind and thoughts, that it is the

very same to them, that the ocean is to narrow

vessels; so that when they have taken into them

selves as much as they can thereof by contempla–

tion, and filled up all their capacity, there is still

an immensity of it left without, which cannot en

ter in for want of room to receive it, and therefore

must be apprehended after some other strange

and mysterious manner, viz. by their being as it

were plunged into it, and swallowed up or lost in

it. To conclude, the Deity is indeed incompre

* De Anima, lib. i. cap. ii. p. 3. tom, ii. oper,
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hensible to our finite and imperfect understand

ings, but not inconceivable ; and therefore there

is no ground at all for this atheistic pretence, to

make it a nonentity. . . .

We come to the third atheistic argumentation ;

That because infinity (which according to theo

logy is included in the idea of God, and pervadeth

all his attributes) is utterly inconceivable, the

Deity itself is therefore an impossibility and non

entity. To this sense sound sundry passages of

a modern writer; as, “Whatsoever we know, we

learn from our phantasms; but there is no phantasm

of infinite, and therefore no knowledge or concep

tion of it.” Again, “Whatsoever we imagine is

finite, and therefore there is no conception or idea

of that which we call infinite. No man can have

in his mind an image of infinite time, or of infinite

power. Wherefore the name of God is used not

to make us conceive him, but only that we may

honour him.” The true meaning whereof (as may

be plainly gathered from other passages of the

same writer) is thus to be interpreted; That there

is nothing of philosophic truth and reality in the

idea or attributes of God; nor any other sense in

those words, but only to signify the veneration

and astonishment of men's own confounded minds.

And, accordingly, the word infinite is declared to

signify nothing at all in that which is so called

(there being no such thing really existing), but

only the inability of men's own minds, together

with their rustic astonishment and admiration.

Wherefore when the same writer determines, that

God must not be said to be finite, this being no

good courtship nor compliment; and yet the word

infinite signifieth nothing in the thing itself, nor
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hath any conception at all answering to it ; he

either does plainly abuse his reader, or else he

leaves him to make up this conclusion, That since

God is neither finite nor infinite, he is an incon

ceivable nothing. In like manner, another learn

ed well-willer to Atheism declareth, That he, who

calleth any thing infinite, doth but “rei quam non

capit, attribuere nomen, quod non intelligit,” at

tribute an unintelligible name to a thing incon

ceivable; because all conception is finite, and it

is impossible to conceive any thing that hath no

bounds or limits. But that, which is mistaken

for infinite, is nothing but a confused chaos of the

mind, or an unshaken embryo of thought; when

men going on farther and farther, and making a

continual progress, without seeing any end before

them ; being at length quite weary and tired out

with this their endless journey, they sit down,

and call the thing by this hard and unintelligible

name, infinite.--And from hence does he also in

fer, that because we can have no idea of infinite,

as to signify any thing in that which is so called,

we therefore cannot possibly have “germanam

ideam Dei,” any true and genuine idea or motion

of God.—Of which they, who understand the lan

guage of Atheists, know very well the meaning to

be this ; that there is indeed no such thing, or

that he is a non-entity.

Now since this exception against the idea of

God, and consequently his existence, is made by

our modern and neoteric Atheists; we shall, in

the first place, shew how contradictious they are

herein to their predecessors, the old philosophic

Atheists; and consequently, how inconsistent and

disagreeing Atheists in several ages have been

VO L. Il I. Q

*
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with one another. For whereas these modern

Atheists would have this thought a sufficient con

futation of a Deity, that there can be nothing in

finite; it is certain, that the ancient philosophic

Atheists were so far from being of this persuasion,

that some of them, as Anaximander expressly

made"Atreipov, or Infinite, the principle of all things;

that is, infinitely extended and eternal matter, de

void of all life and understanding. For though

Melissus's "Arapov, or Infinite, which he made

the first principle, was a most perfect Being emi

nently containing all things (as hath been already

shewed) and therefore the true Deity ; Anaxi

mander's "Atrepov, or Infinite, yet however called

esſov, or Divine by him, (it being the only divinity

which he acknowledged) was nothing but sense

less matter, an atheistic infinite. Wherefore both

Theists and Atheists in those former times did

very well agree together in this one point, that

there was something or other infinite, as the first

principle of all things; either infinite mind, or in

finite matter; though this latter atheistic infinity

of extended matter be indeed repugnant to con

ception (as shall be proved afterwards) there being

no true infinite, but a perfect Being, or the holy

Trinity. Furthermore, not only Anaximander,

but also after him Democritus and Epicurus, and

many others of that atheistic gang, heretofore as

serted likewise a numerical infinity of worlds, and

therefore much more than an infinity of atoms, or

particles of matter. And though this numerical

infinity of theirs were also inconceivable and im

possible; yet does it sufficiently appear from

hence, that these ancient philosophic Atheists

were so far from being abhorrent from infinity, as
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a thing impossible, and a non-entity, that they

were on the contrary very fond thereof; and

therefore never went about to disprove a Deity

after this manner, because there can be nothing

infinite.

But, in the next place, we shall make it mani

fest, that these modern Atheists do no less con

tradict plain reason and their very selves also,

than they do their predecessors in that impiety,

when they thus go about to disprove the existence

of a God, because there can be nothing infinite,

neither in duration, nor in power, nor in any other

regard. For, first, though it should be doubted

whether there be a God or no ; yet must it needs

be acknowledged to be as indubitable as any

thing in all geometry, that there was something

or other infinite in duration, or eternal, without

beginning : because, if there had been once no

thing at all, there could never have been any thing;

that common notion, or principle of reason, having

here an irresistible force, that nothing could ever

come from nothing. Now, if there were never

nothing, but always something, then must there

of necessity be something infinite in duration, and

eternal without beginning. Wherefore it cannot

be accounted less than extreme sottishness and

stupidity of mind in these modern Atheists, thus

to impugn a Deity from the impossibility of infi

mite duration without beginning. But, in the next

place, we must confess it seems to us hardly con

ceivable, that any Atheist whatsoever could pos

sibly be so prodigiously sottish, or so monstrously

infatuated, as really to think, that once there was

nothing at all, but that afterwards senseless mat

ter happened (nobody knows how) to come into

Q 2
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being, from whence all other things were derived.

According to which hypothesis it would follow

also, that matter might as well some time or other

happen again to cease to be, and so all things va

nish into nothing. To conclude, therefore, these

Atheists must of necessity be guilty of one or

other of these two things; either of extreme sot

tishness and stupidity in acknowledging neither

God, nor matter, nor any thing, to have existed

infinitely from eternity without beginning; or else,

if they do acknowledge the pre-eternity of mat

ter, or its infinite past duration without beginning,

then, of the most notorious impudence, in making

that an argument against the existence of a God,

which themselves acknowledge to matter.

Nevertheless we shall here readily comply with

these modern Atheists thus far, as to grant them

these two following things: First, That we can

have no proper and genuine phantasm of any infi

mite whatsoever, because we never had corporeal

sense of any, neither of infinite number nor of in

finite magnitude, and therefore much less of infi

nite time or duration, and of infinite power; these

two latter things, time and power, themselves not

falling under corporeal sense. Secondly, That

as we have no phantasm of any infinite, so neither

is infinity fully comprehensible by our human un

derstandings, that are but finite. But since it is

certain, even to mathematical evidence, that there

was something infinite in duration, or without be

ginning, insomuch that no intelligent Atheist,

upon mature consideration, will ever venture to

contradict it ; we shall from hence extort from

these Atheists an acknowledgment of the false

ness of these two theorems of theirs, that whatso
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ever we have no fantasm or sensible idea of, as

also whatsoever is not fully comprehensible by

us, is therefore a pure non-entity or nothing; and

enforce them to confess, that there is something

really existing in nature, which we have neither

any phantasm of, not yet can fully comprehend

with our imperfect understandings. - *

Nay, we will yet go further in compliance with

them, and acknowledge likewise, that as for those

infinities, of number, of corporeal magnitude; and

of time or successive duration, we have not only

no phantasm, nor full intellectual comprehension

of them, but also no manner of intelligible idea,

notion, or conception. For though it be true,

that number be somewhere said by Aristotle" to

be infinite, yet was his meaning there only in such

a negative sense as this, that we can never possi

bly come to an end thereof by addition, but may

in our minds still add number to number infinite

ly ; which is all one as if he should indeed have

affirmed, that there can be no number actually

and positively infinite, according to Aristotle's

own definition of infinite, elsewhere given," name

ly, that to which nothing can be added; no num

ber being ever so great, but that one or more may

still be added to it. And as there can be no infinite

number, so neither can there be any infinity of cor

poreal magnitude; not only because if there were,

the parts thereof must needs be infinite in number,

but also because, as no number can be so great,

but that more may be added to it; so neither can

any body or magnitude be ever so vast, but that

a. Metaphys. lib. xi. cap. xi. p. 434. tom. iv. oper... et Phys, Auscul

tat. lib. iii, cap. v. p. 486, tom. i. oper, etcap. viii. p. 491. . . .

Phys, Auscultat, lib, iii, cap. ix. p. 492 tom, i, oper. . . . .
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more body or magnitude may be supposed still

further and further; this addition of finites never

making up infinite. Indeed, infinite space, be

yond the finite world, is a thing which hath been

much talked of; and it is by some supposed to be

infinite body, but by others to be an incorporeal

infinite; through whose actual distance notwith

standing (mensurable by poles and miles) this finite

world might roll and tumble infinitely. But as

we conceive, all that can be demonstrated here is

no more than this, but how vast soever the finite

world should be, yet there is a possibility of more

and more magnitude and body, still to be added

to it, further and further, by Divine power infi

nitely ; or that the world could never be made so

great, no not by God himself, as that his own om

nipotence could not make it yet greater. Which

potential infinity, or indefinite increasableness of

corporeal magnitude, seems to have been mis

taken for an actual infinity of space. Whereas,

for this very reason, because more could be added

to the magnitude of the corporeal world infinitely,

or without end, therefore is it impossible, that it

should ever be positively and actually infinite;

that is, such as to which nothing more can pos

sibly be added. Wherefore we conclude con

cerning corporeal magnitude, as we did before of

number, that there can be no absolute and actual

infinity thereof; and that how much vaster soever

the world may be, than according to the supposi

tion of vulgar astronomers, who make the starry

sphere the utmost wall thereof; yet is it not ab

solutely infinite, such as really hath no bounds or

limits at all, nor to which nothing more could, by

Divine power, be added. Lastly, We affirm like
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wise concerning time, or successive duration, that

there can be no infinity of that neither, no ten

poral eternity without beginning : and that not

only because there would then be an actual infi

nity and more than an infinity of number ; but also

because, upon this supposition, there would al

ways have been an infinity of time past, and con

sequently an infinity of time past, which was ne

wer present. Whereas all the moments of past

time must needs have been once present ; and, if

so, then all of them, at least save one, future too ;

from whence it will follow, that there was a first

moment, or beginning of time. And thus does

reason conclude, neither the world, nor time it

self, to have been infinite in their past duration,

nor eternal without beginning.

Here will the Atheist think presently, he hath

got a great advantage to disprove the existence of

a God; “Nonne, qui asternitatem mundi sic tol

lunt, eaclem opera etiam mundi conditori acterni

tatem tollunt 7” Do not they, who thus destroy

the eternity of the world, at the same time destroy

also the eternity of the Creator? For if time itself

were not eternal, then how could the Deity, or

any thing, be so?—the Atheist securely taking it

for granted, that God himself could not be other

wise eternal, than by a successive flux of infinite

time; but we say, that this will on the contrary

afford us a plain demonstration of the existence

of a Deity. For since the world and time itself

were not infinite in their past duration, but had a

beginning, therefore were they both certainly

made together by some other Being, who is, in or

der of nature, senior to time, and so without time,

before time; he being above that successive flux,
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and comprehending in the stability and immuta

ble perfection of his own being, his yesterday, and

to-day, and for ever. Or thus; Something was

of necessity infinite in duration, and without be

ginning; but neither the world, nor motion, nor

time, that is, no successive being was such ;

therefore is there something else, whose being

and duration is not successive and flowing, but

permanent to whom this infinity belongeth. The

Atheists here can only smile, or make faces, and

shew their little wit in quibbling upon nunc-stans,

or a standing now of eternity ; as if that standing

eternity of the Deity (which with so much reason

hath been contended for by the ancient genuine

Theists) were nothing but a pitiful small moment

of time standing still, and as if the duration of all

beings whatsoever must needs be like our own ;

whereas the duration of every thing must of ne–

cessity be agreeable to its nature: and, therefore,

as that, whose imperfect ºature is ever flowing

like a river, and consists in continual motion and

changes one after another, must needs have ac

cordingly a successive and flowing duration,

sliding perpetually from present into past, and al

ways posting on towards the future, expecting

something of itself, which is not yet in being, but

to come; so must that, whose perfect nature is

essentially immutable, and always the same, and

necessarily existent, have a permanent duration,

never losing any thing of itself once present, as

sliding away from it, nor yet running forwards to

meet something of itself before, which is not yet

in being ; and it is as contradictious for it ever to

have begun, as ever to cease to be.

Now whereas the modern Atheists pretend to
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have proved, that there is nothing infinite, neither

in duration nor otherwise, and consequently no

Deity, merely because we have no sense nor phan

tasm of infinite, nor can fully comprehend the

same ; and therefore will needs conclude, that

the words infinite and eternal signify nothing in

the thing itself, but either men's own ignorance

and inability to conceive, when, or whether, that

which is called eternal, began ; together with the

confounded nonsense of their astonished minds,

and their stupid veneration of that, which their

own fear and fancy has raised up as a bug-bear

to themselves; or else the progress of their

thoughts further and further backward indefi

nitely, (though they plainly confute themselves in

all this, by sometimes acknowledging matter and

motion infinite and eternal, which argues either

their extreme sottishness or impudence:) we have

shewed, with mathematical evidence and certain

ty, that there is really something infinite in dura

tion, or eternal; by which therefore cannot be

meant men's own ignorance, or the confounded

nonsense of their devotion, nor yet the idle pro

gress of their minds further and further indefi

nitely, which never reaches infinite, but a reality

in the thing itself, namely this, that it never was

not, nor had any beginning. Moreover, hav

ing demonstrated concerning this infinity and

eternity, without beginning, that it cannot possi

bly belong to any successive being, we confident

ly conclude against these Atheists also, that it

was not matter and motion, or this mundane

system, but a perfect immutable nature, of a per

manent duration (that is, a God), to whom it be

longed. To sum up all, therefore, we say, that
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infinite and eternal are not words, that signify no

thing in the thing itself, nor mere attributes of ho

nour, compliment, and flattery, that is, of devout

and religious nonsense, error, and falsehood ; but

attributes belonging to the Deity, and to that

alone, of the most philosophic truth and reality.

And though we, being finite, have no full compre

hension and adequate understanding of this infi

nity and eternity (as not of the Deity), yet can we

not be without some notion, conception, and ap

prehension thereof, so long as we can thus de

monstrate concerning it, that it belongs to some

thing, and yet to nothing neither, but a perfect

immutable nature. But the notion of this infinite

eternity will be yet further cleared in the follow

ing explanation and vindication of infinite power.

For the Atheists principally quarrel with infi

nite power, or omnipotence, and pretend, in like

manner, this to be utterly inconceivable and im

possible, and subjected in nothing. Thus a mo

dern atheistic writer concludes, that since no man

can conceive infinite power, this is also but an at

tribute of honour, which the confounded nonsense

of astonished minds bestows upon the object of

their devotion, without any philosophic truth and

reality. And here have our modern Atheists in

deed the suffrage and agreement of the ancient

philosophic Atheists also with them, who, as ap

pears from the verses before cited out of Lucre

tius, concerned themselves in nothing more, than

asserting all power to be finite, and omnipotence,

or infinite power, to belong to nothing.

First, therefore, it is here observable, that this

omnipotence, or infinite power, asserted byTheists,

has been commonly either ignorantly mistaken,
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or wilfully misrepresented by these Atheists, out

of design to make it seem impossible and ridicu

lous, as if by it were meant a power of producing

and doing any thing whatsoever, without excep

tion, though never so contradictious ; as a late

atheistic person, seeming to assert this Divine om

mipotence and infinite power really and design

edly, notwithstanding abused the same with this

sceptic irony, That God by his omnipotence, or

infinite power, could turn this tree into a syllo

gism. Children, indeed, have sometimes such

childish apprehensions of the Divine omnipotence;

and Ren. Cartesius" (though otherwise an acute

philosopher) was here no less childish, in affirm

ing, that all things whatsoever, even the natures of

good and evil, and all truth and falsehood, do so

depend upon the arbitrary will and power of God,

as that, if he had pleased, twice two should not

have been four; nor the three angles of a plain

triangle equal to two right ones, and the like; he

only adding, that all these things, notwithstand

ing, when they were once settled by the Divine de

cree, became immutable; that is, I suppose, not

in themselves, or to God, but unto us: than which

no paradox of any old philosopher was ever more

absurd and irrational. And certainly, if any one

did desire to persuade the world that Cartesius,

notwithstanding all his pretences to demonstrate

a Deity, was indeed but an hypocritical Theist,

or personated and disguised Atheist, he could

not have a fairer pretence for it out of all his

writings than from hence; this being plainly to

destroy the Deity, by making one attribute thereof

• Vide Respons, ad Objectiones sextas, §. vi. p. 160. edit. Amstel.

1685. in 4to,
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to devour and swallow up another; infinite will

and power, infinite understanding and wisdom.

For to suppose God to understand, and to be wise

only by his will, is all one as to suppose him to

have really no understanding at all. Wherefore

we do not affirm God to be so omnipotent, or in

finitely powerful, as that he is able to destroy or

change the intelligible natures of things at plea

sure; this being all one as to say, that God is so

omnipotent and infinitely powerful, that he is able

to destroy, or to baffle and befool his own wisdom

and understanding, which is the very rule and

measure of his power. We say not, therefore, that

God by his omnipotence, or infinite power, could

make twice two not to be four, or turn a tree into

a syllogism; but we say, that omnipotence, or in

finite power, is that which can produce and do

all whatsoever is possible, that is, whatsoever is

conceivable, and implies no manner of contradic

tion ; the very essence of possibility being no

other than conceptibility. And thus has the

point been stated all along, not only by Christian

Theists, but even the ancient Pagan theologers

themselves, that omnipotence, or infinite power,

is that which can do all things, that do not imply

a contradiction, or which are not inconceivable.

This appearing from that of Agatho, cited before

out of Aristotle," That nothing is exempted from

the Divine power, but only to make reſpayutva dy:

vrra, what hath been done to be undone, or the like

hereunto. Now infinite power being nothing else

but a power of doing whatsoever is conceivable,

it is plainly absurd to say, that a power of doing

nothing but what is conceivable is inconceivable.

* Lih. vi. ad Nicomach. cap. ii. I'. 98. tom. iii. oper.
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* But, because the Atheists look upon infinity

as such a desperate and affrightful thing, we shall

here render it something more easy, and take off

that frightful vizard from it, which makes it seem

such a mormo, or bug-bear to them, by declaring,

in the next place, that infinity is really nothing

else but perfection. For infinite understanding

and knowledge is nothing else but perfect know

ledge, that which hath no defect or mixture of

ignorance with it, or the knowledge of whatso

ever is knowable. So, in like manner, infinite

power is nothing else but perfect power, that

which hath no defect or mixture of impotency in

it; a power of producing and doing all whatso

ever is possible, that is, whatsoever is conceiv

able. Infinite power can do whatsoever infinite

understanding can conceive, and nothing else;

conception being the measure of power, and its

extent, and whatsoever is in itself inconceivable

being therefore impossible. Lastly, infinity of

duration or eternity, is really nothing else but per

fection, as including necessary existence and im

mutability in it : so that it is not only contradic

tious to such a Being to cease to be or exist, but

also to have had a newness or beginning of being,

or to have any flux or change therein, by dying to

the present, and acquiring something new to it

self, which was not before. Notwithstanding

which, this being comprehends the differences of

past, present, and future, or the successive prior

ity and posteriority of all temporary things : and

because infinity is perfection, therefore can no

thing, which includeth any thing of imperfection,

in the very idea and essence of it, be ever truly

and properly infinite, as number, corporeal mag
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nitude, and successive duration. All which can

only, mentiri infinitatem, counterfeit and imitate

infinity—in their having more and more added to

them infinitely, whereby notwithstanding they ne

ver reach it, or overtake it. There is nothing

truly infinite, neither in knowledge, nor in power,

nor in duration, but only one absolutely perfect

Being, or the holy Trinity,
-

Now, that we have an idea or conception of

perfection, or a perfect Being, is evident from the

notion that we have of imperfection, so familiar

to us ; perfection being the rule and measure of

imperfection, and not imperfection of perfection;

as a straight line is the rule and measure of a

crooked, and not a crooked line of a straight: so

that perfection is first conceivable, in order of na

ture, before imperfection, as light before darkness,

a positive before the privative or defect. For per

fection is not properly the want of imperfection,

but imperfection of perfection. Moreover, we

perceive divers degrees of perfection in the es

sences of things, and consequently a scale or lad

der of perfections in nature, one above another, as

of living and animate things above senseless and

inanimate, of rational things above sensitive; and

this by reason of that notion or idea, which we

first have of that which is absolutely perfect, as

the standard; by comparing of things with which,

and measuring of them, we take notice of their

approaching more or less near thereunto. Nor in

deed could these gradual ascents be infinite, or

without end, but they must come at last to that

which is absolutely perfect, as the top of them

all. Lastly, We could not perceive imperfection

in the most perfect of all those things, which we
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ever had sense or experience of in our lives, had

we not a notion or idea of that which is absolute

ly perfect, which secretly comparing the same

with, we perceive it to come short thereof. And

we might add here, that it is not conceivable nei

ther, how there should be any lesser perfection

existent in any kind, were there not first some

thing perfect in that kind, from whence it was de

rived: this of Boetius" being the very sense and

language of nature in rational beings; “Omne,

quod imperfectum esse dicitur, id diminutione

perfecti imperfectum esse perhibetur. Quo fit,

ut si in quolibet genere imperfectum quid esse vi

deatur, in eo perfectum quoque aliquid esse, ne

cesse sit. Etenim sublata perfectione, unde illud,

quod imperfectum perhibetur, existerit, ne fingi

quidem potest. Neque enim a diminutis incon

summatisque natura rerum cepit exordium; sed

ab integris absolutisque procedens, in haec extre

ma, atque effoeta dilabitur.” Whatsoever is said

to be imperfect, is accounted such by the dimi

mution of that which is perfect; from whence it

comes to pass, that if in any kind any thing ap

pear imperfect, there must of necessity be some

thing also in that kind perfect. For perfection

being once taken away, it could not be imagined,

from whence that which is accounted imperfect

should have proceeded. Nor did the nature of

things take beginning from inconsummate and im

perfect things, but proceeding from things abso

lute and complete, thence descend down to these

lower, effete, and languid things.-But of this

more elsewhere.

Wherefore since infinite is the same with abso

* De Consolat. Philos, lib. iii. p. 69, 70. edit. Vallini.
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lutely perfect, we having a notion or idea of the lat

ter, must needs have of the former. From whence

we learn also, that though the word infinite be in

the form thereof negative, yet is the sense of it, in

those things which are really capable of the same,

positive, it being all one with absolutely perfect;

as likewise the sense of the word finite is nega

tive, it being the same with imperfect. So that

finite is properly the negation, of infinite, as that

which in order of nature is before it; and not in

finite the negation of finite. However, in those

things which are capable of no true infinity, be

cause they are essentially finite, as number, cor

poreal magnitude, and time, infinity being there a

mere imaginary thing, and a non-entity, it can only

be conceived by the negation of finite; as we also

conceive nothing by the negation of something;

that is, we can have no positive conception

thereof. -

We conclude, to assert an infinite Being, is no

thing else but to assert a Being absolutely per

fect, such as never was not, or had no beginning,

which could produce all things possible and con

ceivable, and upon which all other things must

depend. And this is to assert a God; one abso

lutely perfect Being, the Original of all things:

God, and Infinite, and absolutely Perfect, being

but different names for one and the same thing.

We come now to the fourth atheistic objection,

That theology is nothing but an arbitrarious com

pilement of inconsistent and contradictious no

tions., Where, first, we deny not, but that as some

theologers (or bigotical religionists) of later times

extend the Divine omnipotence to things contra

dictious and impossible, as to the making of one
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and the same body, to be all of it in several dis

tant places at once ; so may others sometimes un

skilfully attribute to the Deity things inconsistent

or contradictious to one another, because seeming

to them to be all perfections. As, for example,

though it be concluded generally by theologers,

that there is a natural justice and sanctity in the

Deity, yet do some notwithstanding contend, that

the will of God is not determined by any antece

dent rule or nature of justice and sanctity in the

Deity, yet do some notwithstanding contend, that

the will of God is not determined by any antece

dent rule or nature of justice, but that whatso

ever he could be supposed to will arbitrarily,

would therefore be ipso facto just; which is called

by them the Divine sovereignty, and looked upon

as a great perfection; though it be certain, that

these two things are directly contradictious to one

another, viz. That there is something ºast, in its

own nature just and unjust, or a natural sanctity

in God; and that the arbitrary will and command

of the Deity is the only rule of justice and injus

tice. Again, some theologers determining, That

whatsoever is in God, is God, or essential to the

Deity ; they conceiving such an immutability to

be a necessary perfection thereof, seem thereby

not only to contradict all liberty of will in the

Teity, which themselves notwithstanding contend

for in a high degree, that all things are arbitrarily

determined by Divine decree; but also to take,

away from it all power of acting ad eatra, and of

perceiving or animadverting things done succes

sively here in the world. But it will not follow.

from these and the like contradictions of mistaken

theologers, that therefore theology itself is contra

VOL. III, R
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dictious, and hath nothing of philosophic truth

at all in it; no more than because philosophers

also hold contradictory opinions, that therefore

philosophy itself is contradictious, and that there

is nothing absolutely true or false, but (according

to the Protagorean doctrine) all seeming and fan

tastical. - -

But in the next place we add, that though it be

true, that the nature of things admits of nothing

contradictious, and that whatsoever plainly im

plies a contradiction, must therefore of necessity

be a non-entity ; yet is this rule, notwithstanding,

obnoxious to be much abused, when whatsoever

men's shallow and gross understandings cannot

reach to, they will therefore presently conclude

to be contradictious and impossible. As, for ex

ample, the Atheists and Materialists cannot con

ceive of any other substance besides body, and

therefore do they determine presently, that incor

poreal substance is a contradiction in the very

terms, it being as much as to say, incorporeal

body:" wherefore when God is said by theo

logers to be an incorporeal substance, this is

to them an absolute impossibility. Thus a mo

dern writer: “The universe, that is, the whole

mass of all things, is corporeal; that is to say,

body. Now every part of body is body, and

consequently every part of the universe is body;

and that which is not body, is no part thereof.

And because the universe is all, that which is no

part of it, nothing. Therefore when spirits are

called incorporeal, this is only a name of honour,

and it may with more piety be attributed to God

* Hobbes's Leviath. cap. xxxiv.
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himself, in whom we consider, not what attribute

best expresseth his nature, which is incomprehen

sible, but what best expresseth our desire to ho

nour him.” Where incorporeal is said to be an

attribute of honour; that is, such an attribute,

as expresseth only the veneration of men's minds,

but signifieth nothing in nature, nor hath any phi

losophic truth and reality under it; a substance

incorporeal being as contradictious as something

and nothing. Notwithstanding which, this con

tradiction is only in the weakness and childish

ness of these men's understandings, and not the

thing itself; it being demonstrable, that there is

some other substance besides body, according to

the true and genuine notion of it. But because

this mistake is not proper to Atheists only, there

being some Theists also, who labour under this

same infirmity of mind, not to be able to conceive

any other substance besides body, and who there

fore assert a corporeal Deity; we shall in the next

place shew, from a passage of a modern writer,

what kind of contradictions they are, which these

Atheists impute to all theology, namely, such as

these; that it supposes God to perceive things sen

sible, without any organs of sense; and to under

stand and be wise without any brains. “Pious

men (saith he) attribute to God Almighty, for ho

mour's sake, whatsoever they see honourable in

the world, as seeing, hearing, willing, knowing,

justice, wisdom, &c. But they deny him such

poor things, as eyes, ears and brains, and other

organs, without which we worms neither have,

nor can conceive, such faculties to be : and so far

they do well. But when they dispute of God's

actions philosophically, then do they consider

R 2
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them again, as if he had indeed such faculties:

This is not well, and thence is it, that they fall

into so many difficulties. We ought not to dis

pute of God's nature. He is no fit subject of our

philosophy. True religion consisteth in obedi

ence to Christ's lieutenants, and in giving God

such honour, both in attributes and actions, as

they in their several lieutenancies shall ordain.”

Where the plain and undisguised meaning of the

author seems to be this : That God is no subject

of philosophy, as all real things are: (accord

ingly as he declareth elsewhere, that * “Religio

non est philosophia, sed lex;” Teligion is not a

matter of philosophy, but only of law and arbi

trary constitution)—he having no real nature of

his own, nor being any true inhabitant of the

world or heaven, but (as all other ghosts and

spirits) an inhabitant of men's brains only, that is,

a figment of their fear and fancy, or a mere poli

tical scare-crow. And therefore such attributes

are to be given to him, without any scrupulosity,

as the civil law of every country shall appoint,

and no other; the wise and nasute very well un

derstanding, that all this business of religion is

nothing but mere pageantry, and that the attri

butes of the Deity indeed signify neither true nor

false, nor any thing in nature, but only men's re

verence and devotion towards the object of their

fear: the manner of expressing which is deter

mined by civil law. Wherefore to say, that God

sees all things, and yet hath no eyes; and that he

hears all things, and yet hath no ears; and that

he understands, and is wise, and yet hath no

* De Homine, cap. xiv.
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brains; and whatsoever else you will please to say

of him, as attributes of honour, and only as signify

ing devotion, is thus far well enough. But when

men, not understanding the true cabala, will needs

go further, they mistaking attributes of honour for

attributes of nature, and of philosophic truth, and

making them premises to infer absolute truth, and

convince falsehood from, or matters to dispute

and reason; that is, when they will needs suppose

such a thing as a God really to exist in the world,

then do they involve themselves in all manner of

contradiction, nonsense, and absurdity; as, for ex

ample, to affirm seriously, that this God really

sees all things in the world, and yet hath no eyes;

and that he indeed hears all things, and yet hath

no ears; and, lastly, that he understands and is

wise, and yet hath no brains, which things are all

absolutely contradictious, unconceivable and im

possible. The sum of all is this, that when reli

gion and theology, which is indeed nothing but

law and fantastry, is made philosophy, then is it

all mere jargon and insignificant nonsense. And

now we see what those contradictions are, which

the Atheists charge upon theology; such as owe

all their being only to the grossness, sottishness,

and brutishness of these men's own apprehensions.

From whence proceedeth likewise, this following

definition of knowledge and understanding,” That

it is nothing but a tumult of the mind, raised by

external things, pressing the organical parts of

man's body. “O ye brutish among the people,

when will ye understand 2 and ye fools, when

will ye be wise? He that planted the ear, (and

gave man's soul a power of hearing thereby) shall

-- * Leviathan, cap. xxxi. et Elementa de Cive, cap. xv.
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not he (though himself have no ears) hear? He

that formed the eye (and gave the human soul a

power of seeing, by it as an instrument) shall not

he (though himself have no eyes) see? Lastly, he

that teacheth man knowledge, (or gave him an

understanding mind, besides brains) shall not he

(though himself be without brains) know and un

derstand P’’

It is certain, that no simple idea, as that of a

triangle or a square, of a cube or sphere, can pos

sibly be contradictious to itself; and therefore

much less can the idea of a perfect Being (which

is the compendious idea of God), it being more

simple than any of the other. Indeed this simple

idea of a perfect Being is pregnant of many attri

butes; and therefore, the idea of God, more fully

declared by them all, may seem to be in this

respect a compounded idea, or one idea and

conception, consisting or made up of many;

which, if they were really contradictious, would

render the whole a non-entity. As, for example,

this; a plain triangle, whose three angles are

greater than two right ones, it being contradic

tious and unconceivable, is therefore no true idea,

but a non-entity. But all the genuine attributes

of the Deity, of which its entire idea is made up,

are things as demonstrable of a perfect Being, as

the properties of a triangle or a square are of

those ideas respectively, and therefore cannot they

possibly be contradictious, neither to it, nor to

one another, because those things, which agree in

one third, must needs agree together amongst

themselves. . - -

Nay, the genuine attributes of the Deity, namely

such as are demonstrable of an absolute perfect
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Being, are not only not contradictious, but also

necessarily connected together, and inseparable

from one another. For there could not possibly

be one thing infinite in wisdom only, another thing

infinite only in power, and another thing only infi

mite in duration or eternal. But the very same

thing, which is infinite in wisdom, must needs be

also infinite in power, and infinite in duration, and

so vice versa. That, which is infinite in any one

perfection, must of necessity have all perfections

in it. Thus are all the genuine attributes of the

Deity not only not contradictious, but also inse

parably concatenate; and the idea of God no

congeries either of disagreeing things; or else of

such, as are unnecessarily connected with one

another.

In very truth, all the several attributes of the

Deity are nothing else but so many partial and

inadequate conceptions of one and the same

simple perfect Being, taken in as it were by piece

meal, by reason of the imperfection of our human

understandings, which could not fully conceive it

all together at once ; and therefore are they really

all but one thing, though they have the appear

ance of multiplicity to us. As the one simple

light of the sun, diversely refracted and reflected

from a rorid cloud, hath to us the appearance of

the variegated colours of the rainbow.

Wherefore the attributes of God are no bundle

of unconceivables and impossibles, huddled up

together; nor attributes of honour and compli

ment only, and nothing but the religious nonsense

of astonished minds, expressing their devotion

towards what they fear; but all of them attri

butes of nature, and of most severe philosophic
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truth. Neither is the idea of God an arbitrarious

compilement of things unnecessarily connected,

and separable from one another ; it is no facti.

tious, nor fictitious thing, made up by any feigning

power of the soul, but it is a natural and most

simple uncompounded idea; such as to which no

thing can be arbitrariously added, nor nothing

detracted from. Notwithstanding which, by rea

son of the imperfection of human minds, there

may be, are, different apprehensions concerning

it. For as every one, that hath a conception of a

plain triangle in general doth not therefore know,

that it includes this property in it, to have three

angles equal to two right ones; nor doth every

one, who hath an idea of a rectangular triangle,

presently understand, that the square of the sub

tense is equal to the squares of both the sides;

so neither doth every one, who hath a conception

ofa perfect Being, therefore presently know all that

is included in that idea. Moreover, men may ea

sily mistake things for absolute perfections, which

are not such, as hath been partly already shewed.

And now, whereas the Atheists pretend, in the

next place, to give an account of that supposed

contradictiousness in the idea and attributes of

God, namely, that it proceeded principally from

fear, or the confounded nonsense of men's astonish

ed minds, huddling up togetherall imaginable attri

butes of honour, courtship, and compliment, with

out any philosophic truth, sense, or signification;

as also, in part, from the fiction and imposture of

politicians: all this hath been already prevented,

and the foundation thereof quite taken away, by

our shewing, that there is nothing in the genuine

idea of God and his attributes, but what is demon
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strable of a perfect Being, and that there cannot

be the least either added to that idea, or detract

ed from it, any more than there can be any thing

added to or detracted from the idea of a triangle,

or of a square. From whence it follows unavoid

ably, that there cannot possibly be any thing ei

ther contradictious or arbitrarious in the Divine

idea, and that the genuine attributes thereof are

attributes of necessary philosophic truth: namely,

such as do not only speak the piety, devotion,

and reverence of men's own minds, but declare

the real nature of the thing itself. Wherefore,

when a modern atheistic writer affirmeth of all

those, who reason and conclude concerning God's

nature from his attributes, “That, losing their un

derstanding in the very first attempt, they fall from

one inconvenience (or absurdity) to another with

out end ; after the same manner, as when one, ig

morant of court ceremonies, coming into the pre

sence of a greater person than he was wont to

speak to, and stumbling at his entrance, to save

himself from falling, lets slip his cloak; to reco

wer his cloak, lets fall his hat; and so, with one dis

order after another, discovers his rusticity and as

tonishment:” we say, that, though there be some

thing of wit and fancy in this, yet, as it is applied

to theology, and the genuine attributes of the

Deity, there is not the least of philosophic truth.

However, we deny not but that some, either out

of superstition, or else out of flattery, (for thus

are they styled by St. Jerome,” “stultiadulatores

Dei,” foolish flatterers of God Almighty)—have

sometimes attributed such things to him as are

incongruous to his nature, and, under a pretence

* Comment. in Habacuc, lib. i. p. 148, tom. vi. oper.
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of honouring him, by magnifying his power and

sovereignty, do indeed most highly dishonour

him; they representing him to be such a Being as

is no way amiable or desirable.

But the Atheists are most of all concerned to

give an account of that unquestionable pheno

menon—the general persuasion of the existence of

a God in the minds of men, and their propensity

to religion in all ages and places of the world ;

whence this should come, if there be really no

such thing in nature: and this they think to do

in the last place, also, partly from men's own

fear, together with their ignorance of causes, and

partly from the fiction of law-makers and po

liticians, they endeavouring thereby to keep men

in civil subjection under them ; where we shall

first plainly and nakedly declare the Atheist's

meaning, and then manifest the invalidity and

foolery of these pretences to solve the foremen

tioned phenomenon.

First, therefore, these Atheists affirm, That

mankind, by reason of their natural imbecility,

are in perpetual solicitude, anxiety and fear, con

cerning future events, or their good and evil for

tune to come; and this passion of fear inclining

men to imagine things formidable and fearful,

and to suspect or believe the existence of what

really is not; I say, that this distrustful fear and

jealousy in the minds of men, concerning their

future condition, raises up to them the phantasm

of a most affrightful spectre, an invisible under

standing Being, arbitrarily governing and sway

ing the affairs of the whole world, and at plea

sure tyrannizing over mankind. And when men's

exorbitant fear and fancy has thus raised up to
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itself such a mormo, or bug-bear, such an af

frightful spectre, as this, a thing that is really no

inhabitant of the world, or of heaven, but only of

men's brains, they afterward stand in awe of this

their own imagination, and tremblingly worship

this creature and figment of their own fear and

fancy, as a thing really existing without them, or

a God; devising all manner of expressions of

honour and reverence towards it, and anxiously

endeavouring, by all ways conceivable, to propi

tiate and atone the same. And thus have they

brought upon themselves a most heavy yoke of

bondage, and filled their lives with all manner of

bitterness and misery.

Again, to this fear of future events the Atheists

add also ignorance of causes, as a further account

of this phenomenon of religion, so generally enter

tained in the world. For mankind (say they) are

naturally inquisitive into the causes of things; and

that not only of the events of their own good and

evil fortune, but also of the phenomenon of the

world, and the effects of nature: and such is their

curiosity, that wheresoever they can discover no

visible and natural causes, there are they prone to

feign and imagine other causes, invisible and su

pernatural. As it was observed of the tragic dra

matists that, whenever they could not well extricate

themselves, they were wont to bring in a god upon

the stage : and as Aristotle" recordeth of Anax

agoras, that he never betook himself to Mind, or

Understanding, that is, to God for a cause, but

only when he was at a loss for other natural and

necessary causes. From whence these Atheists

would infer, that nothing but ignorance of causes

* Metaphys. lib. i. cap. iv. p. 267, tom. iv. oper.
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made Anaxagoras to assert a Deity. Wherefore

it is no wonder (say they) if the generality of man

kind, being ignorant of the causes almost of all

events and effects of nature, have, by reason of

their natural curiosity and fear, feigned or intro

duced one invisible power or agent omnipotent,

as the supreme cause of all things; they betaking

themselves thereto, as to a kind of refuge, asylum,

or sanctuary for their ignorance. -

These two accounts of the phenomenon of re

ligion, from men's fear and solicitude about future

events, and from their ignorance of causes, to

gether with their curiosity, are thus joined to

gether by a modern writer:” “Perpetual fear of

future evils always accompanying mankind, in the

ignorance of causes, as it were in the dark, must

needs have for object something. And therefore

when there is nothing to be seen, there is nothing

to accuse for their evil fortune, but some power

or agent invisible.” Moreover, it is concluded,

that from the same originals sprang, not only that

vulgar opinion of inferior ghosts and spirits also,

subservient to the supreme Deity (as the great

ghost of the whole world, apparitions being no

thing but men's own dreams and fancies taken

by them for sensations), but also men's taking

things casual for prognostics, and their being so

superstitiously addicted to omens and portents,

oracles, and divinations and prophecies; this pro

ceeding likewise from the same fantastic suppo

sition, that the things of the world are disposed

of, not by nature, but by some understanding and

intending agent or person.”

a Hobbes, Leviath, cap. xii. * This is levelled against Hobbes

De Homine, cap. xiii, and Leviathan, cap. xii,
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But lest these two forementioned accounts of

that phenomenon of religion, and the belief of a

Deity, so epidemical to mankind, should yet seem

insufficient; the Atheists will superadd a third to

them, from the fiction and imposture of civil

sovereigns, crafty law-makers, and designing poli

ticians; who perceiving a great advantage to be

made, from the belief of a God and religion, for

the better keeping of men in obedience and sub

jection to themselves, and in peace and civil

society with one another (when they are per

suaded, that besides the punishments appointed

by laws, which can only take place upon open and

convicted transgressors, and are often eluded and

avoided, there are other punishments, that will be

inflicted even upon the secret violators of them,

both in this life and after death, by a Divine, invisi

ble, and irresistible hand) have thereupon dex

terously laid hold of men's fear and ignorance, and

cherished those seeds of religion in them (being

the infirmities of their nature) and further con

firmed their belief of ghosts and spirits, miracles

and prodigies, oracles and divinations, by tales.

or fables, publicly allowed and recommended;

according to that definition of religion given by a

modern writer,” “Fear of power invisible, feigned

by the mind, or imagined from tales publicly al

lowed, religion; not allowed, superstition.” And

that religion, thus nursed up by politicians, might

be every way compliant with, and obsequious to,

their designs, and no way refractory to the same;

it hath been their great care to persuade the peo

ple, that their laws were not merely their own in

ventions, but that themselves were only the inter

* Leviathan., cap. vi.
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preters of the gods therein, and that the same

things were really displeasing to the gods, which

were forbidden by them ; God ruling over the

world no otherwise, than in them, as his vicege

rents; according to that assertion of a late writer,

Tract. Theol. “Deum nullum regnum in homines ha

§º. bere, nisi per eos, qui imperium tenent,”

is P. *14] that God reigneth over men, only in the

civil sovereigns.—This is therefore another atheis

tic account of religion's so generally prevailing in

the world, from its being a fit engine of state, and

politicians generally looking upon it as an arca

num imperii, a mystery of government—to possess

the minds of the people with the belief of a God,

and to keep them busily employed in the exercises

of religion, thereby to render them the more tame

and gentle, apt to obedience, subjection, peace,

and civil society.

Neither is all this the mere invention of modern

Atheists, but indeed the old atheistic cabal, as

may appear partly from that known passage of

the poet,” That the gods were first made by fear—

and from Lucretius's so frequently insisting upon

the same, according to the mind of Epicurus.

For in his first book he makes “terrorem animi, et

tenebras,” terror of mind, and darkness—the chief

causes of Theism; and in his sixth, he further pur

sues the same grounds, especially the latter of

them, after this manner: -

Lamb. 528. Caetera quae fieri in terris coeloque tuentur

[ver. 49.] Mortales, pavidis quom pendent mentibu' saepe,

Efficiunt animos humiles formidine divum;

Depressosque premunt ad terram, propterca quod

IGNORANTIA CAUSARUM conferre deorum -

Cogit ad imperium res; et concedere regnum, et,

* Petron. in Fragment. p. 676, edit. Burman.
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Quorum operum causas nulla ratione videre

Possunt, haec fieri divino numine rentur.

To this sense; Mortals, when with trembling

minds they behold the objects both of heaven and

earth, they become depressed and sink down un

der the fear of the gods; ignorance of causes

setting up the reign and empire of the gods. For

when men can find no natural causes of these

things, they suppose them, presently, to have been

done by a Divine power.

And this ignorance of causes is also elsewhere

insisted upon by the same poet, as the chief source

of religion, or the belief of a God.

Praeterea coeli rationes ordine certo, Lib. v. Lamb.

Et varia annorum cernebant tempora verti; p. 500. [ver.

-- - is 1182.]
Nec poterant quibus id fieret cognoscere causis.

Ergo PERFUGIUM sibi habebant, omnia divis

Tradere, et iPsorum nutu facere omnia flecti.

Moreover, when a modern writer declares the

opinion of ghosts to be one of those things, in

which consisteth the natural seeds of religion : as

also that this opinion proceedeth from the igno

rance how to distinguish dreams, and other strong

fancies from vision and sense; he seemeth herein

to have trod likewise in the footsteps of Lucretius,

giving, not obscurely, the same account of religion

in his fifth book.”

Nunc quae causa deum per magnas numina gentes

Pervolgarit, et ararum compleverit urbes, &c.

Non ita difficile est rationem reddere verbis.

Quippe etenim jam tum divum mortalia secla

Egregias animo facies vigilante videbant,

JEt magis in somnis, mirando corporis auctu.

His igitur sensum tribuebant, &c.

That is, How the noise of the gods came thus to

- a Ver, 1160.
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ring over the whole world, and to fill all places

with temples and altars, is not a thing very diffi

cult to give an account of; it proceeding first from

men's fearful dreams, and their phantasms when

awake, taken by them for visions and sensations.

Whereupon they attributed not only sense to these

things as really existing, but also immortality and

great power. For though this were properly an

account only of those inferior and plebeian gods,

called demons and genii, yet was it supposed,

that the belief of these things did easily dispose

the minds of men also to the persuasion of one

supreme omnipotent Deity over all. :

Lastly, that the ancient Atheists, as well as the

modern, pretended, the opinion of a God and

religion to have been a political invention, is fre

quently declared in the writings of the Pagans;

as in this of Cicero,” “Ii, qui dixerunt totam de

diis immortalibus opinionem fictam esse ab homi

nibus sapientibus, reipublicae causa, ut quos ratio

non posset, eos ad officium religio duceret: nonne

omnem religionem funditus sustulerunt?” They,

who affirmed the whole opinion of the gods to

have been feigned by wise men for the sake of the

commonwealth, that so religion might engage

those to their duty, whom reason could not, did

they not utterly destroy all religion ?—And the

sense of the ancient Atheists is thus represented

De Leg. l. x. by Plato; eroic, (5 nakáple, tival trotorov qa

[p. 666.] giv ourot téxvy, ov piſoel, dAAd riot väuotc. Kal

rodrovc àA\ovc àAAoic, čirm Kaarot ovvouox6 yngav voud

0eroſuevot. They first of all affirm, that the gods

are not by nature, but by art and laws only ; and

that from thence it comes to pass, that they are

* De Nat. Deor, lib, i, cap. xlii, p. 2945. tom. ix, oper.
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different to different nations and countries, accord

ingly as the several humours of their law-makers

did chance to determine.—And before Plato, Cri

tias, one of the thirty tyrants of Athens, plainly de

clared religion at first to have been a political in

trigue, in those verses of his recorded by Sextus'

the philosopher, beginning to this purpose; “that

there was a time at first, when men's life was dis

orderly and brutish, and the will of the stronger

was the only law; after which they consented and

agreed together to make civil laws;” that so the

disorderly might be punished. Notwithstanding

which, it was still found, that men were only

hindered from open but not from secret injus

tices: whereupon some sagacious and witty per

son was the author of a further invention, to de

termen as well from secret as from open injuries:

'Evtsºv cºy to 98%y slanyńzaro.

‘o; #er 3aipawy 340ſ tº 64xxwy £iº,

Néº r" &xočov wai 8xãway, $goyāyrs'

‘Y$' ot, wäy ºwāv rá AEx6iv iv 880toſ; āzoſsrai,

A6%p.svoy 3: Träy lºsſy 8what rai.

Namely, by introducing or feigning a God immor

tal and incorruptible, who hears, and sees, and

takes notice of all things.-Critias then conclud

ing his poem in these words;

oùro, 33 ºrg&roy olop.a. weirai riya

©yntov; yogićely 3alpºvoy eſyai yśvog.

And in this manner do I conceive, some one at

first to have persuaded mortals to believe, that

there is a kind of gods.”

* Lib. viii. advers. Mathemat. §. 54. p. 562.

* To these passages of the ancients, wherein the origin of all religion

is ascribed to state-policy, add Seneca, Quaest. Natur. lib. ii. cap.

xlii. p. 536. tom. ii. oper and Sextus Empiric, lib. viii, advers. Ma

themat, p. 551. -

VOL. III. S
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Thus have we fully declared the sense of the

Atheists, in their account of the phenomenon of

religion and the belief of a God; namely, that they

derive it principally from these three springs or

originals; first, from men's own fear and solicitude

concerning future events, or their good and evil

fortune. Secondly, from their ignorance of the

causes both of those events, and the phenome

na of nature; together with their curiosity. And,

lastly, from the fiction of civil sovereigns, law

makers and politicians. The weakness and fool

ery of all which we shall now briefly manifest.

First, therefore, it is certain, that such an excess

of fear, as makes any one constantly and ob

stinately to believe the existence of that, which

there is no manner of ground neither from sense

nor reason for, tending also to the great disquiet

of men's own lives, and the terror of their minds,

cannot be accounted other than a kind of crazed

ness or distraction. Wherefore, the Atheists

themselves acknowledging the generality of man

kind to be possessed with such a belief of a Deity,

when they resolve this into such an excess of

fear; it is all one, as if they should affirm, the ge

nerality of mankind to befrighted out of their wits,

or crazed and distempered in their brains: none

but a few Atheists, who being undaunted and un

dismayed have escaped this panic terror, remain

ing sober and in their right senses. But, whereas

the Atheists thus impute to the generality of man

kind, not only light-minded credulity and phan

tastry, but also such an excess of fear, as differs

nothing at all from crazedness and distraction or

madness; we affirm, on the contrary, that their

supposed courage, stayedness and sobriety, is
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really nothing else but the dull and sottish stu

pidity of their minds; dead and heavy incredu

lity, and earthly diffidence or distrust; by reason

whereof they will believe nothing but what they

can feel or see.

Theists indeed have a religious fear of God,

which is consequent from him, or their belief of

him (of which more afterwards); but the Deity

itself, or the belief thereof, was not created by any

antecedent fear, that is, by fear concerning men's

good and evil fortune; it being certain, that none

are less solicitous concerning such events, than

they who are most truly religious. The reason

whereof is, because these place their chief good

in nothing that is dAAórptov, aliene, or in another's

power—and exposed to the strokes offortune; but

in that which is most truly their own, namely, the

right use of their own will. As the Atheists, on

the contrary, must needs, for this very reason, be

liable to great fears and solicitudes concerning

outward events, because they place their good

and evil in the Tá0oc ièovic kai Xſtrmc, the passion

ofpleasure and pain;–or at least, denying natural

honesty, they acknowledge no other good but

what belongs to the animal life only, and so is un

der the empire of fortune. And that the Atheists

are indeed generally timorous and fearful, sus

picious and distrustful things, seems to appear

plainly from their building all their politics, civil

societies, and justice (improperly so called), upon

that only foundation of fear and distrust.

But the grand error of the Atheists here is this,

that they suppose the Deity, according to the

sense of the generality of mankind, to be nothing

but a mormo, bug-bear, or terriculum, an af

S 2.
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frightful, hurtful, and most undesirable thing:

whereas men every where invoke the Deity in

their straits and difficulties for aid and assistance,

looking upon it as exorable and placable; and by

their trust and confidence in it, acknowledge its

goodness and benignity. Synesius affirms, that

though men were otherwise much divided in their

De Regno, opinions, yet dyabov rov Gedv Juvovow airav

tº. edit. TEC airavraxon kai gopoi kai äcopot, they all

*] every where, both wise and unwise, agree

in this, that God is to be praised, as one who is

good and benign.

If among the Pagans there were any who un

derstood that proverbial speech, 400vepov rô Satuá

viov, in the worst sense, as if God Almighty were

of an envious and spiteful nature;—these were cer

tainly but a few ill-natured men, who therefore

drew a picture of the Deity according to their

own likeness. For the proverb, in that sense,

was disclaimed and cried down by all the wiser

Pagans; as Aristotle, who affirmed the poets to

have lied in this, as well as they did in many

Mººn...; other things; and Plutarch, who taxeth

§3. P. ºº, Herodotus for insinuating to 0slov trav
tom. iv. oper.] p w * - e

ºrs ºf p0ovegöv re kai rapaxóðsc, the Deity uni

::::::::::: versally (that is, all the gods) to be of an

.." envious and vexatious or spiteful disporat āot?oi,

ººl sition;–whereas himselfappropriated this
Malign. [p. - - ©

857.Tomii, only to that evil demon or principle as
oper.] serted by him, as appeareth from the

life of P. AEmilius," written by him, where he

affirmeth, not that rô 0:lov wav Đôovepov, the Deity

universally was of an envious nature:–but, that

there is a certain deity or demon, whose proper

* Tom, ii. oper. p. 273.
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task it is, to bring down all great and over-swell

ing human prosperity, and so to temper every

man's life, that none may be happy in this world,

sincerely and unmixedly, without a check of ad

versity;-which is, as if a Christian should ascribe

it to the devil. And Plato "plainly declares the

reason of God's making the world at first, to have

been no other than this, dyabóc fiv, dyabº, 8% ow8sic

trºpi ovéevoc ow8étrore #yytyveral 40óvoc; because he

was good, and there is no manner of envy in that

which is good.—From whence he also concluded,

Távra ör uéAtara #3ovXñ0m yevčaſła trapatMigua aurº,

that God therefore willed all things should be

made the most like himself;-that is, after the best

manner. But the true meaning of that ill-languaged

proverb seems, at first, to have been no other,

than what, besides Hesiod, the Scripture itself

also attributes to God Almighty, that he affecteth

to humble and abase the pride of men, and to pull

down all high, towering, and lofty things, whether

as noxious and hurtful to the men themselves, or

as in some sense invidious to him, and derogatory

from his honour, who alone ought to be exalted,

and no flesh to glory before him. And there hath

been so much experience of such a thing as this

in the world, that the Epicurean poet himself

could not but confess, that there was some hid

den force or power, which seemed to have a spite

to all over-swelling greatnesses, and affect to cast

contempt and scorn upon the pride of men;

Usque adeo res humanas vis abdita quaedam Lamb. 503.

Obterit, et pulchros fasces, saevasque secures, [lib. v. ver, ,

Proculcare, ac ludibrio sibi habere videtur. 1232.]

* In Timaeo, cap. xiv. p. 237. edit. Fabricii.
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Where he plainly reeled and staggered in his

Atheism, or else was indeed a Theist, but knew

it not; it being certain, that there can be no

such force as this, “in regno atomorum,” in

the reign or empire of senseless atoms.-And as

for those among Christians, who make such a

horrid representation of God Almighty, as one

who created far the greatest part of mankind, for

no other end or design, but only this, that he

might recreate and delight himself in their eternal

torments; these also do but transcribe or copy

out their own ill-nature, and then read it in the

Deity ; the Scripture declaring on the contrary,

that God is love. Nevertheless these very per

sons, in the mean time, dearly hug and embrace

God Almighty in their own conceit, as one that is

fondly good, kind, and gracious to themselves ;

he having fastened his affections upon their very

persons, without any consideration of their disposi

tions or qualifications.

It is true, indeed, that religion is often express

ed in the Scripture by the fear of God, and fear

hath been said to be “prima mensura Deitatis,”

the first measure of the Divinity in us, or the first

impression, that religion makes upon men in this

obnoxious and guilty state, before they have ar

rived to the true love of God and righteousness.

But this religious fear is not a fear of God, as a

mere arbitrary omnipotent Being, much less as

hurtful and mischievous (which could not be dis

joined from hatred); but an awful regard of him,

as of one who is essentially just, and as well a

punisher of vice and wickedness, as a rewarder of

virtue ; Lucretius himself, when he describes this

religious fear of men, confessing it to be conjoined
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with a conscience of their duty, or to include the

same within itself;

Tunc populi gentesque tremunt, &c. P. 503. [lib. v.

Ne quodob admissum foede dictumve superbe, vers. 1223.]

Poenarum grave sit solvendi tempus adactum.

And this is the sense of the generality of man

kind, that there being a natural difference of good

and evil moral, there is an impartial justice in the

Deity, which presideth over the same, and inclines

it as well to punish the wicked, as to reward the

virtuous: Epicurus himself acknowledging thus

Inuch, Év0ev kai usyid rac [3Xáſłac olovrat, roic Ep.ad Menoec.

p. 46. Gass.
* > - 2 p. v > r -

Kakolc {K 08tov ráyeaflat, Kai ºpeXciac roic [tom. v. oper

dyaboic, Theists suppose, that there are #.º,

both great evils inflicted upon the wick-º'º.

ed from the gods; and also great rewards "**)

by them bestowed upon the good.—And this fear

of God is not only beneficial to mankind in gene

ral, by repressing the growth of wickedness, but

also wholesome and salutary to those very persons

themselves, that are thus religiously affected, it

being preservative of them both from moral evils,

and likewise from the evils of punishment conse

quent thereupon. This is the true and genuine

fear of religion, which when it degenerates into a

dark kind, of jealous and suspicious fear of God

Almighty, either as a hurtful, or as a mere arbi

trary and tyrannical Being, then is it looked upon

as the vice or extreme of religion, and distin

guished from it by that name of 8stotôauovia, super

stition.—Thus is the character of a superstitious

man given by Plutarch, olera 0souc fival, º:

Avtmpouc & kai 3Maſłºpolic, that he thinks i. oper.j

there are gods, but that they are noxious and hurt

ful; and dvdykm kai uotiv rôv Šagiðaiuova, kai joščioffat
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rove 0souc, a superstitious man must needs hate

God, as well as fear him.—“The true fear of God

(as the son of Sirach speaks) is the beginning of

his love, and faith is the beginning of

cleaving to him.” As if he should have

said, The first entrance into religion is an awful re

gard to God as the punisher of vice; the second step

forwards therein is faith or confidence in God,

whereby men rely upon him for good, and cleave

to him ; and the top and perfection of all religion

is the love of God above all, as the most amiable

Being. Christianity, the best of religions, recom

mendeth faith to us, as the inlet or introduction

into all true and ingenuous piety; for “he that

cometh to God, must not only believe that he is,

- but also that he is a rewarder of those

that seek him.” Which faith is better de

fined in the Scripture than by any scholastic, to be

the substance of things (that are to be) hoped for,

and the evidence of things not seen; that is, a

confident persuasion of things that fall not under

sight (because they are either invisible or future),

and which also are to be hoped for. So that

religious fear consisteth well with faith, and faith

is near of kin to hope, and the result of both faith

and hope is love; which faith, hope and love, do

all suppose an essential goodness in the Deity.

God is such a being, who, if he were not, were of

all things whatsoever most to be wished for; it

being indeed no way desirable (as that noble Em

peror concluded) for a man to live in a world

void of a God and providence. He that believes

a God, believes all that good and perfection in the

universe which his heart can possibly wish or

desire. It is the interest of none, that there should

Chap. xxv. 12.

Heb. xi. 6.
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be no God, but only of such wretched persons as

have abandoned their first and only true interest

of being good, and friends to God, and are de

sperately resolved upon ways of wickedness.

The reason why the Atheists do thus grossly

mistake the notion of God, and conceive of him

differently from the generality of mankind, as a

thing which is only to be feared, and must con

sequently be hated, is from nothing but their own

vice and ill-nature. For, first, their vice so far

blinding them, as to make them think, that the

moral differences of good and evil have no foun

dation in nature, but only in law or arbitrary con

stitution (which law is contrary to nature, nature

being liberty, but law restraint); as they cannot

but really hate that which hinders them of their

true liberty and chief good, so must they needs

interpret the severity of the Deity so much spoken

of against wickedness, to be nothing else but cru

elty and arbitrary tyranny. Again, it is a wretch

ed ill-natured maxim, which these Atheists have,

that there is “nulla naturalis charitas,” no natural

charity,+but that “omnis benevolentia Cic, de N. D.

oritur ex imbecillitate et metu,” all bene-º-

volence ariseth only from imbecility and **]

fear;-that is, from being either obnoxious to an

other's power, or standing in need of his help. So

that all that is now called love and friendship

amongst men, is, according to these, really no

thing, but either a crouching under another's

power, whom they cannot resist, or else “merca

tura quaedam utilitatum,” a certain kind of mer

chandizing for utilities.—And thus does

Cottain Cicero declare their sense; “Ne

homines quidem censetis, nisi imbecilli essent, fu

Cic, ibid.
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turos beneficos aut benignos;” You conceive that

no man would be any way beneficent or benevolent

to another, were it not for his imbecility or indi

gence.—But as for God Almighty, these Atheists

conclude, that upon the supposition of his exist

ence, there could not be so much as this spuri

ous love or benevolence in him neither towards

any thing: because by reason of his absolute and

irresistible power, he would neither stand in need

of any thing, and be devoid of all fear. Thus the

forementioned Cotta: “Quid est prae

stantius bonitate et beneficentia? Qua

cum carere Deum vultis, neminem Deo nec Deum

mec hominem carum, neminem ab eo amari vultis.

Itafit, ut non modo homines a diis, sedipsidii inter

se ab aliis alii negligantur.” What is there more

excellent than goodness and beneficence? which

when you will needs have God to be utterly de

void of, you suppose, that neither any god nor

man is dear to the supreme God, or beloved of

him. From whence it will follow, that not only

men are neglected by the gods, but also the gods

amongst themselves are neglected by one another.

—Accordingly a late pretenderto politics, who in

this manner discards all natural justice and cha

rity, determines concerning God,” “Regnandi et

puniendi eos, qui leges suas violant, jus Deo esse

a sola potentia irresistibili;” that he has no other

right of reigning over men, and of punishing those

who transgress his laws, but only from his irre

sistible power.—Which indeed is all one as to say,

that God has no right at all of ruling over man

kind, and imposing commands upon them, but

Cic. ibid.

* Hobbes, Elem. de Cive, cap. xv. S. 4, p. 112. et alias.
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what he doth in this kind, he doth it only by force

and power, right and might (or power) being very

different things from one another, and there being

no jus or right without natural justice; so that

the word right is here only abused. And con

sentaneously hereunto the same writer further

adds,” “si jus regnandi habeat Deus ab omni

potentia sua, manifestum est obligationem ad

praestandam ipsi obedientiam incumbere homini

bus propter imbecillitatem;” that if God's right

of commanding be derived only from his omni

potence, then it is manifest, that men's obligations

to obey him lie upon them only from their im

becility.—Or, as it is further explained by him,

“homines ideo Deo subjectos esse, quia omnipo

tentes non sunt, aut quia ad resistendum satis

virium non habent;" that men are therefore only

subject to God, because they are not omnipotent,

or have not sufficient p wer to resist him.—Thus

do we see plainly, how the Atheists, by reason of

their vice and ill-nature (which make them deny

all natural justice and honesty, all natural cha

rity and benevolence), transform the Deity into

a monstrous shape; such an omnipotent Being,

as, if he were, could have nothing neither of jus

tice in him, nor of benevolence towards his crea

tures; and whose only right and authority of

commanding them would be his irresistiblepower;

whom his creatures could not place any hope,

trust, and confidence in, nor have any other obli

gation to obey, than that of fear and necessity,

proceeding from their imbecility, or inability to

resist him. And such a Deity as this is indeed

* Ibid. $.7, p. 114.
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a mormo or bug-bear, a most formidable and

affrightful thing.

But all this is nothing but the Atheists’ false

imagination, true religion representing a most

comfortable prospect of things from the Deity ;

whereas on the contrary, the atheistic scene of

things is dismal, hopeless, and forlorn, that there

should be no other good, than what depends

upon things wholly out of our own power, the

momentary gratification of our insatiate appetites,

and the perpetual pouring into a “ dolium pertu

sum,” a perforated and leaking vessel :—that our

selves should be but a congeries of atoms, up

on the dissolution of whose compages our life

should vanish into nothing, and all our hope pe

rish: that there should be no providence over us,

nor any kind and good-natured being above to

take care of us, there being nothing without us

but dead and senseless matter. True, indeed,

there could be no spiteful design in senseless atoms,

or a dark unconscious nature. Upon which ac

count, Plutarch would grant, that even
De Superst. - - - - • -

ſº. 161 on this atheistic hypothesis itself, as bad

**) as it is, were, notwithstanding, to be

preferred before that of an omnipotent, spiteful,

and malicious being (if there can be any such hy

pothesis as this), a monarchy of theManichean evil

principle, reigningall alone over the world, without

any cor-rival, and having an undisturbed empire.

Nevertheless it is certain also, that there could be

no faith nor hope neither in these senseless atoms,

both necessarily and fortuitously moved, no more

than there could be faith and hope in a whirlwind,

or in a tempestuous sea, whose merciless waves

are inexorable, and deaf to all cries and suppli
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cations. For which reason Epicurus' Epist.namen.

himself confessed, that it was better to P. 49. Gass.

give credit to the fable of gods (as he calls it),

than to serve the atheistic fate, or that material

necessity of all things, introduced by those athe

istic philosophers, Leucippus and Democritus:

kpcirrov fiv rº trºpi 0sov uč09 Karakokovſkiv, # tº róv pugi

köv eiuapuévy' 6 ułv yag Arièa trapatriostoc wiroygápa (stov

Sud rumc' m §§ dirapairnrov #xel riv dvdyknv' Because

there is hopes, that the gods may be prevailed

with by worship and prayer ; but the other (ne

cessity) is altogether deaf and inexorable.—And

though Epicurus thought to mend the matter,

and make the atheistic hypothesis more tolerable,

by introducing into it (contrary to the tenor of

those principles) liberty of will in men; yet this,

being not a power over things without us, but our

selves only, could alter the case very little. Epi

curus himself was in a panic fear, lest the frame

of heaven should sometime upon a sudden crack,

and tumble about his ears, and this fortuitous

compilement of atoms be dissolved into a chaos;

b Tria talia texta

Una dies dabit exitio; multosque per annos

Sustentata ruet moles et machina mundi.

And what comfort could his liberty of will then

afford him,who placed all his happiness in security

from external evils 2 TéAoc row un vouíčev 0solic, un

qo@tiaſa (saith Plutarch): The atheistic p. Superst.

design in shaking off the belief of a God, ſp. 165 tom.

was to be without fear;-but by means ""

hereof, they framed such a system of things to

themselves, as under which they could not have

* Wide Diog. Laert. lib. x, segm. 134, p. 659.

b Lucret, lib. v. ver, 95.
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the least hope, faith, or confidence. Thus running

from fear did they plunge themselves into fear;

for they, who are without hope, can never be free

from fear. Endless of necessity must the fears

and anxieties of those men be, who shake off that

one fear of God that would only preserve them

from evil, and have no faith nor hope in them.

Wherefore wennight conclude upon better grounds

than the Atheists do of Theism, that Atheism

(which hath no foundation at all in nature nor in

reason) springs first from the imposture of fear.

For the faith of religion being the substance or

confidence of such things not seen as are to be

hoped for; atheistic infidelity must needs, on the

contrary, be a certain heavy diffidence, despond

ence, and misgiving of mind, or a timorous distrust

and disbelief of good to be hoped for, beyond the

reach of sense ; namely, of an invisible Being om

nipotent, that exerciseth a just, kind, and gracious

providence, over all those who commit their ways

to him, with an endeavour to please him, both here

in this life and after death. But vice, or the love

of lawless liberty, prevailing over such disbeliev

ing persons, makes them by degrees more and

more desirous, that there should be no God; that

is, no such hinderer of their liberty; and to count

it a happiness to be freed from the fear of him,

whose justice (if it were) they must needs be ob

noxious to.

And now have we made it evident, that these

Atheists, who make religion and the belief of a

God to proceed from the imposture of fear, do first

of all disguise the Deity, and put a monstrous,

horrid, and affrightful vizard upon it, transform

ing it into such a thing, as can only be feared
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and hated; and then do they conclude concern

ing it (as well indeed they may), that there is no

such thing as this really existing in nature, but

that it is only a mormo or bug-bear, raised up by

men's fear and fancy. Of the two, it might better

be said, that the opinion of a God sprung from

men's hope of good, than from their fear of evil;

but really it springs neither from hope nor fear

(however in different circumstances it raises both

those passions in our minds); nor is it the impos

ture of any passion, but that whose belief is sup

ported and sustained by the strongest and clear

est reason, as shall be declared in due place.

But the sense of a Deity often preventing ratioci

nation in us, and urging itself more immediately

upon us, it is certain, that there is also, besides a

rational belief thereof, a natural prolepsis or an

ticipation in the minds of men concerning it,

which, by Aristotle, is called Mavreta, a vaticina

tion.

Thus have we sufficiently confuted the first

atheistic pretence to solve the phenomenon of re

ligion, and the belief of a God, so generally enter

tained, from the imposture of fear. We come now

to the second, That it proceeded from the igno

rance of causes also, or men's want of philosophy;

they being prone, by reason of their innate curio

sity, where they find no causes to make or feign

them ; and from their fear, in the absence of na

tural and necessary causes, to imagine supernatu

ral and Divine; this also affording them a hand

some cover and pretext for their ignorance: for

which cause these Atheists stick not to affirm of

God Almighty, what some philosophers do of oc

cult qualities, that he is but “perfugium et asylum
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ignorantiae,” a refuge and shelter for men's igno

rance;—that is, in plain and downright language,

the mere sanctuary of fools. -

And these two things are here commonly join

ed together by these Atheists, both fear, and igno

rance of causes, as which jointly concur in the

production of Theism ; because, as the fear of

children raises up bug-bears, especially in the

dark, so do they suppose in like manner the fear of

men, in the darkness of their ignorance of causes

especially, to raise up the mormo, spectre, or

phantasm of a God; which is thus intimated by

the Epicurean poet,”

Omnia caecis

In tenebris metuunt.

And accordingly Democritus gave this
Steph. Poe. .

philišč, as account of the original Theism or reli
Sexto. [vide

Sextum Em

pir. lib. viii. w a- y r f w w

advers. Ma- rºad row dºnov, rairie Bowrie ka.

º 24, aqtpatac kai kepavvovc, m\tov Te Kolt ot)\rivng

p. 554.

gion, optovrec rd #v roic uered poic traffiuara ot

&rActilac, ëstuarouvro 0eoûc otöuevot rotºrov

airlovc ; that when, in old times, men observed

strange and affrightful things in the meteors and

the heaven, as thunder, lightning, thunderbolts,

and eclipses, they not knowing the causes there

of, and being terrified thereby, presently imputed

them to the gods.-And Epicurus declares this

to have been the reason, why he took such great

pains in the study of physiology, that, by finding

out the natural and necessary causes of things, he

might be able to free both himself and others from

the terror of a God, which would otherwise in

vade and assault them ; the importunity of men's

minds, whenever they are at a loss for natural

* Lucret. lib. ii. ver. 54, 55.
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causes, urging them so much with the fear, suspi

cion, and jealousy, of a Deity.

Wherefore the Atheists thus dabbling in physi

ology, and finding out, as they conceive, material

and mechanical causes for some of the phenome

na of nature, and especially for such of them as

the unskilful vulgar sometimes impute to God

himself, when they can prove eclipses (for exam

ple) to be no miracles, and render it probable,

that thunder is not the voice of God Almighty

himself, as it were roaring above in the heavens,

merely to affright and amaze poor mortals, and

make them quake and tremble; and that thunder

bolts are not there flung by his own hands, as the

direful messengers of his wrath and displeasure;

they presently conclude triumphantly thereupon,

concerning nature or matter, that it doth

* Ipsa sua per se, sponte, omnia Diisagere expers,

do all things alone of itself without a God.—But

we shall here make it appear in a few instances,

as briefly as we may, that philosophy, and the

true knowledge of causes, leads to God ; and

that Atheism is nothing but ignorance of causes

and of philosophy.

For, first, no Atheist, who derives all from

senseless atoms, or matter, is able to assign any

cause at all of himself, or give any true account

of the original of his own soul or mind, it being

utterly inconceivable and impossible, that soul

and mind, sense, reason,and understanding, should

ever arise from irrational and senseless matter,

however modified ; or result from atoms, devoid

of all manner of qualities, that is, from mere mag

* Lucret, lib. ii. ver, 1091.

VOL. III. T
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nitude, figure, site, and motion of parts: for

though it be indeed absurd to say (as these Athe

ists allege) that laughing and crying things are

made out of laughing and crying principles,

* Et ridere potest non ex ridentibu’ factus,

yet does it not therefore follow, that sensitive and

rational beings might result from a composition of

irrational and senseless atoms; which, according

to the Democritic hypothesis, have nothing in

them but magnitude, figure, site, and motion, or

rest, because laughing and crying are motions,

which result from the mechanism ofhuman bodies,

in such a manner organized ; but sense and un

derstanding are neither local motion, nor mechan

ism. And the case will be the very same, both

in the Anaximandrian or Hylopathian, and in the

Stratonic or Hylozoic Atheism; because sense and

conscious understanding could no more result, ei

ther from those qualities of heat and cold, moist

and dry, contempered together; or from the mere

organization of inanimate and senseless matter,

than it could from the

* Concursus, motus, ordo, positura, figurae,

of atoms devoid of all manner of qualities. Had

there been once nothing but senseless matter, for

tuitously moved, there could never have emerged

into being any soul or mind, sense or understand

ing; because no effect can possibly transcend the

perfection of its cause. Wherefore Atheists, sup

posing themselves, and all souls and minds, to

have sprung from stupid and senseless matter,

and all that wisdom, which is any where in the

* Lucret, lib. ii., ver, 985. *Id, lib. i. ver, 686.
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world, both political and philosophical, to be the

result of mere fortune and chance, must needs be

concluded to be grossly ignorant of causes; which

had they not been, they could never have been

Atheists. So that ignorance of causes is the

seed, not of Theism, but of Atheism ; true phi

losophy, and the knowledge of the cause of our

selves, leading necessarily to a Deity.

Again, Atheists are ignorant of the cause of mo

tion in bodies also ; by which, notwithstanding,

they suppose all things to be done; that is, they

are never able to solve this phenomenon so long

as they are Atheists, and acknowledge no other

substance besides matter or body. For, first, it is

undeniably certain, that motion is not essential to

all body, as such, because then no particles of mat

ter could ever rest; and consequently there could

have been no generation, nor no such mundane

system produced as this is, which requires a cer

tain proportionate commixture of motion and rest;

no sun, nor moon, nor earth, nor bodies of ani

mals; since there could be no coherent consist

ency of any thing, when all things fluttered and

were in continual separation and divulsion from

one another. Again, it is certain likewise, that

matter or body, as such, hath no power of moving

itself freely or spontaneously neither, by will or

appetite; both because the same inconvenience

would from hence ensue likewise, and because

the phenomena or appearances do plainly evince

the contrary. And as for that prodigiously-ab

surd paradoxof some fewhylozoic Atheists, that all

matter, as such, and therefore every smallest par

ticle thereof, hath not only life essentially belong

ing to it, but also perfect wisdom and knowledge,

T 2
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together with appetite, and self-moving power,

though without animal sense or consciousness:

this, I say, will be elsewhere in due place further

confuted. But the generality of the ancient Athe

ists, that is, the Anaximandrians and Democri

tics, attributed no manner of life to matter, as such;

and therefore could ascribe no voluntary or spon

taneous motion to the same, but fortuitous only;

according to that of the Epicurean poet" already

cited, - -

Nam certe neque consilio, primordia rerum

Ordine se quaeque, atque sagaci mente locarunt;

Nec quos quaeque dareilt inotus pepigere profecio.

Wherefore these Democritics, as Aristotle some

where" intimates, were able to assign no other

cause of motion, than only this, That one body

moved another from eternity infinitely, so that there

was no Tptorov kwoov, no first unmoved mover,

ever to be found ; because there is no beginning

nor first in eternity. From whence probably,

that doctrine of some atheistic Stoics in Alex.

Alex. Aph. Aphrodisius was derived, That there is

ib. de Fato, no first in the rank and order of causes.

#..." –In the footsteps of which philosophers

Lond:] a modern writer seemeth to have trodden,

when declaring himself after this manner;" “Si

quis ab effectu quocunque, ad causam ejus imme

diatam, atque inde ad remotiorem, ac sic perpetuo

ratiociniatione ascenderit, non tamen in aeternum

procedere poterit, sed defatigatus aliquando defi

ciet.” If any one will from whatsoever effect as

cend upward to its immediate cause, and from

a Lib. i. Ver. 1020.

* Vide Physic. lib. viii. cap. i. Ş. 3. p. 796, tom. i. oper. et S. 27.

p. 579.

• Hobbes, Elem. Philosoph. part iv. cap. xxvi. p. 204.
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thence to a remoter, and so onwards perpetually,

in his ratiocination; yet shall he never be able to

hold on through all eternity; but at length being

quite tired out with his journey, be forced to desist,

or give over.—Which seems to be all one as if he

should have said, one thing moved or caused an

other infinitely from eternity, in which there being

no beginning, there is consequently no first mover

or cause to be reached unto. But this infinite pro

gress of these Democritics, in the order of causes,

and their shifting off the cause of motion, from

onethingto another, without end or beginning, was

rightly understood by Aristotle," to be indeed the

assigning of no cause of motion at all, etc àrepov

siaw, st Miri total Kard {{ow Kwouv Tºtorov, they aC

knowledging (saith he) no first mover according

to nature, must needs make an idle progress infi

nitely ;-that is, in the language of this philoso

pher, assign no cause at all of motion. Epicurus

therefore, to mend the matter, though according

to the principles of the atomic physiology, he dis

carded all other qualities, yet did he notwith

standing admit this one quality of gravity or pon

derosity in atoms, pressing them continually down

wards in infinite space. In which, as nothing

could be more absurd nor unphilosophical than

to make upwards and downwards in infinite

space, or a gravity tending to no centre, nor place

of rest ; so did he not assign any cause of motion

neither, but only in effect affirm, the atoms there

fore to tend downwards, because they did so; a

quality of gravity, signifying only an endeavour to

tend downwards, but why or wherefore, nobody

knows. And it is all one as if Epicurus should

* Physic. Auscultat, lib, vii, cap, ii. p. 365, tom. i. oper.
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have said, that atoms moved downwards by an

occult quality, he either betaking himself to this

as an asylum, a sanctuary, or refuge, for his igno

rance; or else indeed, more absurdly, making his

very ignorance itself (disguised under that name

of a quality) to be the cause of inotion. Thus

the Atheists universally either assigned no cause

at all for motion, as the Anaximandrians and De

mocritics; or else no true one, as the Hylozoists;

when, to avoid incorporeal substance, they would

venture to attribute perfect understandings, appe

tite or will, and self-moving power, to all senseless

matter whatsoever. But since it appears plainly,

that matter or body cannot move itself, either the

motion of all bodies must have no manner of

cause; or else must there of necessity be some

other substance besides body, such as is self-active

and hylarchical, or hath a natural power of ruling

over matter. Upon which latter account Plato

rightly determined, that cogitation, which is self

activity or autokinesy, was, in order of nature,

before the local motion of body, which is hetero

kinesy. Though motion considered passively in

bodies, or taken for their translation, or change

of distance and place, be indeed a corporeal

thing, or a mode of those bodies themselves mov

ing; yet, as it is considered actively for the vis

movems, that active force, which causes this trans

lation, or change of place, so is it an incoporeal

thing; the energy of a self-active substance upon

that sluggish matter or body, which cannot at all

move itself. Wherefore, in the bodies of animals,

the true and proper cause of motion, or the deter

mination thereofatleast, is not thematter itselforga

nized, but the soul either as cogitative, or plasticly
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self-active, vitally united thereunto, and naturally

ruling over it. But in the whole world it is either

God himself, originally impressing a certain quan

tity of motion upon the matter of the universe,

and constantly conserving the same, according to

that of the Scripture, “In him we live and

move” (which seems to have been the

sense also of that noble Agrigentine poet and phi

losopher,” when he described God to be only “a

pure or holy mind, that with swift thoughts agitates

the whole world”); or else it is instrumentally an

inferior created spirit, soul, or life of nature; that is,

a subordinate hylarchical principle, which hath a

power of moving matter regularly, according to the

direction of a superior perfect Mind. And thus do

we see again, that ignorance of causes is the seed

of Atheism, and not of Theism; no Atheists being

able to assign a true cause of motion, the know

ledge whereof plainly leadeth to a God.

Furthermore, those Atheists, who acknow

ledge no other principle of things but senseless

matter fortuitously moved, must needs be igno

rant also of the cause of that grand phenomenon,

called by Aristotle, the to ej ka kaAſoc, the well

and fit in nature ;-that is, of the most artificial

frame of the whole mundane system in general,

and of the bodies of animals in particular, together

with the conspiring harmony of all. For they,

who boasted themselves able to give natural

causes of all things whatsoever, without a God,

can give no other cause at all of this phenomenon,

but only that the world happened by chance to be

thus made as it is. Now, they, who make fortune

Acts, xvii. 28.

* Empedocles, cujus versus duos vide apud Ammonium Comm. in

librum Aristot. Trépi ‘Eppinvetaç, p. 107. edit. Aldinae.
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and chance to be the only cause of this so-admi

rable phenomenon, the most regular and artificial

frame and harmony of the universe, they either

make the mere absence and want of a cause, to

be a cause, fortune and chance being nothing else

but the absence or want of an intending cause; or

else do they make their own ignorance of a cause,

and they know not how, to be a cause; as the

author of the Leviathan interprets the meaning

hereof: “Many times (saith he) men put for cause

of natural events their own ignorance, but dis

guised in other words; as when they say, that

fortune is the cause of things contingent; that

is, of things whereof they know no cause.” Or

they affirm, against all reason, one contrary to be

the cause of another, as confusion to be the cause

of order, pulchritude, and harmony; chance and

fortune, to be the cause of art and skill; folly

and nonsense, the cause of the most wise and re

gular contrivance: or lastly, they deny it to have

any cause at all, since they deny an intending

cause, and there cannot possibly be any other

cause of artificialness and conspiring harmony,

than mind and wisdom, counsel and contrivance. .

But because the Atheists here make some pre

tences for this their ignorance, we shall not con

ceal any of them, but bring them all to light; to

the end that we may discover their weakness and

foolery. First, therefore, they pretend, that the

world is not so artificially and well made, but that

it might have been made much better, and that

there are many faults and flaws to be found

therein; from whence they would infer, that it was

not made by a perfect God, he being supposed by

* Cap. xi. et alias.
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Theists to be no bungler, but a perfect Mind, or

a Being infinitely good and wise, who therefore

should have made all things for the best.

But this being already set down by itself, as a

twelfth atheistic objection against a Deity, we

must reserve the confutation thereof for its proper

place. Only we shall observe thus much here by

the way; that those Theists of later times, who,

either because they fancy a mere arbitrary Deity;

or because their faith in the Divine Goodness is but

weak; or because they judge of things according

to their own private appetites and selfish passions,

and not with a free uncaptivated universality of

mind, and an impartial regard to the good of the

whole; or because they look only upon the pre

sent scene of things, and take not the future in

to consideration, nor have a comprehensive view

of the whole plot of Divine Providence together;

or lastly, because we mortals do all stand upon

too low a ground, to take a commanding view and

prospect upon the whole frame of things; and our

shallow understandings are not able to fathom the

depths of the Divine wisdom, nor trace all the

methods and designs of Providence; grant, that

the world might have been made much better than

now it is ; which indeed is all one as to say, that

it is not well made: these neoteric Christians (I

say) seem hereby to give a much greater advantage

to the Atheists, than the Pagan Theists themselves

heretofore did, who stood their ground, and gene

rously maintained against them, that Mind being

the maker of all things, and not fortune or chance,

nor arbitrary self-will, and irrational humour om

nipotent, the ré 3:Artarov, that which is absolutely

the best in every case, so far as the necessity of
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things would admit, and in compliance with the

good of the whole, was the measure and rule both

of nature and Providence.

Again, the atomic Atheists further allege, that

though there be many things in the world, which

serve well for uses, yet it does not at all follow,

that therefore they were made intentionally and

designedly for those uses; because, though things

happen by chance to be so or so made, yet may

they serve for something or other afterward, and

have their several uses consequent. Wherefore

all the things of nature happened (say they) by

chance to be so made as they are, and their several

uses notwithstanding were consequent, or follow

ing thereupon. Thus the Epicurean poet:

Lucret. l. iv. Nil ideo matum est in corpore, ut uti

P. 307.” Possemus, sed quod natum estid procreat usum.
[vers. 832,

833.]

Nothing in man's body was made out of design

for any use; but all the several parts thereof,

happening to be so made as they are, their uses

were consequent thereupon.—In like manner the

pºli.e. old atheistic philosophers in Aristotle

viii.[p. 475, concluded, rouc dôāvrac Čá dváyknc divarsi\al,
tom. i. oper. w V 2 f > *-* * 3. º w w

Touc pºev £utrfoaôtovc ościc, âtrurmëstovc TPoç TO

8taptiv, rouc 8: you plovc r\artic, Kai xenoluovc rºoc rô

Xsaivetv riv reopſiv' irti ou roirov vska yewtoffat, d\\d

ovutreativ" duotoc & Kai trºpi rov &\\ov usedv, v čoolc

Soke virápxtiv to ºvera row. That the former teeth

were made by material or mechanical necessity,

thin and sharp, by means whereof they became

fit for cutting; but the jaw-teeth thick and broad,

whereby they became useful for the grinding of

food. But neither of them were intended to be
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such, for the sake of these uses, but happened by

chance only. And the like concerning all the

other parts of the body, which seem to be made

for ends.-Accordingly the same Aristotle repre

sents the sense of those ancient Atheists, concern

ing the other parts of the universe, or things of

nature, that they were all likewise made such, by

the necessity of material (or mechanical) motions

undirected, and yet had nevertheless their several

uses consequent upon this their accidental struc

ture. Tº kwxwet rºv ºwaw pun ºveka row totéiv, umě &rt

(3éArtov, dAA &otsp is 6 Zejc, oux étroc töv girov avéſion,

dAA tº diváyknc, &c. What hinders but that nature

might act without any respect to ends or good and

better, as Jupiter, or the heaven, raineth not in

tentionally to make the corn grow, but from ne–

cessity P because the vapours, being raised up into

the middle region, and there refrigerated and

condensed, must needs descend down again in the

form of water. But this happens by mere chance,

and without any intention, that the grain is made

to grow thereby ; as the contrary sometimes hap

pens by the excess of it.

But to this we reply, that though a thing, that

happens accidentally to be so or so made, may

afterward, notwithstanding, prove often service

able for some use or other; yet, when any thing

consisteth of many parts, that are all artificially

proportioned together, and with much curiosity

accommodated one to another, any one of which

parts having been wanting, or otherwise in the least

placed and disposed of, would have rendered the

whole altogether inept for such a use; then may

we well conclude it not to have been made by

chance, but by counsel and design, intentionally,
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for such uses. As, for example, the eye, whose

structure and fabric consisting of many parts

(humours and membranes), is so artificially com

posed, no reasonable person, who considers the

whole anatomy thereof, and the curiosity of its

structure, can think otherwise of it, but that it was

made out of design for the use of seeing; and did

not happen accidentally to be so made, and then

the use of seeing follow ; as the Epicurean poet

would fain persuade us,

P. 367. Lamb. Lumina ne facias oculorum clara creata,

[lib. iv. ver. Prospicere ut possimus.823.] p p0

You are by all means to take heed of entertaining

that so-dangerous opinion (to Atheism), that eyes

were made for the sake of seeing, and ears for the

sake of hearing.—But for a man to think, that not

only eyes happened to be so made, and the use of

seeing unintended followed ; but also, that in all

the same animals, ears happened to be so made

too, and the use of hearing followed them ; and a

mouth and tongue happened to be so made like

wise, and the use of eating, and (in men) of speak

ing, was also accidentally consequent thereupon;

and feet were in the same animals made by chance

too, and the use of walking followed; and hands

made in them by chance also, upon which so

many necessary uses depend; besides innume

rable other parts of the body, both similar and

organical, none of which could have been want

ing, without rendering the whole inept or useless:

I say, to think, that all these things should hap

pen by chance to be thus made in every one and

the same animal, and not designed by mind or
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counsel, that they might jointly concur and con

tribute to the good of the whole; this argues the

greatest insensibility of mind imaginable. But

this absurd and ridiculous conceit hath been long

since so industriously confuted, and the folly

thereof manifested by that learned Pagan phi

losopher and physician, Galen, in his book of

the Use of Parts, that it would be altogether su

perfluous to insist any more upon it."

Wherefore, that the former teeth are made thin

and sharp, and the jaw-teeth thick and broad, by

chance only, and not for use, was one of the De

mocritic dotages; as also, that nothing in the

clouds and meteors was intended for the good of

this habitable earth, within whose atmosphere

they are contained, but all proceeded from mate

rial and mechanical necessity. Which conceit,

though Cartesius seem to have written his whole

book of Meteors in favour of, he beginning it with

the derision ofthose, who “seat God in the clouds,

and imagine his hands to be employed in opening

and shutting the cloisters of the winds, in sprink

ling the flowers with dews, and thunder-striking

the tops of mountains;” and closing his discourse

with this boast, that he had now made it mani

fest, there was no need to fly to miracles (that is,

to bring in a God upon the stage) to solve those

phenomena; yet were it easy enough to demon

strate the defectiveness of those his mechanical

undertakings in sundry particulars, and to evince

that all those things could not be carried on with

such constant regularity, by mere fortuitous me

chanism, without any superior principle to guide

and steer them. Nevertheless, we acknowledge,

* Wide Lactant. de Opificio Dei, cap. vi. p. 1003.
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that God and nature do things every where, in

the most frugal and compendious way, and with

the least operoseness; and therefore that the me

chanic powers are not rejected, but, taken in, so

far as they could comply serviceably with the in

tellectual model and platform ; but still so, as

that all is supervised by one understanding and

intending Cause, and nothing passes without his

approbation, who, when either those mechanic

powers fall short, or the stubborn necessity of

matter proves uncompliant, does overrule the

same, and supply the defects thereof, by that

which is vital; and that without setting his own

hands immediately to every work too, there being

a subservient minister under him, an artificial na

ture, which, as an Archeus of the whole world,

governs the fluctuating mechanism thereof, and

does all things faithfully, for ends and purposes,

intended by its director.

But our atomic Atheists still further allege,

that though it might well seem strange, that mat

ter fortuitously moved should, at the very first

jump, fall into such a regular frame as this is,

having so many aptitudes for uses, so many cor

respondences between several things, and such

an agreeing harmony in the whole; yet ought it

not to seem a jot strange, if atoms, by motion,

making all possible combinations and contextures,

and trying all manner of conclusions and experi

ments, should, after innumerable other freaks, and

discongruous forms produced, in length of time

fall into such a system as this is. Wherefore they

affirm, that this earth of ours, at first, brought

forth divers monstrous and irregular shapes of

animals;
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Orba pedum partim, manuum viduata vicissim; Lucret, i.v."

Multa sine ore etiam, sine voltu caeca reperta. p. 476. Lamb,

[ver. 838.]

Some without feet, some without hands, some

with a mouth and face, some wanting fit muscles

and nerves for the motion of their members.

And the old philosophic Atheists were so frank

and lavish herein, that they stuck not to affirm,

amongst those monstrous shapes of animals, there

were once produced centaurs, and scyllas, and

chimaeras; Bovyevn kai dvěpátºpopa, mixedly boviform

and hominiform—biform and triform animals. But

Epicurus, a little ashamed of this, as that which

must needs look oddly and ridiculously, and

seeming more cautious and castigate, pretends to

correct the extravagancy of this fancy;

Sednequecentauri fuerunt, neque temporeinullo Lucret, 1. v.

Esse queat duplici natura, et corpore bino, p. 479.

Ex alienigemis membris compacta potestas. [ver. 876.]

Nevertheless, there were not then any centaurs,

nor biform and triform animals;–he adding, that

they, who feigned such things as these, might as

well fancy rivers flowing with golden streams,

and trees germinating sparkling diamonds and

such vastly gigantean men, as could stride over

seas, and take up mountains in their clutches,

and turn the heavens about with the strength of

their arms. Against all which, notwithstanding,

he gravely gives such a reason, as plainly over

throws his own principles;

Res sic quaeque suo ritu procedit, et omnes P. 480.

Foedere naturae certo discrimina servant. [ver. 920.]

Because things, by a certain covenant of nature,

always keep up their specific differences, without
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being confounded together.—For what covenant

of nature can there be in infinite chance 2 or what

law can there be set to the absolutely-fortuitous

motions of atoms, to circumscribe them by ?

Wherefore it must be acknowledged, that, ac

cording to the genuine hypothesis of the atomic

Atheism, all imaginable forms of inanimate bo

dies, plants, and animals, as centaurs, scyllas

and chimaeras, are producible by the fortuitous

motions of matter, there being nothing to hinder

it, whilst it doth -

a Omnimodiscoire, atque omnia pertentare,

Quaecunque inter se possint congressa creare;

put itself into all kind of combinations, play all

manner of freaks, and try all possible conclusions

and experiments.

But they pretend, that these monstrous irre

gular shapes of animals were not therefore now

to be found, because by reason of their inept fa

bric, they could not propagate their kind by ge

neration, as neither indeed preserve their own in

dividuals. Thus does Lucretius declare the sense

of Epicurus;

Quoniam natura absterruit auctum,

#: Nec potuere cupitum aetatis tangere florem,

[lib.w.”] No, epeire cibum, nec jungi per veneris res.
p gl p

And that this atheistic doctrine was older than

Epicurus, appeareth from these words of Aris

Nat. Ausc. totle; 8tov učv oëv àtravra avv{3m, ravra uév

1. ii.ºxiii toºth, diró row aurouárov avorávra tirnëstwc'
ſp. 475, tom. . e 2 -

# oper.]." §oa & un oirwc, arºero, kaflātrip "Eure

* Lucret. lib. v. ver, 191.
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80kWnc Aéyet rø Bouyevn kai dvěpárpopa' When animals

happened at first to be made, in all manner of

forms, those of them only were preserved, and

continued to the present time, which chanced to

be fitly made (for generation), but all the others

perished, as Empedocles affirmeth of the partly

ox and partly-man-animals.-Moreover, the an

cient both Anaximandrian and Democritic Athe

ists concluded, that, besides this one world of

ours, there were other infinite worlds (they con

ceiving it as absurd to think, there should be but

*one only world in infinite space, as that, in a vast

ploughed and sowed field, there should grow up

only one ear of corn, and no more); and they

would have us believe, that amongst these infinite

worlds (all of them fortuitously made) there is

not one of a thousand, or, perhaps, of ten thou

sand, that hath such regularity, concinnity, and

harmony in it, as this world that we chanced to

emerge in. Now it cannot be thought strange (as

they suppose), if, amongst infinite worlds, one or

two should chance to fall into some regularity.

They would also confidently assure us, that the

present system of things, in this world of ours,

shall not long continue such as it is, but after a

while fall into confusion and disorder again;

à.

Mundi naturam totius aeſas

Mutat, et ex alio terram status excipit alter,

Quod potuit nequeat, possit quod non tulit ante:

The same wheel of fortune, which, moving up

ward, hath brought into view this scene of things

that now is, turning round, will, some time or

a Lucret, lib. v. ver. 832.

VOL. III. U
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other, carry it all away again, introducing a new

one in its stead:—and then shall we have Cen

taurs, and Scyllas and Chimaeras again, all man

ner of inept forms of animals, as before.

But because men may yet be puzzled with the

universality and constancy of this regularity, and

its long continuance through so many ages, that

there are no records at all of the contrary any

where to be found; the atomic Atheist further

adds, that the senseless atoms, playing and toy

ing up and down, without any care or thought,

and from eternity trying all manner of tricks,

conclusions, and experiments, were at length (they

know not how) taught, and by thenecessity of things

themselves, as it were, driven, to a certain kind

of trade of artificialness and methodicalness; so

that though their motions were at first all casual

and fortuitous, yet in length of time they became

orderly and artificial, and governed by a certain

law, they contracting as it were upon themselves,

by long practice and experience, a kind of habit

of moving regularly ; or else being, by the mere

necessity of things, at length forced so to move,

as they should have done, had art and wisdom

directed them. Thus Epicurus in his epistle to

P. 28. Gass. Herodotus," dA\d tuiv wroxmirréov Kal riv

$vow toxAd kai Tavroſa wird rºw airów rºv

Toayuárov ëlèax0mwat Te Kal dvaykagónval' It must be

held, that nature is both taught and necessitated

by the things themselves:—or else, as Gassendus

interprets the words, “quadam veluti naturali

necessariaque doctrina sensin imbuta;”—by little

* Apud Diog. Laert. Iib. x. segm. 75. p. 633.
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and little embued with a certain kind of natural

and necessary doctrine.

To which atheistic pretences we shall briefly

reply, first, That it is but an idle dream, or rather

impudent forgery, of these Atheists, that hereto

fore there were in this world of ours all manner

of monstrous and irregular shapes of animals pro

duced, Centaurs, Scyllas, and Chimaeras, &c. and

indeed at first none but such ; there being not

the least footstep of any such thing appearing in

all the monuments of antiquity, and traditions of

former times: and these Atheists being not able

to give any manner of reason, why there should

not be such produced as well at this present time,

however the individuals themselves could not

continue long, or propagate by generation; or at

least why it should not happen, that, in some ages

or countries, there were either all Androgyna, of

both sexes, or else no animal but of one sex,

male or female only ; or, lastly, none of any sex

at all. Neither is there any more reason to give

credit to these Atheists, when (though enemies to

divination) they would prophesy concerning fu

ture times, that, in this world of ours, all shall

some time fall into confusion and nonsense again.

And, as their infinity of worlds is an absolute

impossibility, so, to their bold and confident as

sertion concerning those supposed other worlds,

as if they had travelled over them all, that,

amongst ten thousand of them, there is hardly

one, that hath so much regularity in it as this

world of ours, it might be replied, with equal

confidence, and much more probability of reason,

that were every planet about this sun of ours a

habitable earth, and every fixed star a sun, having

U 2
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likewise its several other planets or habitable

earths moving round about it, and not any one

of these desert or uninhabited, but all peopled

with animals; we say, were this so extravagant

supposition true, that there would not be found

any one ridiculous or inept system amongst them

all, but that the Divine art and wisdom (which

being infinite, can never be defective, nor any

where idle) would exercise its dominion upon all,

and every where impress the sculptures and signa

tures of itself. -

In the next place we affirm, That the fortuitous

motions of senseless atoms, trying never so many

experiments and conclusions, and making never

so many combinations and aggregate forms of

things, could never be able to produce so much

as the form or system of one complete animal,

with all the organic parts thereof so artificially

disposed (each of these being as it were a little

world), much less the system of this great world,

with that variety of animals in it; but least of

all could it constantly continue such regularity

and artificialness every where: for, that the fortui

tous motions of irrational, senseless, and stupid

matter should in length of time grow artificial,

and contract a habit of acting as regularly and

methodically, as if perfect art or wisdom had di

rected them, this is the most prodigious nonsense

imaginable, and can be accounted no other than

atheistic fanaticism.

It is no more possible, that the fortuitous II] O- -

tion of dead and senseless matter should ever from

itself be taught and necessitated to produce such

an orderly and regular system as the frame of this

whole world is, together with the bodies of ani
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mals, and constantly to continue the same, than

that a man perfectly illiterate, and neither able to

write nor read, taking up a pen into his hand, and

making all manner of scrawls, with ink upon pa

per, should at length be taught and necessitated,

by the thing itself, to write a whole quire of paper

together, with such characters, as being deci

phered by a certain key, would all prove cohe

rent philosophic sense; or than that we ourselves

writing down the mere letters of the alphabet,

transposedly, any how, as it happens, without the

least thought, either of words or sense, after our

scribbling a long time together what was altogether

insignificant, should at length have been taught

and necessitated by the thing itself, without the

least study and consideration of our own, to write

this whole volume. Or, to use another instance, this

is no more possible, than that ten or a dozen per

sons, altogether unskilled in music, having several

instruments given them, and striking the strings

or keys thereof, any how, as it happened, should,

after some time of discord and jarring, at length

be taught and necessitated to fall into most exqui

site harmony, and continue the same uninterrupt

edly for several hours together.

Wherefore, if it be ridiculous for one, that hath

read over the works of Plato or Aristotle, or

those six books of T. Lucretius Carus, De Na

tura Rerum, to contend, that possibly the letters

of those books might be all put together by chance,

or scribbled at random, without the least thought

or study of the writer, he having also no manner

of philosophic skill in him; or for one, that hears

ten or a dozen persons playing in concert upon

instruments of music, and making ravishing har
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mony, to persuade himself, that none of those

players had, for all that, the least of musical art

or skill in them, but struck the strings as it hap

pened; it must needs be much more ridiculous

and absurd, to suppose this artificial system of

the whole world to have resulted from the fortui

tous motion of senseless atoms, without the direc

tion of any art or wisdom, there being much more

of sense, art, and philosophy therein, than in any

philosophic volume or poem ever written by men;

and more of harmony and proportion, than in any

composition of vocal music. We conclude there

fore with Aristotle, dēśvarov & ravra tourov

*..., xav row rpárov that it is absolutely im

:* i. possible things should have come to

pass after this manner;-that is, by mere

fortune and chance, and without the direction of

any Mind or God. The Divine Mind and Wis

dom hath so printed its seal or signature upon

the matter of the whole corporeal world, as that

fortune and chance could never possibly have

counterfeited the same.

Notwithstanding all which, the ancient Athe

ists would undertake, by their wonderful skill in

logic, to demonstrate, that the frame of nature

could not possibly be made by any intending

cause, and for the sake of ends and uses; as, for

example, that eyes could not be first of all made

intentionally for the use of seeing, nor ears inten

tionally for the use of hearing, and so for the

rest; because, forsooth, these things were all of

them, in order of time and nature, before their

several uses. The argument is seriously pro

pounded by Lucretius, after this manner:
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Nec fuit ante, videre, oculorum lumina nata, Lamb. p. 367.

Nec dictis orare, prius quam lingua creata est; ſº". Ver.

Sed potius longe linguae praecessit origo 834.

Sermonem, multoque creatae sunt prius aures,

Quam sonus est auditus; et omnia denique membra

Ante fuere, ut opinor, eorum quam fuit usus.

Haud igitur potuere utendi crescC. - causa.

To this sense: There was no such thing as seeing

before eyes were made, nor hearing before ears,

nor speaking before the tongue. But the original

of the tongue much preceded speech : so likewise

eyes and ears were made before there was any

seeing of colours or hearing of sounds. In like

manner, all the other members of the body were

produced before their respective uses. And there

fore they could not be made intentionally, for the

sake of those uses.—The force of which argument

consisteth in this proposition: That whatsoever is

made for the sake of another thing, must exist in

time after that other thing, for whose sake it was

made: or, That, for which any thing is made,

must not only be, in order of nature, but also of

time, before that which is made for it.—And this

that Epicurean poet endeavours to prove by sun

dry instances;

At contra conferre manu certamina pugnac,
Ante ſuit multo quam lucida tela volarent, &c. Ibid.

Darts were made for the sake of fighting, but

fighting was before darts, or else they had never

been invented. Bucklers were excogitated and

devised, for the keeping off of blows and strokes,

but the declining of strokes was before buck

lers. So were beds contrived for the sake of

resting and sleeping, but resting and sleeping were

older than beds, and gave occasion for the in
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vention of them. Cups were intended and de

signed for the sake of drinking, which they would

not have been, had there not been drinking be

fore.—According to the force of which instances,

the poet would infer, that whosoever affirms eyes

to have been made for the sake of seeing, must

suppose, in like manner, there was some kind of

seeing or other before eyes. But since there was

no seeing at all before eyes, therefore could not

eyes be made for the sake of seeing. And this

is the atheistic demonstration, that the parts of

men's bodies, and other things of nature, could

not be made by any intending cause, for the sake

of ends and uses.

But it is evident, that this logic of Atheists dif.

fers from that of all other mortals, according to

which, the end, or that for which any thing is

made, is only in intention before the means, or

that which is made for it, but in time and execu

tion after it. And thus was the more effectual

way of fighting and doing execution, for whose

sake darts were invented, in time after darts, and

only in intention before them. It is true, indeed,

that fighting in general was before darts, sleeping

before beds, and drinking before cups; and there

by did they give occasion for men to think of

means for the more effectual fighting, and more

commodious sleeping and drinking; men being

commonly excited from the experience of things,

and the sense of their needs and wants, to exco

gitate and provide fit means and remedies. But

it doth not therefore follow, that the Maker of the

world, could not have at once beforehand a pre

ventive knowledge of whatsoever would be useful

and for the good of animals, and so make them
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intentionally for those uses. Wherefore the argu

ment should have been framed thus; Whatsoever

any thing is made for, as the end, that must needs

be, in the knowledge and intention of the maker,

before the existence of that which is made for it.

And, therefore, if eyes were made for the sake or

end of seeing, seeing must of necessity be in the

knowledge and intention of the maker of eyes,

before there were any eyes actually existing. But

there could be no knowledge of seeing before there

were any eyes. Wherefore eyes could not be made

for the sake of seeing. -

And this indeed is the genuine scope and drift

of the premised atheistic argument, however it

were disguised by them in their manner of pro

pounding it. The reason whereof was, because

they took it for granted, that all knowledge, as

such, is derived by sense from the things them

selves known pre-existing. From whence it fol

lows, that there could be no knowledge of vision

or seeing, before there was actual seeing and eyes;

and so they think it to be demonstrated, that

eyes could not be made by any Deity for the

sake of seeing before there was seeing ; no more

than spectacles by men for the sake of eyes,

before there were eyes. Thus does . . . .

the Epicurean poet conclude triumph- ſº

antly ; 851.]

Illa quidem seorsum sunt omnia, quae prius ipsa

Nata, dedere suae post notitiam utilitatis.

Quo genere imprimis sensus et membra videmus.

Quare etiam atque etiam procul est, ut credere possis,

Utilitatis ob officium potuisse creari.

That is, The members of men's bodies, and or

gans of sense, were first made by themselves, and
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then did they afterward give the notice or know

ledge of their several utilities; none of which could

have been had before. Wherefore we affirm again

and again, that it is impossible these things should

have been made designedly for their uses.

So that the controversy is at last resolved wholly

into this: Whether or no, all knowledge and un

derstanding, as such, universally does arise from

things antecedently existing without the knower?

Which being asserted by Atheists, they conclude

from thence, that the things of the world could

not be made by the previous counsel, contrivance,

and intention of any understanding Deity, but

that they all blundered out themselves, one after

another, according to the train or sequel of the

fortuitous motions of matter; and that from thence

knowledge and understanding, counsel and inten

tion, sprung up afterward, as junior to things, and

the world. But this being already made the ele

venth atheistic argument against a Deity, viz. That

all knowledge and mental conception is the infor

mation of the things themselves known, existing

before and without the knower, and a passion

from them; and therefore that the world must

needs be before any knowledge or conception of

it, and no knowledge or conception before the

world, as its cause—we shall refer the answer to

it, and confutation of it, to its proper place; where

we shall plainly demonstrate, that knowledge or

understanding is not, in its own nature, ectypal,

but archetypal; and that it is older than the world

and the Maker of all things.

But the Atheists yet further urge, against the

proving of a God from the ré si Kai kaAóc, the re

gular frame of the whole world in general, and
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the artificial structure of the bodies of animals,

after this manner; That it is altogether unreason

able to suppose, there should be no cause in na

ture for the phenomena thereof, especially for

those things, which are daily generated, as the bo

dies of animals; but (as by the tragic poets) a

god should be introduced, as it were from a ma

chine, forcibly to solve them. And, indeed, though

there were a god, yet they think he ought not to

be detruded to such mean offices as this, viz. to

make the body of every the most contemptible

animal, asit were with his own hands miracu

lously; nor ought nature or the world to be sup

posed so imperfect, as if it must be bungled and

botched up every where after this manner. It is

nature, therefore, which is the cause of these na

tural productions and generations. Which na

ture, that it doth not intend nor act designedly

for ends and uses, appears not only from hence,

because it never consults or deliberates (which

Aristotle * intimates to have been the reason,

why some of old denied the things of nature

to have been made for ends), but also because

it hath no animal sense or consciousness, no

understanding or appetite. Wherefore this opi

nion of intending, and final causality in nature,

can be accounted no other than an idolum specus

(as some" affect to phrase it), or a prejudice of

men's minds, when they apply their own pro

perties to things without them, and think, be

cause themselves intend, and act for ends, that

therefore nature doth the like. And they might

as well say, that nature laughs and cries, speaks

* Wide de Nat. Auscultat. lib. ii. cap. viii. p. 477, tom. i. oper.

* Lord Bacon in his Novum Organum, p. ii. S. 53. p. 47.
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and walks, syllogizes and philosophizes, because

themselves do so. But, as a modern philosopher

concludeth, “The universe, as one aggregate of

things natural, hath no intention belonging to it.”

And, accordingly, were all final causes rightly

banished by Democritus out of physiology, as

Aristotle" recordeth of him, rô où vska diptic \{yav,

trávra dváya oic Xonrat n bioic' That he reduced all

things to natural and necessary causes, altogether

rejecting final.

To all which we briefly reply : That there are

indeed two extremes here to be avoided ; the one,

of those, who derive all things from the fortuitous

motions of senseless matter, which is the extreme

of the atomic Atheists; the other, of bigotical re

ligionists, who will needs have God auroupyiv

à travra, to do all things himself immediately—as

if all in nature were miracle. But there is a mid

dle betwixt both these extremes; namely, to sup

pose, that besides God, and in subordination to

him, there is a nature (not fortuitous, but) artifi

cial and methodical, which governing the motion of

matter, and bringing it into regularity, is a second

ary or inferior cause of generations. Now, this

natura artificiosa, this artificial nature, though it

self indeed do not understand the reason of what

it doth, nor properly intend the ends thereof, yet

may it well be conceived to act regularly for the

sake of ends understood and intended by that

perfect Mind, upon which it depends. As the

manuary opificers understand not the designs

of the architect, but only drudgingly perform

their several tasks imposed by him; and as types

* De General, Animal, lib. v. cap. viii. p. 713. tom. ii. oper.
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or forms of letters, composed together, print co

herent philosophic sense, which themselves un

derstand nothing of (Upon which artificial or

spermatic nature, we have largely insisted before,

in the Appendix to the third chapter.) And

thus, neither are all things performed immedi

ately and miraculously by God himself; neither

are they all done fortuitously and temerariously,

but regularly and methodically, for the sake of

ends, though not understood by nature itself, but

by that higher Mind, which is the cause of it, and

doth, as it were, continually inspire it. Some,

indeed, have unskilfully attributed their own pro

perties, or animal idiopathies to inanimate bodies;

as when they say, that matter desires forms, as

the female doth the male; and that heavy bodies

descend down by appetite towards the centre,

that so they may rest therein; and that they

sometimes again ascend in discretion, to avoid a

vacuum. Of which fanciful extravagances, if the

Advancer of Learning be understood, there is

nothing to be reprehended in this following pas

sage of his ; “ Incredibile est quantum agnmen .

idolorum philosophiae immiserit naturalium ope

rationum ad similitudinem actionum humanarum

reductio :” It is incredible, how many errors have

been transfused into philosophy, from this one de

lusion, of reducing natural actions to the mode of

human ; or of thinking, that nature acteth as a

man doth.-But if that of his be extended fur

ther, to take away all final causes from the things

of nature, as if nothing were done therein for

ends intended by a higher mind, then is it the

very spirit of Atheism and infidelity. It is no idol

of the cave or den (to use that affected language),
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that is, no prejudice or fallacy imposed upon our

selves, from the attributing our own animalish

properties to things without us, to think, that the

frame and system of this whole world was con

trived by a perfect understanding Being or Mind

(now also presiding over the same), which hath

every where printed the signatures of its own

wisdom upon the matter. As also, that though

nature itself do not properly intend, yet it acteth

according to an intellectual platform prescribed

to it, as being the manuary opificer of the Divine

architectonic art, or this art itself as it were trans

fused into the matter, and embodied in it. Thus

Cicero's" Balbus long since declared concerning

it, that it was not “vis quaedam sine ratione, ciens

motus in corporibus necessarios; sed vis particeps

ordinis, tanquam via progrediens, cujus solertiam

nulla ars, memo artifex consequipotest imitando:”

Not a force unguided by reason, exciting neces

sary motions in bodies temerariously; but such

a force, as partakes of order, and proceeds as it

were methodically; whose cunning or ingeniosity

no art or human opificer can possibly reach to by

imitation.—For it is altogether unconceivable,

how we ourselves should have mind and inten

tion in us, were there none in the universe, or in

that highest principle, from whence all proceeds.

Moreover, it was truly affirmed by Aristotle," that

there is much more of art in some of the things

of nature, than there is in any thing artificially

made by men; and therefore intention, or final

and mental causality, can no more be secluded

from the consideration of natural, than it can

* De Natur. Deor. lib. ii. cap. xxxii. p. 3001. tom. ix. oper.

* Wide Natur. Auscult. lib. ii. cap. x. p. 476. tom. i. oper.
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from that of artificial things. Now it is plain, that

things artificial, as a house or clock, can neither

be understood, nor any true cause of them as

signed, without design or intention for ends and

good. For to say, that a house is stones, timber,

mortar, iron, glass, lead, &c. all put together, is

not to give a definition thereof, or to tell what in

deed it is, it being such an apt disposition of all

these materials, as may make up the whole fit for

habitation, and the uses of men. Wherefore this

is not sufficiently to assign the cause of a house

neither, to declare out of what quarry the stones

were dug, nor in what woods or forests the timber

was felled, and the like: nor, as Aristotle addeth,

stric rov rotxov yeyevnaðat § dváyknc wouiſot, Nat.Ausc. I.ii.

&rt ra pºv Øapéa Káro trépuke pépeoffat, rd & c. ix.[p.478.

kov pa širitroXnc' 80 ot \iffot utv Káro ka. 0sºft\la, tom. i. oper.]

n 8. ym āva èld riv Kovººrnra, âtritoxic 8. AdAtara ra. &\a'

kovº&rara yáp. If any one should go about thus to

give an account of a house from material necessity

(as the atheistic philosophers then did of the world

and the bodies of animals), that the heavier things

being carried downward of their own accord, and

the lighter upward; therefore the stones and foun

dation lay at the bottom, and the earth for the

walls, being lighter, was higher; and the timber,

being yet lighter, higher than that; but above all

the straw, or thatch, it being the lightest of all.—

Nor, lastly, if, as the same Aristotle elsewhere •

also suggesteth, one should further pretend, that

a house was therefore made such, ºutrecôvroc row

opyávov, &c. merely because the hands of the la

bourers, and the axes, and hammers, and trowels,

and other instruments, chanced all to be moved

* De Partib. Animal, lib. i. cap. i. p. 473. tom. ii. oper.
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so and so ; we say, that none of all these would

be to assign the true cause of a house, without

declaring, that the architect first framed in his

mind a model or platform of such a thing to be

made out of those materials, so aptly disposed

into a foundation, walls, roof, doors, rooms, stairs,

chimneys, windows, &c. as might render the

whole fit for habitation, and other human uses.

And no more certainly can the things of nature

(in whose very essence final causality is as much

included) be either rightly understood, or the

causes of them assigned, merely from matter and

mechanism, or the necessary and unguided mo

tion thereof, without design or intention for ends

and good. Wherefore to say," that the bodies of

animals became such, merely because the fluid

seed, by motion, happened to make such traces,

and beget such stamina and lineaments, as out

of which that compages of the whole resulted; is

not to assign a cause of them, but to dissemble,

smother, and conceal their true efficient cause,

which is the wisdom and contrivance of that Di

vine Architect and Geometer, making them every

way fit for the inhabitation and uses of their re

spective souls. Neither indeed can we banish all

final, that is, all mental causality, from philosophy

or the consideration of nature, without banishing

at the same time reason and understanding from

ourselves, and looking upon the things of nature

with no other eyes than brutes do. However,

none of the ancient Atheists would ever under

take to assign necessary causes for all the parts

of the bodies of animals, and their efformation,

*This seems to be levelled against Des Cartes' book De formatione

Foetus. -
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from mere matter, motion, and mechanism; those

small and pitiful attempts in order thereunto, that

have been made by some of them in a few in

stances (as that the spina dorsi “ came from the

flexure of the bodies of animals, when they first

sprung out of the earth, the intestines from the

flux of humours excavating a crooked and wind

ing channel for itself, and that the nostrils were

broken open by the eruption of breath); these, I

say, only shewing the unfeasableness and impos.

sibility thereof. And therefore Democritus was

so wise, as never to pretend to give an account

in this way of the formation of the foetus, he

looking upon it as a thing absolutely desperate;

nor would he venture to say any more concerning

it (as Aristotle" informeth us) than 3rt offroc del á

dváyknc yiveral, that it always cometh so to pass of

necessity—but stopped all further inquiry con

cerning it after this manner, to porºv to eid ri,

Tepi tov rototrov twoc, To Čnréiv tival row direipov doxiv,

that to demand, about any of these things, for

what cause it was thus, was to demand a begin

ning of infinite.—As if all the motions from eter

nity had an influence upon, and contribution to,

whatsoever corporeal thing was now produced.

And Lucretius, notwithstanding all his swagger

ing and boasting, that he and Epicurus were able

to assign natural and necessary causes for every

thing without a God, hath no where so much as

one word concerning it. We conclude therefore

that Aristotle's judgment concerning final causes

in philosophy is much to be preferred before that

* Wide Aristot. de Partib, Animal. lib. i. cap, i. p. 471, 472.

* De Generat. Animal, lib. ii. cap. vi. p. 629. tom, ii. oper.

VOL. I l I. X
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-
- *

Nat. Ausc. of TXemocritus, kai duºw ułv rig ºvoix's
1. ii. c. ix. r t = r - V t v tº >y

[p. 478. Atkréal at airial, ua)\ov 8t, m rwoc vska' airtov

tom. i. oper.] 769 rouro tnc tºnc, dXX' oux airm row réAovc,

that both kinds of causes (material and final) ought

to be declared by a physiologer, but especially

the final : the end being the cause of the matter,

but the matter not the cause of the end.—And

thus do we see plainly, that the atomic Atheists

are utterly ignorant of the cause row et kal Kaxtoc,

of the regular and artificial frame of the things in

nature, and consequently the whole mundane

system, the true knowledge whereof necessarily

leadeth to a God.

But it is prodigiously strange, that these Athe

ists should, in this their ignorance and sottishness,

be justified by any professed Theists and Christ

ians of later times, who atomizing in their physio

logy also, would feign persuade us in like manner,

that this whole mundane system, together with

plants and animals, was derived merely from the

necessary and unguided motion of the small par

ticles of matter, at first turned round in a vortex,

or else jumbled all together in a chaos, without

any intention for ends and good, that is, without

the direction of any mind; God in the mean time

standing by, only as an idle spectator of this lusus

atomorum, this sportful dance of atoms—and of

the various results thereof. Nay, these mechanic

Theists have here quite outstripped and outdone

the atomic Atheists themselves, they being much

more immodest and extravagant than ever those

were; for the professed Atheists durst never ven

ture to affirm, that this regular system of things

resulted from the fortuitous motions of atoms at

the very first, before they had for a long time to
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gether produced many other inept combinations

or aggregate forms of particular things, and non

sensical systems of the whole. And they sup

posed also, that the regularity of things here in

this world would not always continue such neither,

but that some time or other confusion and disorder

would break in again. Moreover, that, besides

this world of ours, there are at this very instant

innumerable other worlds irregular, and that there

is but one of a thousand, or ten thousand, amongst

the infinite worlds, that have such regularity in

them. The reason of all which is, because it was

generally taken for granted, and looked upon as

a common notion, that rôv dird røync kai row arouá

row, où0ty del oiro yiveral, as Aristotle expresseth it,"

that none of those things, which are from fortune or

chance, come to pass constantly and always alike.

—But our mechanic or atomic Theists will have

their atoms never so much as once to have fum

bled in these their fortuitous motions, nor to have

produced any inept system, or incongruous forms

at all ; but from the very first all along, to have

taken up their places, and have ranged themselves

so orderly, methodically, and discreetly, as that

they could not possibly have done it better, had

they been directed by the most perfect wisdom.

Wherefore these atomic Theists utterly evacuate

that grand argument for a God, taken from the

henomenon of the artificial frame of things,

which hath been so much insisted on in all ages,

and which commonly makes the strongest impres

sion of any other upon the minds of men, they

leaving only certain metaphysical arguments for a .

Deity; which, though never so good, yet, by rea

* Natur. Auscult. lib. ii. cap. iv. p. 469, tom, i. oper.

x 2
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son of their subtilty, can do but little execution

upon the minds of the generality, and even amongst

the learned do sometimes beget more of doubtful

disputation and scepticism, than of clear convic

tion and satisfaction; the Atheists in the mean

time laughing in their sleeves, and not a little tri

umphing, to see the cause of Theism thus betrayed

by its professed friends and assertors, and the

grand argument for the same totally slurred by

them; and so their work done, as it were, to their

hands, for them.

Now, as this argues the greatest insensibility of

mind, or sottishness and stupidity in pretended

Theists, not to take the least notice of the regular

and artificial frame of things, or of the signatures

of the Divine art and wisdom in them, nor to look

upon the world, and things of nature, with any

other eyes than oxen and horses do; so are there

many phenomena in nature, which, being partly

above the force of these mechanic powers, and

partly contrary to the same, can therefore never

be solved by them, nor without final causes, and

some vital principle. As for example, that of

gravity, or the tendency of bodies downward, the

motion of the diaphragma in respiration, the sys

tole and diastole of the heart, which was before

declared to be a muscular constriction and relax

ation, and therefore not mechanical but vital. We

might also add, amongst many others, the inter

section of the plains of the equator and ecliptic,

or the earth's diurnal motion, upon an axis not.

parallel with that of the ecliptic, nor perpendicu

lar to the plain thereof. For though Cartesius"

* Wide Principia ejus Philosoph, part iii., §, 155, p. 136. et part iv. Š.

2. p. 137.
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would needs imagine this earth of ours once to

have been a sun, and so itself the centre of a lesser

vortex, whose axis was then directed after this

manner, and which therefore still kept the same

site or posture, by reason of the striate particles,

finding no fit pores or traces for their passage

through it, but only in this direction ; yet does

he himself confess, that because these two mo

tions of the earth, the annual and diurnal, would

be much more conveniently made upon parallel

axes, therefore, according to the laws of mechan

ism, they should perpetually be brought nearer

and nearer together, till at length the equator

and the ecliptic come to have their axes paral

lel to one another, which, as it hath not yet

come to pass, so neither hath there been, for

these last two thousand years (according to the

best observations and judgments of astronomers),

any nearer approach made of them to one another.

Wherefore the continuation of these two motions

of the earth, the annual and diurnal, upon axes

different or not parallel, is resolvable into no

thing, but a final and mental cause, or the ró

36Artarov, because it was best it should be so,

the variety of the seasons of the year depending

hereupon. But the greatest of all the particular

phenomena is the organization and formation of

the bodies of animals, consisting of such variety.

and curiosity, which these mechanic philosophers

being no way able to give an account of from the

necessary motion of matter, unguided by mind

for ends, prudently therefore break off their sys

tem there, when they should come to animals, and

so leave it altogether untouched. We acknow

ledge indeed, that there is a posthumous piece
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extant, imputed to Cartesius, and entitled, De la

Formation du Foetus, wherein there is some pre

tence made to solve all this by fortuitous mechan

ism. But as the theory thereof is wholly built upon

a false supposition, sufficiently confuted by the

learned Harvey, in his book of Generation, “that

the seed doth materially enter into the composi

tion of the egg;” so is it all along precarious and

exceptionable; nor does it extend at all to the

differences, that are in several animals, or offer the

least reason, why an animal of one species or kind

might not be formed out of the seed of another.

It is here indeed pretended by these mechanic

Theists, that final causes therefore ought not to

be of any regard to a philosopher, because we

should not arrogate to ourselves to be as wise as

God Almighty is, or to be privy to his secrets.

Thus in the Metaphysical Meditations; “Atque

ob hanc unicam rationem totum illud causarum ge

nus, quod a fine peti solet, in rebus physicis nul

lum usum habere existimo; non enim absolue te

meritate me puto, investigare posse fines Dei.”

And again likewise in the Principles of Philoso

phy:” “ Nullas unquam rationes circa res natu

rales a fine, quem Deus aut natura in iis faciendis

sibi proposuit, admittimus, quia non tantum nobis

debemus arrogare, ut ejus consiliorum participes

esse possimus.” But the question is not, whether

we can always reach to the ends of God Al

mighty, and know what is absolutely best in

every case, and accordingly make conclusions,

that therefore the thing is, or ought to be so; but,

whether any thing at all were made by God for

Meditat. iv. p. 26 edit. Amstelod. 1685.
* Wide part i. §. 28, p. 8. et part iii. §. 2, 3, p. 50.
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• ends and good, otherwise than would of itself

have resulted from the fortuitous motion of mat

ter. Nevertheless, we see no reason at all, why

it should be thought presumption, or intrusion

into the secrets of God Almighty, to affirm, that

eyes were made by him for the end of seeing

(and accordingly so contrived as might best con

duce thereunto), and ears for the end of hearing,

and the like. This being so plain, that nothing but

sottish stupidity, or atheistic incredulity (masked

perhaps under a hypocritical veil of humility), can

make any doubt thereof. And therefore Aristo

tle “ justly reprehended Anaxagoras for that ab

surd aphorism of his, 8td to Xéipac #xeiv, $povuºrarov

tival riov Zafov rôv ăv0pwrov, that man was therefore

the wisest (or most solert) of all animals, because

he chanced to have hands. He not doubting to

affirm on the contrary, &Aoyov 8td to ºpovuºrarov

tival rôv &éov x:ipac #xeiv' m Yap quaic del 8tavéuel kaflátrip

ăv0pwiroc $póviuoc, rø 8vvauévy 3(pnoffat traorov' Tpooikst

ydp rº ëvrt avXnrn 8ouvai ua)\ov avXouc, iſ rig avXojc

#xovrt trooofláival avXmrukºv’ that it was far more rea

sonable to think, that because man was the wisest

(or most solert and active) of all animals, there

fore he had hands given him. For nature (saith

he) distributeth, as a wise man doth, what is suit

able to every one; and it is more proper to give

pipes to one that hath musical skill, than upon

him, that pipes, to bestow musical skill.

Wherefore these mechanic Theists would fur

ther allege, and that with some more colour of

reason, that it is below the dignity of God Al

mighty to condescend to all those mean and tri

vial offices, and to do the things of nature himself

* De Partib. Animal, lib. iv. cap. x. p. 559, 560, tom. ii. oper. “
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immediately : as also, that it would be but a botch:

in nature, if the defects thereof were every where

to be supplied by miracle. But to this also the

reply is easy, that though the Divine wisdom

itself contrived the system of the whole world for

ends and good, yet nature, as an inferior minis

ter, immediately executes the same; I say, not.

a dead, fortuitous, and merely mechanical, but a .

vital, orderly, and artificial nature. Which nature,

asserted by most of the ancient philosophers, who

were Theists, is thus described by Proclus a m

Steph. Poet. ©touc £oxárn pºv čar röv to owuarostěc touro.
Philos. Kalataſhirów &nuoupyolivrov airlov, Kai to Trépac:

too Töv daoudrov ovatov TAdrovc' TAñpng 3? Aóyov kai.

8vváusov 8. Øv Karavóóvs. Td tykóoula' totaúrm 3. oùo a

Tpos\;\v0sy dird tic Zooyövov 0s.ac,

Nároſ, 3’ &p, pi 653; pſai; &m Aero; alºpnºrai'

d?' fic Taga ãon T96elow, i; Tº voted kai n dxºplaroc röv

8toucovačvov' §mornuévm 8 keiôsv Kal dirnopmuávn, pourq

ëld Távra dkødroc, Kai Távra ºutveſ, êt àv rá dilºxora

ilvync uéréxet Twoc, Kai rā 40apóueva Mével 8tatovioc &v

Tø Köquip, Taic £v avrº rów stètov airtate ovvexóueva'

"Atxº. 3 at pºrt: ázawārn xàºzov tº Kai Heywy,

ºnal rô Aöylov,

Oügay?, ºpéa 6in 83%, oy 3:3toy warazügwy'

Kal rd tâncº Nature is the last of all causes, that fabri

cate this corporeal and sensible world, and the ut

most bound ofincorporeal substances. Which, be

ing full of reasons and power, orders and presides

over all mundane affairs. It proceeding (accord

ing to the Magic Oracles) from that supreme god

dess, the Divine wisdom, which is the fountain of

all life, as well intellectual, as that which is con

crete with matter. Which wisdom this nature :

e * Comment. in Timaeum Platon. lib, i. p. 4. edit. Graec.
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always essentially depending upon, passes through

all things unhinderably: by means whereof even

inanimate things partake of a kind of life, and

things corruptible remain eternal in their species,

they being contained by its standing forms or

ideas, as their causes. And thus does the oracle

describe nature, as presiding over the whole cor

poreal world, and perpetually turning round the

heavens.—Here have we a description of one uni

versal, substantial life, soul, or spirit of nature,

subordinate to the Deity: besides which the same

Proclus elsewhere", supposeth other particular

natures, or spermatic reasons, in those words of

his : Mera riv luxºv rºv Tpºrny, ilvy ai. kai uerd rºv 6Xmv,

quaw, pigetc. After the first soul, are there particu

lar souls, and after the universal nature, particu

lar natures. Where it may be observed, by the

way, that this Proclus, though he were a super

stitious Pagan, much addicted to the multiplying:

of gods (subordinate to one supreme) or bigotic

Polytheist, who had a humour of deifying almost

every thing, and therefore would have this nature,

forsooth, to be called a goddess too; yet does he

declare it not to be properly such, but abusively

only (viz. because it was no intellectual thing), as

he saith the bodies of the sun, moon, and stars,

supposed to be animated, were called gods too,

they being the statues of the gods. This is the

meaning of those words: Kat 080c uèv tº k0sovoffat,

Kai oux auróðev #xovga. to givat €350e' Kal ydp rá 0éia aguara,

0souc Ka}\ovuev, oc dyá\uara rov. 0sov'. Nature is a .

god or goddess, not as having godship properly

belonging to it, but as the Divine bodies are called

gods, because they are statues of the gods.

• Ibid. p. 118.
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Wherefore we cannot otherwise conclude con

cerning these our mechanic Theists, who will thus

needs derive all corporeal things from a dead and

stupid nature, or from the necessary motions of

senseless matter, without the direction of any

mind or intention for ends and good ; but that

they are indeed cousins-german to Atheists, or

possessed, in a degree, with a kind of atheistic

enthusiasm, or fanaticism, they being so far forth

inspired with a spirit of infidelity, which is the

spirit of Atheism.

But these mechanic Theists are again counter

balanced by another sort of Atheists, not mechani

cal nor fortuitous ; namely, the Hylozoists, who

are unquestionably convinced, that “opera naturae

sunt opera intelligentiae,” the works of nature are

works of understanding; and that the original of

these corporeal things was not dead and stupid

matter fortuitously moved : upon which account

Strato derided Democritus's rough and crooked

atoms, as mere dreams and dotages. But these

notwithstanding, because they would not admit

of any other substance besides matter, suppose

life and perception essentially to belong to all

matter as such ; whereby it hath a perfect know

ledge of whatsoeveritself could door suffer (though

without animal consciousness), and can form itself

to the best advantage, sometimes improving itself

by organization to sense in brutes, and to reason

and reflexive understanding in men. Wherefore,

according to the principles of these Hylozoists,

there is not any need of a God at all ; that is, of

one perfect mind or understanding being presid

ing over the whole world; they concluding accord

ingly, the opinion of a God to be only a mistaking
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of the inadequate conception of matter in general,

its life and energetic nature taken alone abstractly,

for a complete substance by itself. Nevertheless

these hylozoic Atheists are no way able, by this

hypothesis of theirs neither, to solve that pheno

menon of the regularity and harmony of the whole

universe; because every part of matter being, ac

cording to them, a distinct percipient by itself,

whose knowledge extendeth only to its own con

cernment; and there being no one thing presiding

over all, the things of the whole world (ºv (; travra

ovvrérakrat, in which all things are co-ordered toge

ther—) could never have fallen into one such

agreeing and conspiring harmony.

And as for those other Cosmo-plastic Atheists,

who suppose the whole world to be as it were but

one huge plant, tree, or vegetable, or to have one

spermatic, plastic, and artificial nature only, or

derly and methodically disposing the whole, but

without sense and understanding ; these can no

way do the business neither, that is, solve the fore

mentioned phenomenon, it being utterly impossi

ble, that there should be any such artificial and re

gular nature, otherwise than as deriving from, and

depending upon, a perfect mind or wisdom.

And thus do we see plainly, that no Atheists

whatsoever can solve the phenomena of nature,

and this particularly of the regular frame and har

mony of the universe; and that true philosophy,

or the knowledge of causes, necessarily leadeth to

a God.

But besides these phenomena of cogitation, or

soul and mind in animals, local motion in bodies,

and the artificial frame of things for ends and

uses, together with the conspiring harmony of the
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whole, which can no way be solved without a

Deity; we might here further add, that the for

tuitous, that is, the Anaximandrian and Democri

tic Atheists, who universally asserted the novity.

of this mundane system, were not able to give any

tolerable account neither of the first beginning of

men, and those greater animals, that are no other

wise begotten, than in the way of generation, by

the commixture of male and female. -

Aristotle, in his book of the Generation of Ani

hº mals, writeth thus: II.gi ris røv dv6pºtovº

ii. oper.] KGlt. Terpatróðov yevéaewc, UtroXá9ot ric āv, firep:

#ytyvovré Tors ymysvéic, dotsp pact Tuvec, 8üo Tpóirov yivso

{}at tov £repov' i) Yap oc ok6Amkoc ovviorapuévov ro. Too

rov, , § ºv'. If men and four-footed animals were

ever generated out of the earth, as some affirm, it

may be probably conceived to have been one of

these two ways, either that they were produced,

as worms, out of putrefaction, or else formed in:

certain eggs, growing out of the earth. And then,

after a while, he concludes again,” eiträg in ric doxº

rnc yeviostoc tract touc &oic, &\oyov 8wev roſſrov ćival rivº

tripav, that if there were any beginning of the ge

neration of all animals, it is reasonable to think it.

to have been one of these two forementioned ways.

It is well known, that Aristotle; though a Theist,

elsewhere affirmeth the world's eternity; accord

ing to which hypothesis of his, there was never:

any first male nor female in any kind of animals, .

but one begat another infinitely, without any be-,

ginning: a thing utterly repugnant to our human.

faculties, that are never able to frame any concep

tion of such an infinity of number and time, and of:

a successive generation from eternity. But here:

• Ibid. p. 666.
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Aristotle himself seems staggering, or sceptical,

about it, “if men were ever generated out of the

earth, and if there were any beginning of the gene

ration of animals;” as he doth also, in his Topics,

propound it for an instance of a thing disputable,

TIórepov 6 kóquoc dièloci of ; Whether the Lib. i. e. ix.

world were eternal or no he ranking it [...

amongst regi Öv Aóyov um ºxouev čvrov us- "Perl

yá\ov, those great things, for which we can give

no certain reason one way nor another. Now

(saith he) if the world had a beginning, and if

men were once yryevic, or auréxflovsc, earth-born—

then must they have been, in all probability, either

generated, as worms, out of putrefaction, or else.

out of eggs; he supposing (it seems) those eggs to

have grown out of the earth. But the generality.

of Atheists in Aristotle's time, as well as Theists,

denying this eternity of the mundane system, as

not so agreeable with their hypothesis, because so

constant and invariable an order in the world,

from eternity, hath not such an appearance or

semblance of chance, nor can be easily supposed

to have been without the providence of a perfect.

mind presiding over it, and senior to it (as Aris

totle conceived) in nature, though not in time ;

they therefore, in all probability, concluded like

wise, men at first to have been generated one of

these two ways, either out of putrefaction, or from

eggs; and this by the fortuitous motion of matter,

without the providence or direction of any deity.

But, after Aristotle, Epicurus fancied those first

men and other animals to have been formed in

certain wombs or bags growing out of the earth;

Crescebant uteriterre radicibus apti. - -

Lucret. lib. v. wer. 806.
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And this no otherwise than by the fortuitous mo

tion of atoms also. - -

But if men had been at first formed after this

manner, either in wombs or eggs (growing out of

the earth), or generated out of putrefaction, by

chance; then could there be no reason imaginable,

why it should not sometimes so happen now, the

motions of atoms being as brisk and vigorous as

ever they were, and so to continue to all eternity:

so that there is not the least ground at all for that

precarious fancy and pretence of Epicurus, that

the earth, as a child-bearing woman, growing

old, became at length effete and barren. More

over, the men thus at first excluded out of bags,

wombs or egg-shells, or generated out of putre

faction, were supposed by these Atheists them

selves to have been produced, not in a mature and

adult, but an infant-like, weak, and tender state,

just such as they are now born into the world ;

by means whereof they could neither be able to

feed and nourish themselves, nor defend them

selves from harms and injuries. But when the

same Epicurus" would here pretend also, that

the earth, which had been so fruitful a mother,

became afterward, by chance too, as tender and

indulgent a nurse of this her own progeny, and

sent forth streams or rivers of milk after them out

of those gaps of her wounded surface, which they

had before burst out of, as Critolaus long since

tºobserved, he might as well have feignedund. Incorr. •

ſº. 915.j the earth to have had breasts and nip

ples too, as wombs and milk; and then what

should hinder, but that she might have arms and

a Wide Lucret. lib. v. ver. 823,824. et lib. ii. ver, 1149.

* Wide Lucret, lib, v. wer. 810.
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hands also, and swaddling-bands to boot ? Nei

ther is that less precarious, when the same athe

istic philosopher adds, that in this imaginary state

of the new-born world, there was for a long time

neither any immoderate heat nor cold, nor any

rude and churlish blasts of wind, the least to an

noy or injure those tender earth-born infants and

nurselings. All which things being considered,

Anaximander" seems of the two to have conclud

ed more wisely, that men, because they require a

longer time than other animals to be hatched up

in, were at first generated in the bellies of fishes,

and there nourished up for a good while, till they

were at length able to defend and shift for them

selves, and then were disgorged, and cast up upon

dry land. Thus do we see, that there is nothing

in the world so monstrous, nor prodigiously ab

surd, which men, atheistically inclined, will not

rather imagine, and swallow down, than entertain

the notion of a God.

Wherefore here is “dignus vindice nodus,” and

this phenomenon of the first beginning of mankind,

and other greater animals, cannot be solved other

wise than according to the Mosaic history, by ad

mitting of 0sov diró unxavne, a God out of a machine,

—that is, an extraordinary manifestation of the

Deity, in forming man, and other animals, male

and female, once out of the earth ; and that not

in a rude, tender, and infant-like state, but mature

and adult, that so they might be able immediately

to shift for themselves, multiply and propagate

their kind by generation: and this being once

done, and now no longer any necessity of such an

extraordinary way of proceeding, then putting a

a Vide Censorinum de Die Natali, cap. iv. p. 26, edit. Lindenbrogii.
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stop immediately thereunto, that so no more terri

gende, nor autochthones, earth-born men,_should

be any longer produced. For all these circum

stances being put together, it plainly appears, that

this whole phenomenon surpasses not only the me

chanical, but also the plastic powers; there being

much of discretion in it, which the latter of these

cannot arrive to neither, they always acting fatally

and necessarily. Nevertheless, we shall not here

determine, whether God Almighty might not

make use of the subservient ministry of angels or

superior spirits, created before man, in this first

extraordinary efformation of the bodies of animals

out of the earth, in a mature and adult state; as

Plato, in his Timaeus", introduceth the supreme

God (whom he supposeth to be the immediate

Creator of all immortal souls) thus bespeaking the

junior gods, and setting them a work in the fabri

faction of mortal bodies: To & Xorów dutic, d0aváre

0wnrow Toogubaivovrec, diregyáčeoffs &ga kal yevvare. It is

your work now to adaptate the mortal to the im

mortal, and to generate or make terrestrial ani

mals:–he afterwards adding", uerd rov atrópov, roic

véotc trapêoke 0soic, gºuara TAdrrew 0\mrd, that after

the sowing of immortal souls (the supreme God)

committed to these junior gods the task of form

ing mortal bodies.—Which of Plato's some con

ceive to have been derived from that of Moses,

“Let us make man after our own image.”

Moreover, these Atheists are no more able to

solve that other common and ordinary pheno

menon neither, of the conservation of the species

of all animals, by keeping up constantly in the

world a due numerical proportion between the

a $. 27. p. 250. b S. 29. p 252.
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sexes of male and female. For did this depend

only upon fortuitous mechanism, it cannot well

be conceived, but that, in some ages or other,

there should happen to be either all males or all

females; and so the species fail. Nay, it cannot

well be thought otherwise, but that there is in this

a providence also, superior to that of the plastic

or spermatic nature, which hath not so much of

knowledge and discretion allowed to it, as where

by to be able alone to govern this affair.

Lastly, there are yet other phenomena, no less

real, though not physiological, which Atheists

can no way solve ; as that of natural justice, and

honesty, duty and obligation; the true foundation

both of ethics and politics; and the to #4 ºutv,

liberty of will,—properly so called, not that of

fortuitous determination, when there is a perfect

equality or indifferency of eligibility in objects;

but that whereby men deserve commendation and

blame, rewards and punishments, and so become

fit objects for remunerative justice to display

itself upon, a main hinge upon which religion

turneth ; (though those two be not commonly so

well distinguished as they ought). For when

Epicurus (an absolute Atheist), departing here

from Democritus, pretended to solve this by his

“exiguum clinamen principiorum,” this attempt

of his was no other than a plain delirancy, or athe

istic frenzy in him.

And now have we already preventively con

futed the third atheistic pretence also, to solve

the phenomenon of religion and the belief of a

God, so generally entertained; namely, from the

fiction and imposture of politicians: we having

not only manifested, that there is a natural pro

WOL. III. Y
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lepsis and anticipation of a God, in the minds of

men, as the object of their fear, preventing reason;

but also that the belief thereof is sustained and

upheld by the strongest reason; the phenomena

of nature being no way solvable, nor the causes

of things assignable, without a Deity; so that re

ligion being founded, both upon the instincts of

nature, and upon solid reason, cannot possibly

be any fiction or imposture of politicians. Never

theless, we shall speak something particularly

to this also. The Atheists therefore conceive,

that though those infirmities of human nature,

men's fear and ignorant credulity, do much dis

pose and incline them to the belief of a God, or

else of a rank of beings superior to men (whether

visible or invisible), commonly called by the Pa

gans, gods; yet would not this be so generally

entertained as it is, especially that of the one

supreme Deity, the first Original of all things,

and Monarch of the universe, had it not been

for the fraud and fiction of law-makers and civil

foreigners, who, the better to keep men in peace

and subjection under them, and in a kind of reli

gious and superstitious observation of their laws,

and devotion to the same, devised this notion of

a God, and then possessed the minds of men

with a belief of his existence, and an awe of

him. -

Now, we deny not, but that politicians may

sometimes abuse religion, and make it serve for

the promoting of their own private interests and

designs; which yet they could not do so well nei

ther, were the thing itself a mere cheat and figment

of their own, and had no reality at all in nature,

nor any thing solid at the bottom of it. But since
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religion obtains so universally every where, it is

not conceivable, how civil sovereigns throughout

the whole world, some of which are so distant,

and have so little correspondence with one an

other, should, notwithstanding, all so well agree

in this one cheating mystery of government, or

piece of state-cozenage; nor, if they could, how

they should be able so effectually to possess the

generality of mankind (as well wise as unwise)

with such a constant fear, awe, and dread, of a

mere counterfeit thing, and an invisible nothing ;

and which hath not only no manner of foundation

neither in sense nor reason, but also (as the Athe

ists suppose) tends to their own great terror and

disquietment, and so brings them at once under a

miserable vassalage both of mind and body. Es

pecially since men are not generally so apt to

think, that how much the more they have of power

and dignity, they have therefore so much the more

of knowledge and skill in philosophy and the

things of nature, above others. And is it not

strange, that the world should not all this while

have suspected or discovered this cheat and jug

gle of politicians, and have smelt out a plot upon

themselves, in the fiction of religion, to take away

their liberty, and enthral them under bondage;

and that so many of these politicians, and civil

sovereigns themselves also, should have been un

acquainted herewith, and as simply awed with the

fear of this invisible nothing, as any others! All

other cheats and juggles, when they are once

never so little detected, are presently thereupon

dashed quite out of countenance, and have never

any more the confidence to obtrude themselves

upon the world. But though the Atheists have,

Y 2
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for these two thousand years past, been continu

ally buzzing into men's ears, that religion is no

thing but a mere state-juggle and political impos

ture; yet hath not the credit thereof been the

least impaired thereby, nor its power and domi

nion over the minds of men abated: from whence

it may be concluded, that it is no counterfeit and

fictitious thing, but what is deeply rooted in the

intellectual nature of man; a thing solid at the

bottom, andsupported by its own strength. Which

yet may more fully appear from Christianity, a re

ligion founded in no human policy, nor tending to

promote any worldly interest or design; which

yet by its own, or the Divine force, hath prevailed

over the power and policy, the rage and madness,

of all civil states, Jewish and Pagan, and hath

conquered so great a part of the persecuting world

under it; and that not by resisting, or opposing

force, but by suffering deaths and martyrdoms

in way of adherence to that principle,” “That it

is better to obey God than men.” Which thing

was thus presignified in the prophetic Scrip

ture;” “Why do the heathen rage, and the people

imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set

themselves, and the rulers take counsel together,

against the Lord, and against his Christ,” &c.

“He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh; the

Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he

speak unto them in his wrath,” &c. “Yet have I

set my King upon my holy hill of Sion. I will

give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and

the uttermost parts of the earth for thy posses

sion. Be wise now therefore, O ye kings,” &c.

* Acts v. 29. " Psal. ii. 1,
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But that Theism, or religion, is no gullery or

imposture, will be yet further made unquestion

ably evident. That the generality of mankind

have agreedin the acknowledgment of onesupreme

Deity, as a being eternal and necessarily existent,

absolutely perfect and omnipotent, and the maker

of the whole world, hath been already largely

proved in the foregoing discourse. To which

purpose is this of Sextus the philosopher:" Koiviv

'ydp trøðAmpw #xoval Távrec ăv0pwrot Tepi Osov, kaff ºv

uakápióv Tū āori &oov kai ăţ0aprov kai réAstov £v suéauo

vig, kai travroc kakov dvertèskrov All IIlen have this

common prolepsis concerning God, that he is a

living being, incorruptible, perfectly happy, and

incapable of all manner of evil.-And the notion

of that God, which Epicurus opposed, was no

other than this, “An understanding Being, having

all happiness, with incorruptibility, that framed

the whole world.” Now, I say, that if there be no

such thing as this existing, and this idea of God

be a mere fictitious thing, then was it altogether

arbitrarious. But it is inconceivable, how the

generality of mankind (a few Atheists only ex

cepted) should universally agree in one and the

same arbitrarious figment. This argumentation

hath been formerly used by some Theists, as ap

peareth from the forementioned Sextus: TeXéac 8:

forw ūAoyov, to kard Túxnv Távrac roic auroic Adv. Math,

trigăAAtiv tºujuaow, d\\d ui ºvoikóc oiroc i.57.]

frkivetoffat’ It is altogether irrational to

think, that all men should by chance light upon

the same properties (in the idea of God) without

a Lib. i. advers. Physicos, sive lib. viii. advers. Mathemat, sect. 1.

§. 33. p. 556, ed. Fabricii.
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being naturally moved thereunto. Neither is that

any sufficient account, which the Atheists would

here give, that statesmen and politicians every

where thus possessed the minds of men with one

and the same idea; the difficulty still remaining,

how civil sovereigns and law-makers, in all the

distant parts of the world, and such as had no

communication nor intercourse with one another,

should universally jump in one and the same fic

titious and arbitraricus idea.

Moreover, were there no God, it is not con

ceivable how that forementioned idea should ever

have entered into the minds of men, or how it could

have been formed in them. And here the Atheists

again think it enough to say, that this notion or

idea was put into the minds of the generality of

mankind by law-makers and politicians, telling

them of such a being, and persuading them to

believe his existence; or that it was, from the

first feigner or inventor of it, propagated all along

and conveyed down by oral tradition. But this

argues their great ignorance in philosophy, to

think, that any motion or idea is put into men's

minds from without, merely by telling, or by

words; we being passive to nothing else from

words but their sounds and the phantasms there

of, they only occasioning the soul to excite such

notions as it had before within itself (whether in

nate or adventitious) which those words, by the

compact and agreement of men, were made to be

signs of; or else to reflect also further upon those

ideas of their own, consider them more distinctly

and compare them with one another. And though

all learning be not the remembrance of what the
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soul once before actually understood, in a pre

existent state, as Plato somewhere would have it,

according to that of Boëtius,”

Quod si Platonis musa personat verum,

Quod quisque discit, immemor recordatur:

yet is all human teaching but maieutical, or ob

stetricious; and not the filling of the soul as a

vessel, merely by pouring into it from without,

but the kindling of it from within ; or helping it

so to excite and awaken, compare and compound,

its own notions, as whereby to arrive at the know

ledge of that, which it was before ignorant of: as

the thing was better expressed by the foremen

tioned philosophic poet, in these words,

Haeret profecto semen introrsum veri,

Quod excitatur ventilante doctrina.

Wherefore the mere telling of men, there is a

God, could not infuse any idea of him into their

minds; nor yet the further giving this definition

of him, that he is a being absolutely perfect,

eternal, and self-existent, make them understand

any thing of his nature, were they not able to

excite notions or ideas from within themselves,

correspondent to those several words. How

ever, the difficulty still remains, how those ci

vil sovereigns and law-makers, or how Critias's

very first inventor of that cheat of a god,

could form that idea within themselves ; since

upon supposition of his nonexistence, it is the

idea of nothing, or of a nonentity. And this

was judiciously hinted also by the same Sex

* De Consolat. Philos, lib. iii. p. 79, 80.
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Adv. Math. tuS ; oi & ëlaubočokouvréc qadiv, 6 ri vouc0érat

i.'; rivic veiroimaav roic dvdpºroic, riv repl esov

86éav, un tièórec ôrt ro dpxnflew drotrov auroic

trºpiuévet, &nrigavroc àv rivoc, tró0sv & ot vouc0éral, pinesvöc

trøðrepov trapačávroc, #A0ov etc trivotav 0sov: The Athe

ists affirming, that certain law-makers first put

this notion of a God into the minds of men, do

not consider, that they still remain entangled in

the difficulty, if any one further demands of them,

how those law-makers themselves could first

form that idea P-From whence it is afterwards

concluded," ow rolvvv 0éoet, ovë Kará ruva vouc0sotav,

trapeñééavro ot traXaloo tov dv09&trov tival €eóv; that

therefore the notion of a God sprung not from

the arbitratious fiction of law-makers and poli

ticians.

But some Atheists will yet further reply, that

there is a feigning power in the human soul,

whereby it can frame ideas or conceptions of

such things, as actually never were nor will be,

as of a centaur, or of a golden mountain; and

that by such a feigning power as this, the idea of

God, though there be no such thing existing,

might be framed. And here we deny not but

that the human soul hath a power of compound

ing ideas and things together, which exist seve

rally, and apart in nature, but never were, nor

will be, in that conjunction : and this indeed is

all the feigning power that it hath. For the

mind cannot make any new cogitation, which

was not before, but only compound that which is.

As the painter cannot feign colours, but must

use such as exist in nature; only he can variously

* Ibid. p. 557.
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compound them together, and by his pencil draw

the figures and lineaments of such things as no

where are; as he can add to the head and face

of a man the neck, shoulders, and body, of a

horse. In like manner, that more subtile painter

or limner, the mind and imagination of man, can

frame compounded ideas of things, which no

where exist, but yet his simple colours, notwith

standing, must be real; he cannot feign any cogi

tation which was not in nature, nor make a posi

tive conception of that which is absolutely no

thing; which were no less than to make nothing

to be something, or create something out of no

thing. And though the whole of these fictitious

ideas (as of a golden mountain) does not any where

actually exist, yet forasmuch as it doth not abso

lutely imply a contradiction for it so to do, there

fore hath it also a possible entity too, and other

wise it could not be conceivable. As a triangular

square, for example, being a contradictious thing,

hath not so much as a possible entity, and there

fore is not conceivable as such (though both a

triangle and a square severally be conceivable); it

being mere nonsense, nothing, and no idea at all.

Nay, we conceive, that a Theist may presume

with reverence to say, that God Almighty him

self, though he can create more or fewer really

existent things, as he pleaseth, and could make a

whole world out of nothing, yet can he not make

more cogitation or conception, than is, or was be

fore contained in his own infinite mind and eter

nal wisdom, nor have a positive idea of any thing,

which hath neither actual nor possible entity.

But the idea of God is not a compilement or

aggregation of things, which exists scatteredly
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and apart in the world; for then would it be a

mere arbitrarious thing, and it might be what

every one pleased, one adding more things to

gether, and another fewer, but each of them.

writing the name or title of God, as bungling

painters did under these their several figments:

whereas we have already proved, that the idea

of God is one most simple idea of an absolutely

perfect being, though having several partial and

inadequate conceptions, so that nothing can be

added to it, nor detracted from it, there being

nothing included therein but what is demonstra

ble of a perfect being, and therefore nothing at

all arbitrarious.

Moreover, many of those partial conceptions

contained in the entire idea of God are no where

else to be found in the whole world, existing

singly and apart; and therefore, if there be no

God, they must needs be absolute nonentities;

as immutability, necessary existence, infinity, and

perfection, &c. So that the painter, that makes

this idea, must here feign colours themselves, or

create new cogitation and conception out of no

thing, upon the atheistic supposition.

Lastly, if there be no God now existing, it is

impossible that ever there should be any, and so

the whole idea of God would be the idea of that,

which hath no possible entity neither; whereas

those other fictitious ideas, made by the mind of

men, though they be of such things as have no

actual existence, yet have they all a possible.

entity, as was said before. - -

But that we may conceal nothing of the Atheists’

strength, we must here acknowledge, that some of

them have yet pretended further, that besides this
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power of compounding things together, the hu

man soul hath also another ampliating, or increas

ing and improving power; by both which toge

ther, though there be no God existing, nor yet

possible, the idea of him may be fictitiously made;

those partial ideas, which are no where else to be

found, arising, as they say, from a usrāgagic atro

rtov div6poſtov, a transition and gradual procession,

from men, in way of amplification, augmentation,

and improvement.—Thus do we read in Sextus:

To dietov diva rövesdv, kai dºſaprov, Kai réAstov Adv. Math.

£v subauovia, trapmMOe rard rºv dirò riov div698–§º.

Tr(a)py Herdſ}aow' oc Yap rów Kowdv ăv08wrov Physic. lib. i.

* 2: ... y y 97 K p X sect. 2.

avºnoavrec ry pavragig, vonow exouev nºvkaw- $.46, p. 559,

7TOC, oùroc ăv0Fotov subaiuova voño avréc kai 560.]

uakáptov kai ovutre+\mpouévov Taou roic dyaffoic, tira

ravra #Tirsivavrsc, rov £v auroic ëkelvoic ūkpov $voñoauev

€eóv' kal TráAw Touxpóviðv ruva pavraow0évrec ăv6porov

ot traXatoi, Éirmúčnoav rov Xpóvov tic ūtrapov, tira èvre,0ev

tic Évvotav diètov trapayevöuevo, #aaav kai dèlov tival

röv esāv. The ideas of the eternity, incorrupti

bility, and perfect happiness, of the Deity, were

fictitiously made by way of transition from men;

for as, by increasing a man of an ordinary stature

in our imagination, we fictitiously make the phan

tasm of a Cyclops; so when beholding a happy

man, that aboundeth with all good things, we

amplify, intend, and, as it were, swell the same

in our minds higher and higher, we then arrive at

length to the idea of a being absolutely happy,

that is, a God. So did the ancients, taking notice

of a very longeve man, and increasing this length

of age further and further infinitely, by that

means frame the notion or idea of eternity, and

attribute the same to God.
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But to this we reply, first, that, according to

the principles of the Atheists themselves, there

could not possibly be any such amplifying and

feigning power of the soul, as whereby it could

make more than is; because they suppose it to

have no active power at all, but all our concep

tions to be nothing but mere passions from the

objects without ; according to that of Protagoras

P. 167. sº." Plato's Theaetetus ; Ošre Yip td un övra

- 8vvarov čočáoat, oùre dAAa trap ă ăv Táox,'

It is neither possible for a man to conceive that

which is not; nor any more or otherwise, than he

suffers.--Again, as Sextus a the philosopher also

intimates, the Atheists are here plainly guilty of

that fallacy or error in ratiocination, which is

commonly called a circle, or 8 d\\;\ov. For

whereas they could not otherwise judge the

greatest perfection and happiness, which ever

they had experience of in men, to be imperfect,

than by un anticipated idea of perfection and hap

piness, with which it was in their minds com

pared (by virtue of which idea also it comes to

pass, that they are able to amplify those lesser per

fections of men further and further, and can take

occasion, from imperfect things, to think of that

which is absolutely pefect): that is, whereas these

Atheists themselves first make the idea of imper

fection from perfection; they, not attending to

this, do again go about to make up the notion or

idea of that which is absolutely perfect (by way

of amplification) from that which is imperfect.

But that men have a notion of absolute perfection

in them, by which, as the rule or measure, they

* Wide lib, viii. adv. Mathemat, sect. 2, §, 47. p. 560.
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(comparing other things therewith) judge them

to be imperfect, and which is therefore in order

of nature first, may appear from hence, because

all theologers, as well Pagan as Christian, give

this direction, for the conceiving of God, that

it should principally de done “per viam remoti

onis,” by way of remotion of all imperfection

from him.—Thus Alcinous :" IIpºrn uèv avrov vónaic

iſ karū dºpaipegiv. The first way of conceiving of God

is by remotion or abstraction.—We add, in the

last place, that finite things put together can

never make up infinite, as may appear from that

instance of human longevity proposed; for, if one

should amplify that never so much, by adding of

more and more past time or years to it, yet would

he never thereby be able to arrive at eternity

without beginning. God differs not from these

imperfect created things in degrees only, but in

the whole kind. And though infinite space may

perhaps be here objected, as a thing taken for

granted, which being nothing but extension or

magnitude, must therefore consist, or be made

up, of finite parts, as it was before declared, we

have no certainty of any more than this, that the

finite world might have been made bigger and

bigger infinitely, or without end; which infinity of

magnitude is but like that of number, potential ;

from whence it may be inferred as well of the one

as the other, that it can never be actually infinite.

Wherefore, were there no infinitely-perfect being

in nature, the idea thereof could never be made

up by any amplifying power of the soul, or by the

addition of finites. Neither is that of any mo

* Introduct. in Doctrin. Platon. cap. x. p. 602, printed at the end of

Dan. Heinsius's edit. of Maximus Tyrius.
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ment which Gassendus, so much objecteth here

to the contrary, that though there were no God,

or infinite being, yet might the idea of him as

well be feigned by the mind, as that of infinite

worlds, or of infinite matter, was by some phi

losophers: for infinite worlds, and infinite mat

ter, are but words ill put together, infinity being

a real thing in nature (and no fiction of the mind),

as well as the world or matter, but yet proper to

the Deity only. But it is no wonder, if they, who

denied a God, yet retaining this notion of infinity,

should misapply the same, as they did also other

properties of the Deity, to matter.

To conclude this; our human soul cannot feign

or create any new cogitation, or conception, that

was not before, but only variously compound

that which is ; nor can it ever make a positive

idea of an absolute nonentity, that is, such as

hath neither actual nor possible existence: much

less could our imperfect beings create the entity

of so vast a thought, as that of an infinitely-per

fect being, out of nothing; this being indeed

more than for God Almighty, or a perfect being,

to create a real world out of nothing; because

there is no repugnancy at all in the latter, as

there is in the former. We affirm therefore, that

were there no God, the idea of an absolutely

or infinitely perfect being could never have

been made or feigned, neither by politicians,

nor by poets, nor philosophers, nor any other.

Which may be accounted another argument for a

Deity.

But that religion is no figment of politicians,

* In Disquisit. Metaphys, seu dubitationibus et instantiis ad Cartesii

Metaphys, dubit. iv. p. 336. tom. iii. oper.
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will further unquestionably appear from that,

which now shalſ follow. As the religion of an

oath is a necessary vinculum of civil society; so

obligation in conscience, respecting the Deity as

its original, and as the punisher of the violation

thereof, is the very foundation of all civil sove

reignty: for pacts and covenants (into which

some would resolve all civil power), without this

obligation in conscience, are nothing but mere

words and breath ; and the laws and commands

of civil sovereigns do not make obligation, but

presuppose it, as a thing in order of nature be

fore them, and without which they would be in

valid. Which is a truth so evident, that the writer

De Cive could not dissemble it (though he did

not rightly understand this natural obligation),

but acknowledgeth it in these words; “Obligatio

ad obedientiam civilem, cujus vileges nº...si.

civiles validae sunt, omni lege civili priortº

est. Quod si quis princeps summus" ' " .

legem civilem in hanc formulam conciperet, Non

rebellabis, nihil efficeret. Nam nisi prius obli

gentur cives ad obediendum, hoc est, ad non re

bellandum, omnis lex invalida est; et si prius

obligenturest superflua.” The obligation to civil

obedience, by the force of which all the civil laws

become valid, is before those civil laws. And if

any prince should make a law to this purpose,

That no man should rebel against him, this would

signify nothing, because unless they, to whom it

is made, were before obliged to obey, or not to

rebel, the law is invalid; and if they were, then

is it superfluous.-Now this previous obligation

to civil obedience cannot be derived (as the fore

mentioned writer De Cive, and of the Leviathan
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supposes) from men's private utility only ; be

cause every man being judge of this for himself,

it would then be lawful for any subject to rebel

against his sovereign prince, and to poison or

stab him, whensoever he could reasonably per

suade himself, that it would tend to his own ad

vantage, or that he should thereby procure the

sovereignty. Were the obligation to civil obedi

ence made only by men's private utility, it would

as easily be dissolved by the same. It remain

eth therefore, that conscience, and religious ob

ligation to duty, is the only basis, and essential

foundation, of a polity or commonwealth ; with

out which there could be no right or authority of

commanding in any sovereign, nor validity in any

laws. Wherefore religious obligation cannot be

thought to be the fiction or imposture of civil

sovereigns, unless civil sovereignty itself be ac

counted a fiction and imposture, or a thing which

hath no foundation in nature, but is either wholly

artificial or violent.

Moreover, had a religious regard to the Deity

been a mere figment or invention of politicians, to

promote their own ends, and keep men in obedi

ence and subjection under them, then would they

doubtless have so framed and contrived it, as that

it should have been every way flexible and com

pliant; namely, by persuading the world, that

whatsoever was commanded by themselves, was

agreeable to the Divine will, and whatever was

forbidden by their laws, was displeasing to God

Almighty, and would be punished by him; God

ruling over the world no otherwise than by and

in these civil sovereigns, as his vicegerents, and as

the only prophets and interpreters of his will to
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men. So that the civil law of every country,

and the arbitrary will of sovereigns, should be

acknowledged to be the only measure of just

and unjust (there being nothing naturally such),

the only rule of conscience and religion: for,

from religion thus modelled, civil sovereigns might

think to have an absolute power, or an infinite

right of doing or commanding whatsoever they

pleased, without exception, nothing being un

lawful to them, and their subjects being always

obliged, in conscience, without the least scruple,

to obey.

But this is but a mere larva of religion, and

would be but a mocking of God Almighty; and

indeed this is the only religion that can be called

a political figment. Neither could the generality

of mankind be ever yet thus persuaded, that the

arbitrary will of civil sovereigns was the only

rule of justice and conscience; and that God Al

mighty could command nothing, nor reveal his

will concerning religion to mankind otherwise

than by these, as his prophets and interpreters.

True religion and conscience are no such waxen

things, servilely addicted to the arbitrary wills of

men, but immorigerous, stiff, and inflexible; they

respecting the Deity only, his eternal or everlast

ing laws, and his revealed will ; with which when

soever human laws clash (a thing not impossible)

they conclude, that then God ought to be obeyed

and not men. For which cause the profane poli

ticians declare open war against this religion, as

a thing utterly inconsistent with civil sovereignty

because it introduces a fear greater than the fear

of the Leviathan, namely, that of him, who can

VOL. III. Z
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inflict eternal punishments after death; as also

because it clashes with that monstrous, infinite,

and unlimited power of theirs, which is such a

thing, as is not attributed by genuine Theists to

God Almighty himself; a power of making their

mere arbitrary will the rule of justice, and not

justice the rule of their will. Thus does a mo

dern writer of politics condemn it for seditious

doctrine, tending to the dissolution of a common

wealth; That subjects may make ajudg

ment of good and evil, just and unjust;

or have any other conscience besides the law of

p, ci,...sh, the land. As also this, That subjects

i.: may sin in obeying the commands of

their sovereign. He likewise adds, That

it is impossible a commonwealth should stand,

where any other than the sovereign hath a power

of giving greater rewards than life, and of inflict

Lev. ... ing greater punishments than death.

... ." Now, eternal life is a greater reward than

the life present, and eternal torment than

the death of nature. Wherefore, God Almighty

being the dispenser of eternal rewards and punish

ments, this is all one as if he should have said,

It is impossible a commonwealth should stand,

where the belief of a God, who can punish with

eternal torments after this life, is entertained.

Thus does the same writer declare, That if the

superstitious fear of spirits (whereof God

is the chief), and things depending there

upon, were taken away, men would be much more

fitted than they are for civil obedience: and that

they, who assert the immortality of souls, or their

capability of receiving punishments after death,

Lev. p. 168.

Lev. p. 8.
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fright men from obeying the laws of their country,

with empty names, as men fright birds

from the corn, with an empty doublet,

a hat, and a crooked stick. And accordingly he

concludes, that civil sovereigns do not only make

justice, but religion also ; and that no Scripture

or Divine revelation can oblige, unless it be first

made law, or stamped with their authority. Now,

since that which can make religion and gods

must itself needs be greater than all gods, it fol

lows, according to the tenor of this doctrine, that

the civil sovereign is in reality the supreme Nu

men; or else at least, that the Leviathan (the

king over all the children of pride) is the highest

deity next to senseless omnipotent matter; the

one of these being the Atheists’ natural, the other

their artificial god. Nevertheless we shall here

observe by the way, that whilst these atheistic

politicians thus endeavour to swell up the civil

sovereign, and to bestow upon him an infinite

right, by removing to that end out of his way

natural justice, conscience, religion, and God

himself, they do indeed thereby absolutely divest

him of all right and authority, since the subject

is now no longer obliged in conscience to obey

him: and so instead of true right and authority,

they leave him nothing but mere brutish force.

Wherefore, since Theism and true religion are

thus plainly disowned and disclaimed by these

politicians, as altogether inconsistent with their

designs, they cannot be supposed to have been

the figments of civil sovereigns, or the mere crea

tures of political art. And thus have we abund

antly confuted those three atheistic pretences,

to solve the phenomenon of religion; from fear,

Pag. 373.

- Z 2
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and the ignorance of causes, and the fiction of

politicians. -

But since, besides those ordinary phenomena

beforementioned, which are no way solvable by

Atheists, there are certain other phenomena ex

traordinary, that either immediately prove a God

and Providence, or else that there is a rank of

understanding beings, invisible, superior to men,

from whence a Deity may be afterwards inferred;

namely, these three especially, apparitions, mira

cles, and prophecies (where the Atheists obsti

nately denying matter of fact and history, will

needs impute these things, either to juggling fraud

and knavery ; or else to men's own fear and fancy,

and their ignorance how to distinguish dreams,

and other strong imaginations, from vision and

sense; or lastly, to certain religious tales or le

gends, allowed by the public authority of civil

sovereigns, for political ends): we shall here sug

gest something briefly, to vindicate the historic

truth of those phenomena against Atheists.

First, therefore, as for apparitions, though there

be much of fabulosity in these relations, yet can

it not reasonably be concluded, that there is no

thing at all of truth in them; since something of

this kind hath been averred in all ages, and many

times attested by persons of unquestionable pru

dence, and unsuspected veracity. And whereas

the Atheists impute the original of these things to

men's mistaking both their dreams, and their

waking fancies, for real visions and sensations;

they do hereby plainly contradict one main fun

damental principle of their own philosophy, that

sense is the only ground of certainty, and the

criterion of all truth: for if prudent and intelli
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gent persons may be so frequently mistaken, in

confounding their own dreams and fancies with

sensations, how can there be any certainty of

knowledge at all from sense? However, they

here derogate so much both from sense, and from

human testimonies, as that if the like were done

in other cases, it would plainly overthrow all hu

man life.

Wherefore other Atheists, being apprehensive

of this inconvenience, of denying so many sensi

ble appearances, and testimonies, or relations of

fact, have chose rather to acknowledge the reality

of apparitions; nevertheless concluding them to

be things caused and created, by the power of

imagination only: as if the strength of imagina

tion were such, that it could not only create fan

cies, but also real sensible objects, and that at a

distance too from the imaginers, such as whereby

the sense of others shall be for the time affected,

though they quickly vanish away again. From

which prodigious paradox, we may take notice of

the fanaticism of some Atheists, and that there is

nothing so monstrously absurd, which men in

fected with atheistic incredulity will not rather

entertain into their belief, than admit of any thing

that shall the least hazard or endanger the exist

ence of a God. For, if there be once any invisi

ble ghosts or spirits acknowledged as things per

manent, it will not be easy for any to give a

reason, why there might not be one supreme

ghost also, presiding over them all and the whole

world. -

In the last place therefore we shall observe, that

Democritus was yet further convinced by these

relations of apparitions, so as to grant, that there
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was a certain kind of permanent beings, and inde

pendent upon the imagination, superior to men,

which could appearin different forms, andagain dis

appear at pleasure, called by himidols, or images;

he supposing them to be of the same nature with

those exuvious effluxes, that stream continually

from the surface of bodies: only he would not

allow them to have any thing immortal at all in

them, but their concretions to be at length all

dissolvable, and their personalities then to va

nish into nothing. Thus Sextus the philosopher:

Adv. Math. Amudkpiroc stèa)\d rivá $now ékirºdžew roic

- º* dvdpºrotc, kai rodrov rá tºv tival dyabotroud,

p. 552.] rd & kakototá čv0ev kai &xeral ańdyov rvXsiv

stºov' siva è taura usyáAa re kai wireputyłón, kal

80040apra utv, oux à40apra è, irpoonuatvav re ra ué\\ovra

roic dvdpºrotc, 0sopotusva kai $ovdc dºtévra. Democri

tus affirmeth, that there are certain idols or spec

tres, that do often approach to men, some of which

are beneficent, and some maleficent. Upon which

account he wisheth, that it might be his good hap

to meet with fortunate idols. And he addeth, that

these are of a vast bigness, and very longeve, but

not incorruptible; and that they sometimes do

foresignify unto men future events, both visibly

appearing to them, and sending forth audible

voices.—Now, though Democritus were much

blamed for this concession of his by his fellow

Atheists, as giving thereby too great an advan

tage to Theists: yet, in his own opinion, did he

sufficiently secure himself against the danger of a

God from hence, by supposing all these idols of

his to be corruptible, they being indeed nothing

but certain finer concretions of atoms, a kind of

aërial and etherial animals, that were all body,
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and without any immortal soul, as he supposed

men also to be : so that a God could be no more

proved from them, than from the existence of men.

For thus he adds in Sextus:"Offew roºrov aurºv pavra

glav Aagóvréc ot traXavoi, wirevömaav čtva 9sov, unbevöc

ăA\ov trapd ravra övroc esov, row dq0aprov quaw £xovroc'

Men, in ancient times, having a sense of these

apparitions or idols, fell from thence into the opi

nion of a God, although there be, besides these

idols, no other God, that hath an incorruptible

nature.—However, though Democritus continued

thus grossly atheistical, yet was he further con

vinced than our modern Atheists will be, that the

stories of apparitions were not all fabulous, and

that there are not only terrestrial, but also ačrial

and etherial animals; nor this earth of ours alone

peopled and inhabited, whilst all those other vast

regions abovelie desert, solitary, and waste. Where

it may be observed again, that divers of the ancient

fathers, though they agreed not so far with De

mocritus, as to make the angelical beings to be

altogether corporeal, yet did they likewise sup

pose them to have their certain subtile etherial or

aërial bodies. In which respect St. Austin, in his

115th epistle," calleth angels athereos, and devils,

aéreos animantes. Thus Psellus in his 1)ialogue:

TIepi #v=pyriac &alpóvov- 4AA ouk doguarov, & Pag. 29. [vel

yevvate, ro &alpóvióv £ort pºov, uérd odºuaroc p. 44, 45 edit.

v > . . / f \ - , Gaulmini.]

8é ye, Kai auſpi owuaroc ëtarërevºe' Kai Touró

tort utv kai trap airtov uaffāv rov asſivtov traréptov’ Kal

Bac{\eloc & 0 0:ioc, ou 8aiuoat udvov, d\Ad kal roic

dxpávroic dyyáAoic, #veival odºuara 8tarctuera, otá Tunyol

Tveiſuara Aetra kai dispºën kai ãxgavra, kal &nc. But

you are to know, that demons or devils are not

* Epist. ix. ad Nebridium, p. 9. tom. ii. oper. edit. Benedict.
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altogether incoporeal, but that they are joined to

bodies, and so converse with bodies; which may

be learned also from the fathers, the divine Basil

contending, that there are bodies, not only in devils,

but also in the pure angels themselves, as certain

subtile, airy, defecate spirits. Where afterwards

he shews, how the ovuquèc dyy{\otc goua, that body

which is connate with angels, differs from that

which devils are united to, in respect of the ra

diant splendour of the one, and the dark fuliginous

obscurity of the other. Moreover, that devils are

not without bodies, he endeavours further to con

firm from the words of our Saviour, that they

shall be punished with fire; which (saith he) were

a thing impossible, were they all of them incor

poreal. And some perhaps will attempt to prove

the same concerning angels too, from those other

words of our Saviour, where, speaking of the re

surrection state, he affirmeth, that they, who shall

be accounted worthy thereof, shall neither marry

nor be given in marriage, but be taſyys).ot,” equal to

theangels:—which comparativeexpression of men,

as to their bodies with angels, would be thought

not so proper, were the angels absolutely devoid

of all body. But of this we determine not.

To this phenomenon of apparitions might be

added those two others of magicians or wizards,

demoniacs or emergumeni; both of these proving

also the real existence of spirits, and that they are

not mere fancies, and imaginary inhabitants of

men's brains only, but real inhabitants of the world.

As also, that among those spirits there are some

foul, unclean, and wicked ones (though not made

such by God, but by their own apostacy), which is

* Luke xx. 34, 36,
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some confirmation of the truth of Christianity, the

Scripture insisting so much upon these evil de

mons or devils, and declaring it to be one design

of our Saviour Christ's coming into the world, to

oppose these confederate powers of the kingdom

of darkness, and to rescue mankind from the

thraldom and bondage thereof. As for wizards

and magicians, persons who associate and con

federate themselves in a peculiar manner with

these evil spirits, for the gratification of their own

revenge, lust, ambition, and other passions; besides

the Scriptures, there hath been so full an attesta

tion given to them by persons unconcerned in all

ages, that those our so-confident exploders of

them, in this present age, can hardly escape the

suspicion of having some hankering towards

Atheism. But as for the demoniacs and energu

ment, it hath been wondered, that there should be

so many of them in our Saviour's time, and hardly

any, or none, in this present age of ours. Certain

it is, from the writings of Josephus, in sundry

places, that the pharisaic Jews were then gene

rally possessed with an opinion of these èatuović

nevol, demoniacs, men possessed with devils, or in

fested by them. And that this was not a mere

phrase or form of speech only amongst them for

persons very ill affected in their bodies, may ap

pear from hence, that Josephus" declares it as his

opinion concerning the demons or devils, that

they were Tovmptov dvdpoſtov Tväuara roic Čoow clotºvá

neva, the spirits or souls of wicked men deceased

getting into the bodies of the living. From hence

it was, that the Jews, in our Saviour's time, were

* De Bello Judaico, lib. vii. cap. vi. § 3. p. 417. tom. ii. edit. Ha

vercamptii.
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not at all surprised with his casting out of devils,

it being usual for them also to exercise the same:

an art which they pretended to have learned from

Ant. Jud. lib. Solomon. of whom thus Josephus; Ha
. ".#ſº gay, 8 avrº nativ o 680c, kal riv Kard roy

y 8aluóvov téxvnv, 8tg gºslav kai 6sparslav Toug

dv0púrotc' #Tw8ácºre ovvráčauevoc aic trapmyoparat rd vo

oùuara, kai Tpótovc £opkºosov karéActrev, oic #věočueva,

rd 8aluóvia ºc unkir imaveX0āv, Köučkovoi. Kai airn

Héxpt vov ii (sparsia TAéſarov toxſet. God also taught

Solomon an art against demons and devils, for the

benefit and cure of men; who composed certain

incantations, by which diseases are cured, and

left forms of exorcisms, whereby devils are ex

pelled and driven away. Which method of curing

prevails much amongst us at this very day.—Not

withstanding which, we think it not at all proba

ble what a late atheistic writer" hath asserted, that

the heads of the Jews were then all of them so

full of demons and devils, that they generally

took all manner of bodily diseases, such as fevers

and agues, and dumbness and deafness, for devils.

Though we grant, that this very thing was imputed

by Plotinus afterward to the Gnostics, that they

supposed all diseases to be devils, and therefore

not to be cured by physic, but expelled by words

or charms. Thus he, En. ii. lib. ix. c. xiv." Nov &

Jiroornaduevot rac vögovc 8aluóvia tival, kai ravra. &alpeiv

Aóyº pádkovrec 8èvaoffat, kai tirayye)) duevo, osuvörspot

tºv āv ćival 86éalev trapd roic troXXoic, ot rác trapd toic uá

yote ëvváutic 0avuáčovci, touc uévrol suppovouvrac oux àv

traffolev, dic oux at véoot rāc airiac #xovot, # TAmauovaſc, i.

Evêstaic, &c. ëm) oval & kai at 0spairsial avrov, Yaorpoc ydp

puttanc à papuákov 800évroc, ëlexºpnot kāra, rd vôonua kai

* Hobbes. See Leviatham, cap. xl. b P. 212. oper.
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aluaroc dºnonuévov kai Evêelg 8) tágaro' * tretvigavroc row

8auovtov, kai too ‘paguákov trouígavroc rikeoffat. Now

when they affirm diseases to be demons or devils,

and pretend, that they can expel them by words,

undertaking to do the same, they hereby indeed

render themselves considerable to the vulgar, who

are wont not a little to admire the powers of magi

cians. But they will not be able to persuade wise

men, that diseases have no natural causes, as from

repletion, or imitation, or putrefaction, or the like;

which is a thing manifest from their cure, they

being oftentimes removed by purgation, and bleed

ing, and abstinence; unless perhaps these men will

say, that the devil is by this means starved, and

made to pine away. —Nor can we think, that the

Jews, in our Saviour's time, either suppose all

madmen to be demoniacs, or all demoniacs mad

men (though this letter seems to be asserted by an

eminent writer of our own), we reading of devils

cast out from others besides madmen; and of a

woman, which had a spirit of infirmity only, and

was bowed together, and could not lift up herself,

which is said by our Saviour Christ to have been

bowed by Satan. Wherefore the sense of the

Jews formerly seems to have been this, that when

there was any unusual and extraordinary symp

toms in any bodily distemper, but especially that

of madness, this being looked upon as something

more than natural, was imputed by them to the

possession orinfestation of some devil. Neither was

this proper to the Jews only at that time, to sup

pose evil demons to be the causes of such bodily

diseases as had extraordinary symptoms,and espe

cially madness; but the Greeks, and other gen

tiles also, were imbued with the same persuasion;
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as appeareth from Apollonius Tynaeus's curing

a laughing demoniac" at Athens, he ejecting that

evil spirit by threats and menaces, who is said,

at his departure, to have tumbled down a royal

porch in the city with great noise; as also,” from

his freeing the city of Ephesus from the plague,

by stoning an old ragged beggar, said by Apollo

nius to have been the plague, which appeared to

be a demon, by his changing himself into the form

of a shagged dog.

But that there is some truth in this opinion, and

that at this very day evil spirits, or demons, do

sometimes really act upon the bodies of men, and

either inflict or augment bodily distempers and

diseases, hath been the judgment of two very ex

perienced physicians, Sennertus and Fernelius.

The former in his book De Mania, lib. i. cap. xv.

writing thus; “Etsi sine ulla corporis morbosa

dispositione, Deo permittente, hominem obsidere

et occupare daemon possit, tamen quandoque

morbis, et praecipue melancholicis, sese immiscet

daemon; et forsan frequentius hoc accidit, quam

sape creditur.” Although the devil may, by Di

vine permission, possess men without any morbid

disposition, yet doth he usually intermingle him

self with bodily diseases, and especially those of

melancholy; and perhaps this cometh to pass oft

ener than is commonly believed or suspected.—

The other in his De abditis Rerum Causis, where,

having attributed real effects upon the bodies of

men to witchcraft and enchantment, he addeth,

“Neque solum morbos, verum etiam daemonas,

scelerati homines in corpora immittunt. Hi qui

* Vide Philostrat. de Vita Apollonii Tyanaei, lib. x. cap. xx. p. 157.

* Id ibid. lib. iv. cap. x. p. 147. -
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dem visuntur furoris quadam specie distorti; hoc

uno tamen a simplici furore distant, quod summe

ardua obloquantur, praeterita et occulta renun

tient, assidentiumque arcana reserent.” Neither

do these wicked magicians only inflict diseases

upon men's bodies, but also send devils into them;

by means whereof they appear distorted with a

kind of fury and madness, which yet differs from

a simple madness (or the disease so called) in

this, that they speak of very high and difficult

matters, declare things past and unknown, and

discover the secrets of those that sit by-Of

which he subjoins two notable instances of per

sons, well known to himself, that were plainly de

moniacal, possessed or acted by an evil demon ;

one whereof shall be afterwards mentioned. But

when maniacal persons do not only discover se

crets, and declare things past, but future also,

and, besides this, speak in languages which they

had never learned ; this puts it out of all doubt

and question, that they are not mere madmen, or

maniaci, but demoniacs or emergumeni. And

that since the time of our Saviour Christ there

have been often such, may be made evident from

the records of credible writers. Psellus in his

book TIept 'Evépygiac Aaiuévoy, De Operat. Daem.

avers it of a certain maniacal woman, that though

she knew nothing but her own mother-tongue,

yet, when a stranger, who was an Armenian, was

brought into the room to her, she spake to him

presently in the Armenian language: 'Husic & ré0n

trórec ñuev, &rt kar' Apueviov £40&yyero, yvvm

amóétrore Amé ticóilw diptyuávn rotiroic, pumě kep

kièoc ſºvia TAtov ovév. We all stood amazed when we

heard a woman, that had never seen an Armenian

P. 69.[p.105.]
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before in all her life, nor had learnt anything but

the use of her distaff, to speak the Armenian lan

guage readily.--Where therelater also affirmeth the

same maniacal person to have foretold certain fu

ture events, which happened shortly after to him

P. 65. ſp. 99.] self: sº à, arºtic apºc #18, ºwy tv x9%

ovupopov viroorman' XoAg yáp got 8avºc to 8at

uðvia trapa)wovri rac aúróv Aarpsiac' duéAet TOt kai XaXe

trooc trippáloval kai (3aptic Kwévouc, oùc oux àv 8tapeſ

Šaoffat 8vvmósinc, it uſiric ºvaulc kpcirrov, # kard 8aiuovac,

dir' airtov ćAn' Then looking upon me, she (or ra

ther the demon) said, Thou shalt suffer wonder

ful pains and torments in thy body, for the de

mons are extremely angry with thee for opposing

their services and worship; and they will inflict

great evils upon thee, out of which thou shalt not

be able to escape, unless a power, greater than

that of demons, exempt thee from them. All

which things (saith he) happened shortly after to

me, and I was brought very low, even near to

death, by them; but was by my Saviour wonder

fully delivered.—Whereupon Psellus concludes,

Tic oëv čkéivov rov X9mouov topakóc, #psirac uaviac Tácac,

#Amc TAmuusXovc kiviasic, d\\d tâ0m rpayukd 8aluóvov

Who is theretherefore that, considering this oracle

or prediction, will conclude (as some physicians

do) all kind of madnesses to be nothing but the

exorbitant motions of the matter or humours, and

not the tragic passions of the demons.—But be

cause this instance is remoter from our present

times, we shall set down another remarkable one

of a later date, out of the forementioned Ferne

lius, who was an eye-witness thereof. A young

man of a noble family, who was strangely con

vulsed in his body, having sometimes one member,
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and sometimes another, violently agitated, inso

much that four several persons were scarcely able

to hold them ; and this at first withoutany distem

per at all in his head, or crazedness in brain. To

whom Fernelius, with other skilful physicians,

being called, applied all manner of remedies;

blisters, purgations, cupping-glasses, fomentations,

unctions, plasters, and strengthening medicines;

but all in vain. The reason whereof is thus given

by the same Fernelius: “Quoniam omnes longe

aberamus a cognitione veri, nam mense tertio pri

mum deprehensus daemon quidam totius mali au

thor, voce, insuetisque verbis ac sententiis tum

Latinis tum Graecis (quanquam ignarus lingua:

Graeca laborans esset), se prodens ; is multa assi

dentium maximaque medicorum secreta detege

bat, ridens, quod irritis pharmacis corpus hoc

pene jugulassent.” Because we were all far from

the knowledge of the truth ; for in the third

month, it was first plainly discovered to us, that

it was a certain demon who was the author of

all this mischief; he manifesting himself by his

speech, and by unusual words and sentences, both

in Greek and Latin (though the patient were al

together ignorant of Greek tongue): and by his

revealing many of the secrets of those who stood

by, especially of the physicians, whom also he de

rided for tormenting the patient in that manner

with their frustraneous remedies.—Here there

fore have we an unquestionable instance of a de

moniac in these latter times of ours, and such an

one, who at first, for two months together, had no

manner of madness or mania at all upon him,

though afterward the demon possessing his whole

body, used his tongue, and spake therewith.
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Fernelius concludes his whole discourse in this

manner: “These things do I produce, to make

it manifest, that evil demons (or devils) do some

times enter into the very bodies of men, afflicting

and tormenting them after an unheard-of manner;

but that at other times, though they do not enter

into and possess their whole body, yet partly by

exagitating and disturbing the profitable humours

thereof, partly by traducing the noxious into the

principal parts, or else by obstructing the veins

and other passages with them, or disordering the

structure of the members, they cause innumerable

diseases.” There are many other instances of

this kind, recorded by modern writers unexcep

tionable, of persons either wholly demoniacal,

and possessed by evil demons (this appearing

from their discovering secrets, and speaking lan

guages which they had never learnt), or else other

wise so affected and infested by them, as to have

certain unusual and supernatural symptoms ;

which, for brevity's sake, we shall here omit.

However, we thought it necessary thus much to

insist upon this argument of demoniacs, as well

for the vindication of Christianity, as for the con

viction of Atheists; we finding some so stagger

ing in their religion, that from this one thing

alone of demoniacs (they being so strongly pos

sessed, that there neither is nor ever was any such)

they are ready enough to suspect the whole gos

pel, or New Testament itself, of fabulosity and

imposture.

We come now to the second head proposed, of

miracles and effects supernatural. That there

hath been something miraculous or above nature,

sometimes done even among the Pagans (whether
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by good orevil spirits), appears not only from their

own records, but also from the Scripture itself.

And it is well known, that they pretended (besides

oracles) to miracles also, even after the times of

Christianity; and that not only in Apollonius

Tyanaeus, and Apuleius, but also in the Roman

emperors themselves, as Vespasian and Adrian,

but especially in the temple of Æsculapius; thus

much appearing from that Greek table therein

hung up at Rome," in which amongst other things

this is recorded ; “that a blind man being com

manded by the oracle to kneel before the altar,

and then passing from the right side thereof to

the left, to lay five fingers upon the altar, and

afterwards lifting up his hand, to touch his eyes

therewith ; all this being done accordingly, he re

covered his sight, the people all applauding, that

great miracles were done under the Emperor An

toninus,” &c. But we have in the Scripture an

account of miracles, both greater in number, and

of a higher nature; done especially by Moses,

and our Saviour Christ and his apostles.

Wherefore it seems, that there are two sorts of

miracles or effects supernatural. First, such as

though they could not be done by any ordinary

and natural causes here amongst us, and in that

respect may be called supernatural ; yet might

notwithstanding be done, God permitting only,

by the ordinary and natural power of other invi

sible created spirits, angels or demons. As for

example, if a stone or other heavy body should

ascend upwards, and then hang in the air, with

out any visible either mover or supporter, this

would be to us a miracle or effect supernatural ;

* Wide Gruteri Inscription. tom. i. p. lxxi.

VOL. III. 2 A
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and yet according to vulgar opinion, might this be

done by the natural power of created invisible be

ings, angels or demons; God only permitting,

without whose special providence it is conceived

they cannot thus intermeddle with our human af

fairs. Again, if a perfectly illiterate person should

readily speak Greek or Latin, this also would be

to us a miracle, or effect supernatural ; for so is

the apostles speaking with tongues accounted ;

and yet in demoniacs is this sometimes done by

evil demons, God only permitting. Such also

amongst the Pagans was that “miraculum cotis”

(as Apuleius calls it), that miracle of the whet

stone, done by Accius Navius, when, at his com

mand, it was divided into two with a razor." But,

secondly, there is another sort of miracles, or ef

fects supernatural, such as are above the power

of all second causes, or any natural created being

whatsoever, and so can be attributed to none but

God Almighty himself, the author of nature, who

therefore can control it at pleasure.

As for that late theological politician, who,

writing against miracles, denies as well those of

the former as of this latter kind, contending that

a miracle is nothing but a name, which the igno

rant vulgar gives to “opus naturae insolitum,” any

unwonted work of nature, or to what themselves

can assign no cause of;-as also, that if there were

any such thing done contrary to nature, or above

it, it would rather weaken than confirm our be

lief of the Divine existence; we find his discourse

every way so weak, groundless, and inconsidera

ble, that we could not think it here to deserve a

confutation.

* Wide Livium, lib. i. cap. xxxvi. p. 67.

" Wide Spinosae Tractat. Theologico-politic. cap. vi.
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But of the former sort of those miracles, is that

to be understood, Deut. xiii. “If there arise

amongst you a prophet, or dreamer of dreams,

and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, and the sign

or wonder come to pass whereof he spake unto

thee, saying, Let us go after other gods, and serve

them ; thou shalt not hearken to the words of

that prophet, or dreamer of dreams; for the

Lord your God proveth you, to know whether

you love the Lord your God with all your heart,

and with all your soul.” For it cannot be sup

posed, that God Almighty would himself pur

posely inspire any man to exhort others to idol

atry, and immediately assist such an one with his

own supernatural power of doing miracles, in

confirmation of such doctrine. But the meaning

is, that by the suggestion of evil spirits, some false

prophets might be raised up to tempt the Jews to

idolatry; or at least, that by the assistance of

them, such miracles might be wrought in confirm

ation thereof, as those sometimes done by the

Egyptian sorcerers or magicians, God himself not

interposing in this case to hinder them, for this

reason, that he might hereby prove and try their

faithfulness towards him. Forasmuch as both,

by the pure light of nature, and God's revealed

will, before confirmed by miracles, idolatry, or

the religious worship of any but God Almighty,

had been sufficiently condemned. From whence

it is evident, that miracles alone (at least such

miracles as these) are no sufficient confirmation

of a true prophet, without consideration had of

the doctrine taught by him. For though a man

should have done never so many true and real mi

racles amongst the Jews, and yet should persuade

2 A 2
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to idolatry, he was by them confidently to be con

demned to death for a false prophet.

Accordingly in the New Testament do we read,

that our Saviour Christ forewarned his disciples,

that “ “false prophets and false Christs should

arise, and shew great signs or wonders, insomuch

that, if it were possible, they should seduce the

very elect.” And St. Paul foretelleth concerning

the man of sin, or antichrist,” “that his coming

should be after the working of Satan, with all

power, and signs, and wonders (or miracles) of a

lie.” For we conceive, that by régara leftovc in this

place, are not properly feigned and counterfeit mi

racles, that is, mere cheating and juggling tricks,

but true wonders and real miracles (viz. of the

former sort mentioned), done for the confirma

tion of a lie, as the doctrine of this man of sin is

there afterwards called ; for otherwise how could

his coming be said to be “according to the work

ing of Satan, with all power?” In like manner

also, in St. John's Apocalypse, where the coming

of the same man of sin, and the mystery of ini

quity, are again described, we read chap. xiii. of

a two-horned beast like a lamb, “that he shall do

great wonders, and deceive those, that dwell on

the earth, by means of those miracles, which he

hath power to do, in the sight of the beast.” And

again, chap. xvi. “ of certain unclean spirits like

frogs, coming out of the mouth of the dragon,

and of the beast, and of the false prophet, which

are the spirits of devils working miracles, that go

forth to the kings of the earth.” And, lastly, chap.

xix. “ of the false prophet, that wrought mira

cles before the beast.” All which seem to be un

Luke xxiv. 24. b 2 Thess. ii. 9.
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derstood, not of feigned and counterfeit miracles

only, but of true and real also, effected by the

working of Satan, in confirmation of a lie, that is,

of idolatry, false religion, and imposture; God

Almighty permitting it, partly in way of proba

tion or trial of the faithfulness of his own servants,

and partly in way of just judgment and punish

ment upon those, who “ receive not the love of

the truth, that they might be saved;” as the apo

stle declareth." Wherefore those miracles, pre

tended, for divers ages past, to have been done

before the relics of saints and images, &c. were

they all true, could by no means justify or war

rant that religious worship by many given to

them ; because true and real miracles, done in or

der to the promoting of idolatry, are so far from

justifying that idolatry, that they are themselves

condemned by it to be répara leftovc, the miracles

of a lie,-done by the working of Satan.

But as for the miracles of our Saviour Christ,

had they been all of them only of the former kind,

such as might have been done, God permitting, by

the natural power of created spirits, and their as

sistance; yet forasmuch as he came in the name

of the Lord, teaching neither idolatry, nor any

thing contrary to the clear light and law of na

ture, therefore ought he, by reason of those mira

cles, to have been received by the Jews themselves,

and owned for a true prophet, according to the

doctrine of Moses himself: who, both in the 13th

and 18th chapters of Deuteronomy, plainly sup

poseth, that God would in no other case permit

any false prophet to do miracles by the assist

ance of evil spirits, save only in that of idolatry

a Thess. ii. 10.
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(which is always understood of what is plainly

discoverable by the light of nature to be false, or

evil). The reason whereof is manifest, because if

he should, this would be an invincible temptation,

which it is inconsistent with the Divine goodness

to expose men unto. And our Saviour Christ

was unquestionably that one eximious prophet,

which God Almighty by Moses promised to send

unto the Israelites, upon occasion of their own

desire made to him at Horeb. “Let me not hear

again the voice of the Lord my God, nor let me

see this great fire any more, that I die not.”

Whereupon the Lord said, “They have

well spoken that which they havespoken;

I will raise them up a Prophet from among their

brethren, like unto thee, and put my words in

his mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that

I shall command him ; and whosoever will not

hearken to the words which he shall speak in my

name, I will require it of him.” Which is all one

as if he should have said, I will no more speak

to them with thunder and lightning, nor reveal

my will with a terrible voice out of flaming fire; but

the next great manifestation of myself, or further

revelation of my will, shall be by a Prophet from

amongst their own brethren, I putting my words

into his mouth, and speaking to them by him.

Whose words they shall be as much obliged to

hearken to, as if I had spoken them (as before)

from the top of the fiery mount. And that they

may have no colour for their disbelieving this

great prophet especially, or their disobeying of

him, I plainly declare, that whosoever cometh in

my name, and does true and real miracles, shall

be acknowledged undoubtedly for a true prophet

Deut. xviii.
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sent by me, and accordingly believed and obeyed;

and none rejected under the notion of false pro

phets, but only such, as either do not real mira

cles, or else if they do, come in the name of other

gods, or exhort to idolatry. Nevertheless, our

Saviour Christ wrought other miracles also, of a

higher nature, by the immediate power of God

Almighty himself; as for example, when before

himself he raised Lazarus, who had been dead

four days, to life, since it cannot be conceived to

be in the power of created spirits (whether bad or

good), whenever they please, to bring back the

souls of men deceased to their bodies again, or

change the laws of nature and fate. However, it

must not be thought, that God will ever set this

seal of his to a lie, or that which is plainly con

trary to the light and law of nature.

The conclusion is, that though all miracles pro

miscuously do not immediately prove the exist

ence of a God, nor confirm a prophet, or whatso

ever doctrine; yet do they all of them evince, that

there is a rank of invisible understanding beings,

superior to men, which the Atheists commonly

deny. And we read of some such miracles also,

as could not be wrought, but by a power perfect

ly supernatural, or by God Almighty himself.

But to deny and disbelieve all miracles, is either

to deny all certainty of sense, which would be

indeed to make sensation itself miraculous; or

else monstrously and unreasonably to derogate

from human testimonies and history. The Jews

would never have so stiffly and pertinaciously ad

hered to the ceremonial law of Moses, had they

not all along believed it to have been unquestion

ably confirmed by miracles ; and that the Gen
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tiles should at first have entertained the faith of

Christ without miracles, would itself have been

the greatest of miracles.

The last extraordinary phenomenon proposed

was that of divination, oracles, prophecies, or

predictions of future events, otherwise unfore

knowable to men; which either evince a God, or

at least that there are understanding beings supe

rior to men. For if there be presension or fore

knowledge of such future events, as are to human

understanding alone altogether unforeknowable,

then is it certain, that there is some more perfect

understanding, or knowledge in the world, than

that of men. And thus is that maxim of the an

cient Pagan Theists," in the genuine and proper

sense thereof, unquestionably true; “Si divinatio

est, dii sunt;” If there be divination, or presen

sion of future events (undiscoverable by men),

then are there gods:--which, in their language,

was no more than to say, understanding beings

superior to men.

Wherefore we must here distinguish of oracles

and predictions, after the same manner as we did

before of miracles, that they may be of two kinds.

First, such as might proceed only from the natu

ral presaging power of created spirits superior to

men, whether called angels or demons. For these

being supposed to have not only clearer under

standings than men, and a greater insight into

nature, but also by reason of their agility and in

visibility, opportunity of knowing things remotely

distant, and of being privy to men's secret machi

nations and consultations; it is easily conceivable

The Stoics. Wide Ciceron. de Divinat, lib. i. cap. v, vi. p. 3118,

31 14. tom. ix. oper.
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that many future events nigh at hand, which can

not be foreknown by men, may be (probably at

least) foreseen by them; and that without any

miraculous Divine revelation, their causes being

already in being. As men learned in astronomy

can foretel eclipses of the sun and moon, which

to the vulgar are altogether unforeknowable; and

as princes or statesmen, that are furnished with

great intelligence, foreign and domestic, can pre

sage more of war and peace, either at home or

abroad, and of the events of kingdoms, than ig

norant plebeians. And such were those predic

tions, which Democritus, though otherwise much

addicted to Atheism, allowed of; Cicero writing

thus of him : “Plurimis locis, gravis papi, In, i.

auctor Democritus praesensionem rerum ſºiii. P.3111;
e tom. ix.oper.]

futurarum comprobat;" Democritus, a

grave writer, doth in many places approve of the

presension of future events.-The reason whereof

was, because he supposed certain understanding

beings superior to men, called by him idols, which

having a larger comprehension of things, and other

advantages of knowledge, could therefore foretel

many future events, that men were ignorant of.

And though perhaps it may be thought, that De

mocritus would not have entertained this opinion

of the foreknowledge of human events, had he

not asserted the necessity of all human actions

and volitions, but held liberty of will, as Epicu

rus afterwards did (as if this were inconsistent

with all manner of presage, and probable or con

jectural foreknowledge); yet is it certain, that

there is not so much contingency in all human

actions, by reason of this liberty of will, as here

tofore was by Epicurus, and still is by many sup
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posed; it being plain, that men act according to

an appearance of good, and that in many cases

and circumstances it may be foreknown, without

any Divine revelation, what such or such persons

would do. As for example, that a voluptuous

person, having a strong temptation to satisfy his

sensual appetite, and that without incurring any

inconvenience of shame or punishment, would

readily close with the same. Besides which, such

invisible spirits, as angels or demons, may some

times predict also what themselves cause and

effect.

Secondly, There is another sort of predictions,

of future events, which cannot be imputed to the

natural presaging faculty of any such created spi

rits, but only to the supernatural prescience of

God Almighty, or a Being infinitely perfect: as

when events remotely distant in time, and of

which there are yet no immediate causes actually

in being, which also depend upon many circum

stances, and a long series of things, any one of

which being otherwise would alter the case; as

likewise upon much uncertainty of human voli

tions, which are not always necessarily linked

and concatenated with what goes before, but

often loose and free ; and upon that contingency

that arises from the indifferency or equality of

eligibility in objects. Lastly, such things as do

not at all depend upon external circumstances

neither, nor are caused by things natural ante

ceding, but by some supernatural power; I say,

when such future events as these are foretold,

and accordingly come to pass, this can be as

cribed to no other but such a being as compre

hends, sways, and governs all, and is, by a pe
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culiar privilege or prerogative of its own nature,

omniscient. Epicurus, though really he there

fore rejected divination and prediction of future

events, because he denied Providence; yet did he

pretend this further reason also against it, be

cause it was a thing absolutely inconsistent with

liberty of will, and destructive of the same ; m

Havruki dvětapkroc' et & kai intagkrucii, ouëv Diog. Laert.

trap muſic #8m rd ywóueva. Divination is a ſººn.

thing, which hath no existence, nor pos- * P. *]

sibility in nature: and if there were such a thing,

it would take away all liberty of will, and leave

nothing in men's own power.—Thus also Car

neades, in Cicero", maintained, “Ne Apollinem

quidem futura posse dicere, nisi ea, quorum cau

sas natura ita contineret, ut ea fieri necesse

esset;” that Apollo himself was not able to

foretel any future events, other than such, as had

necessary causes in nature antecedent.—And

some Christian Theists of later times have, in

like manner, denied to God Almighty all fore

knowledge of human actions, upon the same pre

tence, as being both inconsistent with men's li

berty of will, and destructive thereof. For, say

they, if men's actions be free, then are they un

foreknowable, they having no necessary causes;

and again, if there be any foreknowledge of

them, then can they not be free, they being ipso

facto necessitated thereby. But as it is cer

tain that prescience does not destroy the liberty

of man's will, or impose any necessity upon

it, men's actions being not therefore future, be

cause they are foreknown, but therefore fore

* De Fato, cap. xiv. p. 3281. tom. ix. oper.
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known, because future; and were a thing

never so contingent, yet upon supposition that

it will be done, it must needs have been fu

ture from all eternity : so is it extreme arro

gance for men, because themselves can naturally

foreknow nothing, but by some causes antece

dent, as an eclipse of the sun or moon, therefore

to presume to measure the knowledge of God Al

mighty according to the same scantling, and to

deny him the prescience of human actions, not

considering, that, as his nature is incomprehen

sible, so his knowledge may well be looked upon

by us as such too; that which is past our find

ing out, and too wonderful for us. However, it

must be acknowledged for an undoubted truth,

that no created being can, naturally, and of it

self, foreknow any future events, otherwise than

in and by their causes anteceding. If therefore

we shall find, that there have been predictions of

such future events as had no necessary antece

dent causes; as we cannot but grant such things

therefore to be foreknowable, so must we needs

from thence infer the existence of a God, that is, a

Being supernatural, infinitely perfect and omni

scient, since such predictions as these could have

proceeded from no other cause. -

That there is foreknowledge of future events

to men naturally unforeknowable, hath been all

along the persuasion of the generality of mankind.

Thus Cicero: “Vetus opinio est, jam us

que ab heroicis ducta temporibus, eague

et populi Romani, et omnium gentium firmata

consensu, versari quandam inter homines divina

tionem, quam Graeci uavrikºv appellant, id est,

De Div. l. i.
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praesensionem et scientiam rerum futurarum.”

This is an old opinion derived down all along

from the heroic times (or the mythical age), and

not only entertained amongst the Romans, but

also confirmed by the consent of all nations, that

there is such a thing as divination, and presension

or foreknowledge of future events.-And the

same writer elsewhere, in the person of Balbus:

“Quamvis nihil tam irridet Epicurus, p. N. p.m. ii.

quam predictionem rerum futurarum, tºº
mihi videtur tamen vel maxime confir- 5016. tom. ix.

mare, Deorum providentia consuli rebus"

humanis. Est enim profecto divinatio; quae mul

tis locis, rebus, temporibus apparet, cum in pri

vatis tum maxime in publicis. Multa cernunt

aruspices, multa augures provident, multa ora

culis providentur, multa vaticinationibus, multa

somniis, multa portentis.” Although Epicurus

deride nothing more than the prediction of future

things; yet does this seem to me to be a great

confirmation of the providence of the gods over

human affairs, because there is certainly divina

tion, it appearing in many places, things, and

times, and that not only private, but especially

public. Soothsayers foresee many things, the

augurs many; many things are declared by ora

cles, many by prophecies, many by dreams, and

many by portents.-And indeed that there were

even amongst the Pagans predictions of future

events, not discoverable by any human sagacity,

which accordingly came to pass, and therefore

argue a knowledge superior to that of men, or

that there are certain invisible understanding

beings or spirits, seems to be undeniable from

history. And that the augurs themselves were
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sometimes not unassisted by these officious genii,

is plain from that of Attius Navius beforemen

tioned, as the circumstances thereof are related

by historians; that Tarquinius Priscus having a

mind to try what there was in this skill of augury,”

“dixit eise cogitare quiddam ; id possetne fieri,

consuluit. Ille augurio acto, posse respondet.

Tarquinius autem dixit se cogitasse cotem nova

cula posse praecidi; tum Attium jussisse experiri;

ita cotem in comitium illatam, inspectante et rege

et populo, novacula esse discissam;’ told Navius,

that he thought of something, and he would

know of him, whether it could be done or no.

Navius having performed his augurating ceremo

nies, replied, that the thing might be done.

Whereupon Priscus declared what his thought

was, namely, that a whetstone might be cut in

two with a razor. Navius willed them to make

trial : wherefore a whetstone being brought im

mediately into the court, it was in the sight of

the king and all the people divided with a razor.—

But the predictions amongst those Pagans were,

for the most part, only of the former kind, such

as proceeded merely from the natural presaging

faculty of these demons; this appearing from

hence, because their oracles were often expressed

ambiguously, so as that they might be taken

either way; those demons themselves, it seems,

being then not confident of the event; as also,

because they were sometimes plainly mistaken in

the events. And from hence it was, that they

seldom ventured to foretel any events remotely

distant, but only what were nigh at hand, and

* Cicero de Divinat, lib. ii. cap. xvii. p. 3129. tom. ix. oper.
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shortly to come to pass; and therefore might be

probably conjectured of from things then in be

ing. Notwithstanding which, we acknowledge,

that there are some few instances of predictions

amongst the Pagans, of the other kind. Such as

that intimated by Cicero in his book of Divina

tion, * where he declareth the doctrine of Diodo

rus concerning necessity and contingency: “non

necesse fuisse Cypselum regnare Corinthi, quan

quam id millesimo ante anno Apollinis oraculo

editum esset:” that it was not necessary Cypselus

the tyrantshould reign at Corinth, though that were

a thing predicted by Apollo's oracle a thousand

years before. As also this recorded by Varro,”

of Vectius Valens, an augur in the time of Romu

lus, who when Rome was a building, from the

flying of twelve vultures presaged, that the con

tinuance of that city would be for twelve hun

dred years: which seems to have been accord

ingly fulfilled, in the year of our Lord four hun

dred and fifty-five, immediately after the death of

the third Valentinian (whom some make to be the

last real emperor of the west or Rome), when

Gensericus the Vandal took the city the second

time and fired it. But above all, that of the si

byls; of whose prophecies such things are record

ed by pagan writers, as makes it very suspicious,

that they did foretel the coming of our Saviour

Christ, and the times of Christianity. But were

these, and the like pagan prophecies, real, then

must they needs have had some higher original

than the natural presaging faculty of their demons

* It should be, De Fato, cap. vii. p. 3269. -

b In the Fragments of the 18th book of his Antiquitates Rerum

Humanarum. -
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especially those of the sibyls; who, for aught we

know, might be as well assisted supernaturally to

predict our Saviour Christ, amongst the Pagans

in the west, as Balaam was in the east.

But here the Scripture triumpheth over Pagan

ism, and all its oracles and divinations; there

being contained in it so many unquestionable pre

dictions of events to follow a long time after, and

such as can be imputed to nothing but the super

natural foreknowledge and omniscience of God

Almighty. As for example, those concerning the

Messiah, or our Saviour Christ, delivered by Jacob,

Moses, David, Isaias, Jeremy, Daniel, and most

of the prophets: foretelling sundry particular cir

cumstances of his coming, and that grand event,

which followed after, of the Gentiles or Pagans'

so general reception and entertainment of Christ

ianity; that is, the belief of the Messiah pro

mised to the Jews; together with the shaking off

of their gods and idols. Amongst which Scrip

ture prophecies, concerning our Saviour Christ,

we must needs reckon for one, and none of the

least considerable neither, that of Daniel's weeks,

or of four hundred and ninety years, to commence

from the going forth of the word, or the decree

made by Artaxerxes the son of Xerxes, in the

seventh year of his reign, for the return of the

people of Israel, priests and Levites, to Jerusa

lem; and to terminate in the death of the Messiah

and the preaching of the gospel to the Jews only:

though we are not ignorant, how some learned

men, both of the former and latter times, have

stretched their wits, they sometimes using no

small violence to divert this prophecy another

way. For that these prophecies, concerning our
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Saviour Christ, could have no other original than

the immediate supernatural revelation of God Al

mighty, is evident from the thing itself; it being

such as depended on no natural causes, much

less upon those constellations of the astrological

Atheists," but only upon his own secret will and

counsel.

But besides these prophecies concerning our

Saviour Christ, there are others contained in the

Scripture, concerning the fates and successions

of the chief kingdoms, empires, and polities of the

world; as of the rise of the Persian monarchy;

of its fall and conquest by the Macedonian

Alexander; of the quadripartite division of this

Greekish empire after Alexander's death; of the

succession of the Seleucidae and Lagidae, a pro

phetic history, so agreeable with the events, that

it was by Porphyrius" pretended to have been

written after them; and, lastly, of the rise and

continuance of the Roman empire. For notwith

standing the endeavours of some to pervert all

those Scripture prophecies that extend to the

present times, it is clearly demonstrable, that this

was Daniel's fourth ten-horned beast, or the legs

and toes of Nebuchadnezzar's statue, that fourth

empire, strong as iron, which came at length to

be broken or divided into ten or many principa

lities, called in the prophetic language, and ac

cording to the eichon, horns; amongst whom was

to start up another horn with eyes, speaking great

words against the Most High, and making war

with the saints, and prevailing against them, for

* Cardan, &c.

* Wide Hieronymum Comment. in Daniel, tom. v. oper, p. 481.

VOL. III. 2 B
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a time, times, and half a time. Which prophecy

of Daniel's is the ground-work of St. John's

Apocalypse, it being there further insisted upon,

filled up, and enlarged, with the addition of seve

ral particulars; so that both Daniel and John

have each of them, from their respective ages, set

down a prophetic calendar of times, in a conti

nued series, (the former more compendiously and

generally, the latter more copiously and parti

cularly), to the very end of the world. -

And thus do we see plainly, that the Scripture

prophecies evince a Deity; neither can these pos

sibly be imputed by Atheists, as other things, to

men's fear and fancy, nor yet to the fiction of po

liticians. Nor do they only evince a Deity, but

confirm Christianity also ; partly as predicted by

them in its several circumstances, a grand one

whereof was the Gentiles' reception of it; and

partly as itself predicting future events, this spirit

of prophecy being the testimony of Jesus. Both

which Scripture-prophecies, of Christ in the Old

Testament, and from him in the New, are of

equal if not greater force to us in this present

age, for the confirmation of our faith, than the

miracles themselves recorded in the Scripture;

we having now certain knowledge ourselves of

many of those events, and being no way able

to suspect, but that the prophecies were written

long before.

To conclude; all these extraordinary pheno

mena of apparitions, witchcraft, possessions,

miracles, and prophecies, do evince that spirits,

angels or demons, though invisible to us, are no

fancies, but real and substantial inhabitants of the

world; which favours not the atheistic hypothe
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sis: but some of them, as the higher kind of mi

racles and predictions, do also immediately en

force the acknowledgment of a Deity; a being

superior to nature, which therefore can check and

control it; and which comprehending the whole,

foreknows the most remotely distant and contin

gent events.

And now have we not only fully answered and

confuted all the atheistic pretences against the

idea of God, tending to disprove his existence;

but also occasionally proposed several solid and

substantial arguments for a Deity ; as, that all

successive things, the world, motion, and time,

are in their own nature absolutely incapable of

an ante-eternity; and, therefore, there must of

necessity be something else of a permanent dura

tion, that was eternal without beginning: that no

Atheist, according to his principles, can possibly

give any account of the original of his own soul

or mind: that the phenomenon of motion cannot

be solved without an incorporeal principle, pre

siding over the whole: that the rô tº kai kaA&c, the

artificial, regular, and orderly frame of things—

together with the harmony of the whole, demon

strate an understanding and intending cause of

the world, that ordered things for ends and good.

Besides, that there are several other phenomena,

both ordinary and extraordinary, which Athe

ists, being no way able to solve, are forced to

deny.

True indeed, some of the ancient Theists have

themselves affirmed, that there could be no de

monstration of a God: which assertion of theirs

hath been by others misunderstood into this sense,

as if there were therefore no certainty at all to be

2 B 2
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had of God’s existence, but only a conjectural

probability; no knowledge or science, but only

faith and opinion. Whereas the true meaning of

those ancient Theists, who denied that there

could be any demonstration of a God, was only

this, That the existence of a God could not be

demonstrated a priori, himself being the first

cause of all things. Thus doth Alexander Aphro

disius, in his Physical Doubts and Solutions,

after he had propounded an argument for a God,

according to Aristotelic principles, from motion,

L. i. e. ii. declare himself, m 8éléic kard diváAvow, ow yd?

[p. 2. edit. otóvre tnc Tpºrnc doxic diróðetén, tival, dNXd

§:* ësi atro Tov varipov Te Kai pavegov dpéauévovc,

kard riv T90c Taura ovuſhoviav dva\dost X90

Mévovc avornoa, Tºv čkstvov pūow' that this argu

ment or proof of his was in way of analysis only ;

it being not possible, that there should be a de

monstration of the first principles of all. Where

fore (saith he) we must here fetch our beginning

from things that are after it, and manifest; and

thence, by way of analysis, ascend to the proof

of that first nature, which was before them.—

And to the same purpose Clemens Alexandrinus,

strom. 1. v. having first affirmed, ºc8voueraxeiptoróraroc

tº ſº. 6 Tepi 0sov Aóyoc' tirel yde dpxi Tavroc Tpáy

edit. Potteri.] paroc 8vasſperoc, trávroc trov m Tpºrn kai

Tosoſºvrárm doxº. ëwabakroc, #ric kal roic âAAoic dragw

atria row yewtoffat, kal yewouévovc sivat' that God is

the most difficult thing of all to be discoursed of;

because, since the principle of every thing is

hard to find out, the first and most ancient prin

ciple of all, which was the cause to all other

things of their being made, must needs be the

hardest of all to be declared or manifested;—he
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afterwards subjoins, 'AAAG ow8; tırıorium Xauſáveral

tº droësixrukº: ağrm ydp & Trporépov Kai Yvopluoripov

ovviorarat' row & dyevvirov ovëv trooutrāpys' But nei

ther can God be apprehended by any demonstra

tive science: for such science is from things

before in order of nature, and more knowable;

whereas nothing can exist before that which is

altogether unmade.—And certain it is, that it

implies a contradiction, that God, or a perfect

being, should be thus demonstrated by any

thing before him as his cause. Nevertheless it

doth not therefore follow, that there can be no

certainty at all had of the existence of a God, but

only a conjectural probability; no knowledge,

but faith and opinion only. For we may have a

certain knowledge of things, the 8tór, whereof

cannot be demonstrated a priori, or from antece

dent necessary causes : as for example, that there

was something eternal of itself, without begin

ning, is not at all demonstrable by any antecedent

cause, it being contradictious to such a thing to

have a cause. Nevertheless upon supposition

only, that something doth exist, which no man

can possibly make any doubt of, we may not only

have an opinion, but also certain knowledge,

from the necessity of irrefragable reason, that

there was never nothing, but something or other

did always exist from eternity, and without be

ginning. In like manner, though the existence of

a God or perfect being cannot be demonstrated

a priori, yet may we notwithstanding, from our

very selves (whose existence we cannot doubt of),

and from what is contained in our own minds, or

otherwise consequent from him, by undeniable

principles of reason, necessarily infer his exist
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ence. And whensoever any thing is thus neces

sarily inferred from what is undeniable and in

dubitable, this is a demonstration, though not of

the 8tóri, yet of the 3rt of it; that the thing is,

though not why it is. And many of the geometri

cal demonstrations are no other.

It hath been asserted by a late eminent philo

sopher," that there is no possible certainty to be

had of any thing, before we be certain of the ex

istence of a God essentially good; because we

can never otherwise free our minds from the im

portunity of that suspicion, which with irresisti

ble force may assault them; that ourselves might

possibly be so made, either by chance, or fate, or

by the pleasure of some evil demon, or at least of

an arbitrary omnipotent deity, as that we should

be deceived in all our most clear and evident per

ceptions; and therefore in geometrical theorems

themselves, and even in our common notions.

But when we are once assured of the existence of

such a God as is essentially good, who therefore

neither will nor can deceive; then, and not be

fore, will this suspicion utterly vanish, and our

selves become certain, that our faculties of reason

and understanding are not false and imposturous,

but rightly made. From which hypothesis it

plainly follows, that all those Theists, who sup

pose God to be a mere arbitrary being, whose

will is not determined by any nature of goodness

or rule of justice, but itself is the first rule

of both (they thinking this to be the high

est perfection, liberty, and power), can never be

reasonably certain of the truth of any thing, not

so much as that two and two are four; because,

* Des Cartes. See his Meditat. Metaphys. iv. p. 25. and v. p. 31.

&
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so long as they adhere to that persuasion, they

can never be assured, but that such an arbitrary

omnipotent deity might designedly make them

such, as should be deceived in all their clearest

perceptions.

Now though there be a plausibility of piety in

this doctrine, as making the knowledge of a God

essentially good so necessary a praecognitum to

all other science, that there can be no certainty

of truth at all without it; yet does that very sup

position, that our understanding faculties might

possibly be so made, as to deceive us in all our

clearest perceptions (wheresoever it is admitted),

render it utterly impossible ever to arrive to any

certainty concerning the existence of a God es

sentially good ; forasmuch as this cannot be any

otherwise proved, than by the use of our facul

ties of understanding, reason, and discourse. For

to say, that the truth of our understanding facul

ties is put out of all doubt and question, as soon

as ever we are assured of the existence of a God

essentially good, who therefore cannot deceive;

whilst this existence of a God is in the mean time

itself no otherwise proved, than by our under

standing faculties; that is, at once to prove the

truth of God's existence from our faculties of

reason and understanding, and again to prove the

truth of those faculties from the existence of a

God essentially good : this, I say, is plainly to

move round in a circle, and to prove nothing at

all; a gross oversight, which the forementioned

philosopher seems plainly guilty of.

Wherefore, according to this hypothesis, we are

of necessity condemned to eternal scepticism,

both concerning the existence of a God, when,
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after all our arguments and demonstrations for

the same, we must at length gratify the Atheists

with this confession in the conclusion, that it is

possible notwithstanding there may be none; and

also concerning all other things, the certainty

whereof is supposed to depend upon the certainty

of the existence of such a God as cannot deceive.

So that if we will pretend to any certainty at

all concerning the existence of a God, we must

of necessity explode this new sceptical hypothe

sis of the possibility of our understandings being

so made, as to deceive us in all our clearest per

ceptions; by means whereof we can be certain of

the truth of nothing, and to use our utmost en

deavour to remove the same. In the first place

therefore we affirm, that no power, how great

soever, and therefore not Omnipotence itself, can

make any thing to be indifferently either true or

false, this being plainly to take away the nature

both of truth and falsehood, or to make them no

thing but words, without any signification. Truth

is not factitious ; it is a thing which cannot be

arbitrarily made, but is. The Divine will and

Omnipotence itself (now supposed by us) hath no

imperium upon the Divine understanding; for if

God understood only by will, he would not un

derstand at all. In the next place we add, that

though the truth of singular contingent propo

sitions depends upon the things themselves exist

ing without, as the measure and archetype thereof;

yet, as to the universal and abstract theorems of

science, the terms whereof are those reasons of

things, which exist no where but only in the

mind itself (whose noemata and ideas they are)

the measure and rule of truth concerning them
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can be no foreign or extraneous thing without the

mind, but must be native and domestic to it, or

contained within the mind itself, and therefore

can be nothing but its clear and distinct percep

tion. In these intelligible ideas of the mind,

whatsoever is clearly perceived to be, is; or,

which is all one, is true. Every clear and dis

tinct perception is an entity or truth, as that,

which is repugnant to conception, is a nonentity

or falsehood. Nay, the very essence of truth here

is this clear perceptibility, or intelligibility; and

therefore can there not be any clear or distinct

perception of falsehood: which must be acknow

ledged by all those, who, though granting false

opinions, yet agree in this, that there can be no

false knowledge. For the knowledge of these

universal abstract truths is nothing but the clear

and distinct perception of the several ideas of the

mind, and their necessary relations to one an

other: wherefore, to say, that there can be no false

knowledge, is all one as to say, that there can be no

clear and distinct perceptions of the ideas of the

mind false. In false opinions, the perception of the

understanding power itself is not false, but only

obscure. It is not the understanding power or

nature in us, that erreth, but it is we ourselves,

who err, when we rashly and unwarily assent to

things not clearly perceived by it. The upshot

of all is this, that since no power, how great

soever, can make any thing indifferently to be

true; and since the essence of truth in universal

abstract things is nothing but clear perceptibility,

it follows, that Omnipotence cannot make any

thing, that is false, to be clearly perceived to be,

or create such minds and understanding faculties,
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as shall have as clear conceptions of falsehoods,

that is, of nonentities, as they have of truths or

entities. For example, no rational understand

ing being, that knows what a part is, and what

a whole, what a cause and what an effect,

could possibly be so made, as clearly to conceive

the part to be greater than the whole, or the

effect to be before the cause, or the like.

Wherefore, we may presume with reverence

to say, that there could not possibly be a world

of rational creatures made by God, either in the

moon, or in some other planet, or elsewhere,

that should clearly and distinctly conceive all

things contrary to what are clearly perceived by

us; nor could our human faculties have been so

made, as that we should have as clear concep

tions of falsehoods as of truths. Mind or under

standing faculties in creatures may be made more

or less weak, imperfect, and obscure, but they

could not be made false, or such as should have

clear and distinct conceptions of that which is

not, because every clear perception is an entity;

and though Omnipotence can make something out

of nothing, yet can it not make something to be

nothing, nor nothing something. All which is no

more than is generally acknowledged by theolo

gers, when they affirm, that God Almighty him

self cannot do things contradictious; there being

no other reason for this assertion, but only this,

because contradictiousness is repugnant to con

ception. So that conception and knowledge are

hereby made to be the measure of all power,

even Omnipotence, or infinite power itself, being

determined thereby ; from whence it follows, that

power hath no dominion over understanding, truth
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and knowledge; nor can infinite power make any

thing whatsoever to be clearly conceivable. For

could it make contradictious things clearly con

ceivable, then would itself be able to do them ;

because whatsoever can be clearly conceived by

any, may unquestionably be done by infinite

power.

It is true indeed, that sense, considered alone

by itself, doth not reach to the absoluteness either

of the natures, or of the existence of things with

out us, it being, as such, nothing but seeming, ap

pearance, and fancy. And thus is that saying of

some ancient philosophers to be understood, that

traga pavragia d'Ambic, every phantasy is true—name

ly, because sense and fancy reach not to the abso

lute truth and falsehood of things, but contain

themselves only within seeming and appearance;

and every appearance must needs be a true ap

pearance. Notwithstanding which, it is certain,

that sense often represents to us corporeal things

otherwise than indeed they are, which though it be

not a formal, yet is it a material falsity. Wherefore

sense in the nature of it is not absolute, but ſpocri,

or rivi, relative to the sentients. And by sense

alone, without any mixture of reason or under

standing, we can be certain of no more concerning

the things without us, but only this, that they so

seem to us. Hence was that of the ancient atomic

philosophers in Plato, "How &iaxupiaato their is,
āv Øc oióv got patveral traorov xpºſua, rotovrov º:; edit.

kai kuvi kai orwoov Čºp' Neither you nor

any man else can be certain, that every other man

and brute animal hath all the very same phan

tasms of colours, that himself hath.—Now were

there no other perception in us but that of sense
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(as the old atheistic philosophers concluded

knowledge to be sense), then would all our human

perceptions be merely seeming, fantastical and

relative; and none of them reach to the absolute

truth of things. Every one in Protagoras's

language would then rd arov učvov 8ošáčev, think

or opine only his own things—all his truths being

private and relative to himself. And that Prota

gorean aphorism were to be admitted also in the

sense of that philosopher, that Távrov xomuárov

pérpov čv6potoc, every man is the measure of all

things to himself; and, that no one man's opinion

was righter than another's, but rd pawóuevov čkáorº,

that which seemed to every one, was to him true,

to whom it seemed—all truth and perception

being but seeming and relative. But here lies

one main difference betwixt understanding, or

knowledge, and sense; that whereas the latter is

fantastical and relative only ; the former reach

eth beyond fancy and appearance to the absolute

ness of truth. For as it hath been already de

clared, whatsoever is clearly and distinctly per

ceived in things abstract and universal, by any

one rational being in the whole world, is not a

private thing, and true to himself only that per

ceived it: but it is, as some Stoics have called it,

d'Anóēc ka00Xukov, a public, catholic and universal

truth: it obtains every where, and, as Empedo

cles sang of natural justice,

b

At& q' eigwºoyro;

aisie, #vexío'; rárarai, 31& q' àwAérov aiyā;"

It is extended throughout the vast ether, and

* Wide Platon. in Theaeteto, p. 118.

* Apud Aristot. Rhetoric, lib. i. cap. xiii. p. 737, tom. iii. oper.

§

.
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through infinite light or space.—And were there

indeed infinite worlds, all thickly peopled with ra

tional animals, it would be alike true to every one

of them. Nor is it conceivable, that Omnipotence

itself could create any such understanding beings,

as could have clear and distinct perceptions of the

contrary to all that is perceived by us, no more

than it could do things contradictious. But in all

probability, because sense is indeed but seeming,

fantastical and relative, this is the reason, that

some have been so prone and inclinable to sus

pect the like of understanding, and all mental per

ception too, that this also is but seeming and re

lative ; and that therefore men's minds or under

standings might have been so made, by an arbi

trary omnipotent deity, as clearly and distinctly

to perceive every thing that is false. But, if not

withstanding all that hath been said, any will still

sing over the old song again ; that all this, which

hath been hitherto declared by us, is indeed true,

if our human faculties be true, or rightly made;

but we can go no farther than our faculties; and

whether these be true or no, no man can ever be

certain; we have no other reply to make, but that

this is an over-stiff and heavy adherence to a pre

judice of their own minds; that not only sense,

but also reason and understanding, and all human

perception, is merely seeming or fantastical, and

relative to faculties only, but not reaching to the

absoluteness of any truth; and that the human

mind hath no criterion of truth at all within

itself.

Nevertheless, it will probably be here further

objected, that this is too great an arrogance, for

created beings to pretend to an absolute certainty
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of any thing, it being the sole privilege and prero

gative of God Almighty to be infallible, who is

therefore styled in Scripture, 6 uévoc gopoc, the

only wise;—to which we briefly answer, that the

Deity is the first original fountain of wisdom and

truth, which is said to be the brightness of the

everlasting light, the unspotted mirror of the

power of God, and the image of his goodness.

The Divine Word is the archetypal pattern of all

truth; it is ignorant of nothing, and knoweth all

things infallibly. But created beings have but

a derivative participation hereof, their understand

ings being obscure, and they erring in many

things, and being ignorant of more. And it seems

to be no derogation from Almighty God to sup

pose, that created minds, by a participation of the

Divine mind, should be able to know certainly

that two and two make four; that equals added

to equals will makeequals: that a whole is greater

than the part; and the cause before the effect;

and that nothing can be made without a cause ;

and such-like other common notions, which are

the principles from whence all their knowledge is

derived. Andindeed, were rational creatures never

able to be certain of any such thing as this at all,

what would their life be but a mere dream or sha

dow P and themselves but a ridiculous and pomp

ous piece of fantastic vanity? Besides, it is no

way congruous to think, that God Almighty

should make rational creatures, so as to be an ut

ter impossibility of ever attaining to any certainty

of his own existence; or of having more than an

hypothetical assurance thereof, if our faculties be

true (which possibly may be otherwise), then is

there a God. We shall conclude this discourse
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against the Cartesian scepticism with that of Ori

gen's, Móvov rov čvrov (3:3atov tittorium, Knowledge

is the only thing in the world, which creatures

have, that is in its own nature firm ;-they having

here something of certainty, but no where else.

Wherefore we having now that, which Archi

medes required, some firm ground and footing to

stand upon, such a certainty of truth in our com

mon notions, as that they cannot possibly be false;

without which, nothing at all could be proved by

reason: we shall in the next place endeavour, not

to shake or dissettle any thing thereby (which

was the undertaking of that geometrician), but to

confirm and establish the truth of God's existence,

and that from the very idea of him, hitherto made

good and defended against all the assaults of

Atheists.

It is well known, that Cartesius' hath lately

made a pretence to do this, with mathematical

evidence and certainty, and he dispatches the bu

siness briefly after this manner: God, or a perfect

being,includeth necessary existence in his very idea;

and therefore he is. But though the inventor of

this argument, or rather the reviver of that, which

had been before used by some scholastics, affirm

eth it to be as good a demonstration for the exist

ence of a God, from his idea, as that in geometry,

for a triangle's having three angles equal to two

right, is from the idea of a triangle; yet neverthe

less it is certain, that, by one means or other, this

argument hath not hitherto proved so fortunate

and successful, there being many, who cannot be

made sensible of any efficacy therein, and not a

* Vide Principia ejus Philosophiae, part i. §. 13. p. 4. et Meditat.

Metaphysic. v. p. 31. et alias.
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few, who condemn it for a mere sophism. As for

ourselves, we neither have any mind to quarrel

with other men's arguments pro Deo ; nor yet

would we be thought to lay stress, in this cause,

upon any thing which is not every way solid and

substantial. Wherefore we shall here endeavour

to set down-the utmost that possibly we can, both

against this argument, and for it, impartially and

candidly; and then, when we have done, leave

the intelligent readers to make their own judg

ment concerning the same.

Against it in this manner; first, because we can

frame an idea in our own minds of an absolutely

perfect being, including necessary existence in it,

it will not at all follow from thence, that therefore

there is such a perfect being really existing with

out our minds; we being able to frame in our

minds the ideas of many other things, that never

were, nor will be. All that can be certainly in

ferred from the idea of a perfect being seems to

be this, that if it contain nothing which is contra

dictious to it, then it is not impossible but that

there might be such a being actually existing.

But the strength of this argument, not lying mere

ly in this, that because we have an idea of a per

fect being, therefore it is ; but because we have

such an idea of it as includeth necessary exist

ence in it, which the idea of nothing else besides

doth ; therefore may it be here further objected

in this manner: That though it be very true, that

a perfect being doth include necessary existence

in it, because that cannot be every way perfect,

whose existence is not necessary, but contingent;

yet will it not follow from hence, that therefore

there is such a perfect being actually existing;

f
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but all that can be deduced from it, will be no

more than this, that whatsoever hath no necessary

and eternal existence, is no absolutely perfect

being. And again, that if there be any absolute

ly perfect being, then was its existence always ne

cessary, and will be always such ; that is, it did

both exist of itself, from all eternity, without be

ginning, and must needs exist to eternity incor

ruptibly ; it being never able to cease to be. It

seems indeed no more to follow, that because a

perfect being includes necessary existence in its

idea, therefore there is such a perfect being ac

tually existing ; than because a perfect being in

cludes necessary omniscience and omnipotence in

it, that therefore there is such a perfect omnisci

ent and omnipotent being : all that follows in both

cases, being only this ; that if there be any being

absolutely perfect, then it is both omniscient and

omnipotent, and it did exist of itself necessarily,

and can never cease to be. Wherefore here lies a

fallacy in this argumentation, when from the ne

cessity ofexistence affirmed only hypothetically, or

upon a supposition of a perfect being, the conclu

sion is made concerning it absolutely. As some

would prove the necessity of all human events, as

for example of Adam's sinning, in this manner,

that it always was true before, that either Adam

would eat the forbidden fruit, or not eat it ; and

if he would eat it, he would certainly eat it, and

not contingently; and again, if he would not eat

it, then would he certainly and necessarily not eat

it: wherefore whether he will eat it, or not eat it,

he will do either necessarily, and not contingent

ly. Where it is plain, that an absolute necessity

is wrongly inferred in the conclusion from an hy

VOL. III. 2 C
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pothetical one in premises. In like manner, when

upon supposition of an absolutely perfect being,

it is affirmed of it, that its existence must not be

contingent, but necessary, and from thence the

conclusion is made absolutely, that there is such

a perfect being; this seems to be the very same

fallacy. From the idea of a perfect being in

cluding necessary existence in it, it follows unde

niably, that if there be any thing absolutely per

fect, it mustexist necessarily, and not contingently:

but it doth not follow, that there must of neces

sity be such a perfect being existing; these two

propositions carrying a very different sense from

one another. And the latter of them, that there

must of necessity be a God, or perfect being ex

isting, seems to be a thing altogether indemonstra

ble, it implying, that the existence of God, or a

perfect being, may be proved a priori, or from

some antecedent necessary cause; which was be

fore declared to be a thing contradictious and im

possible.

And now in justice are we obliged to plead the

best we can also on the defensive side. Thus,

therefore, the idea of God, or an absolutely per

fect being, including in it not an impossible, nor

a contingent, but a necessary schesis, or relation

to existence, it follows from thence absolutely,

and without any ifs and ands, that he doth exist.

For as of things contradictious, having therefore

in the idea of them an impossible schesis to exist

ence, we can confidently conclude, that they ne

wer where, nor will be ; and as of other things not

contradictious or impossible, but imperfect only,

which therefore have a contingent schesis to exist

ence, we can pronounce also, that possibly they
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might be, or might not be: in like manner, a per

fect being including in the idea of it a necessary

schesis to existence, or an impossible one to non

existence, or containing existence in its very es

sence; we may by parity of reason conclude con

cerning it, that it is neither impossible to be, nor

yet contingent to be, or not to be; but that it cer

tainly is, and cannot but be ; or that it is impos

sible it should not be. And indeed when we say

of imperfect beings, implying no contradiction in

them, that they may possibly either be, or not be,

we herein tacitly suppose the existence of a per

fect being, because nothing which is not, could be

possible to be, were there not something actually

in being, that hath sufficient power to cause or

produce it. True, indeed, we have the ideas of

many things in our minds, that never were, nor

will be; but these are only such as include no

necessary, but contingent existence in their nature;

and it does not therefore follow, that a perfect

being, which includes necessity of existence in

its idea, may, notwithstanding, not be. Where

fore this necessity of existence, or impossibility of

nonexistence, contained in the idea of a perfect

being, must not be taken hypothetically only or

consequentially after this manner, that if there be

any thing absolutely perfect, then its existence

both was, and will be necessary ; but absolutely,

that though contradictious things cannot possi

bly be, and things imperfect may possibly either

be, or not be, yet a perfect being cannot but be;

or it is impossible that it should not be. For

otherwise were the force of the argumentation

merely hypothetical, in this manner; If there be

a perfect being, then its existence both was, and

2 C 2
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will be necessary; this would plainly imply, that

a perfect being, notwithstanding that necessity of

existence included in its nature, might either be,

or not be, or were contingent to existence; which

is a manifest contradiction, that the same thing

should exist both contingently and necessarily.

And this hypothetical absurdity will more plainly

appear, if the argument be expressed in other

words, as that necessity of existence, and impos

sibility of nonexistence, and actual existence, be

long to the very essence of a perfect being; since

it would be then ridiculous to go about to evade

in this manner, that if there be a perfect being,

then it is, and cannot but be. Which identical

proposition is true of every thing else, but absurd.

Wherefore there is something more to be inferred

from the necessity of existence included in the

idea of a perfect being than so; which can be no

thing else but this, that it absolutely and actually

is. Moreover, no Theists can be able to prove, that

God, or a perfect being (supposed by them to

exist), might not happen by chance only to be; if

from the necessity of existence included in the

idea of God, it cannot be inferred, that he could

not but be. Notwithstanding which, here is no

endeavour (as is pretended) to prove the exist

ence of a God, or perfect being, a priori, neither,

or from any necessary cause antecedent; but only

from that necessity, which is included within it

self, or is concomitant and concurrent with it;

the necessity of its own perfect nature. And now

we shall leave the intelligent and impartial reader

to make his own judgment concerning the fore

mentioned Cartesian argument for a Deity, drawn

from its idea, as including necessity of existence
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in it, that therefore it is ; whether it be merely so

phistical, or hath something of solidity and reality

in it. However, it is not very probable, that

many Atheists will be convinced thereby, but

that they will rather be ready to say, that this is

no probation at all of a Deity, but only an affirm

ation of the thing in dispute, and a mere begging

of the question; that therefore God is, because

he is, or cannot but be.

Wherefore we shall endeavour to make out an

argument, or demonstration for the existence of a

God, from his idea, as including necessary exist

ence in it, some other ways : and, first, we shall

make an offer towards it in this manner. Though

it will not follow from hence, because we can

frame an idea of any thing in our minds, that

therefore such a thing really existeth ; yet never

theless, whatsoever we can frame an idea of, im

plying no manner of contradiction in its concep

tion, we may certainly conclude thus much of it,

that such a thing was not impossible to be; there

being nothing to us impossible, but what is con

tradictious and repugnant to conception. Now,

the idea of God, or perfect being, can imply no

manner of contradiction in it, because it is only the

idea of such a thing; as hath all possible and con

ceivable perfections in it; that is, all perfections,

which are neither contradictious in themselves,

nor to one another. And they, who will not allow

of this consequence, from the idea of a perfect

being, including necessity of existence in it, that

it doth therefore actually exist, yet cannot deny,

but that this at least will follow, from its implying

no manner of contradiction in it, that it is there

fore a thing possible, or not impossible to be.
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For thus much being true of all other contingent

things, whose idea implieth no contradiction, that

they are therefore possible; it must needs be

granted of that, whose very idea and essence con

taineth a necessity of existence in it, as the es

sence of nothing else but a perfect being doth.

And this is the first step, that we now make in

way of argumentation, from the idea of God, or

a perfect being, having nothing contradictious in

it, that therefore God is at least possible, or no

way impossible to have been. In the next place,

as this particular idea of that, which is possible,

includeth necessity of existence in it ; from these

two things put together at least, the possibility of

such a being, and its necessary existence (if not

from the latter alone) will it according to reason

follow, that he actually is. If God, or a perfect

being, in whose essence is contained necessary

existence, be possible, or no way impossible to

have been ; then he is: because upon supposition

of his nonexistence, it would be absolutely im

possible that he should ever have been. It does

not thus follow concerning imperfect beings, that

are contingently possible, that if they be not, it

was therefore impossible for them ever to have

been ; for that which is contingent, though it be

not, yet might it for all that possibly have

been. But a perfect necessarily existent being,

upon the bare supposition of its nonexistence,

could no more possibly have been, than it could

possibly hereafter be ; because if it might have

been, though it be not, then would it not be a ne

cessary existent being. The sum of all is this, a

necessary existent being, if it be possible, it is ;

because, upon supposition of its nonexistence, it
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would be impossible for it ever to have been.

Wherefore God is either impossible to have been,

or else he is. For if God were possible, and yet

be not, then is he not a necessary but contingent

being ; which is contrary to the hypothesis.

But because this argumentation may perhaps

run the same fate also with the former, and, by

reason of its subtlety, do but little execution nei

ther, if not be accounted sophistical too ; men

being generally prone to distrust the firmness and

solidity of such thin and subtle cobwebs (as these

and the like may seem to be), or their ability to

support the weight of so great a truth ; and to

suspect themselves to be illaqueated, and circum

vented in them : therefore shall we lay no stress

upon this neither, but proceed to something

which is yet more plain and downright, after this

manner. Whatsoever we can frame an idea of in

our minds, implying no manner of contradiction,

this either actually is, or else if it be not, it is pos

sible for it to be. But, if God be not, he is not

possible hereafter to be; therefore he is. The

reason and necessity of the minor is evident; be

cause, if God be not, and yet possible hereafter

to be, then would he not be an eternal and necessa

rily existent being, which is contradictious to his

idea. And the ground of the major, upon which

all the weight lies, hath been already declared,

where we proved before, that if there were no

God, or perfect being, we could never have had

any conception or idea of him in our minds, be

cause there can be no positive conception of an

absolute nothing, that which hath neither actual

nor possible existence. Here the posture of the

argument is only inverted; because we have an
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idea of God, or a perfect being, implying no man

ner of contradiction in it, therefore must it needs

have some kind of entity or other, either an actual

or possible one; but God, if he be not, is not pos

sible to be, therefore he doth actually exist.

But perhaps this argumentation also, how firm

and solid soever, may prove less convictive of the

existence of a God to the generality; because

whatever is received, is received according to the

capacity of the recipient: and though a demon

stration be never so good in itself, yet is it more

or less such to particular persons, according to

their ability to comprehend it; therefore shall we,

in the next place, form yet a plainer demonstra

tion for a God from the idea of him, including ne

cessary existence in it: it being first premised,

that unquestionably something or other did exist

from all eternity, without beginning. For it is

certain, that every thing could not be made, be

cause nothing could come from nothing, or be

made by itself; and therefore if once there had

been nothing, there could never have been any

thing. Whence it is undeniable, that there was

always something, and consequently there was

something unmade, which existed of itself from

all eternity. Now all the question is, and indeed

this is the only question betwixt Theists and

Atheists; since something did certainly exist of

itself from all eternity, what that thing is, whether

it be a perfect, or an imperfect being 2 We say,

therefore, that whatsoever existed of itself from

eternity, and without beginning, did so exist na

turally and necessarily, or by the necessity of its

own nature. Now, nothing could exist of itself

from eternity, naturally and necessarily, but that
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which containeth necessary and eternal self-ex

istence in its own nature. But there is nothing

which containeth necessary eternal existence in

its own nature or essence, but only an absolutely

perfect being ; all other imperfect things being in

their nature contingently possible, either to be, or

not to be. Wherefore since something or other

must and doth exist of itself naturally and neces

sarily from eternity unmade, and nothing could

do this, but what included necessary self-existence

in its nature or essence; it is certain, that it was

a perfect being, or God, who did exist of himself

from eternity, and nothing else; all other imper

fect things which have no necessary self-existence

in their nature, deriving their being from him.

Here therefore are the Atheists infinitely absurd

and unreasonable, when they will not acknow

ledge that, which containeth independent self-ex

istence, or necessity of existence (which indeed is

the same with an impossibility of nonexistence),

in its nature and essence, that is, a perfect being,

so much as to exist at all; and yet in the mean

time assert that, which hath no necessity of exist

ence in its nature, the most imperfect of all beings,

inanimate body and matter, to have existed of it

self necessarily from all eternity.

We might here add, as a farther confirmation

of this argument, what hath been already proved,

that no temporary successive being (whose dura

tion is in a continual flux, as if it were every mo

ment generated anew), and therefore neither our

own souls, nor the world, nor matter moving,

could possibly have existed from eternity, and in

dependently upon any other thing, but must have

had a beginning, and been caused by something
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else; namely, by an absolutely perfect being,

whose duration therefore is permanent, and with

out any successive generation, or flux.

But besides all these arguments, we may other

wise from the idea of God (already declared) be

able both exactly to state the controversy betwixt

Theists and Atheists, and satisfactorily to decide

the same. In order whereunto there is yet some

thing again to be premised; namely this, that as

it is certain every thing was hot made, but some

thing existed of itself from eternity unmade ; so is

it likewise certain, that every thing was not un

made neither, nor existed of itself from eternity,

but something was made and had a beginning.

Where there is a full agreement betwixt Theists

and Atheists, as to this one point, no Atheist as

serting every thing to have been unmade, but they

all acknowledging themselves to have been gene

rated, and to have had a beginning ; that is, their

own souls and personalities, as likewise the lives

and souls of all other men and animals. Wherefore,

since something certainly existed of itself from

eternity, but other things were made, and had a

beginning(which therefore must needs derive their

being from that which existed of itself unmade),

here is the state of the controversy betwixt Theists

and Atheists, whether that, which existed of itself

from all eternity, and was the cause of all other

things, were a perfect being and God, or the most

imperfect of all things whatsoever, inanimate and

senseless matter. The former is the doctrine of

Theists, as Aristotle affirmeth of those Met.I. sii. e.

ancients, who did not write fabulously iº

concerning the first principles, otov Pºpe- "Pºl

Kūčnc, kai *rēgot Tuvâç, ró yevvmoav Totorov ro "Aptorov
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riffiaci, kai ol Máyot' kai rov worpov 8: Gopºv, otov

"EutrečokAnc re kai "Avačayópac; As namely, Phere

cides, and the Magi, and Empedocles and Anaxa

goras, and many others; that they agreed in this,

that the first original of all things was the best,

and most perfect.—Where by the way we may

observe also, that, according to Aristotle, the an

cient magi did not acknowledge a substantial

evil principle, they making that, which is the best

and most perfect being, alone by itself, to be the

first begetter of all. This, I say, is the hypothe

sis of Theists, that there is one absolutely perfect

being, existing of itself from all eternity, from

whence all other lesser perfections, or imperfect

beings, did gradually descend, till at last they

end in senseless matter, or inanimate body. But

the atheistic hypothesis, on the contrary, makes

senseless matter the most imperfect thing, to be

the first principle, or the only self-existent being,

and the cause of all other things; and consequent

ly all higher degrees of perfections that are in the

world, to have climbed up or emerged by way of

ascent from thence ; as life, sense, understanding,

and reason, from that which is altogether dead

and senseless. Nay, as it was before observed,

there hath been amongst the ancient Pagans, a

certain kind of religious Atheists, such as acknow

ledging verbally a God, or soul of the world pre

siding over the whole, supposed this notwithstand

ing to have first emerged also, out of senseless

matter, night and chaos; and therefore doubtless

to be likewise dissolvable again into the same.

And of these is that place in Aristotle ºr , .

to be understood, Baqixeſerv kai àoxerv pa- 4. ſp. 446.
w y w r r p w y v ' A tom.iv.oper.]

aw ov rovc rºtorovcotov Nukra, kal Oupavov, )
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Xáoc, i kai 'Qkeavöv, d\\d rov Ala'. They suppose,

not the first things, as Night, and the Heaven,

and Chaos, and the Ocean, but Jupiter (or God)

to rule and govern all.—Where it is intimated,

that the Heaven, Night, Chaos, and the Ocean, ac

cording to these, were seniors to Jupiter, or in or

der of nature before him; they apprehending that

things did ascend upward from that, which was

most imperfect, as Night and Chaos, to the more

perfect, and at length to Jupiter himself, the mun

dane soul, who governeth the whole world, as

our soul doth our body. Which same opinion is

afterwards again taken notice of, and reprehended

Met.1.xii, c. by Aristotle in these words; oºk ºpſºic

#º. 8 iroMaugéva ow8 tiric rapakáča ric row Wow
iv. oper.] dpxdc, rº róváčov kai purov' &rt éé dopiarov 8m.

del rd re\etorspa' ăv0pwiroc yde ăv6porov yevva, kai ouk £art

orépua Tptorov Nor would he think rightly, who

should resemble the principle of the universe to

that of animals and plants : where, from indeter

minate and imperfect things (as seeds) do always

arise the more perfect. For even here also is the

case otherwise than they suppose; for it is a man

that generates a man ; nor is the seed the first.

The controversy being thus clearly stated be

twixt Theists and Atheists, it may now with great

ease, and to the full conviction of all minds un

prejudiced and unprepossessed with false prin

ciples, be determined ; it being on the one hand

undeniably evident, that lesser perfections may

naturally descend from greater, or at least from

that which is absolutely perfect, and which vir

tually containeth all ; but, on the other hand, ut

terly impossible, that greater perfections, and

higher degrees of being, should rise and ascend
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out of lesser and lower, so as that, which is the

most absolutely imperfect of all things, should be

the first fountain and original of all ; since no ef

fect can possibly transcend the power of its cause.

Wherefore it is certain, that in the universe things

did not thus ascend and mount, or climb up from

lower perfection to higher; but, on the contrary,

descend and slide down from higher to lower: so

that the first original of all things was not the

most imperfect, but the most perfect being. But

to speak more particularly ; it is certain, notwith

standing all the vain pretences of Lucretius, and

other Atheists, or semi-Atheists, to the contrary,

that life and sense could never possibly spring

out of dead and senseless matter, as its only ori

ginal, either in the way of atoms (no composition

of magnitudes, figures, sites, and motions, being

ever able to produce cogitation), or in the way of

qualities, since life and perception can no more

result from any mixture of elements, or combina

tions of qualities of heat and cold, moist and dry,

&c. than from unqualified atoms. This being un

deniably demonstrable from that very principle of

reason, which the Atheists are so fond of, but mis

understanding abuse (as shall be manifested af

terward), that nothing can come from nothing.

Much less could understanding and reason in men

ever have emerged out of stupid matter, devoid of

all manner of life. Wherefore we must needs

here freely declare against the darkness of that

philosophy, which hath been sometimes unwarily

entertained by such as were no Atheists, that

sense may rise from a certain modification, mix

ture, or organization of dead and senseless mat

ter; as also that understanding and reason may

result from sense: the plain consequence of both
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which is, that senseless matter may prove the ori

ginal of all things, and the only Numen. Which

doctrine therefore is, doubtless, a main piece of

the philosophy of the kingdom of darkness. But

this darkness hath been of late in great measure

dispelled by the light of the atomic philosophy,

restored, as it was in its first genuine and virgin

state, undeflowered as yet by Atheists; this clear

ly shewing, how far body and mechanism can go,

and that life and cogitation can never emerge out

from thence; it being built upon that fundamen

tal principle, as we have made it evident in the

first chapter, that Nothing can come from nothing.

And Strato and the hylozoic Atheists were so

well aware, and so sensible of this, that all life and

understanding could not possibly be generated or

made, but that there must be some fundamental

and substantial, or eternal unmade life and know

ledge, that they therefore have thought necessary

to attribute life, and perception (or understanding),

with appetite, and self-moving power, to all mat

ter as such, that so it might be thereby fitly qua

lified to be the original of all things; than which

opinion as nothing can be more monstrous, so

shall we elsewhere evince the impossibility there

of. In the mean time, we doubt not to aver, that

the argument proposed is a sufficient demonstra

tion of the impossibility of Atheism; which will

be further manifested in our answer to the second

atheistic objection against a Divine creation, be

cause nothing can come from nothing.

But this controversy betwixt Theists and Athe

ists may be yet more particularly stated from the

idea of God, as including mind or understand

ing in it essentially, viz. Whether mind be eter
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nal and unmade, as being the maker of all; or

else, Whether all mind were itself made or gene

rated, and that out of senseless matter? For, ac

cording to the doctrine of the Pagan Theists,

mind was Tooyavioraroc, kal Kūptoc kard piſaw, the

oldest of all things, senior to the world and ele

ments, and by nature hath a princely and lordly

dominion over all.—But, according to those Athe

ists, who make matter, or body, devoid of all life

and understanding, to be the first principle, mind

must be worspoysvic, a post-nate thing—younger

than the world; a weak, umbratile, and evanid

image, and next to nothing.

And the controversy, as thus stated, may be

also clearly and satisfactorily decided. For, first,

we say, that as it is certainly true, that if there

had been once nothing at all, there could never

have been any thing; so is it true likewise, that

if once there had been no life in the whole uni

verse, but all had been dead, then could there

never have been any life or motion in it; and

if once there had been no mind, understand

ing, or knowledge, then could there never have

been any mind or understanding produced.

Because, to suppose life and understanding to

rise and spring up out of that which is alto

gether dead and senseless, as its only original,

is plainly to suppose something to come out of

nothing. It cannot be said so of other things, as

of the corporeal world and matter, that if once

they had not been, they could never possibly

have been: because, though there had been no

world nor matter, yet might these have been pro

duced from a perfect, omnipotent incorporeal

being, which in itself eminently containeth all
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things. Dead and senseless matter could never

have created or generated mind and understand

ing, but a perfect omnipotent mind could create

matter. Wherefore, because there is mind, we

are certain, that there was some mind or other

from eternity without beginning; though not be

cause there is body, that therefore there was body

or matter from eternity unmade. Now these im

perfect minds of ours were by no means them

selves eternal or without beginning, but from an

antecedent nonexistence brought forth into being;

but since no mind could spring out of dead and

senseless matter, and all minds could not possibly

be made, nor one produced from another infinite

ly ; there must of necessity be an eternal unmade

mind, from whence those imperfect minds of ours

were derived. Which perfect omnipotent mind

was as well, the cause of all other things, as of

human souls.

But before we proceed to any further arguº

mentation, we must needs take notice here, that

the Atheists suppose no small part of their

strength to lie in this very thing, namely, their

disproving a God from the nature of understand

ing and knowledge: nor do they indeed swagger

in any thing more than this. We have already

set it for the eleventh atheistic argument, that

knowledge being the information of the things

themselves known, and all conception the action .

of that which is conceived, and the passion of

the conceiver; the world and all sensible things

must needs be before there could be any know

ledge or conception of them, and no knowledge

or conception before the world as its cause.

Or more briefly thus: the world, could not be
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made by knowledge and understanding, because

there could be no knowledge or understanding

of the world, or of any thing in it, before it was

made. For, according to these Atheists, things

made knowledge, and not knowledge things; they

meaning by things here such only as are sensible

and corporeal. So that mind and understand

ing could not be the creator of the world and

these sensible things, itself being the mere crea

ture of them ; a secondary derivative result from

them, or a fantastic image of them ; the young

est and most creaturely thing in the whole world.

Whence it follows, that to suppose mind and un

derstanding to be the maker of all things would

be no better sense, than if one should suppose

the images in ponds and rivers to be the makers

of the sun, moon, and stars, and other things re

presented in them. And upon such a ground as

this, does a modern writer presume to determine,

that knowledge and understanding are not to be

attributed to God Almighty, because they im

ply imperfection, and dependance upon corporeal

things without: “Quoniam scientia et pect, R.I.

intellectus in nobis nihil aliud sunt, c. xv.sect. 14.

quam suscitatus a rebus externis organa premen

tibus animi tumultus, non est putandum aliquid

tale accidere Deo. Signum enim potentiae ab alio

dependentis.” Which is again Englished

thus : Knowledge and understanding

being in us nothing else but a tumult in the mind,

raised by external things, that press the organ

ical parts of man's body; there is no such thing

in God, nor can they be attributed to him, they

being things, which depend upon natural causes.—

Where this writer thus denying knowledge and

WOL. III. 2 D

Lev, c. xxxi.
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understanding to God, upon pretence, that it

speaks imperfection, and dependance upon ex

ternal corporeal things (it being nothing but a

tumult raised by the motions and pressures of

them), he must needs absolutely deny the first

principle of all things to be any knowing under

standing nature, unless he had asserted some

other kind of knowledge distinct from that of

men, and clearly attributed the same to God Al

mighty. Hitherto the sense of Atheists.

Now we shall, for the present, only so far forth

concern ourselves in confuting this atheistic doc

trine, as to lay a foundation thereby for the de

monstration of the contrary, namely, the exist

ence of a God, or a mind before the world, from

the nature of knowledge and understanding.

First, therefore, it is a sottish conceit of these

Atheists, proceeding from their not attending to

their own cogitations, that not only sense, but

also knowledge and understanding in men, is but

a tumult, raised from corporeal things without,

pressing upon the organs of their body; or else,

as they declare themselves more distinctly, no

thing but the activity of sensible objects upon

them, and their passion from them. For if this

were true, then would every thing, that suffered

and reacted motion, especially polite bodies, as

looking-glasses, have something both of sense and

of understanding in them. It is plain, that there

comes nothing to us from bodies without us, but

only local motion and pressure. Neither is sense

itself the mere passion of those motions, but the

perception of their passions in a way of fancy.

But sensible things themselves (as, for example,

light and colours) are not known or understood
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either by the passion, or the fancy of sense, nor

by any thing merely foreign and adventitious, but

by intelligible ideas exerted from the mind itself,

that is, by something native and domestic to it:

nothing being more true, than this of Boetius,"

that, “Omne, quod scitur, non ex sua, sed ex

comprehendentium natura, vi, et facultate cog

noscitur;” Whatsoever is known, is known not

by its own force and power, but by the force and

power, the vigour and activity, of that thing itself,

which knows or comprehends it.—Wherefore, be

sides the phantasms of singular bodies, or of sen

sible things existing without us (which are not

mere passions neither), it is plain, that our human

mind hath other cogitations or conceptions in it;

namely, the ideas of the intelligible natures and

essences of things, which are universal, and by

and under which it understands singulars. It is

a ridiculous conceit of a modern atheistic writer,

that universals are nothing else but names, attri

buted to many singular bodies, because whatso

ever is is singular. For though whatsoever exists

without the mind be singular, yet is it plain, that

there are conceptions in our minds objectively

universal. Which universal objects of our mind,

though they exist not as such any where without

it, yet are they not therefore nothing, but have an

intelligible entity for this very reason, because

they are conceivable; for since nonentity is not

conceivable, whatsoever is conceivable, and an

object of the mind, is therefore something. And

as for axiomatical truths, in which something is

affirmed or denied, as these are not all passions

* Wide Consolat. Philosoph, lib. v. p. 131.

2 D 2
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from bodies without us; (for what local motions

could impress this common notion upon our

minds, that things which agree in one third, agree

amongst themselves, or any other?) so neither are

these things only gathered by induction from re

peated and reiterated sensations; we clearly appre

hending at once, that it is impossible they should

be otherwise. Thus Aristotle" ingeniously : Ovč

#Tiaraoffat 8 atoſhigedºc torty, Śri Kai et àv aiotăvºatal, &rt

ró rolyovov 8volv op0aic Éxit rác Yoviac, &mroducv āv

diróēsièv, Kal oux oc ‘pagi rivec migréusſia' atobáveoffat uèv

'ydp dváykm ka0'ékaorov, n & Tiarium rº ka06Aov Yvopičev

*art. It is evident, that there is no knowledge (of

the universal theorems of geometry) by sense.

For if we could perceive by sense, that the three

angles of a triangle were equal to two right; yet

should we not rest satisfied in this, as having

therefore a sufficient knowledge hereof; but would

seek further after a demonstration of it: sense

reaching only to singulars, but knowledge to uni

versals.--When from the universal idea of a tri

angle, which is neither here, nor there, nor any

where, without our mind, but yet hath an intelli

gible entity, we see a plain necessity, that its three

angles must be equal to two right, then do we

know the truth of this universal theorem, and not

before: as also we understand, that every singu

lar triangle (so far as it is true) hath this property

in it. Wherefore the knowledge of this, and the

like truths, is not derived from singulars, nor do

we arrive to them in way of ascent from singu

lars to universals; but, on the contrary, having

first found them in the universals, we afterward

* Analytic, posterior, lib. i. p. 226. tom. i. oper.ytic, p p
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descending, apply them to singulars : so that our

knowledge here is not after singular bodies, and

secondarily or derivatively from them, but in

order of nature before them, and proleptical to

them.

Now these universal conceptions, some of which

are also abstract (as life, sense, reason, knowledge,

and the like), many of them are of such things,

whose singulars do not at all fall under sense;

which therefore could never possibly be impress

ed upon us from singular bodies by local motion:

and again some such, as though they belong to

corporeal and sensible things, yet, as their accu

racy cannot be reached to by sense, so neither

did they ever exist in that matter of this lower

world, which here encompasseth us, and there

fore could not be stamped upon us from without:

as for example, the ideas of a perfect straight line,

and a plain superficies, or of an exact triangle,

circle, sphere, or cube ; no material thing here

amongst us being terminated in so straight lines,

but that even by microscopes there may be dis

covered much irregularity and deformity in them;

and very probable it is, that there are no perfectly

straight lines, no such triangles, circles, spheres, or

cubes, as answer to the exactness of our concep

tions, in any part of the whole material universe,

nor never will be. Notwithstanding which, they

are not absolute nonentities, since we can demon

strate things concerning them, and though they

never were nor will be, yet are they possible to

exist, since nothing can be conceived, but it either

is, or else is possible to be. The human mind

therefore hath a power of framing ideas and con

ceptions, not only of what actually is, but also of
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things, which never were, nor perhaps will be,

they being only possible to be. But when, from

our conceptions, we conclude of some things,

that though they are not, yet they are possible

to be, unless there be something actually in being,

which hath sufficient power to produce it; we do

implicitly suppose the existence of a God or om

nipotent being thereby, which can make what

soever is conceivable, though it yet be not to

exist; and therefore material triangles, circles,

spheres, cubes, mathematically exact.

The result of what we have hitherto said is

this, that since singular bodies are not the only

objects of our mind and cogitation, it having

also universal and abstract ideas of the intelli

gible natures or essences of things (some of

which are such, whose singulars do not at all fall

under sense; others, though they belong to bo

dies, yet sense can never reach to them, nor were

they ever in matter); moreover, since our mind

can conceive of things, which no where actually

exist, but are only possible, and can have such a

demonstrative science of universal truths, as sense

can never ascend to : that therefore human know

ledge and understanding itself is not the mere

image and creature of singular bodies only ; and

so derivative, or ectypal from them, and in order

of nature junior to them, but that, as it were ho

vering aloft over all the corporeal universe, it is a

thing independant upon singular bodies, or pro

leptical to them, and in order of nature before

them.

But what account can we then possibly give of

knowledge and understanding, their nature and

original 2 since there must be vorov, that which
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is intelligible—in order of nature, before vömaic,

or intellection.—Certainly no other than this, that

the first original knowledge is that of a perfect

being, infinitely good and powerful, comprehend

ing itself, and the utmost extent of its own fecun

dity and power, that is, the possibilities of all

things; their ideas, with their several relations to

one another; all necessary and immutable truths.

Here therefore is there a knowledge before the

world and all sensible things, that was arche

typal and paradigmatical to the same. Of which

one perfect mind and knowledge all other imper

fect minds (being derived from it) have a certain

participation; whereby they are enabled to frame

intelligible ideas, not only of whatsoever doth ac

tually exist, but also of such things as never

were nor will be, but are only possible, or objects

of Divine power.

Wherefore, since it is certain, that even human

knowledge and understanding itself is not a mere

passion from sensible things, and singular bodies

existing without (which is the only foundation of

that forementioned atheistic argument, that things

made knowledge, and not knowledge things), and

consequently it must needs have some other origi

mal: moreover, since knowledge and understand

ing apprehend things proleptically to their exist

ence (mind being able to frame conceptions of all

possible entities and modifications), and therefore

in their nature do plainly suppose the actual exist

ence of a perfect being, which is infinitely fecund

and powerfuland could produce all things possible

or conceivable; the first original Knowledge, or

Mind, from whence all other knowledges and

minds are derived, being that of an absolutely
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perfect and omnipotent Being, comprehending it

self, and the extent of its own power, or of its com

municability, that is, the ideas of all possibilities of

things, that may be produced by it, together with

their relations to one another, and their necessary

immutable truths; accordingly as wisdom and un

wº... derstanding are described to be, dric ric
row 0sov 8vváusoc, drégpota tnc row travrokpáro

poc 86énc, £ootroov rnc row 0800 #v=pysiac, kai tikºv ric

dyadérmrocavrov, the breath (or vapour) of the power

of God, and an efflux (oremanation) from the glory

of the Almighty, a clear mirror (or looking-glass)

of his active energy or virtue, and the image of

his goodness:–I say, the result of all is this, that

the nature of knowledge and understanding is

so far from being a ground of disproving a Deity

(as the Atheists ignorantly pretend), that it af.

fordeth a firm demonstration to us, on the con

trary, of the existence of a God, a perfect omni

potent being, comprehending itself, and the ex

tent of its own power, or all possibilities of things;

a mind before the world, and senior to all things;

no ectypal, but archetypal thing, which compre

hended in it, as a kind of intellectual world, the

paradigm or platform, according to which this

sensible world was made.

And this may be further confirmed from what is

generally acknowledged, and indeed cannot rea

sonably be denied by any, viz. that there are eter

nal verities, such as were never made, nor can

ever be destroyed, or cease to be: as for example,

such common notions as these, that equals added

to equals make equals; that the cause is in order

of nature before the effect, &c. together with all

geometrical theorems; as Aristotle himself de
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clareth, he writing in his Ethics" after this man

Iler : Tºpi diètov ow8sic ſ}ovXeveral, otov Tepi tnc 8tauárpov

kai ric T\evpac &rt datſuuerpol' Concerning eternal

(and immutable) things no man does consult; as

for example, concerning the diameter or diagonal

of a square, whether it should be incommensu

rable to the sides, or no.—Where he plainly af

firmeth this geometrical theorem, that the diame

ter or diagonal of a square is incommensurable

to the sides, to be an eternal truth. Neither are

there such eternal truths as these only in mathe

matics, and concerning quantity, but also in

ethics concerning morality; there being here atavia

8tkata, as Justin Martyr calls them, things eter

nally just—which were not made such at certain

times by law and arbitrary command, but, being

such in their own nature immutably, were from

everlasting to everlasting, and (as it is said of that

eternal Word, which comprehends all truth) the

same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." For of

these is that famous passage of Sophocles in his
Antigona," v

où yáp ri yüyys wºx63;, &XX’ &ei wors

z; raíra, zoösic dºsy # 3rov nºá,”

These are not things of to-day, or yesterday, but

they ever live, and no man knows their date, or

from whence they came.—No man can declare

the time, when all common notions, and geome

trical truths, were first made and generated out of

nothing, or brought out of antecedent nonexist

ence into being. Certain it is, that such truths as

these, that the diameter and sides of a square are

* Ethicor, ad Nicomach. lib. iii, cap. v. p. 39, tom. iii. oper.

* Heb. xiii. 8, • Wer. 467,468.
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incommensurable, or that the power of the hypo

theneuse in a rectangular triangle is equal to the

powers of both the sides, were not made by any

man's thinking, or by those first geometricians,

who discovered or demonstrated the same; they

discovering and demonstrating only that which

was. Wherefore these truths were before there

was any man to think of them, and they would

continue still to be, though all the men in the

world should be annihilated : nay, though there

were no material squares and triangles any where

in the whole world neither, no, nor any matter at

all : for they were ever without beginning before

the world, and would of necessity be ever after it,

should it cease to be.

Now, if there be eternal truths, which were

never made, and could not but be, then must the

“rationes rerum,” the simple reasons of things

also, or their intelligible natures and essences,

out of which those truths are compounded, be of

necessity eternal likewise. For how can this be

an eternal truth, that the diameter of a square is

incommensurable with the sides, if the rationes,

the reasons of a square, diameter, and sides, or

their intelligible essences, were not themselves

eternal? These are therefore called by Plato (a

man of much meditation, and no contemptible

philosopher) not only del rajra kai agairoc #xovra,

things which are always the same, and un

changeable—but also td un Yiyvöueva, dAX' dei čvra,

things which were never made, but always are

—and sometimes, hire yiyvöueva, uñrs diroMA'ſueva,

things that were neither made, nor can be de

stroyed—sometimes, rd áyivvnra kai dvºxeſpa, things

ingenerable and incorruptible. —Of which Cicero
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thus: “Hac Plato negat gigni, sed semper esse,

et ratione et intelligentia contineri.” These things

Plato affirmeth to have been never made, but al

ways to be, and to be contained in reason and

understanding.— And, though perhaps it may

seem strange, even Aristotle" himself also, not

withstanding his so often clashing with Plato's

ideas, here really agreeth in the main, that the

forms and species, or the universal intelligible es

sences of things, which are the proper and imme

diate objects of science, were eternal and never

made : thus in his Metaphysics, To sièoc ovedc Trotti

ow8? Yevvarat, No man makes the form, or species

of a thing, nor was it ever generated ; and again,

Too opaipa tival ouk #art yévêque, There is no genera

tion of the essence of a sphere —and, "Avev yeyéaeoc

kai ºffogāc rd eſºn, The forms or species of things are

without any generation or corruption.—And he

sometimes calleth these objects of science dictverov

ovatavº or püow, an immutable essence of nature.—

Lastly, where he writeth against the Heraclitics,

and those other sceptics, who denied all certainty

of science he first discovers the ground of their

error herein to have been this, that they supposed

singular bodies, or sensibles existing without, to

be the only things or objects of the mind, or

knowledge :d Airtov tnc 86&nc toūroic, ôrt Tepi tov ëvrov

riv dAſſſstav takótovy, td & övra viròaſłov tival ra. atoffmrd

uðvov, ëv & Tourotc troXXm m row dopiarov Øſaic évvirápxel–

£rt & tragav opóvrec raúrmy Kwouliévnv riv piſow, Karáys

Tow peraſ?á\\ovroc ovév d\m0svöuevov, Tspiys to irávroc

* De Oratore ad Brutum, cap. ii. p. 695. tom. iii. oper.

* Wide Metaphysic. lib. vii. cap. viii. p. 361. et lib. xiv. cap. iii. p.

473. tom. iv. oper.

• Ibid. lib. xiv. cap. ii. p. 472. et cap. vi. p. 477.

". Ibid. lib. iv. Cap. v. p. 313.
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Távra Herdſ}a}\\ov, ouk £kèéxeoffat dXm0swelv. The ori

ginal of these men's mistake was this, because

truth was to be looked for in things, and they con

ceived the only things to be sensibles, in which it

is certain there is much of the indeterminate na

ture. Wherefore they, perceiving all the nature

of sensibles to be moveable, or in perpetual flux

and mutation, since nothing can possibly be veri

fied or constantly affirmed concerning that, which

is not the same but changeable, concluded, that

there could be no truth at all, nor certainty of sci

ence ; those things, which are the only objects of

it, never continuing the same.-And then he sub

joins, in way of opposition to this sceptical doc

trine of theirs, and the forementioned ground

thereof, 'Aétégouev auroic wroXaugâvstv kai d\\m ovatav

tival rtov ëvrov, º oùre kivmaic witápxa oùre 400pd oùre yé

vegic ro trapárav We would have these men there

fore to know, that there is another kind of es

sence of things, besides that of sensibles, to which

belongeth neither motion, nor corruption, nor any

generation at all.—By which essences of things,

they have no generation nor corruption, he could

understand nothing else but those intelligible na

tures, species, and ideas, which are the standing

and immutable objects of science. And certain

it is, that there could be no constant and immuta

ble science at all, were there no other objects of

the mind, but singulars and sensibles, because

these are all mutable. Wherefore the proper

and immediate objects of the geometrical science

are no singular and material triangles, squares,

spheres, and cubes, &c. not only because none of

these are found mathematically exact, and because

geometricians, in all the several distant ages and
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places of the world, could not have the same sin

gular bodies before them, but also because they

do none of them continue immutably the same;

all corporeal things being more or less in perpe

tual motion and mutation ; whereas, that of which

any geometrical theorem is verified and demon

strated, must be immutably and unalterably the

same. The triangles and circles, spheres and

cubes, of Euclid, Archimedes, Pappus, Apollo

nius, and all other ancient and modern geometri

cians, in all the distant places and times of the

world, were both indivisibly one and the same,

and also perfectly immutable and incorruptible,

the science of geometry being such. For which

cause it is affirmed also of these mathematical

things, by the forementioned Aristotle, nº .

that they are no where as in a place, as v. tº it.
all singular bodies are,”Arorov & kai rov rá- " iv.oper.]

trov dua roic aregsoic roic Mašmuarukoic Totiloat, 6 pièv Yāg

Tóroc töv ka0 kaarov iètoc' Stö xoplară rătº tú & Maën

partkū, où Tow. It is absurd to make mathematical

things to be in a place, as solid bodies are ; for

place belongeth only to singulars, which are there

fore separable from one another by place; but

mathematical things are not any where.—Because

they being universal and abstract, are only in

minds: nevertheless, for the same reason are they

also every where, they being in every mind that

apprehends them. Lastly, these intelligible es

sences and ideas of things are called also by Philo,"

âvaykalóratai ovotal, the most necessary essences;–

as being not only eternal, but having likewise ne

cessary existence belonging to them : for though

there be no absolute necessity, that there should,

• Legis Allogor, lib. i. p. 68, oper.
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be matter or body, yet is there an absolute neces-"

sity that there should be truth.

If therefore there be eternal intelligibles or

ideas, and eternal truths, and necessary existence

do belong to them; then must there be an eternal

mind necessarily existing, since these truths and

intelligible essences of things cannot possibly be

any where but in a mind. For by the essences of

things, when they are said to be eternal, must not

be meant their very substances, as if every thing

were in itself eternal and uncreated ; or that God

in creation, did only, as a modern writer abusive

ly expresseth it, “ sartoris instar, vestire essentias

rerum nova existentia,” clothe the antecedent es

sences ofthings with a new garment ofexistence;—

butonly theiresse cognitum, their possibleand intel

ligible natures,—as they were objects of infinite

power and understanding before they were made.

There must be a mind senior to the world, and all

sensible things, and such as at once comprehends

in it the idea of all intelligibles, their necessary

scheses and relations to one another, and all their

immutable truths ; a mind, which doth not àrà utv

votiv, Öræ & ot, votiv (as Aristotle" writeth of it),

sometimes understand, and sometimes not un

derstand, as if it were sometimes awake, and

sometimes asleep, or like an eye, sometimes open,

and sometimes shut ; but ovata ºvépysia, such a

mind as is essentially act and energy, and hath

no defect in it. And this, as we have already de

clared, can be no other than the mind of an om

nipotent and infinitely perfect being, comprehend

ing itself, and the extent of its own power, or how

far itself is communicable, that is, all the possibi

* Wide Metaphys. lib. xiv. cap. ix. p. 483.
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lities of things, that may be made by it, and their

respective truths ; mind and knowledge, in the

very nature of it, supposing the actual existence

of an omnipotent or infinitely powerful being, as

its vonrov, or intelligible;—it being nothing but the

comprehension of the extent of infinite or Divine

power, and the measure of the same.

And from hence it is evident also, that there

can be but one only original mind, or no more

than one understanding being self-existent; all

other minds whatsoever partaking of one original

mind ; and being, as it were, stamped with the

impression or signature of one and the same seal.

From whence it cometh to pass, that all minds, in

the several places and ages of the world, have

ideas or notions of things exactly alike, and truths

indivisibly the same. Truths are not multiplied

by the diversity of minds that apprehend them :

because they are all but ectypal participations of

one and the same original or archetypal mind and

truth. As the same face may be reflected in se

veral glasses; and the image of the same sun may

be in a thousand eyes at once beholding it ; and

one and the same voice may be in a thousand ears

listening to it: so when innumerable created minds

have the same ideas of things, and understand the

same truths, it is but one and the same eternal

light, that is reflected in them all (“that light

which enlighteneth every man that cometh into the

world"); or the same voice of that one everlasting

Word, that is never silent, re-echoed by them.

Thus was it concluded by Themistius, that one

man by teaching, could not possibly beget in the

mind of another the very same notions, concep

tions, and knowledges, which himself had in his
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own mind, it un ravrov in td vônua row 884ckovroc kal

row uav0ávowroc; were not the minds both of the

teacher and of the learner, as it were, printed and

stamped alike.-As also that men could not pos.

sibly so confer together as they do, presently ap

prehending one another's meaning, and raising up

the very same senses in their minds, and that mere

ly by occasion of words and sounds, it uſric v Eic

Nowcow Távrécèrowavouwev, were there not some one

mind which all men did partake of.-As for that

anti-monarchical opinion of many understanding

beings, or minds, self-originated, and indepen

dent (none of which therefore could be omnipo

tent), it is neither conceivable, how such should

all agree in the same truths, there being no com

mon measure of truth betwixt them, no more than

any common rule of their wills; nor indeed how

they should have any knowledge or understand

ing at all, properly so called, that being the com

prehension of the possibilities of things, or of the

extent of infinite power: whereas, according to

this hypothesis, there is no infinite power at all,

the power of each of those many supposed prin

ciples or deities being limited and finite, and

therefore indeed not creative of any thing neither,

since that, which could create one thing, could

create all, and consequently would have all de

pending upon it. We conclude therefore, that

from the nature of mind and knowledge it is de

monstrable, that there can be but one original and

self-existent mind, or understanding being, from

which all other minds were derived. And now

have we, more copiously than we designed, con

futed the first atheistic argument; we having not

only asserted the idea of God, and fully answered

-
º
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and refelled all the atheistic pretences against the

same ; but also from this very idea of God, or a

perfect being, demonstrated his existence. We

shall dispatch the following atheistic objections

with more brevity.

WE come, in the next place, to the Achilles of

the Atheists, their invincible argument against a

Divine creation and omnipotence; because, “No

thing could come from nothing.” It being con

cluded from hence, that whatsoever substantially

or really is, was from all eternity of itself unmade

or uncreated by any deity. Or else thus ; by

God is always understood a creator of some real

entity or other out of nothing; but it is an un

doubted principle of reason and philosophy, an

undeniable common notion, that “Nothing can be

made out of nothing,” and therefore there can be

no such creative power as this. And here we

shall perform these three things; first, we shall

shew, that, in some senses, this is indeed an un

questionable truth, and common notion, that “No

thing can come from nothing,” and what those

senses are. Secondly, we shall make it evident,

that in the sense of this atheistic objection, it is

absolutely false, that “Nothing can come from no

thing,” or be made out of nothing; and thata Divine

creation and omnipotence can be no way impugn

ed from the forementioned principle rightly un

derstood. Thirdly, and lastly, we shall prove,

that as from this principle or common notion,

“Nothing out of nothing,” there can be no execu

tion at all done against Theism, or a Divine crea

VOL. III. 2 E
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tion; so from the very same, rightly understood,

the impossibility of all Atheism may be demon

stratively proved, it bringing something out of

nothing in an impossible sense, as also the exist

ence of a God evinced.

We grant therefore, in the first place, that this

is in some sense an undoubted principle of rea

son, or an undeniable common notion, that “ No

thing can come from nothing.” For, first, it is un

questionably true, that “Nothing, which once was

not, could ever of itself come into being;” or, that

“Nothing could bring itself out of nonexistence

into being;” that “Nothing can take beginning of

existence from itself;” or, that “ Nothing can be

made or produced without an efficient cause.”

And from hence, as hath been already intimated,

it is demonstratively certain, that every thing was

not made, but that there is something necessarily

self-existent, and which could not but be. For

had every thing been made, then must something

of necessity have been made out of nothing by it

self; which is impossible.

Again; As nothing, which was not, could ever

of itself come into being, or be made, without an

efficient cause ; so is it certain likewise, that no

thing can beefficiently caused or produced by that,

which hath not in it at least equal (if not great

er) perfection, as also sufficient power to produce

the same. We say, nothing which was not, could

ever be brought into being by that which hath

not formally equal perfection in it; because no

thing can give what it hath not, and therefore so

much of the perfection or entity of the effect, as is

greater than that of the supposed cause, so much

thereof must needs come from nothing, or be made
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without a cause. Moreover, whatsoever hath

equal perfection to another thing, could not there

fore cause or produce that other thing; because

it might either have no active power at all, as mat

ter hath not, it being merely passive, or else no

sufficient active and productive power. As for

example, though it be not impossible, that mo–

tion, which once was not, should be produced ;

yet is it impossible, that it should be ever pro

duced without a sufficient cause. Wherefore, if

there wereonce no motion at all in the whole world,

nor no life, or self-active power, in any thing, but

all were dead ; then is it certain, that there could

never possibly arise any motion or mutation in it

to all eternity. There being no sufficient cause

to produce the same ; since nothing can produce

motion but that which hath life or self-activity in

it; and if motion, or any thing else, should begin

to be, without a sufficient cause, then must it

needs be caused by itself, or of itself come into

being : which is a thing impossible. Now no im

perfect being whatsoever hath a sufficient emana

tive power to create any other substance, or pro

duce it out of nothing ; the utmost that can be

done by imperfect beings, is only to produce new

accidents and modifications; as human souls can

produce new cogitations in themselves, and new

local motion in bodies. No imperfect being is

substantially emanative, or can produce another

substance out of nonexistence. Therefore, for

any substance to be brought into being by an im

perfect substance, which hath not sufficient ema

native of creative power, is a thing plainly impos

sible; it being all one as to say, that a substance

might of itself come out of nothing into being.

2 E 2
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And thus is it granted, that no substance could

be created, or brought out of nonexistence into

being, but by the sole efficiency of an absolutely

perfect being, which hath both greater perfection

(it eminently containing all things in it), and also

a sufficient emanative or creative power.

And now have we given an account of two

senses, wherein it is impossible for “any thing to

come from nothing ;” one, for a thing, which was

not, to bring itself into being, or to be made with

out an efficient cause. Another, for a thing to be

efficiently caused by that, which hath not at least

equal perfection in it, or a sufficient emanative

or productive power. Both which senses of this

axiom respect the efficient cause ; and thus was

it frequently understood by divers of the ancients,

and particularly by Cicero." We shall now pro

pound a third sense, wherein this axiom is also

verified, that “ Nothing can be made out of no

thing,” respecting chiefly the material cause. For

since no imperfect natural being hath any creative

power, or can efficiently produce any new sub

stance, or real entity, which was not before, into

being, but only act upon pre-existing matter by

motion, and modify the same, and since matter,

as such, being merely passive, cannot cause any

thing that was not before, or will not result from

the composition or modification of it; it follows

undeniably, that in all natural generations and

productions out of pre-existent matter (without a

Divine creation), there can never be any new sub

stance or real entity brought out of nonexistence

into being. And this was that very thing, and no

other, which the ancient physiologers meant,

• Vide lib, ejus de Fato.
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when (as Aristotle, tells us) they so much insist

ed upon this principle, Tô yiyväuevov tº nil čvrov yi

veoffat dèjvarov, That it was impossible, that any

real entity should be (naturally) made or gene

rated out of nothing ;--or, as it is also otherwise

expressed." Ovčev ouët yivsaffat ovë 30-ſpeaſal rôv Šv

tov, that no real entity was either generated or

corrupted.—That is, that in natural generations,

corruptions, and alterations (where God is sup

posed not miraculously to interpose), there is no

creation of any new substance, or real entity, out

of nothing, nor annihilation, or destruction of any

into nothing.

We are not ignorant, that the generality of mo

dern writers have interpreted this doctrine of the

old physiologers in Aristotle into quite different

sense; as designing therein to take away all Di

vine creation out of nothing (or nonexistence);

they making all things to have sprung out of mat

ter (existing of itself from eternity) either without

a God, or else rather (because Parmenides and

Empedocles, and other assertors of this doctrine,

were undoubted Theists) with him. So that God

could not create any new entity out of nothing,

but only make things out of pre-existing unmade

matter, as a carpenter doth a house, or a weaver

a piece of cloth. And thus it is commonly taken

for granted, that no Pagan philosopher ever went

so far, as to acknowledge a Divine creation of

any thing out of nothing, in the sense of Christian

theologers. And here we grant indeed, that, be

sides the Stoics, there have been some other phi

losophic Theists amongst the Pagans of this per

• Natural. Auscultat. lib. i. p. 451, tom. i. oper. vide etiam. cap.

viii. p. 457, et alias.

* Ibid. lib. i. cap. viii. p. 457.
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suasion, that nothing was, nor could be made by

God, otherwise than out of something pre-exist

ing; as Plutarchus Chaeronensis for one, who in

a place already cited positively affirmeth,” rôv učv

kóanov Útro Séoù yeyovéval, rºv & obotav kai i\mu & fic Yé

'yovev, où Yevouévnv, a NAá inrokeiuévny àei tº 8mutovgyj;

that though the world were indeed made by God,

yet the substance or matter, out of which it was

made, was not made.—And then he subjoins this

very reason for it, où yåp ik roi un övroc Yêvegic, &XX’

oùk row un kaxóc, umě'ikavóc ºxovroc, &c oikiac kai iuartov

kai ävěptávroc' because there can be no making of

any thing out of nothing, but only out of some

thing pre-existing, notrightly ordered, or sufficient

ly disposed ; as in a house, garment, or statue.—

From which conceit of Plutarch's, though he were

otherwise ingenious, it may well be supposed,

that the dull Boeotic air had too much effect upon

him. However, neither Plutarch nor the Stoics,

as we conceive, are for this to be accounted ab

solute and downright Atheists, but only imper

fect, mongrel, and spurious Theists. And there

fore were Atheists never so much able to prove,

that there could be no creation out of nothing

pre-existing, which they cannot at all do; yet

would not this overthrow Theism in general, there

being a latitude therein. Nevertheless, it will

undeniably appear from what shall follow, that

those ancient Italics and Pythagorics were so far

from intending here any such thing, to deduce all

things out of matter, either without or with a God,

as that they plainly designed the very contrary;

namely, to prove that no new real entity could

be made out of matter, and particularly that souls

• Libro de Procreat. Anima ex Timaeo, p. 1014. tom. ii. oper.
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could not be generated out of the same ; which

therefore of necessity must, according to them,

have another Divine original, and be made by

God, not out of matter, but out of nothing pre

existing ; since it could not be supposed by any,

that all souls existed of themselves from eternity

unmade. And indeed all those Pagan philoso

phers, who asserted the incorporeity of souls,

must of necessity, in like manner, suppose them

not to have been made out of pre-existing matter,

but by God out of nothing. Plutarch being only

here to be excepted, by reason of a certain odd

hypothesis which he had, that was peculiarly his

own, ofa third principle, besides God and matter,

a disorderly soul, or evil demon self-existent, who

therefore seems to have supposed all particular

human souls to have been made neither out of no

thing, nor yet out of matter or body pre-existing,

but out of a certainstrange commixture of the sub

stance of that evil soul and God blended together:

upon which account does he affirm souls to be, not

so much pyov as uépoc (sov, not so much the work

of God, as a part of him.—And now let any one

judge, whether upon Plutarch's account, there be

not yet further reason to complain of this Boeotic

air. Wherefore we conclude, that those old phy

siologers in Aristotle, who insisted so much upon

that principle, that no real entity could be made

or generated out of nothing, acted only as physi

ologers therein, and not as theologers or meta

physicians; they not opposing a Divine creation

out of nothing pre-existing, but only contending,

that no new entity could be made out of matter,

and that in natural generations and corruptions

there was no creation or annihilation of any thing.
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* But what the true scope and meaning of these

physiologers indeed was, will more plainly ap

pear from that use or improvement which them

selves made of this philosophic principle; and

this, was twofold. For, first, it is certain, that

upon this foundation, they all of them endea

voured to establish a peculiar kind of physiology,

and some atomology or other, either a homoe

omery, a similar or dissimilar atomology. For

Anaxagoras looking upon this maxim of the Italic

philosophers, that nothing could be physically

made out of nothing, or no real entity generated

or corrupted, as an undoubted principle of rea

son; and being also not able to conceive other

wise of the forms and qualities of bodies, than

that they were real entities, distinct from the sub

stance of matter, or its modifications; concluded,

that therefore in generations, corruptions, and al

terations, these were not created out of nothing,

and annihilated into nothing, but that every thing

WaS naturally made, #k Tpoutrapyávrov kai £vvirapyöv

rov, out of pre-existent, and in-existent things;–

and consequently that there were, in all things,

similar atoms and particles of every kind, though

by reason of their parvitude insensible to us, and

every thing seemed to be only that which was

most predominant and conspicuous in it. To wit,

that bone was made out of bony atoms, and flesh

out of fleshy, hot things out of hot atoms, and

cold things out of cold, black out of black, and

white out of white, &c. and nothing out of no

thing, but every thing out of pre-existing similar

atoms. Thus was the sense of Anaxagoras plainly

declared by Aristotle," that because contraries

Natural. Auscultat. lib. cap. v. p. 451. tom. i. oper.
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were made out of one another, they were there

fore before in-existent. For since every thing

must of necessity be made, either out of some

thing, or out of nothing, and all physiologers

agree, that it is impossible for any thing to be

made out of nothing; it follows unavoidably, that

whatsoever is generated, must be generated out

of things pre-existing and in-existing, though by

reason of their parvitude insensible to us; that

is, out of similar or homogeneal atoms, of which

there are some of all kinds in every thing; every

thing being mingled in every thing. Here there

fore have we the Anaxagorean homoeomery, or

similar atomology, built upon this principle of

reason, as its foundation, that “Nothing can na

turally be made or generated out of nothing.”

But the Italics or Phythagorics, as well be

fore Anaxagoras as after him (with whom also

hitherto concurred Leucippus, Democritus, and

Epicurus, those atheizers of the Italic physiology),

did with much better reason from the same fun

damental principle conclude, that since these

forms and qualities of bodies were unquestiona

bly generated and corrupted, they were therefore

no entities really distinct from the substance of

matter, or its modifications, but only different

dispositions or modifications of the insensible

parts thereof, causing in us different phantasms:

and this was the first original of the dissimilar

atomology. In matter or body therefore, as such,

there was nothing else to these philosophers con

ceivable, but only magnitude of parts, figure,

site, and motion, or rest; and these were those

few elements, out of which in-existing, and vari

ously combined together, they supposed all those
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forms and qualities of bodies (commonly so called)

in generations to result, without the production of

any new real entity out of nothing. For as out of

a few letters in the alphabet of every language, dif

ferently placed and combined, do result innume

rable syllables, words, and sounds, signifying all

the several things in heaven and earth; some

times from all the very same letters, neither more

nor fewer, but only transposed, are begotten very

different phantasms of sounds in us, but without

the production of any new real entity out of no

thing: in the very same manner, from those fewer

letters in the alphabet of the corporeal nature,

variously combined, or from the different modifi

cations of matter, in respect of magnitude of parts,

figure, site, and motion, are made up and spelled

out all those syllables of things, that are in the

whole world, without the production of any new

real entity. Many times the very same numerical

matter, neither more nor less, only differently

modified, causing very different phantasms in us,

which are therefore vulgarly supposed to be forms

and qualities in the things; as when the same

water is successively changed and transformed

into vapour, snow, hail, and ice. And to this

very purpose is the forementioned similitude ele

gantly pursued by the Epicurean poet, in these

following verses;

L. ii. p. 191. Quin etiam reſert nostris in versibus ipsis,
Lamb. Cum quibus et qualisint ordine quaeque locata.

Iver.1013.] Namgue eadem coelum, mare, terras, flumina, solem,

Significant, eaclem fruges, arbusta, animantes.

Sic ipsis in rebus item jam materiai

Concursus, motus, ordo, positura, figurae,

Cum permutantur, mutari res quoque debent.

For were those supposed forms and qualities,
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produced in generations and alterations, entities

really distinct from the substance of matter, or

its different modifications, in respect of the mag

nitude, figure, site, and motion of parts (there be

ing no such things before in-existing, as Anaxa

goras supposed); then would they materially

proceed from nothing, which is a thing impossi

ble. And this dissimilar atomology of the an

cient Italics, so far as to these material forms and

Qualities, seems to be undoubtedly the only true

physiology; it being built upon this sure principle

of reason, that because nothing can give what it

hath not, therefore no new substance of real entity

can be materially produced in the generations

and alterations of nature as such, but only mo

difications. As when an architect builds a house,

or a weaver makes a piece of cloth, there is only a

different modification of the pre-existent matter.

This is the first improvement which the an

cient Italic philosophers made of this principle,

that “Nothing can be (physically and materialiy)

generated out of nothing;” or that “No real entity

is naturally generated or corrupted ;” that there

fore the forms and qualities of bodies were no

real entities, but only different modifications. But

besides this, there was also another thing, which

these philosophers principally aimed at herein,

as a corollary deducible from the same principle

concerning souls; that since the souls of ani

mals, especially human, are unquestionably en

tities really distinct from matter, and all its mo

difications (no magnitudes, figures, sites, and

motions, being ever able to beget cogitation or

consciousness, much less a power of understand

ing eternal verities); that therefore these could not
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be generated out of matter, nor corrupted into

the same. Because forms and qualities are con

tinually generated and corrupted, made out of

nothing, and reduced to nothing again ; therefore

are they no entities really distinct from matter,

and its different modifications: but because souls,

at least human, are unquestionably entities really

distinct from matter, and all its modifications;

therefore can they not possibly be generated out

of matter, nor corrupted into the same. For

if human souls were generated out of matter,

then must some real entity be materially produced

of nothing, there being nothing of life and co

gitation in matter; which is a thing absolutely

impossible. Wherefore, these philosophers con

cluded concerning souls, that being not generated

out of matter, they were insinuated or introduced

into bodies in generations. And this was always

a great controversy betwixt Theists and Atheists

concerning the human soul, as Lucretius express

eth it;" -

Nata sit, an contra nascentibus insinuetur,

Whether it were made or generated out of matter

(that is, indeed, out of nothing), or else were 0.ſpa

0ev, from without, -insinuated into bodies in gene

rations? Which latter opinion of theirs supposes

souls as well to have existed before the genera

tions of all animals, as to exist after their deaths

and corruptions; there being properly nothing of

them generated, but only their union with those

particular bodies. So that the generations, and

corruptions, or deaths of animals, according to

this hypothesis, are nothing but an anagramma

tical transposition of things in the universe, pre

Lib. i. ver, 114,
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and post-existent souls being sometimes united

to one body, and sometimes to another. But it

doth not therefore follow, because these ancient

philosophers held souls to be thus ingenerable,

and to have pre-existed before the generation of

animals, that therefore they supposed all souls to

have existed of themselves from eternity unmade:

this being a thing which was never asserted any

more by Theist than Atheist; since even those phi

losophic Theists, who maintained atternitatem ani

morum, the etermity of human minds and souls,

together with the worlds, did notwithstanding as

sert their essential dependence upon the Deity,

like that of the lights upon the sun; as if they

were a kind of eternal effulgency, emanation, or

eradiation, from an eternal sun. Even Proclus *

himself, that great champion for the eternity of

the world and souls in this very case, when he

writes against Plutarch's self-existent evil soul,

expressly declaring, that traga ilvyn yévnud tart row

0sou, there is no self-existent soul; but every soul

whatsoever is the work, effect, and production, of

God.—Wherefore, when they affirmed souls to

be ingenerable, their meaning was no more than

this, that they were not mere accidental things, as

forms and qualities are, nor any more generated

out of matter, than matter itself is generated out

of something else; upon which account, as Aris

totle' informs us, souls were called also by them,

dexal, principles, as well as matter, they being

both of them substances in the universe alike ori

ginal; that is, neither of them made out of the

other. But they did not suppose them to be dye

* Comment. in Timaeum Platon. lib. ii. p. 116.

* Wide lib. i. de Anima, cap. ii. p. 5. tom. ii. oper.
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viirovc, ingenerate or unmade—in the other sense,

as if they had been self-originated, and independ

ent, as Plutarch's second and third principles, his

evil soul, and matter, were by him imagined to

be ; but so doubtless, as that if the world had

had any beginning, they should then have been

all created together with it out of nothing pre-ex

isting. But as for the perpetual creation of new

souls, in the successive generations of animals,

this indeed is a thing which these philosophers

were extremely abhorrent from, as thinking it in

congruous, that souls, which are in order of na

ture senior to bodies, should be in order of time

juniors to them ; as also not reasonable, that Di

vine creation (as it were prostituted) should with

out end perpetually attend and wait upon natural

generations, and be intermingled with them.

But as for this pre-existence of souls, we have

already declared our own sense concerning it, in

the first chapter. Though we cannot deny, but

that, besides Origen," several others of the an

cient fathers before the fifth council, seem either

to have espoused it, or at least to have had a fa

vour and kindness for it; insomuch that St. Au

gustine" himself is sometimes staggering in this

point, and thinks it to be a great secret, whether

men's souls existed before their generations or

no; and somewhere concludes it to be a matter

of indifferency, wherein every one may have his

liberty of opening either way without offence.

Wherefore, all that can be certainly affirmed in

this case is, that human souls could not possibly

* Wide Petr. Dan. Huetium in Origenianis, lib. ii. Quaest. vi. S. 4.

p.93. et Ş. 10. p. 97.

b Wide Hen. Noris. Vindic. Augustian, cap. iv. p. 101.
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be generated out of matter, but were some time

or other created by God Almighty out of nothing

pre-existing, either in generations or before them.

Lastly, as for brute animals, we must confess,

that if they be not mere machines or automata, as

some seem inclinable to believe, but conscious

and thinking beings; then from the same princi

ple of reason it will likewise follow, that their

souls cannot be generated out of matter neither,

and therefore must be derived from the fountain

of all life, and created out of nothing by him ;

who since he can as easily annihilate as create, and

does all for the best, no man need at all to trouble

himself about their permanency or immortality.

And now have we given a full and particular

account of all the several senses wherein this

axiom must be acknowledged to be undeniably

true, that “Nothing can possibly be made out of

nothing,” or “come from nothing;” namely, these

three. First, that “Nothing, which was not, could

ever bring itself into being, or efficiently pro

duce itself;” or, that “ Nothing can possibly be

made without an efficient cause.” Secondly, that

“Nothing, which was hot, could be produced, or

brought into being, by any other efficient cause,

than such as hath at least equal perfection in it,

and a sufficient active or productive power.” For

if any thing were made by that, which hath not

equal perfection, then must so much of the effect,

as transcendeth the cause, be indeed made with

out a cause (since nothing can give what it hath

not), or be caused by itself, or by nothing. Again,

to suppose a thing to be produced by that which

hath no sufficient productive power, is really to

suppose it also to be produced from itself with
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out a cause, or from nothing. Where it is ac

knowledged by us, that no natural, imperfect

created being can create, or emanatively produce

a new substance, which was not before, and give

it its whole being. Hitherto is the axiom verified

in respect of the efficient cause. But in the

third place, it is also true in respect of the mate

rial likewise. Not that “nothing could possibly

be ever made” by any power whatsoever, but

only out of pre-existent matter; and consequent

ly, that matter itself could be never made, but

was self-existent. For the falsity of this is suffi

ciently evident from what hath been already de

clared concerning human souls, their being un

doubtedly substances incorporeal, which therefore

could never be generated out of matter; and it will

be further manifested afterwards. But the third

and last sense is this; that “Nothing, which is

materially made out of things pre-existing (as some

are), can have any other real entity,” than what

was either before contained in or resulteth from

the things themselves so modified. Or, that there

can be no new entities or substances naturally

generated out of matter; and therefore that all na

tural generations are really nothing else but mix

tures, or new modifications of things pre-existing.

These, I say, are all the senses wherein it is

impossible, that any thing should be made out

of nothing, or come from nothing; and they

may be all reduced to this one general sense,

that “ Nothing can be made out of nothing

causally;” or, that “Nothing cannot cause any

thing, either efficiently or materially.” Which as

it is undeniably true, so is it so far from making

any thing against a Divine creation, or the exist

-
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ence of a God, that the same may be demonstra

tively proved, and evinced from it, as shall be

shewed afterward.

But there is another sense, wherein things may

be said to be made té oux àvrov, or out of nothing,

—when those words are not taken causally, but

only so as to signify the terminus a quo, or term

from which—they are made, to wit, an antecedent

nonexistence. And then the meaning of this pro

position, that “ Nothing can possibly be made

out of nothing,” will be this; that nothing, which

once was not, could by any power whatsoever be

afterwards brought into being. And this is the

sense insisted on in this second atheistic argu

mentation, framed according to the principles of

the Democritic or Epicurean Atheism; that no

real entity, which once was not, could by any

power whatsoever be made, or brought out of

nonexistence into being; and consequently, that

no creative power out of nothing can possibly

belong to any thing, though supposed never so

perfect.

In answer whereunto, we shall perform these

two things; first, we shall make it appear, that

“Nothing out of nothing,” taken in this sense de

clared, is so far from being a common notion, that

it is not at all true. And secondly, we shall

prove, that if it were true, yet would it of the two

make more against Atheism, than it does against

Theism, and therefore ought by no means to be

used by Atheists, as an argument against a De

ity. First, therefore, it is unquestionably certain,

that this cannot be universally true, that nothing,

which once was not, could possibly be made or

brought out of nonexistence into being ; because

VOL. III. 2 F
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if it were true, then could there be no such thing

as making or causing at all ; no action nor mo

tion, and consequently no generation nor muta

tion in the corporeal universe, but the whole world

would belike a stiff immoveable adamantine rock;

and this would doubtless be a better argument

against motion than any of Zeno's was. But we

have all experience within ourselves of a power

of producing new cogitations in our own minds,

new intellectual and moral habits, as also new

local motion in our bodies, or at least new deter

minations thereof, and of causing thereby new

modifications in bodies without us. And there

fore are the Atheists forced to restrain the sense of

this proposition to substantial things only, that

though there may be new accidents and modifica

tions produced out of nothing, yet there can be no

new substances made; however they be not able

in the mean time to give any reason, why one of

those should be in itself more impossible than the

other, or why no substance should be makeable.

But that some are so staggered with the seeming

plausibility of this argument, is chiefly upon these

following accounts. First, by reason of the con

fusion of their own conceptions ; for, because it

is certain, that “nothing can possibly be made

out of nothing,” in one sense, to wit, causally ;

they not distinguishing senses, nor being aware

of the equivocation, that is, in this té our àvrov, out

of nothing, inadvertently give their assent to

those words in a wrong sense; that no substance

(as matter) could possibly be brought out of non

existence into being. Secondly, by reason of their

unskilful arguing from artificial things; when,

because nothing can be artificially made but out

... ?
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of pre-existing matter, as a house or garment, and

the like (there being nothing done in the produc

tion of these things, but only a new modification

of what before substantially was), they over hastily

conclude, that no power whatsoever could pro

duce any thing otherwise than out of pre-exist

ing matter, and that matter itself therefore could

not possibly be made. In which conceit they are

again further confirmed from hence, because the

old physiologers maintained the same thing con

cerning natural generations likewise, that nothing

was in them produced £oºk Švrov, out of nothing—

neither: or that there was no new substance or

entity made in them really distinct from the pre

existing matter and its modifications; they unwa

rily extending this beyond the bounds of physics

into metaphysics, and unduly measuring, or limit

ing infinite power accordingly. Lastly, because

it is undeniably certain concerning ourselves, and

all imperfect created beings, that none of these

can Create any new substance which was not be

fore ; men are therefore apt to measure all things

by their own scantling, and to suppose it univer

sally impossible, according to human reason, for

any power whatsoever thus to create; whence it

follows, that theology must in this be acknow

ledged to be contradictious to the principles ofna

tural light and understanding. But since it is cer–

tain, that imperfect created beings can themselves

produce some things out of nothing pre-existing,

as new cogitations, and new local motion, new

modifications and transformations of things corpo

real; it is very reasonable to think, that an abso

lutely-perfect being could do something more,

that is, create new substances out of nothing, or

2 F 2
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give them their whole being. And it may well

be thought to be as easy for God, or an omnipo

tent being, to make a whole world, matter and

all, É oux évrov, out of nothing—as it is for us to

create a thought, or to move a finger, or for the

sun to send out rays, or a candle light; or lastly,

for any opaque body to produce the image of it

self in glasses or water, or to project a shadow;

all these imperfect things being but the energies,

rays, images, or shadows, of the Deity. For a

substance, which once was not, to be made by

God, or a being infinitely perfect, this is not for

it to be made out of nothing, in the impossible

sense, it coming from him who is all. Nor can

it be said to be impossible, for any thing whatso

ever to be made by that, which hath not only in

finitely greater perfection, but also a sufficient ac

tive power to produce the same, it being substan

tially emanative. It is true, indeed, that infinite

power itself cannot do things in their own nature

impossible; and this is therefore the only thing

which the Atheists have to prove, that it is in it

self absolutely impossible, for a substance (though

not for an accident or modification) to be pro

duced out of nonexistence into being. Whereas

nothing is in itself absolutely impossible but what

implies a contradiction; and though it be contra

dictious for a thing to be, and not be, at the same

time ; yet is there no manner of contradiction at

all in this, for any imperfect contingent being,

which before was not, afterwards to be. Where

fore, this being in itself no way impossible, it

must be acknowledged to be a due object of infi

nite power, or that which may be done by a per

fect omnipotent being existing.
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If nothing could be made # oux évrov, out of

nothing, in this latter sense, that is, nothing

which before was not, afterwards brought into

being ; then must the reason hereof be, because

no substance or real entity can be caused by any

other substance, so as to receive and derive its

whole being from it: and consequently whatso

ever substance or real entity is in the whole world,

was not only from eternity without beginning, but

also existed of itself necessarily and independent

ly upon any thing else. But, first, it hath been

already declared, that it is repugnant to the hu

man faculties, that any temporary successive be

ing whatsoever, or that time itself, should be eter

nal without beginning because upon that hypo

thesis there would always have been an see Enchir.

infinity of time past; and if so, then Me'. “”

would there of necessity have been time past,

which was never present. But, to make every

substantial thing, not only to have existed from

eternity without beginning (which hath yet been

done by some mistaken Theists), but also to have

existed independently upon any thing else as its

cause, or original, and therefore of itself necessa

rily; this, I say, is itself to make “something to

come from nothing in the impossible sense,” to

wit, causally. For as when some Atheists affirm,

that “Nothing could ever move itself,” and yet

suppose notwithstanding, that there hath been

motion from all eternity, they plainly make this

motion (however supposed to be eternal) to come

from nothing in the impossible sense: so, in like

manner, they, who suppose things to have existed

of themselves necessarily, which have no self-ex

istence, and necessary existence contained in their
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nature (as nothing but a perfect being hath), do

make this necessary existence of such things to

have come from nothing. Wherefore though it

be certain, that something did exist of itself ne

cessarily from all eternity, namely, a perfect be

ing (whose necessary existence is therefore not

from nothing, because essentially included in its

own nature), yet is it certain, likewise, that there

can be but one such thing; necessity of existence

being natural andessential to no more. But as for

all other things, which are in their own nature

contingently possible to be or not to be, reason

pronounces of them, that they could not exist of

themselves necessarily, but were caused by some

thing else; and derived their original from that

one absolutely-perfect, and necessarily-existent

being. So that Plato's" distinction must needs be

here allowed of betwixt two kinds of beings, ro

wev del Öv, yévsow & oux éxov, that which always is,

and was never made, nor had beginning;-and ro

ytyväuevov učv, Öv & ovéâtrore, that which was made,

or had beginning, but never truly is:–it having

not a permanent, but successive or flowing dura

tion. Accordingly whereunto, Aristotle also af

firmeth, That there is no necessity all things

should be unmade or self-originated ; but some

things might be made from others unmade.

Lastly, We shall disprove the truth of this as

sertion, that whatsoever substantially and really

is, did exist of itself from all eternity unmade,

after this manner. Because it would follow from

thence, that not only matter, and unqualified

atoms (as the Democritic Atheists suppose), but

• Vide Phaedon. p. 384,385. et de Repub, lib. vi. p. 479.

* Wide lib. ii. de Coelo, cap. ii. p. 674, tom. i. oper.
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also souls, especially human, must needs have

existed of themselves too, from eternity unmade.

For as no man can be so sottish, as to conceive

himself, or that which thinketh in him, his own

soul or mind, and personality to be no real entity,

whilst every clod of earth is such ; so is it cer

tain, that mind can never be generated out of dead

and senseless matter or body, nor result, as a

modification thereof, out of magnitudes, figures,

sites, and motions, and therefore must needs be a

thing really distinct from it, or substance incor

poreal ; the Democritic Atheists being here

grossly deceived in thinking, that because forms

and qualities of bodies may be resolved into these

forementioned elements of matter, and conse

quently concluded to be no entities really dis

tinct from the substance thereof, but only differ

ent modifications of the same, that therefore the

like may be said of souls too, the rational not ex

cepted. Wherefore, if no substance or real en

tity could ever be brought out of nonexistence

into being, or be caused by any thing else, then

must all human souls and personalities, as well as

matter and atoms, have existed not only from

eternity, without beginning, but also of them

selves independently upon any other thing. But

the Atheists are so abhorrent from this eternity

of human souls, that they will by no means admit

of their post-existence or immortality ; they ap

prehending that if any living understanding being

should prove immortal, they could not sufficient

ly secure themselves against the possibility and

danger of a God. Some Theists, indeed, have as

serted atternitatem animorum, not only the pre-ex

istence, but also the eternity of all human minds,
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together with the world, as Cicero more than once

doth; who also, in his book of Divination," thus

further declares himself concerning it: “Animus,

quia vixit ab omni aeternitate, versatusque est

cuminnumerabilibus animis, omnia, quae in natura

rerum sunt, widet :” Our mind, because it hath ex

isted from all eternity, and conversed with innu

merable minds, seeth all things that are in na

ture:—and again, “Cum animi hominum semper

fuerint futurique sint:” Since the minds of men

ever were, and ever will be.—Nevertheless none of

these ever maintained, thathuman minds, and their

distinct personalities, were thus all, of themselves,

independently upon any thing as their cause or

original. And, as it was before demonstrated

from the nature of knowledge and understanding

(it comprehending the possibilities of all things,

and therefore supposing infinite power), that there

can be but one mind, or understanding being,

self-existent, all minds partaking of that one mind;

so is it hardly possible for any one in good earn

est to entertain such a conceit as this, that his own

particular soul, mind, and personality, and con

sequently all human souls, though subject to such

laws of fate as now they are, did not only pre

exist before their respective bodies, and were from

eternity without beginning, but also existed of

themselves necessarily and independently upon

anything else. Wherefore, if human souls, minds,

and personalities, being unquestionably substan

tial things and really distinct from matter (which

therefore could not possibly be generated out of

it), did not all exist from eternity of themselves,

necessarily and independently, it is certain, that

* Lib. i. cap. li. p. 3174, tom. ix. oper.
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they must derive their whole being from the Deity,

or be created #3 oux àvrov, out of nothing, or

nonexistence by it. And if human souls were un

questionably thus created, it cannot reasonably

be doubted, but that matter or body itself was

created likewise out of nothing, or caused by the

TXeity : forasmuch as that, which created one

thing out of nothing, could create every thing ;

and there is really more of substance, that is, a

higher degree of entity, in minds and souls, con

scious self-moving and understanding beings, than

in senseless matter, or unactive bulk.

But forasmuch as this doctrine of a Divine crea

tion out of nothing pre-existing lies under no small

prejudice upon this account, because it is so ge

nerally taken for granted, that none of the Pagan

Theists, who are supposed to have kept close to

the simple light of nature, did ever acknowledge

in the Deity any such creative power out of no

thing, or that God was the cause of any substance;

we must of necessity here declare this, how com

mon soever it be, to be a great mistake. For be

sides that Plato, in his Sophist," having defined

the efficient or effective power in general after this

Imanner, troumrukºv tragav épauev tival 8èvauv, #ric àv

airia ytyvnrat roic un trøðrºpov oùow to repov 'ytyveoffat, to

be a power or casuality, whereby that, which was

not before, was afterwards made to be;—and then

dividing this efficiency into Divine and human, he

immediately subjoins concerning the former, Zja

8; TrévTa, &c. nov âA\ov twoc à 0sov êmutovoyouvroc $iiao

Mev to repov ºyiyveoffat, Tpórepov ouk ëvra ; Shall we not

then say, that all animals, and other things, were

by the Divine efficiency alone, after they had not

* Pag. 168, oper. edit. Ficini.
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been made to be?—Where thus much at least is

certain, that Plato did not at all question the pos

sibility of a thing's being made out of nothing in

this sense; that is, brought into being, after it had

not been, by a Divine power. But because it may

be thought that he meant this no further than of

the first compages of animals, in which notwith

standing every thing, souls, and all, might be made

out of pre-existing matter; we shall here further

add, what in his Timaeus" he declareth concerning

the soul, tºv ilvyºv ouxoc vov worépav trixelpountv \{yetv,

oùroc éunyavigaro kai o 680c veorépav, ow ydo àv apéaoffat

trosofºrepov wird vsorípov stagev, 6 & Kai Yevtast Kai dperſ,

Tporépav Kal Tpsoſłurépav ilvynv odºuaroc, oc êeatróriv kai

āpéovoav dipšouévov ovvgoriigaro' that God did not

make it after body, and junior to it; since it was

not fit that the elder should be ruled or governed

by the younger; but he made soul before body,

older than it, and superior to it, as well in respect

of time as dignity.—Which notion is further pur

sued by him in his tenth de Legibus:"'Opóðc àga

kai kvpioc dAmbéarará re kai rexedrara tipmkórec āv fluev,

ilvyºv pºv Tporépav yeyovéval odºuaroc juiv adua & 8ers

póv TE kai to repov ilvync dpxoiſanc dpxöuevov kard ºùow.

Wherefore it was rightly, properly, and most truly

affirmed by us, that soul was made first, as that

which ruleth ; but body afterward, as that which

is to be ruled and governed thereby.—From

whence also he draws this consectary, ºc it iſ lux;

‘pavein Tpeogvrépa oùuaroc oùga, kai rā Juxic rtov row gaſ

puatog tootro Tptoſłirspa' rpétrol kai #0m kai BovXiatic kai

Aoyamoi Kai 86éal d\nflic, Tuðetai re kai uvnual, irpárºpa

uńkovc gouárov kai TAárovc kai 9á0ovc, eim yeyovára ãv,

£irºp kai lux) adºuaroc' that if the soul be older than

* Pag. 528, oper. * Pag. 669.
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the body, then must the things of the soul also be

older than those of the body; and therefore cogi

tation, and the several species of it, must be, in

order of nature, not only before local motion, but

also before longitude, latitude, and profundity of

bodies.—From whence it is plain, that Plato's

first yévsaic, or production of souls by God, could

not be out of any pre-existing body or matter,

they being affirmed by him to be before, not only

this and that particular body, but all body what

soever, before longitude, latitude, and profundity.

Which may be further confirmed from hence, be

cause in his Sophist" he plainly condemns that

opinion of some, riv luxºv avriv aloud ri kekriloffat,

that the soul itself had something of body in it;

and he often elsewhere declares the soul to be in

corporeal. It is certain also, that not only Plato,

but all those other Pagan philosophers too, who

asserted the incorporeity and immortality of hu

man souls, could not possibly conceive souls to

have been made out of pre-existent matter, but

either £3 oux évrov, out of nothing, -they being not

eternal, but having a newness of being (as Plato

himself seemed to suppose); or else, if they were

conceived to be eternal by them (which was the

opinion of most of the junior Platonists, yet), to

have derived their whole substance from the Deity,

and always to depend upon it; as eternal light

would depend upon an eternal sun. Plutarch and

his followers being only here to be excepted, who

would neither have souls made out of nothing by

God, nor yet out of corporeal matter pre-existing

(they being themselves incorporeal); but out of a

strange commixture of the substance of God him

* Pag. 170.
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self with the substance of a certain disorderly

soul, self-existent and uncreated ; of which we

have spoken already. But that the genuine Pla

tonists did universally suppose, that one substance

might be caused by another, and derive its whole

being from it, is undeniably evident from hence,

because their second Divine hypostasis or sub

stance (though eternal) was according to them

derived from, or begotten by, their first, and their

third hypostasis or substance produced both from

the first and second ; and other inferior orbs of

being, as the particular souls of demons and men,

from that whole trinity of Divine hypostases joint

ly concurring. And as for matter or body itself,

it is certain also, that Proclus and other Plato

nists expressly denied it to have been dyivvmrov,

unmade or self-existent, and conceived it to have

derived its whole being from the Deity; who ac

cordingly is styled by Proclus,” définroc airia ric

5Xmc, the ineffable Cause of matter.—In like man

ner have we already shewed, that, according to

the Chaldee oracles, matter itself was also caused

or produced by the Deity, to which purpose is

this verse cited by Proclus," "Ev6ev Šēnv 09&oke, Yé

veauc troAvroucíAov iſłmc. From whence (that is, from

the Deity) abundantly springs forth the genera

tion of the multiform matter.—The metre here re

quiring, that it should be read #3nv, and not àpèmv,

as it is in Proclus's copy. Moreover, Jambli

chus hath recorded in his Mysteries,” that Hermes,

and the old Egyptian theologers likewise, held

matter not to be dyivvmrov, that is, self-existent,

* Comment. in Timaeum Platon, lib. ii. p. 116. Ibid. p. 118.

* De Mysteriis AEgyptior. sect. v. cap. xxiii. p. 138, sect, viii, cap. iii.

p : 159.
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unmade, or underived—from the Deity, Thu, Hiero.

but to have been caused by it. Whence ..

does Proclus" conclude it probable, that dºº

Plato was of the same persuasion also ;º:

as likewise Orpheus before had been, he.

deriving this, as is supposed, with other tº:

things, from the Egyptians. It is true,.

indeed, that many of these philosophers ..."

asserted matter, souls, and the whole:tºº.

world, to have been eternal without be-materia, º:

ginning, and consequently not created"*

tº ovk Švrov, in that stricter sense, that is, out of

an antecedent nonexistence in time. Notwith

standing which, they did suppose them to have

received their whole being from the Deity, and to

have depended on it every jot as much, as if, hav

ing once not been, they had afterward been made

by it. And that, which gives to any substance

its whole being, though from eternity, so that it

never was not; the same upon supposition, that

it once had not been, could unquestionably have

produced it, #8 oux évrov, out of nothing, or an

antecedent nonexistence.

We have now sufficiently disproved the truth

of thatassertion, that “Nothing could bemade out

of nothing,” in the atheistic sense thereof; viz. that

“Nothing, which before was not, could afterwards

possibly be made to be:” though this should not

be extended so far, as to accidental things, and

modifications, but restrained and confined only to

substantials; “Thatnosubstance whatsoever could

have a newness of being, or be caused by any

other substance:” but whatsoever substantial thing

any where is in the world, the same did exist of

* Comment in Timaeum Platon. lib. ii.
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itself from eternity, and independently upon any

thing else; nothing but different modifications

being made or produced. Which same assertion

has been also sometimes otherwise thus express

ed; “Nothing can be made but out of pre-existing

substance:” the meaning hereof being this, that

nothing can be made, but new accidental modifi

cations of what before substantially was; no sub

stance itself being makeable or producible by any

other substance, neither in time (so as to have a

newness or beginning of being), nor yet from eter

nity. Where the Atheists and some others taking

it for granted, that there is no other substance be

sides body, or matter, do further limit and restrain

the sense of that proposition in this manner; “No

thing can be made but out of pre-existing matter;”

that is, nothing can be made but out of corporeal

substance pre-existing. An idolum specus (if I

may use that language) which in all probability

had its first original chiefly from men's measuring

the extent of all power by their own produc

tion of artificial things. Because, forsooth, a car

penter or architect cannot make a house, but out

of pre existing timber, bricks, and stones; nor a

tailor a garment, but out of pre-existing cloth;

nor a cook, puddings or pies, but outof pre-existing

materials or ingredients; that therefore no power

whatsoever, no, not that of God Almighty, can

extend any further, than to the new-modifying of

pre-existent matter, but not to the production or

causing of any substance. We shall in the next

place make it appear, that were this assertion true,

That no substance or real entity, which once was

not, could be caused or produced, yet would it

notwithstanding, of the two, more impugn Atheism
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than Theism (it being possible for falsehoods,

though not for truths, to disagree), forasmuch as

the Atheists do bring more out of nothing, or non

existence, than the Theists do; and therefore

ought not to make this an objection against The

ism. For though, according to the true and ge

nuine theology, God, or a perfect being, be sup

posed to be the only necessary self-existent thing,

and the cause of all other substance, and conse

quently to have produced all imperfect things,

not only souls, but also matter itself, ÉÉ oux évrov,

out of nothing, or an antecedent nonexistence;

yet is there, by reason of the weakness of human

understandings, a latitude in Theism. Wherefore

some there are, who though imposed upon by that

idolum specus, or imprisoned in it, that “nothing

can possibly be made, but out of pre-existing mat

ter,” by the new modification thereof; do notwith

standing devoutly worship a Deity, according to

their notion of it, a perfectly understanding being

unmade; though not the creator of matter, yet

the maker of the whole world out of it, and the

supreme governor of the same; they thus suppos

ing two principles in the universe, an active and a

passive one, God and matter. Besides which, it

is not impossible for others to think, that though

matter or body be not the only substance, but hu

man souls are incorporeal, yet the substance of

these souls was not created out of nothing, no

more than that of body, but they were made either

out of some pre-existing common soul (as their

intelligible matter), or out of the substance of the

Deity itself; or else existed of themselves from

eternity unmade: and yet nevertheless may these

acknowledge one supreme understanding being
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self existent also, though neither the creator of

matter, nor of souls, yet the supreme governor

and orderer of all. And it is certain, that Plu

tarch's god was no better than this; and yet was

that Pagan, notwithstanding, a devout religionist

in his kind, as well as a hearty moralist. And such

a Theism or theology, as either of those foremen

tioned (though not genuine and sincere, but im

perfect and mongrel things), would perhaps be to

the Atheists little less troublesome and uneasy

than the truth. Thushave weshewed, that this prin

ciple, “That nothing can come out of nothing,”

or be made, otherwise than out of pre-existing sub

stance or matter, though it be indeed contradic

tious to the true and genuine theology, yet it is

not absolutely inconsistent with all manner of re

ligion; there being certain spurious or imperfect

forms of Theism built upon this foundation. But

now, on the contrary, we shall make it manifest,

that this very principle, made use of by the Athe

ists, is in truth and reality contradictious to all

manner of Atheism, and destructive of the same;

the Atheists universally generating and corrupt

ing real entities, and substantial things, that is,

producing them out of nothing, or nonexistence,

and reducing them to nothing again: forasmuch

as they make all things whatsoever, the bare sub

stance of matter only excepted (which to them

is either no determinate thing, or else nothing but

mere bulk, or resisting and divisible magnitude), to

come out of nothing, and to go to nothing. Thus

does Aristotle," in a place before cited, declare the

atheistic sense: Eloi yáp rivec, oi paaw ovºv dyivvirov

tival rov trøayuárov, dAAd travra yiyveoffat' There are

* De Coelo, lib. iii. cap. i. p. 668. tom. i. oper.
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certain men, who affirm, that nothing is unmade,

but all things generated or made.—Whose sense

is afterwards more distinctly thus proposed by

him, räuäväAXa yiyveaffairs kai beiv, sivat 8: Tayloc ovºvº

*v 8 r uévov wroutvav, tº ov raira trávra usraoXmuari

&eaflat répukev that all other things are generated

and flow, and none of them firmly is (they being

perpetually educed out of nothing, and reduced to

nothing), but that there is only one thing which

remaineth ; namely that, out of which all the

other are made, by the transformation thereof—

Which one thing (to wit, matter) as the same

Aristotle further adds, they affirmed to be the

only substance, and from eternity unmade; but

all other things whatsoever, being but iráðn kaitésic

Kat 8a0éasic, passions, affections, and dispositions

thereof, ytyväoffat kai 40elpeoffat direigdkic, to be gene

rated and corrupted infinitely;-that is, to be pro

duced out of nothing, or nonexistence, and re

duced again to nothing without end. And doubt

less, this is the true meaning of that passage in

Plato's tenth de Legibus,” not understood by the

Latin interpreters; where, being to represent the

atheistic hypothesis of the system of the universe,

he discovereth their grand arcanum, and that,

which they accounted, goſpºrarov dirávrov Aóyov, the

wisest and most mysterious of all doctrines, after

this manner; \{yoval troë rusc ºc travra tari ra Tpáy

uara Yuyväueva kai yevöueva, kai yevnaðueva' rd utv $vost,

rd & réxvy, rd & 8td rüxnc. Certain men affirm, that

all things are made, and have been made, and will

be made ; some by nature, and some by art, and

some by fortune or chance.—For unquestionably

here, Plato's \{yoval troń rivec Øc travra or ra TpáYuara

* Pag. 665. oper.
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yıyváueva, certain men affirm, that all things are

generated or made, &c.—is the very same with

Aristotle's stal yáp rivec, of pagw, ovºv dyévvmrov tival

rtov Tpayudrov, dAAd Távra yiyveaflat, certain men af

firm, that there is nothing unmade, but that all

things are made or generated.—And perhaps this

of Aristotle's was taken out of that of Plato's :

which yet nevertheless is so to be understood as

it is afterwards explained by Aristotle; all things

whatsoever, the bare substance of matter only ex

cepted. Wherefore it is certain, that either there

is no real entity in the whole world, besides the

bare substance of matter; that is, besides divisible

and separable extension, or resisting magnitude,

and consequently that life and cogitation, sense

and consciousness, reason and understanding, all

our own minds, and personalities, are no real en

tities; or else, that there are, according to the

atheistic hypothesis, real entities produced out of

nothing, and reduced to nothing again. Whereas

Theists suppose all the greatest perfections in the

universe, as life and understanding, to have been

eternal and unmade in a perfect being, the Deity,

and neither brought out of nothing or nonexistence,

nor reducible to nothing; only imperfect beings

to have been made out of nothing, or produced

out of nonexistence, by this one perfect being or

Deity : the Atheists, on the contrary, supposing

the lowest and most imperfect of all beings, mat

ter, bulk, or divisible and resisting extension, to

be the only self-existent and unmade thing, con

clude all the greatest perfections in the universe,

life, cogitation, and understanding, to be made out

of nothing or nonexistence, as also to be reduced

to nothing again. Indeed the hylozoic Atheists,

-
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being sensible somewhat of this inconvenience of

making all life and understanding out of nothing,

and that there must of necessity be some funda

mental life and perception, which is not accidental

but substantial, and which was never generated,

and cannot be corrupted, have therefore attributed

a kind of life and perception to all matter, as such.

Notwithstanding which, even these also, foras

much as they deny to matter animal sense, and

consciousness, suppose all animal life or sense, and

conscious understanding, to be generated and cor

rupted, produced out of nothing, and reduced to

nothing again. Neither can life, cogitation, and

understanding, be reckoned amongst the modes

of matter, that is, of magnitude, or divisible and

antitypous extension, since they may be con

ceived without the same: whereas modes cannot

be conceived without their substance. Standing,

sitting, and walking, cannot be conceived without

a body, and that fitly organized too; and therefore

are they nothing but different modes of such a

body. When that human body, which before did

stand, doth afterwards sit, or walk, no man can

think, that here is the miraculous production of

any new real entity out of nothing; nor when the

same matter, which was square or cubical, is made

spherical or cylindrical. But when there is life

and understanding, which was not before, then is

there unquestionably a new real entity produced.

But the Democritic and Epicurean Atheists them

selves, according to the tenor of the atomic phy

siology, acknowledge no other modes of matter or

body, but only more or less magnitude of parts,

figure, site, motion, or rest. And upon this very

account do they explode qualities, considered as

2 G 2
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entities really distinct from these modes; because

in the generation and alteration of them, there

would be real entities made out of nothing, or

without a cause: whereupon they resolve these

qualities into mechanism and fancy. But life, co

gitation, and understanding, are things which

have more real entity in them, and can no way be

solved by mechanism and fancy; wherefore un

doubtedly they are no modes of matter or body,

but attributes of another kind of substance incor

poreal. All cogitative beings, especially human

souls, and personalities, are unquestionably sub

stantial things; and yet do the Atheists bring

these, and consequently themselves, out of nothing

or nonexistence, and reduce them to nothing again.

The conclusion is; that these very Atheists, who

contend against Theists, that “ Nothing can be

madeout of nothing,” do themselves bring all things

out of nothing or nonexistence, and perpetually re

duce them to nothing again; according to whose

principles, as once there was no life nor under

standing at all in the universe, so may there be

none again. They who deny a God, because there

can be no creative power belonging to any thing,

do themselves notwithstanding attribute to matter

(though a mere passive, sluggish, and unactive

thing) a creative power of things substantial (as

human souls and personalities) out of nothing.

And thus is that formidable argument of the Athe

ists, that there can be no God, because nothing

can be made out of nothing, not only proved to be

false, but also retorted upon these Atheists them

selves, they bringing all things besides senseless

and unqualified matter out of nothing. . . . . . . . .

We have now declared, first, in what sense this
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proposition is unquestionably true, that nothing

can be made out of nothing, or come from nothing,

viz. causally, that nothing which before was not,

could afterward be made without a cause, and a

sufficient cause. Or more particularly these three

ways; first, that nothing which before was not,

could afterward be brought into being by itself, or

without an efficient cause. Secondly, that nothing

which once was not, could be made or produced

efficiently by any thing, which had not at least

equal perfection in it, and a sufficient active or

productive power; and consequently that no new

substance can be made, but by a perfect being,

which only is substantially emanative. Thirdly

and lastly, that when things are made out of pre

existing matter, as in artificial productions, and

natural generations, there can be no new real en

tity produced, but only different modifications of

what before substantially was; the material cause,

as such, efficiently producing nothing. And thus

was this axiom understood by Cicero, that “No

thing could be made out of nothing,” viz. causally,

in his book de Fato," where he reprehendeth Epi

curus for endeavouring to avoid fate, and to es

tablish liberty of will by that absurd figment of

atoms declining uncertainly from the perpendicu

lar. “Nec cum haec ita sint, est causa, cur Epi

curus fatum extimescat, et ab atomis petat prae

sidium, easque de via deducat; et uno tempore

suscipiat res duas inenodabiles, unam, ut sine

causa fiat aliquid, ex quo existet, ut de nihilo

quippiam fiat; quod necipsi, nec cuiquam physico

placet.” Nor is there for all that any reason, why

Epicurus should be so much afraid of fate, and

* Cap. ix. p. 3273. tom. ix. oper.
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seek refuge in atoms, he supposing them, in their

infinite descents, to decline uncertainly from the

perpendicular, and laying this as a foundation for

liberty of will; whereby he plunged himself at

once into two inextricable difficulties, the first

whereof was the supposing of something to be

made without a cause, or, which is all one, out of

nothing; a thing that will neither be allowed by

any physiologer, nor could Epicurus himself be

pleased or satisfied therewith.-The reason where

of is, because it was a fundamental principle of

the atomic philosophy, that “ Nothing (in this

sense) could bemade out ofnothing.” Moreover, we

have in the next place declared, in what other sense

this proposition, that “Nothing can be made out of

nothing,” is false, namely, when this out of nothing

is not taken causally, but so as to signify the ter

minus from which; that nothing can be made out

of an antecedent nonexistence: that no real entity

or substance which before was not, could by any

power whatsoever be afterwards brought into be

ing: or, that nothing can possibly be made, but

out of something pre-existing, by the new modifi

cation thereof. And it appears from that of

Cicero, that the true and genuine sense of this

proposition, “De nihilo nihil fit” (according to

the mind of those ancient physiologers, who laid

so great stress thereupon), was not, that nothing

could by any power whatsoever be brought out of

nonexistence into being; but only, that “nothing

could be made without a cause.” Nor did they

here by cause mean the material only, in this

sense, as if nothing could possibly be made but

out of pre-existing matter; Epicurus being taxed

by Cicero, for introducing that his third motion
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of atoms, or clinamen principiorum,” out of no

thing, or without an efficient cause; as indeed all

motion also was, to those atomic Atheists in this

sense, from nothing. Nevertheless, we have also

shewed, that if this proposition, “Nothing out of

nothing,” in that atheistic sense (as levelled against

a Deity), were true; yet would it of the two more

impugn Atheism itself, than it does Theism; the

Atheists generating and corrupting all things, the

substance of matter only excepted, all life, sense,

and understanding, human souls, minds and per

sonalities, they producing these, and consequently

themselves, out of nothing, and resolving them all

to nothing again. We shall now in the third and

last place, make it manifest, that the Atheists do

not only bring real entities and substantial things

out of nothing in the second sense, that is, out of

an antecedent nonexistence (which yet is a thing

possible only to God, or a perfect being), but also

that they bring them out of nothing in the abso

lutely impossible sense; that is, suppose them to

be made without a cause, or “nothing to be the

cause of something.” -

But we must prepare the way hereunto, by

setting down, first, a brief and compendious sum

of the whole atheistic hypothesis. The Atheists

therefore, who contend, that nothing can be made,

but only new accidents, or modifications of pre

existing substance ; taking it for granted, that

there is no other substance besides body or mat

ter, do conclude accordingly that nothing can be

made, but out of pre-existing matter or body.

And then they add hereunto, that matter being

the only substance, the only unmade self-existent

* Wide Lucret, lib, ii., ver, 292.
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thing, whatsoever else is in the world, besides the

bare substance of this matter, was made out of

it, or produced by it. So that there are these

three things contained in the atheistic hypothesis;

first, that no substance can be made or caused

by any thing else, but only new modifications.

Secondly, that matter or body is the only sub

stance ; and therefore whatsoever is made, is

made out of pre-existing matter. Thirdly, and

lastly, that whatsoever there is else in the whole

world besides the substance of matter, it is made

or generated out of matter. And now we shall

demonstrate the absolute impossibility of this

atheistic hypothesis, from that very principle of

the ancient physiologers, that “Nothing can be

made out of nothing,” in the true sense thereof;

it not only bringing real entities, and substantial

things, out of an antecedent nonexistence (though

nothing but an infinitely-perfect being neither can

thus create), but also producing them without a

CallSe.

First, therefore, when they affirm matter to be

the only substance, and all things else whatsoever

to be made out of that alone, they hereby plainly

suppose all things to be made without an efficient

cause, which is to bring them out of nothing, in

an impossible sense. For though it be not true,

that nothing can be made, but out of pre-existing

matter (and consequently that God himself, sup

posed to exist, could in this respect do no more

than a carpenter or tailor doth); I say, though

it be not universally true, that every thing that is

made must have a material cause (so that the

quaternio of causes in logic is not to be extended

to all things caused whatsoever); yet is it certain
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that nothing, which once was not, could possibly

be made without an efficient cause. Wherefore,

if there be any thing made, which was not before,

there must of necessity, besides matter, be some

other substance existing, as the efficient cause

thereof; forasmuch as matter alone could not

make any thing; as marble cannot make a sta

tue, nor timber and stones a house, nor cloth a

garment. This is our first demonstration of the

impossibility of the atheistic hypothesis; it sup

posing all things, besides the bare substance of

matter, to be made out of matter alone, without

any other active principle or Deity, or to be made

without an efficient cause; which is to bring them

from nothing, in an impossible sense. To which

may be added, by way of appendix, that whereas

the Democritic and Epicurean Atheists admit of

no other efficient causality in nature, than only

local motion, and allow to matter or body, their

only substance, no self-moving power, they here

by make all the motion that is in the whole

world to be without a cause, and from nothing:

action without any subject or agent, and the effi

ciency of all things without an efficient.

In the next place, should we be so liberal as

to grant to the atomic Atheists motion without a

cause, or permit Strato and the hylozoic Atheists

to attribute to matter a self-moving power; yet do

we affirm, that this matter and motion both toge

ther could not possibly produce any new real en

tity which was not before; matter, as such, effi

ciently causing nothing, and motion only chang

ing the modifications of matter, as figure, place,

site, and disposition of parts. Wherefore, if mat

ter, as such, have no animal sense and conscious
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understanding, essentially belonging to it (which

no Atheists as yet have had the impudence to as

sert); then can no motion or modification of mat

ter, no contexture of atoms, possibly beget sense

and understanding, soul and mind; because this

would be to bring something out of nothing, in

the impossible sense, or to suppose something to

be made by itself without a cause. Which may

serve also for a confutation of those imperfect

and spurious Theists, who will not allow to God

Almighty (whether supposed by them to be cor

poreal or incorporeal) a power of making any

thing, but only out of pre-existent matter, by the

new-modifying thereof; as a carpenter makes a

house out of pre-existing timber and stone, and

a tailor a garment out of pre-existing cloth. For

since animal life and understanding are not by

them supposed to belong at all to matter, as such ;

and since they cannot result from any modifica

tions or contextures thereof, it would plainly

follow from hence, that God could not possibly

make animals, or produce sense and understand

ing, souls and minds, which nevertheless these

Theists suppose him to have done; and therefore

ought in reason to acknowledge him, not only to

be the maker of new modifications of matter

(and one, who built the world only as a carpenter

doth a house), but also of real entities distinct

from the same.

And this was the very doctrine (as we have al

ready declared) of the most ancient atomic physi

ologers; not that every thing whatsoever might be

made out of pre-existing matter; but, on the con

trary, that in all natural generations there is no

real entity produced out of the matter, which was
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not before in it, but only new modifications; and

consequently, that souls and minds being not

mere modifications of matter in respect of mag

nitude, figure, site, and motion, could never be

produced out of it, because they must then of

necessity come from nothing; that is, be made

either by themselves without a cause, or without

a sufficient cause. It hath also been before noted

out of Aristotle, how the old atheistic material

ists being assaulted by those Italic philosophers

after that manner, that nothing, which was not

before in matter, besides its modifications, could

possibly be produced out of it, because nothing

can come out of nothing, and consequently, that

in all natural generations and corruptions, there

is no real entity made or destroyed; endeavoured,

without denying the words of that proposition,

to evade after this manner; 3rd rooro o're ylveoffat

ouëv olovrat, oùre diróAAvoffat, oc tnc rotatºrmc quotoc del

owāouévnc., dotep & rov >wkpárnv, &c. That there is

indeed nothing generated or corrupted (in some

sense), forasmuch as the same substance of mat

ter always remains, it being never made or de

stroyed. For, as men do not say, that Socrates

is made, when he is made musical or handsome;

nor destroyed, when he loseth these dispositions,

because the subject Socrates was before, and still

remaineth ; so neither is any substantial thing,

or real entity in the world, made or destroyed in

this sense; because matter, which is the substance

of all, perpetually remains;–and all other things

whatsoever are but Tă0m kai Écic kal Stafféogic, pas

sions and affections, and dispositions thereof—as

musicalness and unmusicalness, in respect of So

crates. Which is all one, as if they should say,
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that all things whatsoever, besides matter, being

but accidents thereof, are generated out of it,

and corruptible into it, without the production of

any real entity out of nothing, or the deduction

of any into nothing, so long as the substance of

matter, which is the only real entity, remains al

ways the same. Wherefore, though life, sense,

and understanding, all souls and minds, be ge

nerated out of matter; yet does it not follow

from thence, that therefore there is any real entity

made or produced, because these are nothing but

accidents, and modifications of matter. This was

the subterfuge of the old hylopathian Atheists."

Now it is true indeed, that whatsoever is in

athe universe, is either substance, or accidents;

and that the accidents of any substance may be

generated and corrupted, without the producing

of any real entity out of nothing, and reducing

of any into nothing; forasmuch as the substance

still remains entirely the same. But the Atheists

taking it for granted, that there is mo other sub

stance besides body or matter, do therefore falsely

suppose that, which is really incorporeal sub

stance, or else the attributes, properties, and

modes thereof, to be the mere accidents of mat

ter, and consequently conclude these to be ge

nerable out of it, without the production of any

real entity out of nothing. We say, therefore,

that it does not at all follow, because the same

numerical matter (as for example a piece of wax)

may be successively made spherical, cubical, cy

lindrical, pyramidal, or of any other figure; and

the same man may successively stand, sit, kneel,

and walk; both without the production of any thing

* Wide Aristot. Metaphys, lib, i. cap. iii. p. 264. tom. iv, oper.
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out of nothing; or because a heap of stones, bricks,

mortar, and timber lying all together disorderly

and confusedly, may be made into a stately palace,

and that without the miraculous creation of any

real entity out of nothing; that therefore the same

may be affirmed likewiseof everything else, besides

the bare substance of matter, as namely, life and

understanding, soul and mind, that though there

be no such thing in matter itself, yet the produc

tion of them out of matter would be no produc

tion of something out of nothing. One ground

of which mistake hath been from men's not right

ly considering what the accidents of a substance

are, and that they are indeed nothing but the

modes thereof. Now, a mode is such a thing as

cannot possibly be conceived, without that where

of it is a mode ; as standing, sitting, kneeling, and

walking, cannot be conceived, without a body or

ganized, and therefore are but modes thereof; but

life and cogitation may be clearly apprehended

without body, or any thing of extension; nor in

deed can a thought be conceived to be of such a

length, breadth, and thickness, or to be hewed

and sliced out into many pieces, all which laid to

gether, as so many small chips thereof, would

make up again the entireness of that whole

thought. From whence it ought to be concluded,

that cogitation is no accident, or mode of matter,

or bulky extension, but a mode or attribute of

another substance, really distinct from matter, or

incorporeal. There is indeed nothing else clearly

conceivable by us in body or bulky extension,

but only more or less magnitude of parts, figures,

site, motion, or rest; and all the different bodies

that are in the whole world, are but several com
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binations or syllables, made up out of these few

letters : but no magnitudes, figures, sites, and

motions, can possibly spell or compound life and

sense, cogitation and understanding, as the sylla

bles thereof; and therefore to suppose these to

be generated out of matter, is plainly to suppose

some real entity to be brought out of nothing, or

something to be made without a cause; which is

impossible.

But that which hath principally confirmed men

in this error, is the business of sensible qualities

and forms, as they are vulgarly conceived to be

distinct entities, from those forementioned modi

fications of matter, in respect of magnitude of

parts, figure, site, motion, or rest. For since these

qualities and forms are unquestionably generated

and corrupted, there seems to be no reason, why

the same might not be as well acknowledged of

life, sense, cogitation, and understanding, that

these are but qualities or accidents of matter also

(though of another kind), and consequently may

be generated out of it, without the making of any

real thing out of nothing. But the Democritic

and Epicurean Atheists themselves have, from the

principles of the atomic philosophy, sufficiently

confuted and rectified this mistake concerning

sensible qualities; they exploding and banishing

them all, as conceived to be entities really distinct

from the forementioned modifications of matter,

and that for this very reason, because the genera

tion of them would, upon this supposition, be the

production of something out of nothing, or with

out a cause; and concluding them therefore to be

really nothing else but mechanism, or different

modifications of matter, in respect of the magni
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tude of parts, figure, site, and motion, or rest;

they only causing different fancies and apparitions

in us. And, in very truth, this vulgar opinion of

real qualities of bodies seems to have no other

original at all, than men's mistaking their own fan

cies, passions, and affections, for things really ex

isting in the objects without them. For as sensible

qualities are conceived to be things distinct from

the forementioned modifications of matter, so are

they really nothing but our own fancies, passions,

and affections; and consequently no accidents or

modifications of matter, but accidents and modifi

cations of our own souls, which are substances

incorporeal. Now if these Democritic and Epi

curean Atheists themselves concluded, that real

Qualities, considered as distinct from the modifi

cations of matter, could not possibly be gene

rated out of it, because this would be the produc

tion of something out of nothing ; they ought

certainly much more to have acknowledged the

same, concerning life and cogitation, sense and un

derstanding, that the generation of these out of

senseless matter would be an impossible produc

tion of something out of nothing ; and consequent

ly, that these are therefore no corporeal things,

but the attributes, properties, or modes of sub

stance incorporeal ; since they can no way be re

solved into mechanism and fancy, or the modifi

cations of matter, as the vulgar sensible qualities

may, and ought to be. For though the Democri

tics and Epicureans did indeed suppose all human

cogitations to be caused or produced by the in

cursion of corporeal atoms upon the thinker; yet

did never any of them arrive to such a degree, ei

ther of sottishness or impudence, as a modern
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writer" hath done, to maintain, that cogitation, in

tellection, and volition, are themselves really no

thing else but local motion or mechanism, in the

inward parts of the brain and heart; or that “mens

nihil aliud praeterguam motus in partibus quibus

dam corporis organici,” that mind itself is nothing

but motion in some parts of the organized body;

who therefore, as if Cartesius had not been suffi

ciently paradoxical, in making brute animals

(though supposed by him to be devoid of all co

gitation) nothing but mere machines, and not con

tented herewith, hath advanced much further, in

making this prodigious conclusion, that all cogi

tative beings, and men themselves, are really no

thing else but machines and automata; whereas

he might as well have affirmed heaven to be earth,

colour to be sound, number to be figure, or any

thing else in the world to be any thing, as cogita

tion and local motion to be the very self-same

thing. Nevertheless, so strong was the atheistic

intoxication in those old Democritic and Epicu

reans, that though denying real qualities of bo

dies, for this very reason, because “Nothing could

be produced out of nothing,” they notwithstand

ing contradicting themselves, would make sense,

life, and understanding, to be qualities of matter,

and therefore generable out of it; and so unques

tionably produced real entities out of nothing, or

without a cause.

Moreover, it is observable, that Epicurus hav

ing a mind to assert contingent liberty in men, in

way of opposition to that necessity of all human

• Hobbes, vide Physic, cap. xxv. et Leviathan, part i. cap. i.

et i.
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actions, which had been before maintained by

Democritus and his followers, plainly acknow

ledges, that he could not possibly do this, ac

cording to the grounds of his own philosophy,

without supposing something of contingency in

the first principles, thatis, in the motion of those

atoms, out which men and other animals are

made:

Si semper motus connectitur omnis, L. ii. p. 134.

Et vetere exoritur semper novus ordine certo, E; [ver.

Joli.

Nec declinando faciunt primordia motus

Principium quoddam, quod fati foedera rumpat,

Ex infinito ne causam causa sequatur;

Libera per terras unde hæc animantibus extat,

Unde est hæc, inquam, fatis avolsa voluntas?

The reason for which is afterwards thus express

ed by him, quoniam de nihilo nil fit, because

nothing cam be made out of nothing.—Upon which

account he therefore ridiculously feigned, besides

his two other motioms of atoms from pondus and

plagae, weight and strokes,—a third motion of

them which he calls clinamen principiorum, a con

tingent and uncertain declination,—every way

from the perpendicular ; out of design to solve this

phenomenon of free-will in men, without bring

ing something out of nothing, according as he

thus subjoineth,

Quare in seminibus quoque idem fateare necesse est,

Esse aliam præter plagas et pondera causam -

Motibus, unde hæc est nobis innata potestas;

De NiHiLo quoniam FiERi Nil posse videmus.

Pondus enim prohibet, ne plagis omnia fiant

Externa quasi vi. Sed ne mens ipsa necessum

Intestinum habeat cunctis in rebus agendis,

Et devicta quasi cogatur ferre patique,

Id faeit exiguum CLINAMEN PRINCIPIORUM,

Nec ratione loci certa, nec tempore certo.

Lucret. lib. ii. ver. 283.

VOL. III. 2 H
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Now if Epicurus himself conceived, that liberty

of will could not possibly be generated in men

out of matter or atoms, they having no such

thing at all in them (that is, no contingent un

certainty in their motion), without bringing of

something out of nothing; which was contrary

to the fundamental principles of the atomic phi

losophy), though this were intolerably absurd in

him, thus to suppose contingency, and a kind of

free-will in the motions of senseless atoms, so

that indeed he brought his liberty of will out of

nothing); certainly sense and understanding, soul

and mind, in animals and men, could not possibly

be generated out of atoms or matter, devoid of

all sense and understanding; for the very same

reason, quoniam de nihilo nil fit, because no

thing can be made out of nothing. For unques

tionably, were all life and understanding, all souls

and minds, generated out of dead and senseless

matter ; and were there no substantial or essen

tial life and understanding in the whole universe;

then must it of necessity be all made out of no

thing, or without a cause, and consequently real

entities and substantial things be made out of no

thing, which is absolutely impossible. For though

we do not say, that life and cogitation, sense and

understanding, abstractly considered, are sub

stances; yet do we affirm them to be entities

really distinct from matter, and no modifications

or accidents thereof, but either accidents and mo

difications, or rather essential attributes, of sub

stance incorporeal, as also that souls and minds,

which are the subjects of them, are indeed sub

stantial things. Wherefore, we cannot but here

again condemn the darkness of that philosophy,
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which educes not only species visible and audi

ble (entities perfectly unintelligible), and real

qualities, distinct from all the modes of body,

and even substantial forms too (as they call them),

but also sensitive souls themselves, both in men

and brutes, ea, potentia materiae, out of the

power of the matter;–that is, indeed, out of no

thing. Forasmuch as this prepares a direct

way to Atheism ; because, if life and sense, cogi

tation and consciousness, may be generated out

of dead and senseless matter, then might this

well be supposed the first original of all things;

nor could there reasonably be any stop made at

rational souls, especially by these men, who also

conclude them to be rasae tabulae, mere white

sheets of paper, that have nothing at all in them,

but what is scribbled upon them by corporeal ob

jects from without; there being nothing in the un

derstanding or mind of man, which was not be

fore in sense: so that sense is the first original

knowledge, and understanding but a secondary

and derivative thing from it, more umbratile and

evanid.

Hitherto have we demonstrated, that all things

whatsoever could not possibly be made out of

matter, and particularly that life and sense, mind

and understanding, being no accidents or modes

of matter, could not by motion be generated out

of it, without the production of real entities out

of nothing. But because some may possibly ima

gine, that matter might otherwise than thus by

motion, by a miraculous efficiency, produce souls

and minds, we shall add in the last place, that

nothing can efficiently produce any real entity or

substantial thing that was not before, unless it

2 H 2
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have at least equal perfection to it, and a substati

tially emanative or creative power. But scarcely

any man can be so sottish, as to imagine that

every atom of dust hath equal perfection in it to

that of the rational soul in man, or to attribute

a creative power to all matter (which is but a

passive thing), whilst this is in the meantime de

nied by him to a perfect being ; both these asser

tions also, in like manner as the former, pro

ducing real entities out of nothing causally. And

thus have we demonstrated the impossibility and

nonsense of all Atheism, from this very principle,

by which the Atheists would assault Theism in

the true sense thereof, that Nothing can be made

without a cause, or that Nothing cannot be the

cause of any thing.

Now, if there be no middle betwixt Atheism and

Theism, and all things must of necessity either

spring from senseless matter, or else from a per

fect understanding being; then is this demonstra

tion of the impossibility of Atheism a sufficient

establishment of the truth of Theism; it being

such a demonstration of a God, as the geometri

cians call a deduction ad impossibile, which they

allow of for good, and frequently make use of.

Thus, either there is a God; or else matter must

needs be acknowledged to be the only self-exist

ent thing, and all things else whatsoever to be

made out of it; but it is impossible, that all things

should be made out of senseless matter: therefore

is there a God. Nevertheless, we shall here, for

further satisfaction, shew how the existence of a

God may be directly demonstrated also from this

very principle, which the Atheists endeavour to

take sanctuary in, and from thence to impugn
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Theism, De nihilo nihil, that Nothing can be made

out of nothing causally, or that Nothing cannot

be the cause of any thing.

In the first place, therefore, we shall fetch our

beginning from what hath been already often de

clared, that it is mathematically certain, that

Something or other did exist of itself from all

eternity, or without beginning, and unmade by any

thing else. The certainty of which proposition

dependeth upon this very principle, as its founda

tion, that Nothing can come from nothing, or be

made out of nothing, or that Nothing, which once

was not, can of itself come into being without a

cause; it following unavoidably from thence, that

if there had been once nothing, there could never

have been any thing. And having thus laid the

foundation, we shall in the next place make this

further superstructure, that because something did

certainly exist of itself from eternity unmade,

therefore is there also actually a necessarily-exist

ent being. For to suppose, that any thing did

exist of itself from eternity, by its own free-will

and choice, and therefore not necessarily, but con

tingently, since it might have willed otherwise;

this is to suppose it to have existed before it was,

and so positively to have been the cause of itself;

which is impossible, as hath been already de

clared. When a thing therefore is said to be of

itself, or the cause of itself, this is to be under

stood no otherwise, than either in a negative sense,

as having nothing else for its cause ; or because

its necessary eternal existence is essential to the

perfection of its own nature. That therefore,

which existed of itself from eternity, independ

ently upon anything else, did not so exist contin
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gently, but necessarily; so that there is undoubt

edly something actually in being, whose existence

is and always was necessary. In the next place,

it is certain also, that nothing could exist necessa

rily of itself, but what included necessity of ex

istence in its own nature. For to suppose any

thing to exist of itself necessarily, which hath

no necessity of existence in its own nature, is

plainly to suppose that necessary existence of it

to come from nothing, since it could neither pro

ceed from that thing itself, nor yet from any thing

else. Lastly, there is nothing, which includes

necessity of existence in its very nature and es

sence, but only an absolute perfect being. The

result of all which is, that God, or a perfect

being, doth certainly exist; and that there is no

thing else, which existed of itself from eternity,

necessarily and independently ; but all other

things whatsoever derived their being from him,

or were caused by him, matter or body itself not

excepted.

That which hath staggered some Theists here,

and made them so inclinable and prone to be

lieve, that matter also existed from eternity un

made, is partly (as hath been already intimated)

an idiotical conceit, that because nothing can

be artificially made by men, otherwise than out

of pre-existing matter, as houses and garments,

puddings and pies; therefore there could be no

other making of any thing, by any power what

soever: though even men themselves can produce

something out of no pre-existent matter, as cogi

tations and local motion. And the same partly

proceedeth also from certain false opinions en

tertained concerning matter. For some Theists
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have supposed WAmy dadºuarov, an incorporeal first

matter;-out of which incorporeal matter, toge

ther with an incorporeal form joined to it, they

conceived the essence of body to have been com

pounded, and made. And no wonder, if these

same fanciful philosophers have further added

also hereunto, that from this incorporeal matter,

by an incorporeal form, were begotten likewise

incorporeal qualities of body. Now it is not con

ceivable, what else should be meant by this incor

poreal hyle, or matter, but only a metaphysical

notion of the potentiality, or possibility of things,

respectively to the Deity; which, because it is in

deed eternal, and as much unmade as God himself

is, it being nothing but the Divine power consider

ed passively or the reverse of it; therefore, in all

probability, were these philosophers so prone to

think the physical matter of this corporeal uni

verse to have been eternal and unmade. Neither

was this incorporeal hyle, or matter, a novel opi

nion, entertained only by some junior Platonists,

but older than Aristotle himself, as appeareth

plainly from these following words of his
e e s: ~~ - O ...) v ºf L. i. c. vi.[p.

in his Metaphysics: Oi uèv yap ºc (Amy ...'...'.
w » w & > * c * 3 P y p Older.

rºw aox” Aéyovow, 80.1978 owpta, tavrº agogarov †kº.

riff.jaw. Some speak of the principle as Tā, ºrá
18ta xarx rooc

matter; whether they suppose this mat- ...º.

ter to be body, or to be incorporeal. —. .
- e. - • Materia, Pro

But this incorporeal matter in physio- !.”v.
Cundurn ete

logy can be accounted no better than a res, he sum;
• e - d sit In

kind of metaphysical nonsense. Again, ‘.... .

others seem to have been the more prone ".
- ad Intelligibi

to think matter or body to have been liaº
UlS. Q. XXI. p.

self-existent and unmade, because they gººd.ca.
• e ab.

both conceived it to be really the same ""
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thing with space, and also took it for granted,

that space was infinite and eternal, and conse

quently necessarily existent. In answer where

unto, we reply, first, that though space and dis

tance should be granted to be positively infi

nite, or to have no bounds nor limits at all, as also

to have been eternal; yet according to the opi

nion of some, would it not follow from thence,

that matter was infinite, eternal, and necessarily

existent; not as if space or distance could exist

alone by itself, an accident without a substance,

it being plainly impossible, that nothing should

have any accidents, modifications, and attributes,

or be mensurable by yards and poles; but be

cause this space is by them supposed, not to be

the extension of body, but the infinite and un

bounded extension of the Deity. But, in the

next place, if space be concluded to be certainly

nothing else but the extension and distance of

body, or matter, considered in general (without

respect to this or that particular body), and ab

stractly in order to the conception of motion, and

the mensuration of things (for space thus consi

dered, is necessarily immoveable, as to the parts

thereof respectively; as the two extremes of a

yard distance can never possibly come nearer to

one another); then do we say, that there appeareth

no sufficient ground for this positive infinity of

space, we being certain of no more than this, that

be the world, or any figurative body, never so

great, it is not impossible, but that it might be

still greater and greater, without end. Which

indefinite increasableness of body and space

seems to be mistaken for a positive infinity there

of. Whereas for this very reason, because it can
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never be so great, but that more magnitude may

still be added to it, therefore can it never be

positively infinite. Nor is there perhaps so great

an absurdity in this, that another world could not

possibly be made a mile distant from this, foras

much as there being nothing between them, they

must needs touch ; or that this finite world could

have no mountains and valleys in the exterior

surface of it, since it might be either spherical,

cubical, or cylindrical, or of any other regular fi

gure, whatsoever the maker pleased to form it in.

To conclude therefore, by space without the fi

nite world, is to be understood nothing but the

possibility of body, further and further, without

end, yet so as never to reach to infinity; and such

a space as this was there also, before this world

was created, a possibility of so much body to be

produced. But space and actual distance, as

really mensurable by yards and poles, though it

may be greater and greater without end, yet can

it not be positively infinite, so as that there could

be no more added to it; and therefore there can

be no argument from hence, to prove the neces

sary existence of matter.

Moreover, the existence of a Deity might be

further demonstrated from this common notion,

That nothing can come from nothing causally;

because, if there were no God, as we could not

have had any idea of him, or a perfect being,

since it must have come from nothing, and have

been the idea or conception of nothing; so nei

ther could there have been indeed any knowledge

or understanding at all. For singular bodies ex

isting without us cannot enter into us, and put

understanding in us; nor is there any thing but
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local motions propagated from them to our organs

of sense. The mind must have its immediate

intelligibles within itself, for otherwise it could

not possibly understand any thing; which intel

ligences and their relations to one another, or

verities, are (as was said before) eternal. More

over, the mind can frame ideas or conceptions,

not only of things actually existing, but also of

all possibilities; which plainly implies and sup

poses the actual existence of a being infinitely

powerful, that could produce them. So that the

proper object of mind and understanding is a

perfect being, and all the extent of its power;

which perfect being, comprehending itself and

the extent of its own power; or the possibilities of

all things, is the first original mind, of which all

other minds partake. Wherefore, were there no

perfect omnipotent being, comprehending itself,

and its own power, or all the possibilities of things;

the intelligible objects of the mind and ideas must

have come from nothing.

However, it hath been already proved from this

principle, Nothing from nothing, that the powers

of sense and understanding, or the entities of soul

and mind, could never have resulted from any

modifications of senseless matter whatsoever.

Wherefore, since it is mathematically certain, that

our human souls and persons could not possibly

have been generated out of matter, one of these

two things will undeniably follow; that either they

must all have existed of themselves, from eternity

unmade; or else have been created #3 ovk &vrov,

out of an antecedent nonexistence,—by a perfect

understanding being unmade, or at least have de

rived their whole substance from it. So that it
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is altogether as certain, that there is a God, as

that our human souls and persons did not all exist

from eternity of themselves. And that there must

be some eternal unmade mind, hath been already

demonstrated also from the same principle, No

thing out of nothing. Thus, have we abundantly

confuted the second atheistic argumentation, that

there can be no omnipotence, nor Divine creation,

because nothing can be made out of nothing; we

have plainly shewed, that this very principle, in

the true sense thereof, affordeth a demonstration

for the contrary.

THE six following atheistic argumentations, driv

ing at these two things, first, the disproving of an

incorporeal and then of a corporeal Deity (from

both which, the Atheists conceive, it must follow

of necessity, that there can be none at all); we

shall take them all together, and, in order to the

confutation of them, perform these three things.

First, we shall answer the atheistic argumentations

against an incorporeal Deity (contained in the

third and fourth heads). Secondly, we shall shew

that from the very principles of the atheistic cor

porealism (as represented in the fifth and sixth

heads), incorporeal substance is demonstrable.

And, lastly, that there being undeniably incorpo

real substance, the two following atheistic argu

mentations also, against a corporeal Deity (in the

seventh and eighth sections), prove altogether in

significant.

We begin with the first of these; to shew the in

validity of the atheistic argumentations against an
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incorporeal Deity. It hath been already observed,

that though all Corporealists be not therefore of

necessity Atheists, yet Atheists universally have

been Corporealists; this being always their first

and grand postulatum, That there is no other sub

stance besides body. Thus Plato long ago de

clared concerning them: Aioxupſ.ovratrov
Soph. p. 172. ºf p ev A s * > p

Fic. [p. 160.] to Euvav plovou o Tapexel trooaſboxin, Kolt straºru

Tuva, ravrov goua kai ovatav opičuevor tov 8.

ăA\ov stric $noi nii atona #xov tival, karaºpovouvrac toTrot

pdraw, kai ouév táAovrec àA\o drowav. They contend

strongly, that that only really is, which is tangible,

or can resist their touch ; concluding body and

substance to be one and the self-same thing: and

if any one should affirm, that there is any thing in

corporeal, they will presently cry him down, and

not hear a word more from him.—For there can

be no doubt, but that the persons here intended

by Plato were those very Atheists which himself

spake of afterward in the same dialogue: Möv rô

röv troX\ov 86 yuart kai piuart x96 uévot phoonev, riv quoty

aúrd trávra ºyevvav diró Tuwog airiac airouarne, Kal ãveu

8tavotae $voúanc; i, uerd A6)ou Kai triariume 0<lac, diró

0.05 yºyvouévnc. Whether shall we assent to that

opinion now-a-days entertained by so many,

that nature generateth all things from a certain

fortuitous cause, without the direction of any

mind or understanding' or rather, that it pro

duceth them, according to reason and knowledge,

proceeding from God?—Indeed the philosopher

there tells us, that some of these atheistic persons

began then to be somewhat ashamed of making

prudence, and justice, and other moral virtues,

corporeal things, or bodies: 'Atrokpivovra riv utv

a P. 168.
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ilvyºv avriv Soksiv opioi aguá ri kekrnoflat, $póvnaiv & kai

rtov d\\ov kaorov ºv ipºrnkac, aloxºvovrat ro to\uāv, *

unèv røv ëvrov avrd duoxoyev, i) trávr' stval oùuara 8t

taxºpičeoffat. Though they affirm concerning the

soul itself, that this seems to them to be corporeal;

yet, concerning prudence, and those other virtues

mentioned, some have now scarcely the confidence

to maintain these to be either bodies or nothing.—

But this (saith he) was indeed no less than the

quite giving up of the cause of Atheism; tı yáp ri

Kai autºpov tºova röv Švrov avyxoptiv dotºuarov, *čap

kei because, if it be but once granted, that there is

never so little incorporeal, this will be sufficient

to overthrow the atheistic foundation.—Wherefore

he concludes, that such as these were but mon

grel and imperfect Atheists; trºl tourov out àv ºv

#Taloxuv0éiev, of ye aurov otraprol kai auróx0ovec, dAAd

ëtarëvolvr' &v, trav 6 an 8vvarot raic x:poi avutričav, oc

tipa rooro ovºv rotapátav tart for they, who are

thorough-paced and genuine Atheists indeed, will

boggle at neither of those forementioned things,

but contend, that whatsoever they cannot grasp

with their hands, is altogether nothing.—That is,

that there is no other substance nor entity in the

world, but only body, that which is tangible, or

resists the touch. Aristotle also representeth the

atheistic hypothesis after the same manner: Touro

kai roadſrnv paciv siva riv aragav ovoiav, rd & d\\a

Trávra trá0m roºrov. They affirm, that matter, or body,

is all the substance that is; and that all other

things are but the passions and affections thereof.

—And again, in his Metaphysics: "Ev'rd M.I.,
trav, Kai pitav sival riva ºùow, oc WAmy rifléaat, Koll [p. 274. tom.

raúrny owuartkºv kai Méyé00c #xovoav. These "" oper.]

men maintain all to be one, and that there is but
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one only nature, as the matter of all things, and

this corporeal, or endued with magnitude.—And

now we see plainly, that the ancient Atheists were

of the very same mind with these in our days, that

body, or that which is tangible and divisible, is

the only substantial thing ; from whence it follows

that an incorporeal substance would be the same

with an incorporeal body, i. e. an impossibility,

and that there can be no incorporeal Deity.

But in the management of this cause, there hath

been some disagreement amongst the Atheists

themselves. For, first, the Democritics and Epi

cureans, though consenting with all the other

Atheists, in this, that whatsoever was unextend

ed, and devoid of magnitude, was therefore no

thing (so that there could neither be any sub

stance, nor accident, or mode of any substance,

unextended); did notwithstanding distinguish

concerning a double nature. First, that which is

so extended, as to be impenetrable, and tangible,

or resist the touch, which is body. And, secondly,

that which is extended also, but penetrably and

intangibly ; which is space or vacuum: a nature,

according to them, really distinct from body, and

the only incorporeal thing that is. Now since

this space, which is the only incorporeal, can nei

ther do nor suffer any thing, but only give place

or room to bodies to subsist in, or pass through;

therefore can there not be any active, understand

ing, incorporeal Deity. This is the argumentation

of the Democritic Atheists.
-

To which we reply, that if space be indeed a

nature distinct from body, and a thing really in

corporeal, as they pretend, then will it undeniably

follow from this very principle of theirs, that there
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must be an incorporeal substance; and (this space

being supposed by them also to be infinite) an in

finite incorporeal Deity. Because, if space be not

the extension of body, nor an affection thereof,

then must it of necessity be, either an accident ex

isting alone by itself, without a substance, which

is impossible; or else the extension, or affection,

of some other incorporeal substance that is infi

nite. But here will Gassendus step in, to help out

his good friends the Democritics and Epicureans

at a dead lift; and undertake to maintain, that

though space be indeed an incorporeal thing, yet

it would neither follow of necessity from thence,

that it is an incorporeal substance or affection

thereof; nor yet that it is an accident existing

alone by itself, without a substance; because this

space is really neither accident nor substance, but

a certain middle nature or essence betwixt both.

To which subterfuge of his, that we may not quar

rel about words, we shall make this reply; that

unquestionably, whatsoever is, or hath any kind

of entity, doth either subsist by itself, or else is an

attribute, affection, or mode of something, that

doth subsist by itself. For it is certain, that there

can be no mode, accident, or affection of nothing;

and consequently, that nothing cannot be extend

ed, nor mensurable. But if space be neither the

extension of body, nor yet of substance incorpo

real, then must it of necessity be the extension of

nothing, and the affection of nothing; and nothing

must be mensurable by yards and poles. We con

clude therefore, that from this very hypothesis of

the Democriticand Epicurean Atheists, that space

is a nature distinct from body, and positively in

finite, it follows undeniably, that there must be
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some incorporeal substance, whose affection its

extension is; and because there can be nothing

infinite, but only the Deity, that it is the infinite

extension of an incorporeal Deity; just as some

learned Theists and Incorporealists have asserted.

And thus is the argument of these TXemocritic and

Epicurean Atheists, against an incorporeal Deity,

abundantly confuted; we having made it manifest,

that from that very principle of their own, by

which they would disprove the same, it is against

themselves demonstrable.

To which it might be here further added, that

Epicurus, who professedly opposed Plato's incor

poreal God, as an impossibility, did notwithstand

ing manifestly contradict himself, when he asserted

such a democracy of monogrammous gods, as

were not compounded of atoms and vacuum

(though, according to him, the only principles of

body), that so they might be incorruptible ; nor

yet could touch or be touched, but were pene

trable, as is declared in those verses of Lucretius,"

Tenuis enim natura deum, longeque remota

Sensibus a nostris, animi vix mente videtur.

Quae quoniam manuum tactum suffugit et ictum,

Tactile nil nobis quod sit, contingere debet.

Tangere enim non quit, quod tangi non licet ipsum.

(though tangibility and impenetrability were else

where made by him the very essence of body);

and, lastly, such as had not corpus, but quasi cor

pus, and therefore must needs be really incorporeal.

Though there is no doubt to be made, but that

Epicurus colluded in all this; himself not believ

ing a jot of it, nor any such gods at all.

But other Atheists there were, who concluding

* Lib. v. Ver. 149.
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likewise, that whatsoever was unextended was

nothing, were sensible of the inconvenience of mak

ing space thus to be a thing really distinct from

body (from whence it would follow unavoidably

that it was an affection of incorporeal substance);

and therefore acknowledged, not two natures of

extended things, but as we had it before in Aris

totle, pitav twd piſaw kai raúrny gouarukºv, one only na

ture, and that bodily;-space being therefore to

them, either a mere imaginary thing, that hath no

reality without our minds, but only a phantasm of

our own, and, in their modern language, a kind of

ghost, apparition, or spectre of a body; or else,

indeed, the very extension of body itself, consider

ed in general, and abstractly, from this or that

singular body, moveable. And these men there

fore framed their argumentation against an incor

poreal Deity after this manner: nothing truly is,

but what is extended, or hath a certain magnitude

(because that which is unextended, and hath no

magnitude, is no where, and consequently no

thing), But whatsoever is extended, and in a place,

is body. Therefore is there no other substance

besides body; and consequently there can be no

incorporeal Deity. Or else, to put the argument

into a more approveable syllogistic form; what

soever is extended, is body, or corporeal; but

whatsoever is, is extended. Therefore whatsoever

is, is body, or corporeal : and by consequence,

there can be no incorporeal Deity.

To which argumentation the assertors of incor

poreal substance have replied two manner of

ways. For, first, the generality of the ancient In

corporealists taking it for granted, that whatso

ever was extended in magnitude, and had parts

VOL. III. 2 I
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one without another, was divisible, as also pro

bably impenetrable by any thing else extended,

because there can be no penetration of dimen

sions; and therefore no one magnitude can be

imbibed or swallowed up into another, but must

of necessity stand without it, adding so much to

the quantity thereof: they readily gave their

assent to that proposition, That whatsoever is

extended into longitude, latitude and profundity,

is body. But being strongly persuaded of the

existence of some other substance besides body,

they denied that other proposition of theirs, That

whatsoever is, is extended ; or what is unex

tended, is nothing : maintaining, that besides

body, or extended substance, there was another

substance incorporeal, which therefore was dèlá

atarog, and dueyiſhc, and ătrogoc, and duºpic, and

dèaſperoc, unextended, and devoid of quantity and

magnitude, without parts, and indivisible.—That

Plato himself philosophized after this manner,

might be proved from sundry passages of his

writings; as that in his tenth De Legibus, where

he affirmeth, that the soul itself, and those

things which belong to it, as cogitative, are rpárºpa

uńkovc awudrov kai (3400vc kai TAárovc, in order of na

ture, before the longitude, and latitude, and pro

fundity of bodies.—Where, doubtless, his mean

ing was not, as if there were longitude, latitude,

and profundity in souls, but of a different kind

from that longitude, latitude, and profundity of

bodies, and before it; but that longitude, lati

tude, and profundity, being the essential proper

ties of body only, soul and cogitation, as devoid

of these, was in order of nature before them.

Again, from that in his Timaeus, where speaking
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of place, space, and matter, he condemneth this

for a vulgar error, That whatsoever is, must of

necessity be in some place or other, and what is

in no place, is nothing. Tpirov.8 at Yévoc to ric

\ ea

trooc oXºpac, £pav trapéxov 6aa £xa Yêveaw traow

§§ kai ovapotroXovuev {3\étrovrec, kai ‘papºv dvaykaiov tival

trov, to Öv àrav čv rive rótrº, kai Karéxov Xºpav rivá ro

3. mºre £v yā, uſiré trov kar' owpavov, ouèv sivat' The

third kind is that of space, which gives room to

all things that are generated. And when we look

upon this, we dreamingly affirm, that every

thing that is must of necessity be in some place,

and possess a certain room and space, and that

whatsoever is not somewhere, either in earth or

in heaven, is nothing. Which drowsy or dreaming

imagination (saith he), like a ghost, continually

haunteth and possesseth men, and that even then,

when they think of that true and awakened nature

of the Deity.—Whereas this philosopher himself,

discoursing elsewhere of God, under the title of

Toxº trèayoc row kakov, the vast sea of pulchritude,

—describeth him after this manner; ow8étrov čv, * v

'yń, iſ ºw oùpavºg, dAA’ avrò, usb aurou, uovosièc dei Öv, rd

& #AAa révra kaAd Kelvov usréxovra' as that which

is not any where, either in earth, or in heaven,

but itself alone by itself, and with itself, all other

beautiful things partaking of it.—And as for

Aristotle's sense in this particular; that he here

departed not, as he did in some other things, from

his master Plato, may appear from that whole

chapter, or section, at the end of his Physics,

spent upon this very subject, to prove &rt roor

duºpic dvaykalov siva, kai unºv #xtiv učystoc, that his

first Immoveable Mover (which is God Almighty)

must of necessity be devoid of parts, or indivi

2 I 2
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sible, and have no magnitude at all.—The con

clusion of which section, and his whole book of

Physics," is this: Awptopºvov & rodrov, pavepov ćrt

děčvarov rô Tpºrov Kivowv kai dkivmtov #xeiv T! Héyòoc'

st ydp uéyé0oc ixit, dváykm irot retrºpaguávov avrò fival, #

âtrepov’ âtre pov Hèv oùv 3rt ovk Evêéxera, Méyeſ}oc tival,

8èakrat Tpórepov £v roic ºvatkoic' &rt §§ ro tre+spaguávov

děčvarov #xeiv âtelpov 8wwauw, 88sucrat vuv' pavepov

rolvvv, ôrt dèlaiperóv tort, kai duepic, kai ověv £xov Mé

yeffoc' These things being thus determined, it is

manifestly impossible, that the first Mover should

have any magnitude. For if it hath magnitude,

that must of necessity be either finite or infinite.

But that there can be no infinite magnitude, was

before demonstrated in the Physics; and that

nothing, which hath a finite magnitude, can have

infinite power, hath been now proved. Where

fore it is plain, that the first Mover is indivisi

ble, and devoid of parts, and hath no magnitude

at all.—Which same doctrine is again taught and

asserted by Aristotle, in his Metaphysics: "Ort

P. 14. c. vii. uèv oùv čariv oſcia ric dièuoc kai drivnroc, kai

[p. 480, tom. keywptopičvn røv atoffmrov, ‘pavsgow £k rôv sign

iv. oper.] puévov. 8éðeukrat 8: Kai Ört Méyeffoc ověv £vèéxe

rat #xeiv raúrny riv ovalav, d\\d duepic kal detaipéréc

tort’ ow8èv ydp Éxit 8%wauw direpov retrºpaguávov, kaićAwc

ouk artv ovºv âtre pov From what hath been de

clared, it is manifest, that there is an eternal and

immoveable substance, separate from sensibles; as

also, that this substance cannot possibly have any

magnitude, but is devoid of parts, and indivisible.

Because no finite thing can have infinite power,

and there is no such thing possible as infinite

a P. 608, tom. i. oper.
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magnitude.—Neither doth Aristotle appropriate

this to the supreme Deity, “to be thus devoid of

magnitude and of parts, and consequently indi

visible;” he somewhere" attributing the same also

to all other immaterial or incorporeal things, and

particularly to the human mind, dētaiperov táv rô

fin iXmy #xov, &airsp o av0pºſtwoc vovc, every thing,

that is devoid of matter, is indivisible, as the hu

man mind.-And the like doth he assert, at once,

both concerning the mundane and the human

soul, that they are no magnitudes, though ridicu

lously (after his manner) imputing the contrary

opinion to Plato : Ou kaxoc rô Aéyetv riv De An. I. i c

ilvyiv uéyòoc tival. O & vouc etc kal ovvexlic, iii.ſº ſo.

dotrºp kai m vónaic' m & vónaic rd voñuara' taura tom. ii. oper.]

& rº £peśnc £v, oc o apifluoc, dXX' oux oc to néyé0oc'

ëlátrep ové vouc oiro ovvexic. dAA’ ºrot duepic, # oùx oc

to uéyé06c tº ovvexicº Tóc ydp & kai voſſael uéyéfloc ºv,

ôry oùv rov uopiov rów avrov ; uopiov & irot Kard

uéyé0oc, i kard oriyuív' si utv oiv kard ortyuny, aºra, 8

ăreſpot, 8nMov dic ow8érors 8téčelow si è kard uéyeffoc,

troAAákic direpákic voñost rô auré. "Ert & tróc voñael ro

duepic utotorº. It is not rightly affirmed either of

the mundane, or rational soul, that they are mag

nitudes. For the Intellect is one and continuous,

as Intellection is, which is the same with the In

telligibles. But these are one, not as magnitudes,

but as numbers. Wherefore the Intellect is not

so continuous, but either devoid of parts, or not

continuous as magnitude. For how, being magni

tude, could it understand with any of its parts,

whether conceived as points, or as lesser magni

tudes; since either way there would be an innu

* Metaphys. I. xiv. cap. ix. p. 484, tom. iv. oper. .
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merable company of intellections; moreover, how

can it conceive any thing that is indivisible by

what is divisible?—Furthermore, in this same

book De Anima," Aristotle stiffly denies souls

in general either to be in a place, or to be locally

moved, otherwise than by accident, as they are

said to be moved together with the motion of the

body. Thus Simplicius :b "Opa oc travraxov rac owua

rucăcăroasteral rmc ilvync kivſjøetc. See how Aristotle

doth every where remove, or exclude from the

soul, corporeal (or local) motions.—And again :

Fol. 6. 'Atrayopsia uñ kivetoffat rd daguara rºckwigeoc

- airla kāv trpora kāv Héda kāv taxara #, Aris

totle will by no means allow any incorporeal

things whatsoever, whether of the first, second,

or lowest rank (they being all the causes of mo

tion), themselves to be moved.—Philoponus" like

wise : "Optic oc T90c rac owuarikác kiviasic diroſłAérov,

oiroc avrºv dkivmrov tival pmot' trav 'ydp to £v róirp adjuá

torw. You see how Aristotle, respecting corpo

real motions, pronounces of the soul, that it is

immoveable. For whatsoever is in a place (and

moveable) is body.– Lastly, in that passage

before cited, Aristotle plainly makes the essence

of corporeal substance, as opposed to incorpo

real, to consist in magnitude.

Besides Plato and Aristotle, we might here in

stance in sundry other of the ancient Incorporeal

ists, who clearly maintained the same doctrine.

Philo doth not only assert in general a double es

* Lib. i. cap. iv. p. 12. tom. ii. oper.

* Comment. in Libros Aristot. de Anima, fol. 6. ed. Graec. Franc.

Asulani, Venet. 1527. fol.

• Comment. in Libros tres Aristot. de Anima, fol. 13. ed. Graec.

Venet, 1553, fol.
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sence or substance, dàidararov, and 8taornuaructiv, a

distant, and indistant one;—butsomewhere writeth

thus concerning the Deity: Ymd rou esov pe confus.

tre+\ipwrat rd trávra, treptéxovroc où trºplexo- Ling. p. 339.

Mévov, $ travrayou re kai ověauov ovuſ?é9mkev tival uévy'

ow8auov učv, 3rt kai Xºpav kai rātrov auróc roic aduage

ovyyeyévvnks' ro 8. tremoumkóc £v ovčevi rtov yeyovárov

0íuic titsiv. trºpiéxeoffat’ travraxov č, ćrt rāc 8vváusic au

row 8td ºync kai iſèaroc dépoc re kai oupavov reivac, &c.

All things are filled with God, as containing them,

but not as being contained by them, or in them :

to whom alone it belongeth to be both every

where, and no where. No where, because him

self created space and place, together with bo

dies, and it is not lawful to include the Creator

within any of his creatures. And every where,

because he extendeth his virtues and powers

throughout earth and water, air and heaven, and

leaveth no part of the world destitute thereof; but,

collecting all things together under himself, hath

bound them fast with invisible bonds.-But none

hath more industriously pursued this business

than Plotinus, who every where asserts body and

magnitude to be one and the same thing; and

that, besides this, there is another substance in

corporeal, which, consequently, is dirogoc, and

dueyiſhc, and duepic, devoid of quantity, and of

magnitude, and of parts, locally distant from one

another; 6 v rá aurou ougig rô roadw cival wrºpſ3:3nkev,

it having in its nature transcended the imperfec

tion of quantity.—And who hath also written two

whole books" upon this very subject, rd Šv u ka?

ravrov apiflug dua travraxov ćivat 6Aov; that one and

the self-same numerical thing may be all of it en

* Lib. iv. et v. Ennead. vi.
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tirely every where.—Wherein his principal design

was to prove, that the Deity is not part of it here,

and part of it there; and so much thereof in one

place, and so much in another (as if the very sub

stance of it were mensurable by yards and poles);

but the whole undivided Deity every where; IIgo

røv čv rátº dirávrov (saith he); “God is before all

p.gg, things, that are in a place.” And * (av

ſ:§ uáčew ou 3:1, et aird um ov čv róttp, travri rip ºv

róirº &vri, 6Awc trópsori, moi jäp o A6 yoc, ºc

dváykm aurº rôtov ovk tºmydri, tº träpeari, rodrº &Mov

traptival, it is not at all to be wondered at, that

God, being not in a place, should be present to

every thing, that is in a place, wholly and en

tirely ; reason pronouncing, that he, having no

place, must therefore of necessity be 6Awc, all of

him indivisibly present to whatsoever he is pre

sent.—Neither is this, saith he, a thing only de

duced by reason, but that, which is before reason,

suggested by the instincts of mankind ; ro v Kal

ravrov dpifluº, Tavraxov ăua 6\ov ćival, Koivil #vvotá ºpm

orum/ tival, &rav távric Kivownevot avropwoc Aéywot, rov čv

tkáorp nuſov esov, dic va kai rov auróv' that one and

the same numerical substance (to wit, of the Deity)

is at once entirely every where, is agreeable to the

common notions, as sentiments of mankind, when

we do so often by the instincts of nature speak of

that God, who is in every one of us, supposing him

to be one and the same in all.—Where the philo

sopher subjoins, Kai čari Tävrov (38.3atorárn dpxi, #v

dotrºp at luxal muſov ºfféyyovral, &c. And this is the

firmest of all principles, that, which our souls do,

as it were, naturally and of themselves speak;

and which is not collected by reason, but comes

* Lib. iv. Ennead. vi. cap. iii. p. 647.
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forth from them before ratiocination.—Moreover,

he often affirmeth of the human soul, or rather

takes it as a thing for granted, that this is the

whole or all of it, in every part of the body, that

is, undividedly : 'Em & ric luxic, to avrò

dipibuſ, ro £v rip toël, kai rº, Xelpi witápxet.

As for the human soul, it is one and the same

numerically in the hand, and in the foot.—And
- ºr p > w w \ w > \ w v > -

again : Eird Twc v troël Kal Xelpi rmv avrmv, rmv & ºv tºp

P. 644.

8è Hépet row Tavròc, ou riv aurºv riv čv rigès' Since we

commonly suppose our own soul to be the same,

both in our foot and in our hand, why should we

not, in like manner, acknowledge that of the mun

dane soul, or Deity, which is in one part of the

universe, to be the same with that in another ?

In like manner, Simplicius," proving that body is

not the first principle, because there must of ne

cessity be something self-moving, and what is so,

must needs beincorporeal, writeth thus: To & rol

ovrov auspic suffic dváykn tival kai dèláorarov, usptorov

'ydo kai 8tagrarów witápxov, ow ºvarat 6Aov 6A9 tavrò

§apuðrretv, dic ró ô\ov tival kivouv, kai ôAov ro auro

kivoúuevov. Because what is such, must of neces

sity be indivisible, and indistant; for were it divi

sible, and distant, it could not all of it be con

joined with its whole self; so that the whole

should both actively move, and be moved.—

Which same thing seems further evident in the

soul's being all conscious of itself, and reflexive of

its whole self; which could not be, were one part

of it distant from another. Again, the same phi

losopher expressly denieth the soul, though a self.

moving substance, to be at all locally moved,

otherwise than by accident, in respect of the

* Ubi supra, fol. 7,
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body, which is moved by it, où rac awuarikāc kivov

Levov kiwiasic (kard yap £kelvac axivnróv čari) d\\d rác

luxurdc, alcováuard tort akotriloffat, 3ov\sitoffat, 8tavotiv,

8ošáčeiv, kivet ra odºuara kard rac owuarucac Kwiatic' The

soul, being not moved by corporeal, or local mo

tions (for in respect of these it is immoveable), but

by cogitative ones only, (the names whereof are

Consultation and Deliberation, &c.) by these

moveth bodies locally.—And that this was really

Plato's meaning also, when he determined the

soul to be a self-moving substance, and the cause

of all bodily motion ; that moving itself in a way

of cogitation, it moved bodies locally (notwith

standing that Aristotle would not take notice of

it), sufficiently appears from his own words, and

is acknowledged by the Greek scholiasts them

selves upon Aristotle's De Anima. Thus again

Simplicius elsewhere: 'Ewel 8 oux év rátº lux), ow8

āv kvoiro, ràc röv kv ráriº &vrov kiviasic. Since the

soul is not in a place, it is not capable of any lo

cal motion.

We should omit the testimonies of any more

philosophers, were it not that we find Porphyrius

so full and express herein, who makes this the

very beginning of his dipopual ºrpoc rd vomrd, his ma

nuduction to intelligibles;–trav goua ºv róirp, ow

&v & rov kaff tavrò dowuárov v rátº, that though

every body be in a place, yet nothing, that is pro

perly incorporeal, is in a place:–and who after

r.asp. so wards further pursues it in this manner:

%. ed. Ovč rotructoc 8tépxeral rô daguarov, 3rov Bog

Xeral' §ykº ydp ovvvºpiararat róiroc' ró 3' ãoy

kov travréAöc kai duéyeffec, virò riov čv §ykø dkpármrov,

rotuknc re Kivägeoc ăuopov, Stafféast rolvvv Tota #xel supi

okeral, &rov Kai Bükara kai ix row pyov aurow paviga
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n trapovoia avrov yiveral' Neither does that, which is

incorporeal, move locally by will, place being re

lative only to magnitude and bulk. But that,

which is devoid of bulk and magnitude, is like

wise devoid of local motion. Wherefore, it is only

present by a certain disposition and inclination of

it to one thing more than another; nor is its pre

sence there discernible otherwise, than by its ope

rations and effects.-Again, concerning the three

Divine hypostases he writeth thus; 6

Geoc travraxov 3rt ovéauov, kai 6 vouc Tran)Tra

Xov &rt ovéauov, kai ilvyn travraxov &rt ouëanov, &c. The

supreme God is therefore every where, because

he is no where; and the same is true also of the

second and third Divine hypostases, Nous and

Psyche. The supreme God is every where and

no where, in respect of those things which are af

ter him, and only his own, and in himself. Nous,

or intellect, is in the supreme God, every where

and no where, as to those things that are after

him. Pysche, or the mundane soul, is both in

intellect and the supreme God, and every where

and no where, as to bodies. Lastly, body is both

in the soul of the world and in God.—Where he

denies God to be locally in the corporeal world,

and thinks it more proper to say, that the corpo

real world is in God, than God in it; because the

world is held and contained in the Divine power,

but the Deity is not in the locality of the world.

Moreover, he further declares his sense after this

manner:* Ow8 it kevöv oëvrt frivonósin daguarov, v

P. 231.

• . . * * º: N - p w w 8 v A »f w

Kevº owv re elvat Nouv, owparoc usv Yap &KTukov av Elm TO

p - v > y > * w p -

K81/01/. Now & evepyslav X99moat ap.mxavov, Kal TO7rony 8o0

* In Appendice sententiarum, sive graduum ad intelligibilia, § 45.

p. 278. ed. Cantab.
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vat vspysiq. Nor, if there were conceived to be

such an incorporeal space, or vacuum (as Demo

critus and Epicurus supposed), could Mind, or

God, possibly exist in this empty space (as coex

tended with the same), for this would be only re

ceptive of bodies, but it could not receive the

energy of mind or intellect, nor give any place or

room to that, that being no bulky thing.—And

again :* 'O uév kóguoc iv rø vº 8tagrarikóc trápeari, ro

& daguarov rø kóoup dueptoc kai delagrároc' to 88 duspic

#v 8tagrariº 6Aov yiveral kard trav uépoc, ravrov čv kai v

apifluº auró dutpøc trápeari kai dirAnóðvroc kai drótwc,

kard rºv aurov $vow, rø usptoriº, kai retanóvouévy, kai

ôvri św rôtrip. The corporeal world is distantly pre

sent to the intelligible (or the Deity); and that is

indivisibly and indistantly present with the world.

But when that, which is indistant and unextended,

is present with that which is distant and extend

ed; then is the whole of the former one and the

same numerically in every part of the latter. That

is, it is indivisibly and unmultipliedly, and illo

cally there (according to its own nature) present

with that, which is naturally divisible, and mul

tipliable, and in a place.—Lastly, he affirmeth the

same likewise of the human soul, that this is also

ovata dusy{0mc, a substance devoid of magnitude,

and which is not locally present to this or that

body, but by disposition and energy; and there

fore the whole of it in every part thereof undi

videdly." -

And as for the Christian writers, besides Ori

gen, who was so famous an assertor of incorpo

• Par. ii. Sententiarum ad intelligibilia docentium, S. 35. p.

241. - - - - - -

b Wide par. i. Sententiar. §. 18, p. 225.
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real substance, that (as Socrates, recordeth) the

Egyptian monks and Anthropomorphites threat

ened death to Theophilus the Alexandrian bishop,

unless he would at once execrate and renounce

the writings of Origen, and profess the belief of a

corporeal God of human form ; and who also

maintained incorporeal substance to be unex

tended, as might be proved from sundry passages,

both of his book against Celsus, and that Peri

Archon ; we say (besides Origen, and others of

the Greeks), St. Austin amongst the Latins clearly

asserted the same ; he maintaining in his book

De Quantitate Animae,” and elsewhere, concern

ing the human soul, that being incorporeal, it

hath no dimensions of length, breadth, and profun

dity, and is illocabilis, no where as in a place.

We shall conclude with the testimony of Boe

thius, who was both a philosopher and a Christ

ian : “Quaedam sunt (saith he) communes animi

conceptiones, per se notae, apud sapientes tan

tum ; ut incorporalia non esse in loco.” There are

certain common conceptions, or notions of the

mind, which are known by themselves amongst

wise men only ; as this, for example, that incor

poreals are in no place.—From whence it is ma

nifest, that the generality of reputed wise men

were not formerly of this opinion, “quod nusquam

est, nihil est,” that what is no where, or in no

certain place, is nothing ;-and that this was not

* Histor. Eccles. lib. vi. cap. vii. p. 310.

* It is published in the first volume of the Benedictine edition of

St. Augustine's works. -

* Dr. Cudworth seems to have quoted this passage from memory

out of Boethius's book, intitled, “Quomodo Substantiae in eo, quod

sint, bonae sint, cum non sint Substantialia bona,” p. 167,
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looked upon by them as a common notion, but

only as a vulgar error.

By this time we have made it unquestionably

evident, that this opinion of incorporeal substance

being unextended, indistant, and devoid of mag

nitude, is no novel or recent thing, nor first started

in the scholastic age; but that it was the general

persuasion of the most ancient and learned assert

ors of incorporeal substance, especially that the

Deity was not part of it here, and part of it there,

northe substance thereof mensurable by yardsand

poles, as if there were so much of it contained in

one room, and so much and no more in another,

according to their several dimensions; but that

the whole undivided Deity was at once in every

part of the world, and consequently no where lo

cally after the manner of bodies. But, because

this opinion seems so strange and paradoxical,

and lies under so great prejudices, we shall in the

next place shew, how these ancient Incorporeal

ists endeavoured to acquit themselves in repelling

the several efforts and plausibilities made against

it. The first whereof is this, that to suppose in

corporeal substances unextended and divisible is

to make them absolute parvitudes, and by means

of that, to render them all (even the Deity itself)

contemptible: since they must of necessity be

either physical minimums, that cannot actually

be divided further by reason of their littleness (if

there be any such thing), or else mere mathemati

cal points, which are not so much as mentally di

visible: so that thousands of these incorporeal

substances, or spirits, might dance together at

once upon a needle's point. To which it was long
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since thus replied by Plotinus: OUX oirs P. 656.
w p t w e/ w o * -

& ăuţi, (wg uspoº ore yºp ºw ºrrow sº º:

Heptorov £orat' kai ou travri auro £papudoet' ow8 xiii.)

àv avčouévy To avrò avvčarat āAA’ ow8 otroc ºc amusiov,

ow ydp £v onuslov 6 ūykoc, d'AA' âtreſpa £v aurº, ow8 ºc

tº appóast God, and all other incorporeal sub

stances, are not so indivisible, as if they were

parvitudes, or little things, as physical points; for

so would they still be mathematically divisible;

nor yet as if they were mathematical points nei

ther, which indeed are no bodies nor substances,

but only the termini of a line. And neither of

these ways could the Deity congruere with the

world; nor souls with their respective bodies, so as

to be all present with the whole of them.—Again,

he writeth particularly concerning the p. 764.

Deity thus: Oire oros ºpic, oc to opt-ſº WI.

Kpºrarov, tué yuorov yap dirávrov, ow Heyébel,

dAAd 8vváust'—Amrréov & kai ârapov avrov, ou rº

dèléirirº, # row Heyé0ovc, iſ roo dpifluov, dXXd rº dirept

Affirrº ric Suvâuewc. God is not so indivisible, as if

he were the smallest or least of things, for he is

the greatest of all, not in respect of magnitude,

but of power. Moreover, as he is indivisible, so

is he also to be acknowledged infinite; not as if

he were a magnitude, or a number, which could

never be passed through, but because his power

is incomprehensible.—Moreover, the same philo

sopher condemneth this for a vulgar error, pro

ceeding from sense and imagination, that what

soever is unextended, and indistant, must there

fore needs be little; he affirming, on the contrary,

the vulgar to be much mistaken, as to p. gas.

true greatness and littleness: Méya vouſ-ſººl."
V 2 w 2 * • 2 lib. iv, cap. ii.]

Covreć TO atoſhirov, atropovuev, Troc E1’ Meya ºp

ºr.

-
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Kai roaoûrp retum n bioic Exceiveral rô & tari rouro ro

Aeyóuevov Méya uukpóv' ô & vouſ.eral ulkpov tival Méya.

*Tel 6\ov tri Tav roſrow uépoc 40áve, uſiXXov & rowro

Tavrax60sv roic avrov Hépeauv fir' £kéivo tov suptake auro

Tavraxov trav kai usičov tavrov. We commonly, look

ing upon this sensible world as great, wonder how

that (indivisible and unextended) nature of the

Deity can every where comply, and be present

with it. Whereas that, which is vulgarly called

great, is indeed little; and that, which is thus ima

gined to be little, is indeed great. Forasmuch as

sent peas, the whole of this diffuseth itself through

[$.”] every part of the other; or rather, this

whole corporeal universe, in every one of its

parts, findeth that whole and entire, and there

fore greater than itself—To the same purpose

also Porphyrius: Tö ëvroc Öv oërs uéya, oùre ulkpóv

£ort' (ró ydf Héya kai utkpov kvptwc &ykov têta) ékºsſºmkóc

& ro Méya kai ukpóv' kai virip ro Méytarov kai Utrip ro

*Aáxtorov, ravrò kai ºv diplºug &v' fi kai euptakeral àua wiró

travroc Heytarov, kai Urd travróc &\axiarov suptakóuevov'

tire āpa oc Méyarov auro Utrovoſiasic et & uñ, dropſiaeic,

Tróc uéytarov čv roic Aaxiaroic bykolc trópeari, u, usioſºv,

# avoraXév uſire oc #AdXiarov, st & un, TáAw drophosic,

tróc {\ſixtorov čv roic utylaroic &ykolc irápsori, ui troAAa

TXaataaffèv, iſ avénêv. The Deity, which is the only

true being, is neither great nor little (forasmuch

as great and little properly belong to corporeal

bulk, or magnitude); but it exceedeth both the

greatness of every thing that is great, and the

littleness of whatsoever is little (it being more in

divisible, and more one with itself, than any thing

that is little, and more powerful than any thing

that is great); so that it is above both the greatest

and the least; it being found all one and the same

-
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by every greatest, and every smallest thing parti

cipating thereof. Wherefore you must neither look

upon God as the greatest thing (that is, in a way

of quantity), for then you may well doubt, how be

ing the greatest, he can be all of him present with

every least thing, neither diminished, nor contract

ed; nor yet must you look upon him as the least

thing neither: for if you do so, then will you be at

a loss again, how, being the least thing, he can be

present with all the greatest bulks; neither mul

tiplied, nor augmented.—In a word, the sum of

their answer amounts to this, that an incorporeal

unextended Deity, is neither a physical point, be

cause this hath distance in it, and is mentally di

visible; nor yet a mathematical one, because this,

though having neither magnitude nor substance in

it, hath, notwithstanding, site and position; a

point being, according to Aristotle," a monad hav

ing site and position. It is not to be conceived as

a parvitude, or very little thing, because then it

could not congruere with all the greatest things;

nor yet as a great thing, in a way of quantity and

extension ; because then it could not be all of it

present to every least thing. Nor does true great

ness consist in a way of bulk or magnitude, all

magnitude being but little; since there can be no

infinite magnitude, and no finite magnitude can

have infinite power, as Aristotle before urged.

And to conclude, though some, who are far from

Atheists, may make themselves merry with that

conceit of thousands of spirits dancing at once

upon a needle's point; and though the Atheists

may endeavour to rogue and ridicule all incorpo

* De Anima, lib, ii. cap. vi. p. 13, vide etiam Metaphys, lib. xiii. cap.

xii. p. 471. tom. iv. oper,

WGL. III. 2 K.
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real substance in that manner, yet does this run

upon a clear mistake of the hypothesis, and make

nothing at all against it; forasmuch as an unex

tended substance is neither any parvitude, as is

here supposed (because it hath no magnitude at

all), nor hath it any place, or site, or local motion,

properly belonging to it; and therefore can nei

ther dance upon a needle's point, nor any where

else.

But in the next place, it is further objected,

that what is neither great nor little, what possesses

no space, and hath no place nor site amongst

bodies, must therefore needs be an absolute non

entity, forasmuch as magnitude or extention is

the very essence of being or entity, as such ; so

that there can be neither substance nor accident

unextended. Now, since whatsoever is extended

is bodily, ºthere can therefore be no other sub

stance, besides body, nor any thing incorporeal,

otherwise than as that word may be taken for a

thin and subtile body; in which sense fire was,

by some in Aristotle," said to be uáAtara rov grot

Xetov dačuarov, and dowuardſ rarov, the most incorpo

real of all the elements;––and Aristotle” himself

useth the word in the same manner, when he

affirmeth, that all philosophers did define the

soul by three things, motion, sense, and incorpo

reity ; several of those there mentioned by him

understanding the soul to be no otherwise incor

poreal, than as adua Aerrouepic, a thin and subtile

body.—In answer to which objection, we may

remember, that Plato, in the passage before cited,

declareth this to be but a vulgar error, that what

* De Anima, lib. i. cap. ii. p. 6. tom. ii. oper. b Ibid.
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soever doth not take up space, and is in no place,

is nothing. He intimating the original hereof to

have sprung from men's adhering too much to

those lower faculties of sense and imagination,

which are able to conceive nothing but what is

corporeal. And accordingly Plotinus; H ...uèv aloffmaic, ń Toogéxovréc attarovuev roic Ae- • v-wv

youévoic, Aéyet ôrt 688 Kai 688° 0 & Aóyoc to 688 kai tº

$now, oux ékraſsioav Óðe kai 68: yeyovéval, dX\d to kra

0&v trav avrov uersixmpéval, ëvroc dèlagrárov avrov. Sense,

indeed, which we attending to, disbelieve these

things, tells us of here and there; but reason

dictates, that here and there is so to be under

stood of the Deity, not as if it were extendedly

here and there, but because every extended thing,

and the several parts of the world, partake every

where of that, being indistant and unextended.—

To the same purpose Porphyrius:Afro-. p. 242vvv čv raic okéléat Karakparouvrac tnc Exarépov + 1. --rw

têtórmroc ui étraX\árretv rác púasic’ pa)\ov & ré Tpog

évra roic gºuaou, iſ rotaura, un pavráčeoffat kal 803d&eiv

Tepi ró dodºuarov’ röv učv ydp couárov, {v avvmbeta trac'

#Ketvov & uóXic £v yväost yiveral. doptorſov trºpi aird, ºwc

àv Jiró pavrao lackparnrat We ought therefore, in our

disquisitions concerning corporeal and incor

poreal beings, to conserve the property of each,

and not to confound their natures; but especial

ly to take heed, that our fancy and imagination

do not so far impose upon our judgments, as to

make us attribute to incorporeals what properly

belongeth to bodies only. For we are all accus

tomed to bodies; but as for incorporeals, scarcely

any one reaches to the knowledge of them ;

men always fluctuating about them, and diffiding

them, so long as they are held under the power of

2 K 2
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their imagination.—Where afterwards he pro

poundeth a form for this, how we should think

of incorporeals, so as not to confound their na

tures with corporeals ; iv direpow utpºst row &iagra

rot Tapov &\ov ró dèláararov, oùre Heptaffèv trápsari, rø

uêpe 880y uépoc, oùre TA10uv0 v rá, TAñ0s, trapéxov tavro

troXXd TAmatagóēv' d'AA' 6\ov tragi re roic Hépeat row

dykoºſévov, vi retráorp row TAñ0ovc, dueptoc kai dirAm0üv

Tøg kai dic £v dpibuſ' To & uspicóc kai &ngmuivoc droXai

ev aurov. That the indistant and unextended Deity

is the whole of it present in infinite parts of the

distant world, neither divided, as applying part

to part; nor yet multiplied into many wholes,

according to the multiplicity of those things that

partake thereof. But the whole of it (one and the

same in number) is present to all the parts of the

bulky world, and to every one of those many

things in it, undividedly and unmultipliedly; that

in the mean time partaking thereof dividedly.---

It was granted therefore by these ancients, that

this unextended and indistant nature of incor

poreals is apávraorov, a thing altogether unima

ginable;—and this was concluded by them to be

the only reason, why so many have pronounced

it to be impossible, because they attended only

to sense and imagination, and made them the

only measure of things and truth; it having been

accordingly maintained by divers of them (as

Porphyrius tells us), that inragination and intel

lection are but two different names for one and

P. 224. 'A$. the same thing: 'Ovöuaroc 8tapopac trooars

0elong rº Tou wou Utográgst, kal tic ‘pavragiac,

n ydp &v Aoyukº &ów pavragia sèëokro auroic vómaic,

There is a difference of names only, and no more,

betwixt mind and fancy; fancy and imagination,
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in rational animals, seeming to be the same thing

with intellection.—But there are many things,

which no man can have any phantasm or ima

gination of, and yet are they, notwithstanding,

by all unquestionably acknowledged for entities,

or realities; from whence it is plain, that we must

have some other faculties in us, which extend

beyond fancy and imagination. Reason indeed

dictates, that whatsoever can either do or suffer

any thing, must therefore be undoubtedly some

thing; but that whatsoever is unextended, and

hath no distant parts one without another, must

therefore needs be nothing, is no common notion,

but the spurious suggestion of imagination only,

and a vulgar error. There need to be no fear at

all, lest a Being infinitely wise and powerful,

which acts upon the whole world, and all the

parts thereof, in framing and governing the same,

should prove a nonentity, merely for want of

bulk and extension; or, because it swells not out

into space and distance, as bodies do, therefore

vanish into nothing. Nor do active force and

power, as such, depend upon bulk and exten

sion ; because then whatsoever had the greater

bulk, would have the greater activity. There

are therefore two kinds of substances in the uni

verse; the first corporeal, which are nothing but

&ykol, bulks, or tumours, devoid of all self-active

power; the second incorporeal, which are àoyko,

8vváutic, substantial powers, vigours, and acti

vities;–which, though they act upon bulk and

extension, yet are themselves unbulky, and de

void of quantity and dimensions; however, they

have a certain (3400c in them in another sense, an

essential profundity, according to this of Simpli
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In. Ar. Phys. cius: Meptor, pºv dirAſocii awuaruki ovoia traga,

Ps 3. ãAAwv dAAaxov rov uspiov keptévov' duiptoroc

& tiXikputoc m votpd, troXJ & 3400c #xovoa. All corpo

real substance is simply divisible, some parts of

it being here, and some there; but intellectual

substance is indivisible, and without dimensions,

though it hath much of depth and profundity in it

in another sense.—But that there is something

apávraorov, unimaginable, even in body itself, is

evident, whether you will suppose it to be infi

nitely divisible, or not, as you must of necessity

suppose one or other of these. And that we

ought not always to pronounce of corporeal things

themselves according to imagination, is manifest

from hence; because, though astronomical rea

sons assure us, that the sun is really more than

a hundred times bigger than the whole earth, yet

can we not possibly, for all that, imagine the

sun of such a bigness, nor indeed the earth itself

half so big, as we know it to be. The reason

whereof is, partly because we never had a sense

or sight of any such vast bigness at once, as that

of either of them ; and partly because our sense

always representing the sun to us, but dic trečaſov,

as of a foot diameter;"—and we being accustomed

always to imagine the same according to the ap

pearance of sense, are not able to frame any ima

gination of it, as very much bigger. Wherefore,

if imagination be not to be trusted, nor made the

criterion or measure of truth, as to sensible

things themselves, much less ought it to be, as to

things insensible. Besides all which, the ancient

Incorporealists argued after this manner, that it

* Wide Ciceron. Acad. Question, lib. iv. cap. xxvi, p. 2294, tom, viii.

oper.
-
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is as difficult for us to conceive a substance

whose duration is unextended or unstretched out

in time, into past, present, and future, and there

fore without beginning; as that which is unex

tended as to parts, place, or space, in length,

breadth, and thickness; yet does reason pro

nounce, that there must needs be not only a du

ration without beginning, but also dypovoc atºv, a

timeless eternity,+or a permanent duration, dif

fering from that successive flux of time (which is

one of Plato's yeuvrd, things generated,—or that

had a beginning), this parity of reason is by Plo

tinus thus insisted on: Ald ow8 iv x9évy, e.g., [En

dAAd travroc X9óvov Éw, row uèv X9óvov okičva-**
puévov attiT90c 8táaraow, row S’ atovoc ëv rip avrò • Cap. x1.

uévovroc kai Kparouvroc, kai TAetovoc ëvroc 8vváuet dièiº,

tov Štri troXXd 8okouvroc téval x9óvov. For the same

reason, that we deny local extension to the

Deity, must we also deny temporal distance to

the same ; and affirm, that God is not in time, but

above time, in eternity. Forasmuch as time is

always scattered and stretched out in length and

distance, one moment following after another;

but eternity remaineth in the same, without any

flux, and yet nevertheless outgoeth time, and

transcendeth the flux thereof, though seeming to

be stretched and spun out more into length.

Now, the reason, why we cannot frame a concep

tion of such a timeless eternity, is only, because

ourselves are essentially involved in time, and ac

cordingly are our conceptions chained, fettered,

and confined, to that narrow and dark dungeon,

that ourselves are imprisoned in ; notwithstand

*In Timaeo, p. 529, oper.
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ing which, our freer faculties, assuring us of the

existence of a being, which far transcendeth our

selves, to wit, one that is infinitely perfect; we

have, by means hereof, uavretav rivá, a certain va

ticination,--of such a standing timeless eternity,

as its duration. -

But as for that conceit, of immaterial or incor

poreal bodies, or that God and human souls are

no otherwise incorporeal than as adjua Aerrouepic, a

thin and subtile body, such as wind or vapour,

air or ether; it is certain, that, according to the

principles of the most ancient atomic philosophy

(before it was atheized), there being no such real

quality of subtilty or tenuity (because this is alto

gether unintelligible), but this difference arising

wholly from motion, dividing the insensible parts,

and every way agitating the same, together with a

certain contexture of those parts; it is not impos

sible, but that the finest and most subtile body

that is, might become as gross, hard, heavy, and

opaque, as flesh, earth, stones, lead, or iron ; and

again, that the grossest of these bodies, by mo

tion, and a different contexture of parts, might

not only be crystallized, but also become as thin,

soft, and fluid, as the finest ether. So that there

is no specific difference betwixt a thick and thin,

a gross and fine, an opaque and pellucid, a hard

and soft body, but accidental only ; and there

fore is there no reason, why life and understand

ing should be thought to belong to the one rather

than to the other of them. Besides which, the

reasons of the ancient Incorporealists (afterwards

to be produced) will evince, that the human soul

and mind cannot possibly be any body whatso

ever, though never so fine, thin, and subtile,
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whose parts are by motion dividable, and sepa

rable from one another.

But it is further objected against this unex

tended nature, of incorporeal substances, as they

are said to be all in the whole, and all in every

part of that body, which they are united into, or

act upon ; that this is an absolute contradiction

and impossibility, because if the whole of the

Deity be in this one point of matter, then can

there be nothing at all of it in the next adjoining,

but that must needs be another whole, and no

thing the same with the former. In like manner,

if the whole human soul be in one part of this or

ganized body, then can there be none at all of it

in any other part thereof; and so not the whole in

the whole. To which objection the ancient In

corporealists made this two-fold reply: first, in

way of concession, That this is indeed an abso

lute contradiction for an extended substance, or

body to be all of it in every one part of that space,

which the whole occupieth. Thus Plotinus:

>ºuart dêºvarov v TAtloot to avrò 6\ov ćival, E.A. i. ii.

Kai rô uépoc &reg to 6\ov virápxeiv. It is im- p. 460.

possible for a body, or extended substance, to

be one and the same, all of it in every part of that

space which it possesses; and for every part

thereof to be the same with the whole.—But, se

condly, as for an unextended and indistant sub

stance, which hath no parts one without another,

it is so far from being a contradiction, that it

should be all of it in every part of that body,

which it acts upon ; that it is impossible it should

be otherwise, only a part in a part thereof, so

that an equal quantity of both should coexist

together, because this is to suppose an unex
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tended substance to be extended. We say it is

contradictious to the nature of that substance,

which is supposed to be dueyênc, ătoaoc, dēldora

Tog, duºpic, detaigeroc, devoid of magnitude, and of

Quantity, and of parts indistant, and indivisible;

—that it should be otherwise united to, or con

joined with, an extended body, than after this

way, which is looked upon as such conjuring ;

namely, that the whole of it should be present

with, and act upon every part thereof. Thus

P. 662. Plotinus; Oöroc 6A6)oc té aurov row ſpºus

roc, kal tric ovalac dAAórptov ovëv, ow8 k ric

trápac pigeoc Akiſaac. This form of doctrine, con

cerning Incorporeals, is necessarily taken from

the thing itself (viz. the nature of them as unex

tended), and hath nothing in it alien from that

essence, as confounding the corporeal nature

therewith.-Whatsoever is unextended and indis

tant, cannot possibly coexist with an extended

substance, point by point, and part by part,

but it must of necessity be 6\ov v kai ravrov apiflug,

all of it, one and the same numerically ;-that is

(like itself), undividedly, in every part of that

which it acts upon. Wherefore the word &Aov,

in this form, when it is said, that the whole Deity

is in every part of the world, and the whole soul

in every part of the body, is not to be taken in a

positive sense, for a whole consisting of parts,

one without another, but in a negative only, for

uñ ususpiquévov, an whole undivided;—so that the

meaning thereof is no more than this, that the

Deity is not dividedly in the world, nor the soul

dividedly in the body, a part here and a part

there; but the T6 €elov is travraxov 6Aov un
P. 662. - -

Melispiquévov, every where all of it, undi
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videdly.—Thus again Plotinus: E, obv travraxov 0ede,

oux' otöv re Hsuspto.uévov' ow 'ydp àv ćrt travraxov auróc

sin, dXX' traorov avrov uépoc, ro uèv oël, ró & w8. £oral,

aúróc oux etc ºr oral, &otep st run.0elm ri Méyé00c sic troX

Ad, kai rā uépm Távra, ovk £rt to 6\ov čktivo to rat' Tode

roºrotc 8: Kai atoua' et & raira dèëvara, TáXw āv dive pávn

rô dittarotuenov, tv piast dv0paſtov, duov (cov wouláew kai -

Tavraxov to avrò dua 6\ov sival. If therefore God be

every where, it cannot possibly be, that he should

be so dividedly; because then himself would not

be every where, but only a part of him here, and

a part of him there, throughout the world ; him

self being not one undivided thing. Moreover,

this would be all one, as if a magnitude were cut

and divided into many parts, every one of which

parts could not be that whole magnitude.—Last.

ly, this would be the very same, as to make God

a body.—Now if these things be impossible, then

must that so-much-disbelieved thing (looked upon

as such a puzzling griphus, or rather as contra

dictious nonsense) be an undoubted truth, ac

cording to the common notions of mankind, that

God is every where ; to wit, that he is all of him

the same whole, undividedly, every where. The

sum of all is, that though it be an absolute con.

tradiction, for a body, or quantum, to be ouou Táv,

all of it in every part of that space,—which the

whole is in ; yet it is no contradiction at all for

an unextended and indistant being, to be all of

it undividedly, in every part of that body it acts

upon ; but, on the contrary, it would be flatly

contradictious to it, to say, that it is only part of

it in a part; this being to divide an indivisible

thing into parts.

The fourth and last objection against incorpo
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real and unextended substance is from that illo

cality and immobility (which will follow there

upon) of human souls, and other finite particular

spirits, such as demons or angels; that this is not

only itself very absurd, to suppose these finite and

particular beings, to be thus illocal and immove

able, no where, and every where (from whence it

would seem to follow, that they might act the

whole corporeal universe, or take cognizance of

all things therein every where); but also, that this

conceit is contradictious to the very principles of

religionists themselves, and plainly confuted by

the same ; they acknowledging universally, that

human souls (at death) departing out of this

body, do locally move from thence into a certain

other place, called Hades, Hell, or Inferi. Now

the latter part of this objection is first to be an

swered. And this is indeed a thing, which the

ancient assertors of incorporeal substance, as un

extended, were not unaware of; that the vulgarly

received tradition, of human souls (after death)

going into hades, might be objected against them.

For the satisfying whereof, Plotinus suggesteth

En. 6. l. iv. these two things; first, To utv etc. "A Sov

[cap. xvi. p. ylveoffat, st pºv #v rº 'Alès. ro xopic Aéyeral'

659.] That if by hades be meant nothing but

ró delēc, the invisible (as many times it is), then

is there no more signified by the soul's going into

hades, than its no longer being vitally united to

this earthy body, and but acting apart by itself,

and so hath it nothing of place necessarily includ

ed in it. Secondly: Et 88 riva Xslow róirov' ri 0avuagróv;

first kai vov oſſ rô goua ñutov v rá róiry kākeivn Aéyeral

£kéſ àAA’ owk &vroc ºr odºuaroc; ii ré tºokov sini) dro

graaffilm, Tóc oux Kei of rô slºw\ov' But if by hades
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be understood a certain worser place (as some

times it also is), what wonder is this? since now

where our body is, there in the same place is our

soul said to be also P But you will reply, How canº a
* - - e ſ

this be, when there is now no longer any body

left? We answer, that if the idol of the soul be

not quite separated from it, why should not the

soul itself be said to be there also, where its idol

is? Where, by the idol of the soul, Plotinus seems

to mean an airy or spirituous body, quickened

and vitalized by the soul, adhering to it after

death. But when the same philosopher supposes

this very idol of the soul to be also separable

from it, and that so as to subsist apart by itself

too, this going alone into hades, or the worser

place, whilst that liveth only in the intelligible

world (where there is no place nor distance),

lodged in the naked Deity, having nothing at all

of body hanging about it, and being now not a

part but the whole, and so situate neither here

nor there; in this high flight of his, he is at once

both absurdly paradoxical, in dividing the life of

the soul as it were into two, and forgat the doc

trine of his own school, which, as himself else

where intimateth, was this ; rºw muerépav
En. 4. l. iii. c.

vviv ráðs uèv ato ra\ellew, où Távrm &
ilvyniv Tóēs uèv goua Kara 2 7 º’s iv. [p. 374.]

£o aduatoc Čačaſłat that our soul, though

it shall quit this body, yet shall it never be dis

united from all body. Wherefore Porphyrius an

swering the same objection, though he were other

wise much addicted to Plotinus, and here uses

his language too, yet does he in this depart from

him, adhering to the ancient Pythagoric tradition;

which, as will appear afterwards, was ,
• r Ap. p. 235.

this, “ That human souls are always
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united to some body or other.” “Qairsp rô tiri ync

tival ilvXà tariv, où ré ync fºrtſ?aivetv, dic rā adjuara' to 88

Trgosorával aduatoc, ô 'ync £irºſłaivet' oira kai év #8ov tival

tari ilvyń, &rav Tootoriket sièºov, Øſaw Hèv #xovroc tivat

£v rótry, okóra è riv wiróaraow kekrmuévou" &ars et d'A'

8mc Jiróysióc tort rôtroc okorewoc, n buxn tv §§ov 'ytyveral

#peXkouévn to stew) ov' £éeX0owan ydp airſ, row arepsov gaſ

uaroc, rô IIvetua ovvouapré, ô Đk riov opaipov ovveXéčaro'

£re. 8: êuikei ro {3apū Tvetua, kai évvypov, äxpt rtov utroyetov

Tótov, oùro kai airn Aéyérat Xoptiv Jiró ymy: oux ëri iſ airn

ovata peraſ?aivet rótouc, Kai év rátroic yiveral' dXX &rt rov

trebukórov owudrov, rótrovc peraſºaivetv, oxéasic dvaëéxerat'

As the soul's being here upon earth (saith he) is

not its moving up and down upon it, after the

manner of bodies, but its presiding over a body,

which moveth upon the earth; so is its being in

hades nothing but its presiding over that idol,

or enlivened vaporous body, whose nature it is to

be in a place, and which is of a dark subsistence.

Wherefore, if hades be taken for a subterraneous

and dark place, yet may the soul nevertheless be

said to go into hades, because when it quits this

gross earthy body, a more spirituous and subtile

body, collected from the spheres (or elements)

doth still accompany it. Which spirit being

moist and heavy, and naturally descending to the

subterraneous places, the soul itself may be said

in this sense to go under the earth also with it,

not as if the substance thereof passed from one

place to another, but because of its relation and

vital union to a body which does so. Where

Porphyrius addeth, contrary to the sense of Plo

tinus; That the soul is never quite naked of all

body, but hath alway some body or other joined

with it suitable and agreeable to its own present
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disposition (either a purer or impurer one). But

that at its first quitting this gross earthy body,

the spirituous body, which accompanieth it (as

its vehicle), must needs go away fouled and in

crassated with the gross vapours and steams

thereof, till the soul afterwards by degrees pur

ging itself, this becometh at length a dry splen

dour, which hath no misty obscurity, nor casteth

any shadow.

But because all this doctrine of the ancient In

corporealists, concerning the human soul's being

always (after death) united to some body or

other, is more fully declared by Philoponus than

by any other that we have yet met withal, we

shall here excerp some passages out of him about

it. First, therefore, he declareth this •

- - - Prooem. in

for his own opinion, agreeable to the Aristol. de
sense of the best philosophers; rºw utv A

Aoyukiv Xwptoriv, rºv & âAoyov, roºrov uèv Xºptotiv,

ūA\ov uévrot twoc odºuaroc dxºplarov, Aëyo & row IIvey

Harukov, a riv d'Anóñc 86&a, ºc 8stěouevº that the ra

tional soul, as to its energy, is separable from all

body; but the irrational part, or life thereof, is

separable only from this gross body, and not from

all body whatsoever, but hath (after death) a spi

rituous or airy body, in which it acteth;-this I

say is a true opinion, as shall be afterwards

proved by us. And again: H 88 &Aoyoc oux ºr v roſ

tºp #xel to tival, #Tiëtapévet ydp kai Herd #éočov riv #K row

row ric luxic, "Oxnua Kai Yirokeiuevov #xovaa rö Tvana

rukov adua' 6 kai auro art Hèv #K Tøv reogápov, Aéyeral

& K row TAeováčovroc row dipoc' &otrºp kai touro yńivov,

Aéyeral tk row TAeováčovroc. The irrational life of the

soul hath not all its being in this gross earthy

body, but remaineth after the soul's departure out
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of it, having for its vehicle and subject, the spi

rituous body; which itself is also compounded

out of the four elements, but receiveth its deno

mination from the predominant part, to wit, air ;

as this gross body of ours is called earthy, from

what is most predominant therein.-Thus do we

see, that, according to Philoponus, the human

soul after death does not merely exercise its

rational powers, and think only of metaphysical

and mathematical notions, abstract things, which

are neither in time nor place, but exerciseth also

its lower sensitive and irrational faculties, which

it could not possibly do, were it not then vitally

united to some body; and this body then accom

panying the soul he calls pneumatical, that is

(not spiritual in the Scripture-sense, but), spi

rituous, vaporous, or airy. Let us therefore, in

the next place, see what rational account Philo

ponus can give of this doctrine of the ancients,

and of his own opinion agreeable thereunto :

º: . ‘H bºx. m igeripa, gird riv & row gºuroc row

An. row £oëov, duoxoystral, HaA\ov č atroësikvvrat,

tic #8ov dipikveloffat, Kai Towac {xei row ou kaAſoc ſ35610

itévov tragéxclv’ où yde uðvov row sival muſov $povrićct n.
y y w w ~ ; ; • w y 2 ~ e w

troovota, dNAd kai row & Sival 8to oùk dueXéirat m ilvyn

tic rô trapd ©tow ãoxtofffloaga, d\\d rvyxável rnc Tooan

Kočanc àriusXciac' kai Tetên Tô duaprávav aúrû 8wd y\v

kv0untav ćyévero, té dváyknc kai rô kaffapónval 8." d’Ayiv

O300C avrº yevicerat' kávrav0a yde td vavria rov čvavriov

täuara. êid touro dAyüveral m kaffaipouévn ëv roic viró ymv

êucatornpioic ëld kokāasoc' 'AAA' st dodºuaroc m lvXi dèſ

varov aurºv traffiv' Töc otiv KoMáčerat; dváykm oùv traga

goud rt airnc tén?0al, 6 8takpuéuevov duérpoc i. ovykpwé

usvov, viró lášewc ; kadasſoc duérpov, dAyövel tiv ilvyºv
N. A w y • º º: ~ * x • * > f \?

Cua Tnly ovumá0étav trotov ovv owpua cort to &munévov (IU
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ric: oº &#Tov touro diveX50m Yūg tic rà éé Öv avvéornkev,

dAAd Touro, ro IIvevuarucov, 6 \{youtv, &v toūrp oùv sial Tráv

Toc &id touro ºc v UTokeiuévy, 0vuòc kai Tifluuta kai ra

§nc. Our human soul (in those who are not purged

and cleansed in this life), after its departure out

of this body, is acknowleged, or rather demon

strated, to go into hades, there to receive punish

ment for its evil actions past. For Providence

does not only take care of our being, but also of

our well-being. Therefore is the soul, though

lapsed into a preternatural state, yet not neglect

ed by Providence, but hath a convenient care

taken of it, in order to its recovery. And since

sinning had its original from the desire of plea

sure, it must of necessity be cured by pain : for

here also contraries are the cures of contraries.

Therefore the soul being to be purged, is pu

nished and pained in those subterraneous judi

catories and prisons, in order to its amendment.

But if the soul be incorporeal, it is impossible for

it to suffer. How then can it be punished 2 There

must of necessity be some body joined with it ;

which, being immoderately constringed or agi

tated, concreted or secreted, and discordantly

moved by heat and cold, or the like, may make

the soul sensible of pain, by reason of sympathy,

as it is here in this life. What body therefore is

that, which is then conjoined with the soul, after

the dissolution of that earthy body into its ele

ments? Certainly it can be no other than this

pneumatical, or spirituous body, which we now

speak of ; for in this are seated, as their subject,

the irascible and concupiscible passions, and

they are inseparable from the same; nor could

they be in the soul disunited from all body :: and

vol. III. - 2 L
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that soul which is freed from these, would be

forth with freed from generation; nor would it be

concerned in those subterraneous judicatories and

prisons, but be carried up aloft to the higher ce

lestial regions, &c.—After which he endeavours

further to confirm this opinion from the vulgar

phenomena : AnAov & ºrt HaNAov &rt ri čart to rvevua

rukov oùua, kai rotºrov dxºplara 0vuoc kai #Tifluuta, #3 au

rnc rov trøayuárov £vepysiac' tró0ev ydp #v roic rápotc rd

akiosuèn paivovrat £avrácuara; ow ydp 8#ys mi ilvyn

taxmudrioral, # 8Awc to riv opará. dXXd ºpaqu rac dka0áp

tovc luxãc, uérd riv čočov rodrow row adºuaroc TAavāoffat

frt Tun)0. x9óvov herd row IIvºuaroc, kai rouro trapačeikvo

1900. Tepi toūc rājovc' 8to $povrioréov evºwtac' Jird rodrow

yáp ſpact row Tveiſuaroc, traxuvèvroc £k nox0mpac 8tairnc,

karaatraoffat repl rd ráðn riv luxiv. Furthermore,

that there is such a pneumatical (spirituous, va

porous, or airy) body, which accompanieth souls

unpurged after death, is evident also from the

phenomena themselves. For what account can

otherwise be given of those spectres and phantoms,

which appear shadow-like about graves or sepul

chres, since the soul itself is neither of any figure,

nor yet at all visible? Wherefore these ancients

say, that impure souls, after their departure out

of this body, wander here, up and down, for a

certain space, in their spirituous, vaporous, and

airy body, appearing about sepulchres, andhaunt

ing their former habitations. For which cause

there is great reason, that we should take care of

living well, as also of abstaining from a fouler

and grosser diet; these ancients telling us like

wise, that this spirituous body of ours, being

fouled and incrassated by evil diet, is apt to ren

der the soul, in this life also, more obnoxious to
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the disturbances of passions.—And here Philo

ponus goes on to gratify us with a further account

of some other of the opinions of these ancients,

concerning this spirituous or airy body, accom

panying the soul after death: "Exel yáp ri kal avrò,

‘pagi, ric purukſic Čonc, Kal ydp T9épeoffat. rpépeoffat 8: oux

oùroc ac rooro ró adua, dXXd & drutov ow 8td uopiov,

d'AA' 6\ov & 6\ov, #pe titréiv, dc ot otröyyot, &#xovrat

rouc druoſic’ &ld Touro ºpovrićovow oi otovëato the Aet

torápac Čairmc kai émporipac, êid to un taxºvsø0at ro

Tvetua d'AAd Aströvsg0at: T90c touro kai touc kaffapuotic

paol Tapaxauffüvstvº touro uév ydp to gigua w8art TAdve

rat, Škéivo & kaffapuoic ēld rov drutov, Šud Yap druſov

twov rpépérat riváiv & kaffaiperat' ou 8wpyavijabat 8:

paow aird, d\\' 6\ov 8t’ 6Xov £vsøytiv, kard rác atoſhigetc,

kai rov atoffmrov divri) augâveoffat' 8to kai 'AptororéAmc

- qmaiv £v roic Herd rd $voird, &rt m kvpioc aloffmatc uţa, kai

to kvpioc atoffmriptov ºv’ They further add, that there

is something of a plantal and plastic life also,

exercised by the soul, in those spirituous or airy

bodies after death ; they being nourished too,

though not after the same manner, as these gross

earthy bodies of ours are here, but by vapours;

and that not by parts or organs, but throughout

the whole of them (as sponges), they imbibing

every where those vapours. For which cause,

they, who are wise, will in this life also take care

of using a thinner and dryer diet, that so that

spirituous body (which we have also at this pre

sent time within our grosser body) may not be

clogged and incrassated, but attenuated. Over

and above which, those ancients made use of

catharms, or purgations, to the same end and

purpose also: for as this earthy body is washed

by water, so is that spirituous body cleansed by

2 L 2 -
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cathartic vapours; some of these vapours being

nutritive, others purgative. Moreover, these an

cients further declared concerning this spirituous

body, that it was not organized, but did the

whole of it, in every part throughout, exercise

all functions of sense, the soul hearing, and see

ing, and perceiving all sensibles, by it every

where. For which cause, Aristotle himself affirm

eth, in his Metaphysics, that there is properly

but one sense, and but one sensory ; he, by this

one sensory, meaning the spirit, or subtile airy

body, in which the sensitive power doth all of it,

through the whole, immediately apprehend all

variety of sensibles. And if it be demanded,

how it comes then to pass, that this spirit appears

organized in sepulchres, and most commonly of

human form, but sometimes in the form of some

other animals? to this those ancients replied,

That their appearing so frequently in human form

proceedeth from their being incrassated with evil

diet, and then, as it were, stamped upon with

the form of this exterior ambient body in which

they are, as crystal is formed and coloured like

to those things, which it is fastened in, or reflects

the image of them ; and that their having some

times other different forms proceedeth from the

fantastic power of the soul itself, which can at

pleasure transform this spirituous body into any

shape: for being airy, when it is condensed and

fixed, it becometh visible; and again invisible,

and vanishing out of sight, when it is expanded

and rarified. - - - -

Now, from these passages cited out of Philopo

nus, it further appeareth, that the ancient as

sertors of the soul's immortality did not suppose
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human souls, after death, to be quitestripped stark

naked from all body; but that the generality of

souls had then a certain spirituous, vaporous, or

airy body accompanying them, though in different

degrees of purity or impurity respectively to then

selves. As also, that they conceived this spiritu

ous body (or at least something of it) to hang

about the soul also here in this life, before death;

as its interior indument or vestment, which also

then sticks to it, when that other gross earthly

part of the body is, by death, put off as an outer

garment. And some have been inclinable to think

(by reason of certain historic phenomena) these

two to be things so distinct, that it is not impos

sible for this spirituous body, together with the

soul, to be locally separated from the other grosser

body, for some time before death, and without it.

And indeed thus much cannot be denied, that our

soul acteth, not immediately only upon bones,

flesh, and brains, and other such-like gross parts

of this body, but first and chiefly upon the animal

spirits, as the immediate instruments of sense and

fancy, and that, by whose vigour and activity the

other heavy and unwieldly bulk of the body is so

aimbly moved. And therefore we know no rea

son but we may assent here to that of Porphyrius,”

rô aſua vouri kai rpoºl tort row Tveiſuaroc, to 8. Tveijua Öxn

ſta ric luxnc.; that the blood is the food and nou

rishment of the spirit (that is, that subtle body

called the animal spirits), and that this spirit is

the vehicle of the soul, or the more immediate seat

of life. - - -

Nevertheless, the same Philoponus there add

* Wide lib. de Antro. Nymphar. p. 257. 259.
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eth, that, according to these ancients, besides the

terrestrial body, and this spirituous and airy body

too, there is yet a third kind of body, of a higher

rank than either of the former (peculiarly belong

ing to such souls after death, as are purged and

cleansed from corporeal affections, lusts, and pas

sions), called by them agua avyostěc, and oupévtov,

and aiºptov, &c. a luciform, and celestial, and

ethereal body. The soul (saith he) continueth

either in the terrestrial or the aërial body so long

ºwc tavrºv kaffipaoa avevex0m, ric yevéaswc dira)\\aysiaa’

róre rolvvv kai rov 0wuðv, kai riv rifluutav diroriberal, uerd

roºrov row oxiuaroc, row Tveiſuaroc Aéyo' tivat 88 ri kai

Herd touro âAAori dièloc airng §nuuévov, adua oupávtov

kai &id rouro diètov, 6 ºpaqu Auyosièc * 'Aarpoetóéc' rtov

'ydp &ykocutov ovcav aváykm trávroc #xelv rivá k\mpov, Öv

8toucet, uépoc &vra row kóquovº kai et detkivmtóc tari, kat 8:1

avrºv del #v=pysiv, 8st #xetv diètwc §§muuévov rô adua, à dei

£worouſiast' 8td ravra otiv to avyosièc part adua airiv del

#xeiv, until that, having purged itself, it be carried

aloft, and freed from generation. And then doth

it put off both the irascible and concupiscible pas

sions at once, together with this second vehicle, or

body, which we call spirituous. Wherefore these

ancients say, that there is another heavenly body

always conjoined with the soul, and eternal, which

they call luciform, and star-like: for it being a

mundane thing, must of necessity have some part

of the world as a province allotted to it, which it

may administer. And since it is always moveable

and ought always to act, it must have a body

eternally conjoined with it, which it may always

enliven. And for these causes do they affirm the

soul always to have a luciform body.—Which lu
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cid and ethereal body of the soul is a thing often

mentioned by other writers also ; as Pro- P. 290

clus, in his commentary upon the Ti- "

maeus: Kal rnc dvdportung ilvync {éiprural Tu towavrov

öxlua attiptov, dic auróc ſºngw' fugiſłdoat youv tic 3xnua

kai airfiv pmot tov &mutovgyöv' kai ydp tradav ilvyiv dváy

Km T90 rtov 0vnrów couárov, dièlotc kai sūkwirotc xono

0at odºuaow, oc kar’ ouatav Éxovoav to Kweiv. The hu

man soul hath also (saith he) such an ethereal ve

hicle belonging to it, as Plato himself intimates,

when he affirmeth the Demiurgus at first to have

placed it in a chariot. For of necessity every soul,

before this mortal body, must have an eternal and

easily moveable body, it being essential to it to

move.—And elsewhere thesame Proclus: P. 164

"Avo uévovrecovév Šećuc0a rourov rov tusptorov * --vºire

opyávov- & juiv ovviprural Kare\}ovow tic yévéow, dXX'

dºkei ro 8xmua ro Auyosièc, Tácac #xov nvouévac rāc

atoſhigetc. Whilst we remain above, we have no need

of these divided organs, which now we have de

scending into generation ; but the uniform, lucid,

or splendid vehicle is sufficient, this having all

senses united together in it.—Which doctrine of

the unorganized, luciform, and spirituous vehicles,

seems to have been derived from Plato, he, in his

Epinomis, writing thus concerning a good and

wise man after death; ov kai 8üoxvpičouat raiſov kai

otrovčážov dua; ăvirºp 0avárq, riv aurov Hotpav ava

TAñoa, uſire us(#swºrt troAAſov rére, Kaffärep vov atoſhigetov,

ruacuoipac Hereixnjóra uévov, Kai K troX\ov ºva yeyovára

gºatuova aeoſat of whom, whether I be in jest or

earnest, I constantly affirm, that when dying he

shall yield to fate, he shall no longer have this

variety of senses, which now we have, but one

uniform body, and live a happy life.— Moreover,
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Hierocles much insisteth upon this, a you?ic ad

na, luciform and ethereal body, 3 kai luxic Aerrów

8xmua ot X9mouoi ka)\ovat, which also (saith he) the

oracles call the thin and subtle vehicle or cha

riot of the soul; he meaning, doubtless, by these

oracles, the magical or Chaldaic oracles before

mentioned. And amongst those now extant un

der that title, there seems to be a clear acknow

ledgment of these two vehicula of the soul, or

interior induments thereof; the spirituous and

the luciform body, the latter of which is there

enigmatically called ºriteSov, or a plain superfices

in these words:" M.) IIveJua u0)\ºvnc, Amé Ba0.ſvgc ro

Ettrečov. Take care not to defile or contaminate

the spirit; nor to make the plain superficies deep.

—For thus Psellus glosseth upon that oracle: Aſo

Xirovac êtrevèdoval rºv ilvynv oi XaX8aiot' kal rov pºv IIvºv

Harukov ováuagav, atro row atoffmrov £vºpav0évra aurº tov

3. Auyosièm, Aerrov Kal dvapm, ôvirº ‘Eritrešov. The

Chaldaic philosophers bestow upon the soul two

interior tunicles or vestments, the one of which

they called pneumatical, or the spirituous body,

which is weaved out, as it were, to it, and com

pounded of the gross sensible body (it being the

more thin and subtle part thereof); the other the

luciform vestment of the soul, pure and pellucid,

and this is that which is here called the plain su

perficies.—Which, saith Pletho, is not so to be un

derstood, as if it had not three dimensions (foras

much as it is a body also), but only to denote the

subtlety and tenuity thereof. Wherefore, when the

aforesaid Hierocles" also calls this luciform and

* Comment in aurea Pythagor. Carmina, p. 214, 215.

* Oracul. Zoroastr. sect. 10. vers. 275. p. 394. ed. Clerici.

* Comment. in hoc Oraculum. * Ubi supra, p. 222.
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ethereal body, rô IIvevuarucov "Oxnua rnc \oyuknc

ilvync, the spiritual vehicle of the rational soul—he

takes not the word Tveuuarukov, in that sense where

in it is used by Philoponus and others, as if he

intended to confound this ethereal body with that

other spirituous or airy body, and to make but one

of them, but rather styles it spiritual, in a higher

sense (and which cometh near to that of the

Scripture), as being a body more suitable and cog

nate with that highest and divinest part of the soul,

mind, or reason, than the other terrestrial body is

(which, upon that account, is called also, by the

same Hierocles," as well as it is by St. Paul, goua

lvXucóv, the animal or natural body). So that this

spiritual body of Hierocles is not the airy, but the

ethereal body, and the same with Synesius's,"

0eatriotov goua, Divine body.-And that this dis

tinction of two interior vehicles or tunicles of the

soul, besides that outer vestment of the terrestrial

body (styled in Plato rò darpetočec, the crustace

ous, or ostraceous body)—is not a mere figment of

the latter Platonists since Christianity, but a tra

dition derived down from antiquity, appeareth

plainly from Virgil, in his sixth AEneid, where,

though not commonly understood, he writeth first

of the spirituous or airy body, in which unpurged

souls receive punishment after death, thus:

Quin et supremo cum lumine vita reliquit,

Non tamen omne malum miseris, nec funditus omnes

Corporeae excedunt pestes; penitusque necesse est

Multa diu concreta modis inolescere miris.

Ergo exercentur poenis, veterumque malorum

Supplicia expendunt; aliae panduntur inanes

Suspensae adventos; aliis sub gurgite vasto

Infectum, eluitur scelus, aut exuritur igni.

Ubi supra, p. 214, " Cor. xv. 44 ° DInsomniis, p. 140 oper.
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And then again of the other pure ethereal and

fiery body, in this manner:

Donec longa dies perfecto temporis orbe

Concretam exemit labem, purumque reliquit

AEthereum sensum, atque aurai simplicis ignem.

Now, as it was before observed, that the an

cient assertors of the soul's immortality, suppos

ing it to have, besides this terrestrial body, an

other spirituous or airy body, conceived this not

only to accompany the soul after death, but also

to hang about it here in this life, as its interior vest

or tunicle (they probably meaning hereby the

same with that, which is commonly called the

animal spirits, diffused from the brain, by the

nerves, throughout this whole body); in like man

ner it is certain, that many of them supposing the

soul, besides those two forementioned, to have

yet a third luciform, or ethereal body, conceived

this in like manner to adhere to it even in this mor

tal life too, as its inmost clothing or tunicle; yet,

so as that they acknowledged the force thereof to

be very much weakened and abated, and its splen

dour altogether obscured by the heavy weight

and gross steams or vapours of the terrestrial

body. Thus Suidas, upon the word Avyostěřic,

tells us out of Isidore, oc #xel m Juxº Auyosièc "Oxn

pa, Aeyóuevov dorportèc rekai dièlov' kai Touro utv to Av

ºyoačc coun røðe dirokékActoral ëvious pºv slow rnc kepa

Xºc' that, according to some philosophers, the

soul hath a certain luciform vehicle, called also

star, or sun-like, and eternal; which luciform body

is now shut up within this terrestrial body (as a

light in a dark lantern), it being supposed by some

of them to be included within the head, &c.—With
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whichagreeth Hierocles: 'Ev'rg 0wnrig muſºv P. 293

gaſuari, ro Auyostèc #ykstral, Tºogirvéov rø fº.gif edit.

dilºxº gºuart &oiv, kai riv appoviav aurov Needhami.]

auvéxov. The splendid or luciform body lieth in

this mortal body of ours, continually inspiring it

with life, and containing the harmony thereof—

The ground of which opinion was, because these

philosophers generally conceived the human soul

to have pre-existed before it came into this earthly

body, and that either from eternity, or else from

the first beginning of the world's creation; and

being never without a body, and then in a perfect

state, to have had a lucid and ethereal body,

either coeternal, or coeve with it (though in or

der of nature junior to it), as its chariot or vehicle:

which being incorruptible, did always insepara

bly adhere to the soul, in its after-lapses and de

scents, into an aéreal first, and then a terrestrial

body; this being, as it were, the vinculum of

union betwixt the soul and them. Thus Pletho *

declares their sense: Aid & rotoirov aduatoc rº, 8: Tore

rº 0vnrº rivys dv0gotivny ilvyiv ovyytyvcoffat, ôAov 6A9

tº row uſ?piſov Çorucº Tvetuart &ld ovyyévélav ČiritMeko

Mévov are Tveiſuaróc rivoc kal avrov čvroc. By this ethe

real body is our human soul connected with its

mortal body; the whole thereof being implicated

with the whole vital spirit of the embryo, for as

much as this itself is a spirit also.--But long be

fore Pletho was this doctrine declared and as

serted by Galen, as agreeable both to pºmp.

Plato's and his own sense; he first pre- |...'..."

mising, that the immediate organ or in- p. ſois."

strument of sight was a you?ic, a luci-"""

form and ethereal spirit:-Atóvrocoöv povuev ag

* In Orac. Chald.
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yocièc név tival ro tnc ôleoc āpyavov, deposièc 83 rd ric

dronc, druoetēc 88 to ric oëunc, kai to uèv. tnc yedgewc

wypov, to 8: rmg dºne yeºčec, &c. Wherefore we may

reasonably affirm, that the organ of sight is a lu

ciform or ethereal body ; as that of hearing is

aërial ; that of smelling vaporous; that of taste

moist or watery ; and that of touch earthly ; like

being perceived by like.—And he accordingly

thus understanding those known verses of Empe

docles, which, as Aristotle otherwise interprets

them, are nonsense: Kai Tour' àp iv 6 |300Xeral 8m)ouv

o "Eutrečok\ſic £v oic ºpmat, Taty pºv Ydp Yatav, &c. at

affavónsſa yag övroc tº uév yeočeoripp rov atoſhirmptov,

Tng yed,8ovc ºùostoc, tºp S’ avyostěearépp rnc ëlcoc, rnc

Auyostěowc' And this was that, which Empedocles

meant to signify, in those famous verses of his ;

it being certain, that by the most earthy of our

senses, the touch, we perceive the earthy nature of

sensibles; and by the most luciform, viz. that of

sight, the passions of light ; by that, which is

aéreal, sounds; by that, which is moist and

sponge-like, tastes; and lastly, by the organ of

smelling, which is the extremity of those former

cavities of the brain, as replenished with vapours,

odours.-After which he writeth of the essence

or substance of the soul, in this manner: E. & kal

Tepi ilvync ouaiac diroºvaoffat Xpi, 8volv 0árepov dvaykal

ov eiträv, tour' sivat rô otov Auyosièc, kai Aiffspóēec

adua Ackréow aúriv, tic 6 kāv un Øoßovrat kar' dikoWou

6tav djucuouvrat orwikoi, i. auriiv ntv daguarov witápxeiv

ovatav, 8xmud TE ro Tooroº airnc tival touri ro gºua, 8'

où uéoov riv trgoc T' &\\a gºuara kolvøvlav \apſ3áver

rooro pºv oùv auró 8." &\ov Ackršov muiv ëkretáoffat toū

#ykeſpáAov' t; 8é ye Tpoc aúró Kowlovia to kard rác ëleic

avrov Tveijua ºforosièc ytyvcoffat' And if we should
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now declare any thing concerning the essence or

substance of the soul, we must needs affirm one or

other of these two things; that either itself is this

luciform and ethereal body (which the Stoics,

whether they will or no, by consequence will be

brought unto, as also Aristotle himself), or else

that the soul is itself an incorporeal substance,

but that this luciform ethereal body is its first

vehicle, by which, as a middle, it communicates

with the other bodies. Wherefore we must say,

that this ethereal lucid body is extended through

out the whole brain; whence is that luciform

spirit derived, that is the immediate instrument of

sight.—Now from hence it was, that these philo

sophers, besides the moral purgation of the soul,

and the intellectual or philosophical, recom

mended very much a mystical or telestic way of

purifying this ethereal body in us, by diet and ca

tharms. Thus the forementioned Hie- P. 294.

rocles:" "Emeter, kal rø Auyostěčí muſov oùuart (p. 214. ed.

Trpooépu adua (hmtov ov, kaflapsvaal 8si kal Needhami.J

roºro, &c. Since to our lucid or splendid body, this

gross mortal body is come by way of accession,

we ought to purify the former also, and free it

from sympathy with the latter.—And again after

wards: At rmc \oyuknc ilvync ka0ápoeic Kai row Aöyost

8owc 6xiuaroc Tooum.0ouvral, ôtoc dv aúraic wiróirrepov Kal

Touro yevöuevov un ëutroëdºv tormrat Todc Tºv čva, Topslav,

kai rā āśnc. Together with the purgations of the ra

tional soul, the purification of the luciform or

ethereal vehicle is also to be regarded, that this

being made light, and elate or wingy, might no

way hinder the soul's ascent upward: but he that

endeavours to purify the mind only, neglecting

• Ibid, p.216.
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the body, applies not himself to the whole man.—

Whereupon he concludes: Tºw TeXerrucºv čvépyslav

Aéyo, Tºv roo Auyostěouc kaffaprikºv &auv' I therefore

call this the telestic or mystic operation; which is

conversant about the purgation of the lucid or

ethereal vehicle.—And whereas philosophy was

by Plato and Socrates" defined to be a continual

exercise of dying (which Pliny" thought to be no

thing but an hypochondriacal or atrabilarian dis

temper in them, in those words of his, which Sal

masius, and other critics, can by no means un

derstand, “est etiam quidam morbus, per sapien

tiam mori:” that the dying by wisdom or philoso

phy, is also but a certain kind of bodily disease or

over-grown melancholy)—though they supposed

this principally to consist in a moral dying to cor

poreal lusts and passions; yet was the design

thereof partly mystical and telestic also, it driving

at this further thing, that when they should put

off this terrestrial body, they might at once die

also to the spirituous or ačreal; and then their

soul have nothing left hanging about it, but only

the pure ethereal body, its light-winged chariot:

in Virgil's language is

Purumque relinqui

AEthereum sensum, atque aurai simplicis ignem.

Notwithstanding which, the Pythagoreans and

T’latonists seem not to have been all of them of

this persuasion, that the same numerical ethereal

body, which the soul was at first created with,

continueth still about it, and adhereth to it inse

parably to all eternity, during its descents into

* Wide Platon. in Phaedon. p. 378.

* Hist. Natur, lib. vii, cap. 50.
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other grosser bodies; but rather to have supposed,

that, according to the moral disposition of the

soul, it always finds or makes a cognate and suit

able body correspondently pure or impure; and

consequently, that by moral virtue and philoso

phy, it might again recover that celestial body,

which was lost by its fall and descent hither. This

seemeth to have been Porphyrius’s “ sense, in

these words of his: 'Qc àv 8teré0m m Juxi, euptaket goua

ráčet kai roic oiketoic 8wpiquévov' 8to Kabaptºrspov uèv 8ta

keptévy a ſubvrov ro £yyúc too diſAov adua, 6trip tari to at

0éptov. However the soul be in itself affected, so

does it always find a body suitable and agreeable

to its present disposition; and therefore to the

purged souls does naturally accrue a body, that

comes next to immateriality; that is, an ethereal

one.—And probably Plato was of the same

mind, when he affirmed the soul to be always in a

body, but sometimes of one kind, and sometimes

of another.

Now from what hath been declared, it appear

eth already, that the most ancient assertors of the

incorporeity and immortality of the human soul

supposed it, notwithstanding, to be always con

joined with a body. Thus Hierocles rº

plainly : ‘H Aoyuki ovoia ovuſpvée #xovoa adua, fº. 126 edit.

oùro trapd roo &mutovpyov sic to cival trapm)0ev, Needhami.]

oc tire ro adua tival avrºv, pire ãvev odºuaroc' d}\' avrºv

pºv dogwarov, drotréparovo0at §§ etc góua ro ôAov avrng

sièoc. The rational nature having always a cog

nate body, so proceeded from the Demiurgus, as

that neither itself is body, nor yet can it be with

* In Sententiis ad Intelligibilia ducentibus, $.32. p. 233.

* De Legibus, lib. x. • P. 214.
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out body; but though itself be incorporeal, yet

its whole form, notwithstanding, is terminated in

a body.— Accordingly whereunto, the definition,

p. 290, which he gives of a man, is this, lux: Ao

[p. 212.] yuki uerd ovuºvowcô0avárov odºuaroc, a rational

soul, together with a cognate immortal body.—

He concluding there afterwards, that this enli

vened terrestrial body, or mortal man, is nothing

but dºwXov dyſpºtov,” the image of the true man,—

or an accession thereunto, which is therefore se

parable from the same. Neither doth he affirm this

only of human souls, but also of all other rational

beings whatsoever, below the supreme Deity,

and above men, that they always naturally actu

ate a body. Wherefore a demon or angel.(which

words are used as synonymous by Hierocles) is

also defined by him after the same manner, lux.)

Aoyuki, uerd porewoo adºuaroc, a rational soul together

with a lucid body.—And accordingly Proclus

upon Plato's Timaeus" affirmeth, Távra èaiuova röv

nueréptov keeltrova ilvyov, kai votpdv Éxity luxºv, Kai 8xm

pia attiglov that every demon, superior to human

souls, hath both an intellectual soul and an ethe

real vehicle, the entireness thereof being made up

or compounded of these two things.--So that

there is hardly any other difference left betwixt

demons or angels, and men, according to these

philosophers, but only this, that the former are

lapsable into ačreal bodies only, and no further;

but the latter into terrestrial also.” Now Hiero

- a P. 214. "Lib. v. p. 320. .

* Wide Porphyr. de Abstinent. ab Esu Animal, lib. ii. § 38, p. 81.

et alios.
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cles positively affirmeth a this to have been the

true cabala, and genuine doctrine of the ancient

Pythagoreans, entertained afterwards by Plato;

Kal Touro tov TIv0ayopetov fiv 86 yua, 6 8) TIXárov to repov

šépyvev, direukácac Švujirº Suváust utrotrépov Čečyovc re

kai ivióxov, Tao'av 0slav re kai dvdportvm. ilvX'iv. And

this was the doctrine of the Pythagoreans, which

Plato afterwards declared ; he resembling every,

both human and Divine soul (that is, in our mo

dern language, every created rational being) to a

winged chariot, and a driver or charioteer, both

together :-umeaning by the chariot, an enlivened

body; and by the charioteer, the incorporeal soul

itself acting it.

And now have we given a full account, in what

manner the ancient assertors of incorporeal sub

stance, as unextended, answered that objection

against the illocality and immobility of particular

finite spirits, demons, or angels, and human souls;

that these being all naturally incorporate, how

ever in themselves and directly immoveable, yet

were capable of being in sense moved, by acci

dent, together with those bodies, respectively,

which they are vitally united to. But as for that

pretence, that these finite spirits, or substances in

corporeal, being unextended, and so having in

themselves no relation to any place, might there

fore actuate and inform the whole corporeal

world at once, and take cognizance of all things

therein ; their reply hereunto was, that these be

ing essentially but parts of the universe, and there

fore not comprehensive of the whole, finite or par

ticular, and not universal beings (as the three hy

postases of the Platonic trinity are), the sphere of

* Ubi supra, p. 213.
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their activity could not possibly extend any far

ther, than to the quickening and enlivening of

some certain parts of matter and the world, allot

ted to them, and thereby of becoming particular

animals; it being peculiar to the Deity, or that

incorporeal substance, which is infinite, to quicken

and actuate all things.

g N0 58

END OF vol. III.
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